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A NOTE FROM THE CHAIRf4AN 

It is my belief that we must achieve a balance in corrections oetween 
discretionary power and flexibility on the one ha~~ and rules, uniformity and 
equity on the other. 'To do so we must bear in mind not only the negative but 
also the positive value of discretion. To quote the noted sociologist and a 
good' friend, Hans Mohr, "not to do so would be to invite a tyranny of rules 
which surely is no less a threat to justice than the tryanny of unfettered 
discretion". 

Out of a~ perceived need .to appraise the positiNe as well as the negative 
value of discretion came the initiative for the Conference .an Discretion in 
the Correctional System. We profoundly hope that the discussions that took 
place laid some of the groundwork needed to achieve an appropriate balance 

i). " 

between discretionary power and mechanisms to constrain its 8se. That much 
remains to be done is clear but the door has at least been open~d, I believe, 
to an ex'Change of opinion about one of the most complex and controversial 
issues facing corrections. 

" The perceptions that were shared during the Conference about the value of 
discretion in corrections, the problems associated with its use and the 
remedies that might be applied form the content of the following volume~ It 

is our hope that the information collected within these pages will serve as a 
" valuable source tu those who are concerned a~out discretion in corrections. 

II 

W.R~ Outerbridge 
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INTRODUCTION 

T,he purpose of this voltne is to' make generally a"'~ilable the 
opinions an,~ ideas, the unalyses a.nc:t prpposals perta~hing to the 

• II .'1 ., 

issue ofdtscretion that were presented during the C..onference on 
DiscretIon in the Correction~l System; held in,: Ottawa/lin November, 
19~1. Part one contains .an accoont t'oft,he proceedings synthesiz~d 
under severl~l .broad head~Q~s to provide a comprehens~~e ovet~iewof " 

II .. '/' . , .' 
the ideas ,,8I~d opinions that were expressed about thfl nature of the 
controversy GVfI' " dis~retion, tile' 'measures that are' :currently being 
implemente~ to,\ improve and control the use of discretion .. and the 
direction in ~ich we should be headed" Part two contains a 
selection of papers" and addresses delivered at the Conference whieh 
are representatlv~ of th'O major "themes and arglJRents raised durin~, 

, the proceedings. We .,' hope that the theoretical and pract1c:~1 

perspectives ooUe1cted within' this voltne will provide a valuable 
~ c. . • n 

source of information aboot one pf t;he most_~~plex and controver .... 
sial issues facing. co.rrect:ions today" I) 

.The National Conference, and the" regional" wor:k~h(')ps~hat preceded. it, 
demonstrated that man9 individuals not only in the correctional fieldbul also 
in the" academic and leg'a1 profes'sions atta~h ~ positive value to discretion~ry 
power. We ytere .. reminded, often poignantly, thatdfscretion, \,!hen properly 
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exercised, is the source of humaneness and flexibility in our criminal justice 
system. Without it, we were told, the. administration of justice would lack 
all capaclty for human sympathy and could only be rigid and heavy-handed. 
,This attitude stands in stark contrast to the pOlnt of view prevalent 
particularly in the United States, that discretionary power is inherently 
negative or harmfyl and should, therefore, be restricted as much as possible. 

It was not,'" however, the only point of view expressed during' the 
Conference. Many of the speakers and delegates put qreater emphasis on the 
inherent potential for the misuse of discretionary power than on its positive 
value. In their opinion, the discretionary power of correctional authoritie~ 
should be circumscribed by' rules, regulations and guidelines to promote 
equi t y, fairness and uni forlnit y in the U prov ision, 0 f correctional services. 
These objectives, they argued, are the ones we sh9uld be actively pursuing., 
The individuals who advocated this approach asked us to reflect on the need 
for ~learly established rules and stand~rds not only to ensure uniformity and 
equity but also to enable us to assess the performal"lce of the system and to 

know what improvements are needed. 

Those who emphasized" the positive value of discretion exproessed their 
concern that efforts to confine, structure and review discretion would affect 
only the procedural and! not the substa!ltive element of decision-making. 
Objections to due process mechanisms were raised on the grounds,that they tend 
to create an" adversarial climate in which the antipat,hy Qetween offenders and 
correctional personnel is increased. ,Other·s objected to a reliance on rules, 
regulations and standards on the groUnds that I' th~ ~inimum stanpard~ they 
impose socm become the maximum. Acc0r"ding to this line of argument, the 
uni formity that is attained may, be comforting to senior manag~ment but it 
creates a rigid system in which ~fforts are concentr~~ed on abiding by the 
book and nothing more is ~~ne~. Yet another concern expressed was that rules, 
~egulations and .,accountability mechanisms tend to be designed according to the 
needs of the' system rather than thos~ of .the offender.:: As a result, we were 
told. the quality of services provided to the offender declines rather than 

, , I) 

improves. 

Giveh the polarIty" of opinion that has been described, one might "wonder 
if any comfll,on gro,und exists from whi~h to ·fashion an approach to the problems 
associated with discretion in corrections. Not 'in(requently during the 
proceedings it seemed that, the controversy over ?iscretion admits little or no 
hope of reconciliation and "that we may be s~t for a drawn' out battle" between" 
the advocates of discretionary latitude on the one hand and of rules, 
regulations and due process on the other ~' But todr~w such a conclusion would, 
be to ignore the fact that much of the disagreement was largely one of d~gree, 
not kind'. Few, if any} expi'essed the extreme view that discretion should1be 
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left unfettered an-p the vast majority of those who attached some degree of 
posikive value to discretion advocated the use of rUles, regulations and 
standards to promot\~ equit y and proceduraL, fairness in couections. The 
problem we are faced with, ,it appears, is not to.choose between 6ne approach 
or the other but to establlsh an appropriate balance between discretionary 

[\ ~. " ,,' 

power on the, one hand and rules and regulations on the other, to ens~re that 
discretion can operate with the least degree of abuse and the greatest 
possible degree of justice. 

It was suggested that' the appropriate balance could be attained by 
implementing a combination of ,the, me~sures that were discussed during the 
proceedings, some of which are designed to promote equity and fairness, others 
to improve the ~cceptability and quality of decisions. That these mechanisms 
are" not mutuall,y exclusive was stressed many times durihg the Conference. But 
if; a successfu'l combination of these mechanisms is to beachieved,we were 
told, we must ehdeavour,to le9rn more about the use of discretion in 
corrections and about the way in which it can be used to:' reflect the needs of 
those whom the system serves. The t;ask of learning about discretion and how 
it' opera~esin corrections is far frpm complete and may well be one that will" 
!Jever re.ach a final point but the discussions that took place during the 
Conference suggest that it is an imperative and productive undertaking. 

The various points of view and ideas that were expressed during the 
,Conference on ~;i wide variety of topics have been grouped under several broad 
headings to facilitafe a comparison pf thes~',i'deas and opinions. We hope that 
this format will acquaint the reader not only with the discrete issues that 
were discussed but also with the general direction of opinion on broad 
questions such as the nature of the controversy over discretion, the ,mea,~ures 
that have and could be implemented to remedy the problems associated with 

:~ ~. . 
discretion and the direction in which W~ should be headed. Part one concludes 
with an attempt to link together the analytical concepts and practical 
perspectives that were presented during the Conference and to draw out some of 
their possible implications ." < 

~~e have endeavoured to include re rerences to as many of the di-scussions 
r,\ ' , ..; , 

as possible within the first section but considerations of space and the lack 
of, a full hanscript have forced Us to omit some sessions,. Such omissions 
were not based on the content of .,the discussions and to those whose remarks 
may not ~ave.been included we extend our ,~pologies •. " 

,I 

Part two of this volume consists of a selection 'of papers ~9nd "addresses 
that 'are representative of the major themes that emerged during the proceed
ings.' The keynote address, g1 ven' by Hans Mohr, sets out the distinction 
between rule structures" and discretion and raise,s important questions about 
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the appropriate scope of each and about the need for a suitable correspondence 
betwe~.n the nature of discretion in corrections and the rules by which it 
might be structured. The factors that have led to the current controversy 
over discretion and the implications they have, for efforts to remedy the " 
problems associated with discretion in corrections are the subject of papers 
by Stewart Asquith, Andr:e Normcmdeau and Micha~l Prince. Each of these papers 
argues that if we are to effectively resolve the controversy over discretion, 
we must first caref~lly examine the basic values an~"concepts that underlie 
discretionary power. 

The duty to act fairly and the role of the courts in corrections were 
discussed in several sessions and are the subject of papers by Alan 
Leadbeater, Michael Jackson, Walter Tarno'j:i"olsky and Howard Epstein. A related 
but considerably different approach to this subject is offered by Brad Willis 
who argues that .the role of the courts should not be to merely intervene in 
cases of possible abuse but t() oversee the administration of sent~nces. The 
impact of inmates' rights and, the duty to act, fairly are discussed from the 
perspective of correctional practitioners .in the papers by Jim Phelps and Ken 
Payne. The importance of parliamentary and 'departmental initiatives in 
bringing the duty to act fairly to corrections is discussed by Jim Phelps and, 
the need for· enough discretionary latitude to balance the ~,ndividual rights of 
inmates against the collective rights aQd security of those in the institution 
is discussed by Ken Payne. 

John Eckstedt and Tom Ference each dispuss the role <of discretion in an 
organization and both conclude that discretion will inevitably be used at all 
levels regardless of e'fforts to restrict or prevent its use. The task then is 
to develop manageme~t systems that will promote the type 0(, decision-making 
throughout an organization for which management is willing and able to be" held 
accountable. 

-.'!' 

~he need for standards, rules and guidelihes to ensure that decisions are 
consistent fait and d~fensible is the subject of the paper by' Don Yeomans. ,. .' , 

In his opinion, th~ size of an organization is a critical factor in determin-
ing whether inform~tion about what is beh,ng and what should be done is com
municated informally or through rules, gufdelines and standards. The merits 
and drawbacks of guidel'ines, accountabili~,y'" mechanisms and !3talldards were dis
cussed at considerable length during th~ t: Conf~rence. n~e ,pape.rs by Nary 
Casey; Joan Nuffield, David Cole and David'Kennedy represent some of the m~in 
argum~nts that wer~ presented on each side of these issues. " 

The need ,to expand our' knowledge of the. compleX interplay of subjective 
and objective factors that is entailed in;\the exercise of discretion was a 
theme that ran through many -of the sessions •. Int'he pape~ py G~rald Gall, ,,,, 
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r~cent developments in decision theory are ()utlined; t~e objective steps that 
can be idehti fied in the. decision-making process and the relationship of 
subjective factors Clre described. The role of subjed:ive factors, such as 
personal attitudes towards women and natives, in the exercise of discretion is 
the focus of the paper by Christie Jefferson. Th,e need to prevent the hidden 
use of discretion is clearly demonstrated in her paper and reflects a point of 

, vj,ew that was shared by many delegates. 

The controversy over discretion is by no means confined to CaQada. The 
papers by Ole Ingstrup, Don Gottfredson and Peter Solomon provide an insight 

""tnto the issues pertaining to discretion and responses to them in Denmark, the 
/?/U~ited States and the USSR,respectively. These papers indicate that while 

;j similar problems have arise~~' with respect to discretion in corrections in 
other countries, the responses. to them have varied considerably. 

The papers and addresses contained in this volume illustrate the 
diversity of opinion that e~ists over the subject of discreUon and perhaps 
bear witness to the argument that conflicting concepts of the nature and value 
of discretion are at the heart of the 9urrent controversy. 1 f such is the 
case, the first step towards a resolution of the current controversy is to 
clari fy vJhat the 'i di fferences are. We "hope that the following volume will 
contribute to t~at task. 

Sheila Lloyd 
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DISCRETION: HOW IT OPERATES 

How discretion operates wa~' d~scribed from several differen~ 

perspectives during the Confer~nce. In one session, rece~~ 
developments in psychologi~al stUdies of decision-making were 
outlined. ,In another, the question of how discretion operates was 
discussed :from a business management perspective. The findings of 
research concerning thed~scretion of probation supervisors were 
described in a third session. The addresses and discussions that 
pertai~d to this subject are summarized below. 

Y,' 

In·the seminar entitled,,"Discretion: The Human Dimension", Gerald Gall, 
a professor of law at the U",iversity of Alberta, noted that discretion is an 
omnipresent feature of our criminal justice system and enumerated some of the 
key poUlts 'at ,which it is exercised) He expressed the" opinion that 
discr.etion is a valuable feature in that it allows our system to seek the ends 
of justice through "an exercise of flexibility. .,He went on to examine 
decisi~n-rnaking from the perspective of the scientific or. objective factors 
and" ~henon-scientific or subjective factprs. Drawing on the work of Dr. 
Elaine Borins and H,~s Honour Judge Stephen Borins, he noted that there are six 
identifiable steps in the decision-making process: 

a 

1. gathering information; 
2. ,}nterpreting in formationf 

- J 

·1 For the full text of the address, see Part II. 
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3. outlining alternatiV'~3; 
4. weighing alternatives; 

5. deciding priorities; 

6. making a final choice. 

Factors that determine one's ability to make decisions include: 

1. the need for information; 
:1. confidence in the accuracy of one's decisions; 

3. perceived ability as evidenced by the willigness to take risks; 

4. tendency to defer decisions; 
5. the d~cision-maker's own view of his decision-making .ability; 

6. peer-rating of decisiveness. 

Professor Gall stated that while these factors ,can be isolated and 
identi.fied through scientific analyses of decision-making, there are a number 
of less readily identifiable subjective factors that enter into the process. 
The human, subjective factors that influence decision-making pertain to all 
facets of the decision-maker' s Ii fe including economic background,' political 
and religiouq beliefs, self-image aOnd the s,tate of his or her emotions. He 
info'rmed IJS that several other important, miscellaneous factors have been 
identified by Dr. and Judge Borins which are likely t? influence the exercise 
of discretion by judges and are equally likely to .affect other decision-makers 
in the criminal justice system., These factors are: 

1. a system of precedent and stare decisis under which decisions in 
similar, previous cases either bind or strongly persuade the 

decision-maker; 

2. public policy which onen must be ascertained by t.'e decisi,pn-maker 
and is therefore susceptible to the personality of the decison-maker; 

3. the.fact that the de.c:ision-maker will have ~fI effect on the liberty 
9f the subject; thi:i factor will have a varying effect depending on 

the decisiveness of the decision-maker; 

4.. a sense of remoteness and isolation created by the position of the 

decision-maker itself; 

5. the effect of the adversarial process on the. d,~cision7-maker. 

With respect to the latter, Pro fessor Gall pointed out that "at least two 

, 
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studies have suggested tha~ the very nature of the adversarial process works 
against efforts by the decision-maker to be neutral and detached. 

During the same session, Don Andrews, a professor of psychology at 
Carleton University, outlined his study on the inter-relationship between the 
personal attitudes of probation supervisors and probationers, their behavior 
and practices during sup~~vi~ion and recidivism patterns during a three year 
follow-up period. H~ began his address by stat.ing that his research clearly 
demonstrates that, in Ontario at least, the most effective elements of 
supervision are not 'legislated but discretionary. He then briefly described 
the methodology of the research he has done in this area. The study first 
entailed an assessment of personal attitudes, ·including: 

1. sensitivity to people or empathy; 
2. sensitivity to proced~res; 
3. attitude towards authority (law, police, courts); 
4. anti-criminal attitude; 
5. self-esteem,sense of personal adequacy; 
6. level of anxiety, tension; 
7. maturity, adequacy of life-skills; 
8. earJy experiences: positive or negative. 

. 
The' next focus of his research was the relationship between these 

"assessments and tht;( behaviour of probation supervisors. The work behaviour 
examined included: 

1 • 
2 •. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

communica~ion practices; 
extent ofp~o-criminal statements; 
problem-solving/ext,~mt of help provided; 
references to authority; 
referrals to other services. 

\~ " 
), 

The measurements 9f these factors were based on manager's reports, eV&1luations 
of supervis,i?n periods by probation offiqers, and probationers, and taped 
interviews of sessions between probation offices and probat~oners. 

Q \-~ 

In summary, the resuJts which he presented indicate that dfficers' who are 
relatively sensitive to rules and procedures, who express pro-social attitudes 
during th~ir sessions with probationers and who eng~ge in directive, problem
solving counselliflg tend to be those who have a fai,rly high sense of sel f..;; 
esteem and ,~te relatively fcee y~) tension. Measurements of high sef,lsitivity 
to people, arid low 'sensitivity to procequres, authority and criminal behaviour 
t'ended t,o cor'respond with ~ more open, non-directive, ." Rog'er ian" appro'~ch to 
supervision ,and less emphasis on problem-solv1g.' 

:..--'::':':"-" .:. 
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He informed the audierice that his studies suggest the following: a 
strong direct correlation between a directive, problem-solving approach to 
sUperVl.SlOn and reduced recidivl.sm amongst the high risk" group of 
probationers; a positive correlation between the use of authority and reduced 
recidivism amongst the high risk group; and a positive' cqrrelation between a 
strong anti-criminal attitude and reduced recidivism amongst the high and low 
risk groups of probationers. In turn there seems to be a direct correlation 
between the empathetic, active-listening approach fa supervJ.sJ.on and an 
increased level of recidivism; the higher the level of empathy and <'active 
listening, the higher the lev~l of recidivism. 

The implications which 1~ drew fro~ .these findings. aTe tha~ ~hose 

selected for the task of probeltion supervJ.sJ.on should be hJ.ghly socJ.alJ.zed, 
u , 

sensitive to rules, procedures, self-assured and able to use their authority. 
His studies suggest, he said, that training is effective ',' in inc~easing the 
level of performance amongst supervisors. They alsg suggest that supervisors 
should identify the high risk probationers on their case load and direct most" 
of their attention to them. He cautioned, however, that to do so would 
probably bring about some drop in the rewards of a, supervisor's job since, 
even with skillful supervision, the high risk group i~ more likely to 
recidivate than the low risk group. A finEll implication which he drew from 
his research findings was that the performa"ce of supervision officers should, 
be monitored and effective behaviour rewarded. 

The second session which focused on how discretion operates was entitled 
"Or.ganizational Struqture and Decision-Making". The first speaker2 , Joh,~ 
Eckstedt, a professor of crimino"logy at Simon Fraser University, suggested 
that the nature of an organization, like that of a living organism, is often 
revealed by its respo~ses to some form of intervention. He c' stated that, in 
the case of correctional systems, interventions that have consisted of program 
initiatives and the introduction of new services have generally been easily 
accomodated. However, interventions that introduce changes in the philosophy, 
method or style of correctional management have generalJY been succes~fully 

resisted. He argued that this resistance, which can be compared to the 
antibody response of living organisms, suggests that'intervention directed at 
the structure of the system and the decision"';'making process threaten a" vital 
aspect' of correctional organizations. This vital aspect, according' to 
Professor Eckstedt is the high level of individual discretion that exists , , 

within correctional "organizations and which stems from the lack of a clearly
defined collective purpose in corrections. "Since it bas not been possible ,to 

l) 

2 Fo'r the full text of this address, see Part Il. 
l) 
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come to any clearly-defined, collective agreement about the purpose of 
corrections work," he stated," the nature of decision-making wi thin correc
tions organizations is, for the most part, ,.dependent on the exercise of 
individual d.iscret~on.1i He went on to state th-at " ••• it is not surprising 
that there. J.S re~J.stance to any overall structural innovation, particularly 
structure J.nnovatJ.ons which attempt, to create a movement away from individual 
di~cretion toward corporately defined and enforced goals." The implications 
Wh1Ch he drew from these observations are that any structural reform of a 
correctional organization must recognize the nature of the organization and 

,the significant role that individual discretion plays in it. Given this 
Situation, he argu~d, decentralization will work more effectively than 
centralization. In his opinion, any structural reform that is undertaken 
S~Ol.Jld be directed to support the intelligent and informed use of discretion 
by the people closest to the client. 

Thel.second speaker, ' Tom Ference, a pro f~ssor at the 'Graduate ' School of 
Business of Columbia University in New York,contended that discretion will be 
exercised at. a;l ~oints in ',' an o:rganization regardless;! of what the policy 
manual states. He stated that tbe issue is, thJrefore, not whether 
discretion should or should not exist - it simply does _ but how to achieve 
~ystem cont~ol over the quality of the decisions that will be taken everywhere 
1n an orgamzation, whether senior management approves or not. He pointed out 
tha~ t~e authority (the right to make decisions) and responsibility ( the 
obbgahon to make decisions) for decision"",making can each be delegated but 
accountability (the receipt of the consequences of a decision) pannot. 
8ccording to ProfessOr Ference, the" result is that managers 'must be 
"accollntabl~, for decisions that are made by others in the organization a 
situation with which many are not comfortable. Coupled with this is the /act 

"that most managers of not-for-profit organizations are professionals in the 
field in Which the organization operates and are more comfortable,. doing '0 than 

del~g~ting~ . Th~ir reluctance to delegate responsibility and authority for 
dec1s1on-mak1ng 1S compounded by the fact that they will be held accountable 
for "decisionscmade by others. But, he argued, since decisions win be made by 
others, whether the authority to do so is delegated or not, the appropriate 
task is to ensure that acceptable decisions are made. 

() 

He argued that a second reason exists for delegating the authority and 
responsibility for certain types of decision-making and that is, the nature of 
information flow in an organization. "He pointed out that three .types of 
information are pertinent to decision-making: 

3 
For the"'full text of the address,.. See Part II. 
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1. problem-specific information; 
2. contextual information; 
3. information about strategy. 

He then pointed out that the rate of information loss is much greater 
when the first type of information is sent from the front lines to the centre 
of an organization than it is when the other two types of information afe 
channelled outward to the front lines. The quality and timeliness of 
decisions will be better he stated, if contextual and strategic information is 
passed to the front lines rather than attempting to send problem-speci fic 
information to the management level. The conclusion he drew was that the task 
of management is not to make individual decisions but to get competence to the 
point in the organization where the decision will inevitably be made. 

.0 

I 
f 

. I 

" . 
According to Professor Ference, the competence or ability to make good 

decisions at any level in an organization depends on two key factors~ " The 
first factor is a clear statement of the mission of the organization. Without 
this, he stated, decisions will be made in accordance with an individual's 
perception of the mission of an organization which mayor may not coincide 
with that of the senior management. The second factor, we were told; is the 
competence or ability to process information. He stated that standards and 
procedures can be used to improve the processing of information. With reapect 
to standards he stated: "The only kinds «;>f" standards that you Qught tp apply 
in an organization are those that intellectually refl~ct the speci fic 
objectives you are trying 10 accomplish." "The only objectives that are 
legitimate are those that reflect the miss'ion and the only miss'ion 0 that is 
legitimate ,is that which reflects the needs, of 'the population you "are tf,yinq 
to serve, whether it is.a customer in a p,tofit institution or a" client ,in a 
not-for-profit agency. Standards establish the minimum performance that is 
acceptable." He added that other 1gechanisrns for ,introducing proc,ess
information are in-seI;'vice, training a~d 'the prof~ssionaJ qualifications 
process. 

I a 0 

The addresses summarized above sogge;3't that "while the actual" use of 
discretion is a difficult subject to ~xplore, c so~e success, has been "met in· 
this area. As we have seen, a number af theoretical mOdels of decision-m~king 
are being developed which may help" to determine what can be done to improve 
the use of discretion. In the next seclion,wetutn to ,the dis"Cussions that 
pertained to the recent controversy O\ler discretion and .the factoris that have 
contributed to it. " 

(J 
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THE CONTRpVERSY OVER DISCRETION 

" The factors that have ,led to the Controversy over discretion and the 
'~ , issue~ that are· involved were identified" by ~veral speak~rs. Al

though the analyses varied somewhat, all" suggested that the contro
versy stems frOll br"o~d social~ and political changes" and that" 
concerns, over discretionary power are not unique to the field of 
corrections. An erosion of confidence in pr~fessionals, a distrust 
'nfthe power (;they yield and a crisis in the legitillacy, accorded to 

!I our llajor social ~ political organizations were frequently cited 
.as the factors undtlrlying the cU1'l'ent debat:,e over discretion~ 

0" 

The first spea'ker to "address this subject was Stewart' Asquith4 , ,,8 
lecturer at tohe School of Social Admin}JstraUon at the Univ"ersity of 
Edinburgh, Scotland. In his analysis, the current concern with discr:~tion is 
not simp!y abou.t the lack o'f Jules to govern its "use but may also reflectniore 
general skepticism about the ideological basis that informs decision-making. 
To paraphrase the argume~t he presented" the enormous power that professiona,!s 
in the social welfare field have enables them to impose' 0 01' trahsmit their 
,par,~icular concept of the socia!, order in the prdcilesS(l,of rnaking decisions that 
conce.Dn the re.cipiehts of.~heir, "services. 'However ,. those for whom 0 they 'make 
d,ecis~ons mafry noJ share the values or,' beliefs .of "these professionals and 
consequently m~y. 'nat' give legiti,macy t.o, the c;liscretion they exercise. 0 The 
conclusion he dre~ is th~t, what may be {;,at issue is not simply a concern about 

the full 'text of' this address, ,see 'Rarb II.' , 4~r 
,I 
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accountability and control mechanisms but the distribution of power and the 
legitimacy accorded to basic social institutions, such as the criminal justice 
sytem. 

)j The subject was next addressed by John Hogarth; a professor 'of law at the 
University of British Columbia, who began by stating that th~ conventional 
wisdom within thel academic cum policy-makingocommunity is_ that discretion is 
bad and should be confined, controlled and stryctured. He described, this 
attitude as part of a much broader socio-cultural change which consists of a 
transition from status to contract based relationships in society. In his 
assessment, this transition is occurring in all aspects of social life inclu~
ing: marriage, parenthood, children's rights and labour relations. This 
change, he stated, is taking place at a time when people cannot recognize or 
evaluate the substantive quality of decisions, ,a fact that has resulted in a 
retreat into form, indeed a triumph of form over substance. 

During the question and answer session that followed these <:!§1dresses, 
Charles Reasons, a criminology professor at Simon Fraser University', stated 
that the problem of discretion stems from the imperialism of professionals and 
of treatment. He agreed that there is a crisis of legitimacy in our social 
institutions and maintained that those who are clients of these institutions 
now argue that things might not be ·working. 

In the session entitled "The Controversy over Delegated Authority", 
Michael PrinceS an associate professor of public (administration at Carleton 

, 0. V. 
University, spoke of the meta-controversy~ that surrounds the,controversy over 
discretion - the debate over what the problem with discretion re~lly is. 'He 
asked us to consideD whether the problem is one or more ~f the following: 
linease at the growth of discretionary power in general; the loss of parliamen-" 
tary '~qntrol ~ver governmental decisions; the lack of pyblic knowle~ge and 
openness surrounding the. process r,of delegation.; concern over the potenhal ~or 
abuse of discretionary power; concern with ",procedural and/or substantIve 
fairness. 10 his opinion , much of the contro~'~l!?y is conceptual in nature and 

quest~pns of an "organizational, legal and <pi~pcedural nature a~e" sec~nda~y" 
issues. .The real dilemma ,facing us stems from the fact that d~screh,on ~s 
seen on the '" one t'.'and as, an ev;il and on the O'ther as something that is essen-:, 

tially good. In the former case" discretion is ;egarded as a threat ~o. ind~

vidu/:lI rights; in the latter ,as the necessary llJ,eans to achieve C!reatIv.~.ty In 

(~, p~blic policy and administration. Behind fhe controversy over di~c~et~on, he 
stated, is a conflict oVer hum,~n nature. Many p~ople have a pess~m~stlc vi~w 

S c, Forlhe fL,ll1 text of this addres.s, see P<ar,t II. 
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of human nature and "he s9id, for them, politicians and bureaucrats cannot be -.' , / 

trusted; other peoRle are more willing to trust public officials. 

In the session, "Con fining Ois8retion: Are W"e Headed Towards A More Just 
System?", Don Gott fredson, 6 Dean of the School of Criminology a~ Rutgers 
University, New Jersey, spoke about the controversy over discretion in the 
United States. He stated that the trend towards a reduction in discretion, 
particularly with respect to the judiciary and paroling authorities, is but 
one aspect, of two more general trends, the first of which relates' to the 

~ ,. 

fundamental purposes of sentencing and paroling, the second towards greater 
deterJninacy" in sentences,. In his asse~sment, American' correctional syst;ems 

'1 " 

are experiencing a shi ftaway from the utilitarian' principles of se'ntencing 
towards the principle of retribution or deserved p~nishment. Punishment in 
the latter case is justified strictly on m?ral grounds and not on grounds of 
effectiveness or. utilitarianism. He stated that this trend, and the one 
towards greater determinancy in s~ntencing, stem from a perception that the 
system is not effective,; in meeting the aim of rehabilitation and that enforced 

\" " 

treatment and uncertainty as to sentence" length aJ;'e unfair. Sentences based 
on the jd§t deserts concept rather than on rehabilitation call for agreat'er 
emphasis on similar treatment for similar cases. Thediscretio<if1ry powers 
justified by individual treatment are no longer considered necessary and,"in 
the opinion of many, he stated,are a threat to thlilequitable handling of 
cases. Similarly, the move towards. determinate sentencing involves a 

" 
reduction in the discretion exercised by correctional officials. Professor 
Gottfred,son concluded his rem~rks with a refe~\nce to David Rothman who nas 
s'uggested that while the concern over equitye.'!ild fairness are laudable, in 
proposing these reforms, this generation" of refo~lners has inadvertently pitted 
rights ~gainst needs. 

During ~he session entitled, "The Climate of the Times and its Influence 
on Discretion"" Charles Gordo'1, an associ~te professor of sociology at 
Carleton University ,provided additional support for the 'arg!-lment that the 
conce:'rn over discretion stems from a low level of trust in Our 'major political 
and soc~,al institutio~s. This low leyel of trust rpight stem rrom the fact 
that ourinstituti.ons areun~ble to 'meet the widelydir:.vergent social, economic 
a~d" political interests that exist" today. He noted that the low level of 

trust exists internally as well as externally in the case of our cq'rJ,'ectiona~~ 
'..l '. 

"institutions. Staff do not trust inmates" nor inmates staff. Moreover, li1' 
many instances the staff does no~ trust management and vice veJ,'sa. He stated 

6 
o " for the full, text of the address, see Part U 
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that under such circumst'anoes, the delegation of decision-making authority or 
discre~ionary power is likely to be resisted'

j 
The' low level of trust that \\ 

exists externally ul timatelygenerates demands for laws to curb discretionary 
powers. 

The factors' that have contributed to concerns over correctional 
discretion in Europe w,ere then dis'9ussed by Ole lngstrup, a 0anish Q pr ison 

, " 

warden and the Presi,dent of the Standing Committee on Prison Regimes of the", 
,\, 

Council of Europe. He stated that the unionization of correctional staff and 
the formation of inmates' rights groups in Europe has led to pressure for mq.~e 
delegation of decision-making authority. He described the tension surrounding 
discrefionary<Gpower in part as a reflection of ~tension between" those who want 
a voice in the correctional decision-making process and those who are 
reluctant to delegate discretionary powers. Q 

." 

In his address, Sigmund de Janos, a 'communications. and technology 
consul tant, added another dimension to the argument" that a crisis o.f 
confidence underlies the controversy over discretion. He argued that the: 
impact of. technology and mass communications particularly that of 
television - has contributed to an erosion of confidence in ~ur social values 
and institutions and, in turn, has led to a general sense of cynicism and 
mistrust. 

The fo~egoil1g summarizes the analytical assessments of' the "controv~rsy 
over discretion that were given dur ing th~ Con fer!3nce. In the"next section, 
the discuss,ions that pertained to speci fic problems associated with discretion 
are reviewed. 

" 
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~ SPECIFIC PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH DISCRETION 
11 

To resolve the controversy over discretion we must, as Michael 
Prlnce pointed . out, determine what the speci fic problems associ;-

"at;d with discretion are' and what f~ctors give rise to these prob
lems.' ,In the preceding section, the discussions about the nature 
of the controversy over discretion and the factors that underlie 
the over-all deQ,ate were reco~nted. In this section, the .specific 
probl,ems associated with discretion that were presented for con
sideration during the" Conference are reviewed. The remarks 
selected for inclusion under this heading pertain strictly to dif
ficulties ascribed to discretionary power and not to the measures 
that have been or might be implemented to circumscribe or improve 
its use. The discussionsabciut mechanisms I\to curb or control dis
cretion are presented in two later sections. 

In the opening session, Stewart " Asquith a lecturer at the I) School of 
Social Administraiion of the University of Edinburgh, spoke about two pioblems 
that are assoclatedwith discretion, each of which s:terns froin the recent 
influx of professionals from various bac.kgrounds and disciplines into, our 
government and social agencies. The fact jt:l~at there is no c'onsen~.us about the 
objeotives of social services amongst thope who provide these s-arvices results 
in inconsistent decisions. Moreover, the(,~lack of consensus may lead not, only 
to inconsistency fr'om one decision-maker to the next but to (d~cisions that are 
inconsistent with the official objectives of the system. Individuals who 
belong to powerful. professiol1al groups and who do not agree with the offici~l 
objectives of the system might, intentionally or not,., thwart:', these objectives. 

During " thC3 same s!'3~sion, john Hog~rth,a professor of law at the 
University of British Columbia, ~tC!ted that the problem is not one of too much 
discretionary power in,;;the corrections system. In his opinion, the problem 'is, 
that line staff do got have e,f1ough" power and he stated that "There are more 
bad d~sion~ madebe.cause of" the lack Q,fdiscretionary power than there are 

" 
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bad decisions because of the abuse" of discretiCJ,nary power". The third 
speaker, Andre Normandeau,7 professor of criminology at the University of 
Montreal, stated that totally unfettered discretion leads to the imperialism 
of discretionary power; the opposite extreme is the imperialism of legal or 
quasi-legal power. The problem, there fore ,= ,:is to establish the delicate 
balance between the principles of legality and equity on the one hand and the 
individualization of punishment and the discretionary power it implies, on the 
other. 

In the session, "The Cont~oversy Over Delegated Authority", Alan 
Leadbeater,8 Assistant to the Vice-Chairman, Canadian Radio-Telev is ion and 
Telecommunications Commission, stated that acceptability' is one ~roblem 
assoniated with administrative decision-making and one of the main reasons 
that acceptability is a problem is the phenomenon ?f goal substitution. The 
official, formal goals of an organization are frequently" not the ones it 
actively pursues. ,Goal substitution results because the tendency of 
organizations is to attempt to minimize strains and maximize rewards and that 
dynamic generates goals of its own. "For example", he stated, "effic,:i;ercy 
often becomes the goal which an organization is actively pursuing.". He went 
on to point oyt that efforts to reduce outside criticism might also resylt in 
goal substitution. The second problem associated with administrative 
decision-making, according to Mr. Leadbeater, is that of quality. Decisions 
of quality, he argued, are not achieved simply by observing the procedural 
requirements of the adversarial, adjudicative method. "While fairness is not 
a foil to quality decisions," he said, "it can come into conflict with quality 
when it is assumed to be best served by observ'ing the procedural requirements 

!I 

of the adversarial, adjudicative method"." 

During the discussion period, one member of the audience stated that what 
is most disturbing about discretion is how often administtators fail to reveal 
or provide the reasons for their decisions. "The use of~ for~ula word~ that 
have survived judicial review does not lead to the growing evolutIon of norms 
in any institution", stated the delegate. Another member of the audience 
pointed out. that whenever there is a review process, decision-makers will try 
to structure their decisions in such a way as t08void being overturned and 

, \~ 

7 For the full text of the address, see Part II. 

Ii" 

8 For the full,text of the address, see Part" II. 
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'j) 
that may mean couching the decision in words known or thought to be acceptable 
to the review body. . ~~ 

In the session '. "Con fi ning Discretion: Are We Headed Towards a Mor,~ Just 
System?", Bill McGrath'~ the~ Executive Director of the Canadian Association 
for the Prevention of Crime, pointed out that one form of discretion is 
policy-setting Clnd policy can take the place of the law, one example being 
decisions about which law!:> to enforce and when. He also pointed out that one 
of the serious problems ~ith discretio~.is that it can open the door to dis
crimination. Yet another problem, he staJed, is that the responsibility of 
exercising discretion frightens many indiv;i.duals and precipitat~s what Eric 
Fromm has identified as a flight from freedom. tn such cases, we automatical
ly seek the security that is offered by regulatio~~. In his opinion, most of 

:,\ 

the problems associated with discretion stem from 'tRc-' inability of staff to 
handle a given situation competently. During the discussion period that fol
lo~ed the speakers' presentations, one of the delegates, Whb identified him
sel f as an ex-inllJate, commented that from the perl:~pective of an inmate the 
problem is not too much but too little discretionary authority in the han,Qs of 
front-line staff. He stated, "too clearly in the area of discretion " particu
larly with line staff - classification officers, parole officers, living unit 
officers - there is not enough discretionary power". He went on to "say, "';t:~,Y 
are dominated by policies made by administrators and there is a defi'nite 18"s
sening in" the use of discretion". 

Thee need to ensure that discretion is exercised in a way that is accept
able to the public, and the problem~' related to this r~quirement were the 
subject of considerable discussion during the Conference. Some o,f the 
comments pertaining to this particular problem have already been cited. A 
number of other statements were made On this subject. During the session, 
"The Climate of the Times and its Influence on Discret.ion", Ole Ingstrup,9 a 
,Danish prison warden and the President of the Standing Committee on Prison 

I Regimes of the" Council of Europe, stated that the, political and public 
reqUirements not to make a mistake are higher in the field of public 
administration than they are in ;the management of private sector ,organiza
tions. As a result, decisions must be easy to explain and the means by which 
the decision has been taken must be explicable and seem fair to the person in 
question. The rble of the public in determining whether" an administrative 
decision is considered acceptable or not was also discussed in the session on 
the ~xercise of admini~tr'tive discretion and th~ participants generally 
agreed that the public's perception is a key facfbr in d~termining ~hether or 

9 Fo.r'the full text of this addresS, see Part II. 
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not a decision is acceptable. The problem, it was concluded, is not the 
existence of discretion per se but the need to improve public understanding of 
the decisions that are made and to achieve decisions that "are publicly 
acceptable. 

During the session "Inmates' Rights: The Case Law and its Implications 
for Prisons and Penitentiaries", Michael Jackson,10 an associate professor of 
law at the University of British Columbia, commented that the problem of the 
erosion of legitimacy stems from the worst abuses of discretionary power and, 
even if they do not represent the full picture, it is those abuses that inform 
people f s perception of imprisonment. He stated that "the \>worst parts of a 
system poison the attempts of those ,who are trying to achieve the best in a 
system". 

In addition to the problem of public acceptability, another problem cited 
was that of meeting the often com~etingobjectives established by government 
itsel f. In the session, "The Discretion of Policy Makers", Tanner Elton, 
Director of Criminal Justice Policy for the Ministry Secretariat of the 
Solicitor General of Canada, pointed out that the discretion of policy-makers 

,', 

di ffers from that of other, correctional workers in that it affects the s):':stem 
at a macro rather than a micro level: The problem con fronted by those 
responsible for policy recommendations ,is that the recommendations must often 
reflect the competing economic, social and political goals of government 
policy. 

The prob1em of openness and disclosure of information was "another issue 
that was raised during 'the Conference. Du;ing bGcl session, "The Discretion of 
Policy Makers", Ted Harrison, Th!'! Vancouver Regional Director of Corrections 
for the Ministry of the Attorney Gene,ral dfHritish Columbia, observed that it 
is difficult to be fully ~p~m about policy or decisions' if and ,when they 
i nvol VB sensitive issues such as an individual's per formance. In, the' $ession
that dealt directly" with- this subject, "How Much Openness Can the System 
Tolerate?", David Cole 11' was' asked to discuss his experience as a practicing 
lawyer in obtaining information from:-'correctional authorities. His remarks 
were confined to the federal parole system ana were sharply critical of" the -" 
way that par?le officers, and Board Members use their discretion to disclose 

-----
~ ~ 

10 For the, full text of the address, see ,part .II. 

11 ~or the full text of the address, see Part II. 
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information. The problem, as he described it, is one of power tripping by 
those wh~ hold the power to disclose information. He stated that " ••• parole 
officers, and to a lesser extent, Board Members regard issues surrounding the 
disclosure of information at "best as a nuisance and at worst as threatening to 
what Chief Justice Laskin has referred to as a tyrannical authority." He went 
on to say that it is slmply a contemptuo~s attitude towards the dignity of the 
human being to base decisions about freedom on information that is not 
disclosed. 

He attributed the refusal to disclose information to two factors. The first 
factor he discussed was the presence of some individuals " ••• who derive almost 
sadistic pleasure from their power over parolees ••• " • But this, In his 
opinion ,is a problem limited to a few individuals and does ,not account for 
most of the diff:i,culty in obtaining information. The more significant factor, 
in his opinion, is confusion and a sense of threat amongst parole supervisors 
ov'oer the whole question of disclosure. 

" He went on to identify three spec~fic problems that confront the lawyer 
who is trying to obtain information. The first is the unwillingness of parole 
officers to release information gathered from the police. The second is the 
frequent refusal to release information gathered from third parties and the 
third problem 1s the general refusal to release information provided by mental 
health officials. 

He noted that' the refusal to release police reports is particularly 
perplexing since the" police are willing to release such reports themselves. 
Moreover, he pointed out, in Ontario there are legis1ated measures to ensure 
that all relevant information be provided to the defence. With respect to 
informa~ion obtained from third· parties, the problem created . is . that 
ailegatiolls made, for example, by a spouse are not disclosed and therefore 
cannot be tested, yet theY may form the basi's for a particular release 
decision. In general,"- he noted, two reasons are given for not disclosing 
psychiatric and psychological reports: protection of the person who made the 
report. is one; the other is the argument that the release of suchi~formation 
could adversely affect the therapeutic "relat'io[lship. That this argument opens 
the:~'door to professional paternalism and is not acceptab~e is, he stated, 
supported by the Krever. Report on the confidentiality of health ~nformation. 
In summary, he argued that the\) refusal to discl~se information results in a 
oaternalistic manipulation of information which violates the duty to act·· 
fairly and leaves the' inmat_e in a disadvantaged position when it comes to 

'. .' - \ 
presenting his case. ~ 

The next speaker to address the ,question of. openness in correctional 
systems was 8ri~n Ppllick, then Executive Director of the John Howard Soci'ety 
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of Alberta. In his opinion , total openness or disclosure is impossible in 
today's correctional systems in Canada. That is so, he argued, because 
openness is a threat to the very basis on" which the systems perceive 
themselves to be operating. According to ~ollick, openness is not simply an 
action or a series of actions but much more - it is a philosophy. It is, he 
stated, a belief system that is essentially predicated on a positive attitude 
towards men in general and to the clients of the system in particular. 
Openness demands both clarity of purpose for the whole exercise of discretion 
and is predicated on an absence of fear. He contended that th.ere is a basic 
lack of understanding and_~.a ~onfusion as to the purpose for having 
discretiOilary decision-making", powers in, corrections, a point of view, as we 
have already seen which was shared by a number of speakers and delegates. 

He identi fied three justifications for discretionary power: 

i) the humanization and individyalization of judicially ordered 
dispositions in order to minimize the damaging effects of incarcera
tion and contact with the system; 

ii) to control offender behavior in order to mC3ke the system more 
manageable; 

iii) to alleviate unusual or undue stress on the system, an example of 
which is overcrowding. 

He then stated that, if these rationales or purposes C3re confused or if 
the people who exercise discreti~mary power are not aware of the reasons they 
are doing so, it is difficult to be open about discretionary decistlonso 
Moreover in decisions based on the second and third rationales it is almost , " 

imperative t6 be covert rather than overt simply because they inv~lve 
decisions based not on invididual n~eds b,ut on the maintenance of, the system. 

, 

II) his opinion, the second and by far tne greatest factor preventing an 
open systE;lm is the ever present state of fear. The V6'ry nature of ttl~ syste~ 
works against a positive view of othe offender; it breeds a sense of paranoia 
amongst those who work in, manage or are poli,tically accountable" ,:or the 
correction systems in Canada • He argued that, in such a climate, openness is 
not likely to flourish. The third contributing factor which he identified. is 
that the purpose of the correctional system gas never been",clari flee:!. Th7 old 
punishment versus rehabilitation argument hasneve~. been decided. Instead, 
according to lv1r 0 Pollick, we simply. try to make the system all things to all 
people. In his opinion,' the fourth factor that militate!:i. against openness~' is 
th~' traditiQnof secrecy in corrections. The' two rema~ning factors, in ,his 
opinion,aFe the fact tha~, trye management and administrative leV~l~ a~e 
politically vulnerable and that we are current~lY in a state of transltl.on 1n 
which the old staff and inmate roles are no longer valid. He argued that , 

< ' 
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given all of these factors, it is not surprising that there is an overall fear 
which is express'ed in a negati veness that discourages the taking of risks. He 
concluded that the problem is not with discretionary powe~s per se but with 
the mood or mentality that prevents the proper exercise of discretion and. in 
turn, prevents the open, unguarded disclosure of information that I) should 
accompany the exercise of discretion. 

Twd implications of a lack of information' for society as a whole were 
suggested by the next speaker, John Braithwaite, Deputy Commissioner, 
Communications, Correctional Service of Canada, who stated that the lack or 
curtallm~nt of information creates a society that is unable to discern 
critical differences and is incapable of exercising real discretion. The 
public "is left unaware, he said, of the possible choices or'alternatives and 
the Ultimate effect is a corrosion of the total democratic process. The 
question of openness and the exercise of .discretionary power were also the 
focus of discussion in the session "Simply !:),ensationalism? The Press as a 
Watchdoglt

• The argument that a climate of fear and s~crecy and an inability 
to clearly state the purpose and objectives o~ correcticinal systems stand in 
the way of openness was endorsed by the two journalists on the panel: Karl 
Polzer of the Whig Standard in Kingston, Ontario and Gerry McNeil from the 
ottawa Bureau" of the Canadian Press. Karl Polzer stated that, as the 
journalist responsible for covering penitentiaries. he has found that he has a 
three~sided organism to deal with. It consists of staff, administration and 

. inmates. The inmates, he has found, -tend to exaggerate. the administration in 
his assessment, is quite open but lies when it has to and the staff are , "." 

extremely secretive, partly~ he believes,b~cause they have been mistreated by 
the media. The prob~em' that arises 'wKen information is not rev'ealed, 
according to Po~:z;er, is that balanced c()ve~age becomes increasinqly difficult 
to provide. 

During the same session, Gerry McNeil stated that from his perspective as 
1) 

a journalist and from his experience with the Parli!amentary Sub-Committee on 
Prisons and Penitentiaries he has concluded that those who come 1nto contact 
with the criminal justice system are gealing with a very powerful government ~ 
force "againstc. which they have virtually no legal protection, and no financial 
resources with which to protect thel1)sel ves. His own v"iew 0" the system fs 
tlJat we all have to be "on guard against powerful government~ organizations 

(' ,:;:. ,I) '., ,l /;:::- . < 

a~d that it is~he responsibility of all citizens to guard against"the misuse 
ofgbvernment power.' Unfortunately, he stated, few individuals have the 

, '} "I) 

financial resources or knowledge required to resist abuses q,y the system. 
l' 

During the session,' "Testing 
tive?", Lisa Hobbs,a'Member of 
specific pr~blems~ssociated with 

Controls: Are Review Mecpanisms Effec-
t,he National Paron~ ,Board", ident·i fied four 
discretiqn that are,brought to the Internal 

'. , 
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Review Committee of the National Parole Board. The type of complaints 
received suggest that th~ problems inmates have with the discretion exercised 
by the Board are: y 

1. Inadequate pregaration and/or presentation of their cases; 

2. Unsettling attitudes dn the part of Board Members; 

3. Board Members are uriab Ie qr unwilling" to' percei ve the changes 
inmates feel they have undergone. 

4. Decision was based on an error in fact. 

In the session "Accountability Measures for Corrections", Brad Willis, 12 
a practising lawyer, identi ned unfairness, inefficiency oand lack of public 
accountability as the three major problems associated with discretion in 
corrections. He contended that these problems stem not simply from the lack 
of rules and regulations or from the' lack of a clear ,,;tatemEmt of purpose but 
also from the degree of separation that exists in Canada between the 'sen
tencing, or adjudicative, function on the one hand and imprisonment, or adm~n-:

istrative, function on the other. In his opinion, as a result of the disjunc
tion between the two, judges have little knowl'edge of the institutions to 
which they sentence offenders and correctional authorities have the full dis
cretion to make a number of decisions that ultimately determine the nature and 
severity of the punishment. He argued that the sentence pronounced in court 
has limited relevance to the conditions of illl;:>risonment or the length or sen-, 
tence for any given individual. Thus~ in his opinion, the deterrent effect of 
criminal sanctions is highly arbitrary. Because the court cannot control 
either the "anribuncement effect" of a punishment nor the puni(\3hment that will,. 
actually 'be' inflicted) the public has no idea what any sentence really means· 
to a convicted offender. He stated, moreover, that the practic~ of sentencing 
people to in~titutions rather than specifying punishment,~ leads to a number of 
incongrous results: for example, incarc,eration deprives heterosexuals of 
thei~ norm~l sexyal activity but not ~omosexuals. 

According, to Mr.' Willis, a further problem that results from the 
disjunction is that judges do not have adequate information before them in 
passing sentence. He contended that , in sentencing ~n 0 ffender who .' has a 
previous record, neither the offender nor the judg~ in a Canadian court 
n'brmally has access to an" adequate report of the facts surrounding pr~vious 
offences, the nature and effect of prey ious punishments, or the offender's 

., 

12" For the full text of his address," pee Part It. 
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conduct in th~ intervening period. In his opinion, judges would not likely 
tolera~~ such a state of affairs if their involvement continued past the 
sent~ncJ.ng' ~nnouncement.. He stated that, if there is a body of expert 
knowledge unlquely appllcable to the punishment process and which all judges 
should possess, we do not yet have the faintest idea as to what it might be. 
Nor, he went on to say, are we likely to develop any reliable body of 
knowledge as :ong. as we continue our present practices: nam~ly, sentenCing 
offenders to lnsbtutions in which they will not necessarily be kept f-

. d . , or 
peno s of bme which they mayor may not serve, to suffer punishments which 
we cannot specify in advance, verify while being inflicted or ascert~in in 
retrospect. 

The problem of discriminatory practices in the exercise of discretion was 
raised by ~hr.tstie Jef~ersonp Executive Director ,Elizabeth Fry Society of 
Canada, "durlng the seSSlon "The Exception to the Norm: Women, in Justice". The 
fac~ that the majority of those who end up in prison are the power less in 
soclety - the poor and minority groups - is, she suggested, evidence of the 
need to examine the role of discretion in the process of selecting who to 
charge. and prosecute, who to so,2nd to prison and who to conditionally release. 
There lS also evidence to suggest that women are subjected to the discrimina
tory use of discretion in our criminal justi~e system, some favourably, others 
unf~vourably •. In,' her o~inion, the disproportionately high nunlber of poor and 
n~bve w~men ln our prlsons suggests the possibility, that a discriminatory 
blas agalnst these women is exercised in the system. ' Ms. Jefferson. stated 
th~t the conditions to which poor and> native women are subjected within the 
prl~on lends further support to the suspicion that they' are discriminated 
,agalnst. She sug'0gested, that several factors, might account for the discrimi
natory use of discretion in the case of some female offenders including a 
general lack of knowledge amongst criminal justice officials about the social 
servtces available to natives. A second possible factor is the absence of 
~omen and native administrators in the system and a general lack of sensi
tivity to the needs of female offenders. 

The foregoing summarizes the discussions that pertained to thespeci fic 
pro~lems .~Ss?ciated(, wi~h discreti0l~ and the factors that give rise to them. 
St~ted bnefly, the problems associ~atedwith discretion that were identified 
during the c(Jnf~rence were inconsiE1lencies " in decision-making between various 
compo~ents of th~",criminal justice Ii system, the lack of openness in decision
making, the ~ubstitution of policy for law and discriminatory' practices in the 
use of discretion. Another and quite different problem identi fied by some 

1) 
For the full text of .this addr~'ss, see P~rt II. 
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speakers was.. the, lack o'of discre,tion CI~ key poi,nt~ in the criminal justic,e 
system. The most~" frequently cited, e'xp'Ianation" for the problems a associat~d 

. with discr,etion 0 ~~S cnd\: "'~h~ Q~Xi,stence :Of discretionary' power, per seun~r ~he" 
absence of rules and regulations .. but .. the lack of oa cl~,ar purpose or mISSIon 

"withln the:' criminal: "justice system. ". According to manyihdividuals," the lack 
. of\\ a .commonly understood purpose rel?ults in the exercise of discretionary 
ppw~r on th~ basis of personal .~alues, public opinion and system goals rather .:.' 
than legitimate and .cle~rly established p1,"inciples.~ 

Tl)e following seGt:lon summarizes the discussions during' ~hich the types 
of mechan~sms currently .. being implemented to curb or. improve the "use of 
discretion were identified and described •. 
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MEASURES THAT ARE BEING IMPLEMENTED TO CURB ,. OR IMPROVE THE USE or DISCRETION 
~~) ., (~' - -:: 

INCORRECUONS 

A wid~ variet.y of· measures hav.e been developed in ,. response ,. to 
cooaplaints about the" use of discretion in" corrections not only in 

~ -
Canada but "in most Western countries. Some of the measures that B . 

'. haven been adopted pertai,n to .. the procedural element ,. of decision~, 
",aking,· others to lhesubstantive. .' The followingosection presents 
~he 'descriptions i~at ~regiven dut-ing tl;1e Conference of various ,) 
l118Chani9!lscurrently \ bei~ . illplemented. The first p~rt of this 
section, reports on dis4~usiiioOs~' about measures that are being ~i. 
impl~nted io . coootriesother than Canada. The next 'part. reviews 
the discuss.igns that took plac~" concerning. such" mecPi)aniSils as 
stand.~rds sod accred.itatiQO,· parole guidelines, parlialefltary 
~ccountabi1ity apd internallYPfOllUlgated !ules 8nd ~gulatiomf. In 

othe" 'final part of this section, descripttonsof recent developments 
inc"se Iawaand the duty to' ~t, fai,rIy are recounted., 

" c 

Have Seen., ,laken. ifjll1therCQUl;ltl'.ies'h , .. 
.,.IA· 

. . " ,In t;b~;~session entltled'''''Stl'lleturingDiscretion Through Rules , Guidelines 
. and Op~tll1ess" ,Stewart..Asquith,. a iecturer. at.. the . School' of Social 
. AdminlslraU.on ,o,f .•. the~ Univel;~ity,Qf .£,dinbur,9n, p.rovided,an,accolint~ ·of the 
"!el;if!ures o 'that have b.een impl~mented to. 'control the use of discretion by 
Scotland's Children's. ~He{iring Syst~rn· and the Scottish .Parole Board. He 
info·rmed us" that, the .Children's' Hearing Comnlittee w&s'established in 1971 on 

" seve·pal pnemises including th~.· following; 
\0;" 
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children who commit offences are I)in need and are no different than other 
needy children; 

the judiciary" is not competent in "assessing ne~ds; 

the court is an inappropriate setting for handling children; 

" 
decisions about. the needs of young offenders should be made by a 
specialized body operating as a tribunal whose only function is decisions 
about the needs of children who have committed offences. 

He stated that the Children's Hearing Tribunal is not a court of law~ 

questions of fact must be referred only to a court of law. Punitive measures 
are nof available to the Hearing Tribunal. Furthermore, ~hilJrenQ and parents 
are not entitled to legal reRresentation~ He informed the audience that 't~e 
Tribunal decides, On the, basis of school,police and psychiatric reports, 
whether the child should be given compulsory" measu"re!? of c~re, such as 
supervi~ion or residency in a commurlity centre. Hie ultimate decision, we" 
were told, re~ts not with the professional so~ial, worker or the psychologist 
but with lay members of the community. 

, He went on to describe the .rI~y in which discretion is exercised iii" the 
Children's Hearing System. An effort is made ,to ensure high vi~ibility in the 
decision;";making process by holding, open, informal discussions" if) the presef,lce 
of the client. He noted that discretion is exerci"sed with care but that there 

'are problems. For eXqmple, he said, due to the informality of the hearing, 
the few legal requi'rements that have" been applied tend to be ignored. One £If 
these requirements is to make the child aware 0 of the case against him" or her 
to ensure thqt, if the case is refuted by the accused, it will be referred to 
the court. A secondproblelm is the conflict over wt"lat criteria there ar.e for 
a review. 'Some argue .that procedural violat,ions" alone consti,tute gr,punds for 
appeal. Others claim that the sheri ffcan 'int~;rvene in sUbstantive de~isions 
and that the sl;)eHff's 'cour,~ has the" right to determine if appropriate 

"intervenfioll h'iils been ordered and the child's rights respected. The 
sit~~tion,in his opinion, ultima"tely reaves, little proteqtion" f~r children 
and their families. 

In the session, "The Climate": of the Times and " Its Influence on 
Discretion", Ole Ingstrup,~ President of the Standing Committee 00n Prison 
Regimes'df the Council" of' Europe, described the Danish cOJ;'tectional s¥stem as 
one, which has" a high degr.ee of power,delegation and a High (\ ,degree of., 
discretion at the front lines., He "stated that "an active information policy 
wasdeve'loped in order to create a .. " general un~erstanding. of> th~ sy~tem 's 
policies. Since then, in his opinion," the administration has been less 
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vulr18rable" to p~blic criticism. In! his assessment, changes in the 
distrioutJ.on of discretionary power in European correctional systems have been 

" influenced by the recent unionization of the civil se~~ices of many European 
countries. The unions have pressured their governments for greater 
involvement of union members in correctional .. decisions. He informed the 
audience that one consequence "has been the delegation of more discretio,[1ary 
power down through <;!orrectional systems. Some administrators, he stated, 
regard this as a threat to the maintenance of efficient management, otf,ers 
welcome it. 

According to Mr. Ingstrup, another development pertaining to discretion 
in ?orrectiQn~ in Europe has been the emergence of inmates' rights ~roups and 
demands for more precise clarification of the legal rights of inmates, faster 
treatment of their applications, and more inmate participation in the 
structuring and planning, of daily ,living schedules. Another change in the use 
of'discretio~ in Denmark has been the development of more on~the-job training 

'programs to improve the t~taff's ab'ility to mak~, decisions. He stated that a 
greater reliance on front-line staff has become nece'ssary in view of the 
e,con9mic ponstraints under which European correctional systems most now 
pperate and this situation has in turn" forced p,rison administrators to find 
means of improving the use of discretion by staff members. 

\, ' 

,Steps Heing" Taken to Improve or Control the Use of Di.scretion in Canadian 
Correctional Systems 

In the session "on standards and accreditation in' corrections, Glenn 
Angus', Project Dir~ctor of the Standards and Accreditation P,roject of the 
Canadian AssoeiatiOri' for the Prev,ention of Crime, pointed out that standards 
have '"been around as long as ,there has been a field of "corrections. He 
commented that the "e~istence of the visiting magistrate in 18th century 
Brittan clearly implies that there were standards to enforce. One hundred and 
eleven years ago, the American Prison Society prepared a declarati?n of 
principles and sixty years later these same pr~,nciples were reiterated. That 
set of ",principles, he stated, is the forerunner' of today'.s .. standards and 
accreditation process. He "stated that the American Corrections Association 
has produced manuals on standards for the last thirty years b'ut that theJ.r 
~F;oper application has come' about or;}ly recently with the development of 
accreditation. The Correctional Service o~ C~nada '~~ now committed to the 
Ame,rican a9,creditation process. He argued that corre'ctional standards allow 
us to measure ,and compar~" the quality of service' provided by corr~ptional 
ag~ncies~ 

" Mr. Angus !went on to describe the process by which the Canadian 
Association for the Prevention of Crime has developed a set of standards for 
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Canadian correctional systems. He informed us that sixteen working groups 

had .been establishl;!d, five of whictl worked on standard,~ for institutions, four 
on organization and administration ()f government and non-government correc
tional' agenQies, three on 90mmunity residential centres and community. 
correctional centre-s and two on'" releasing authorities, including parole boards' 
and temporary abs~~ce granting authorities. The' standards will undergo a 
process of revision after. having been appraised by the correctional groups and 
agencies that will be affected by them. 

A second important mechanism that is used to limit discretion is 
parliamentary legislation. In the session, "The Discretion of Policy Makers", 
Ted Harrison, the Vancouver Regional Director of Corrections of the ~ttorney 
General of British Columbia, pointed out that there are various forms of 
legislation that govern us" depending on our particul~r role .i,n tbe system. 
These statutes include the Penitentiaries Act, the Prison Reform Act, the 
Correcti~ns Act of British Columbia and the Parole Act, to name but a few. He 

',' noted that there are also pieces of legislation such as lhe Judicial Review 
Act that place some limitation~ on the use of discretion. 

Another measure that has been implemented in ~ome parts of Canad;:! to 
oversee the use of discretion is the office of the ombudsman. In the session, 
"Testing Controls: Are Review Mechanisms Effective?", Linda Bonin, an 
o fficia~ of the Ombudsman's Office of Optario, descr~~ the author it y and 
function of this office. She pointed out \hat t,he Ont~rio Ombudsman, is one of 
nine 1~t;Jislated, ombudsmen in Canada.. The ombudsman is independent from th~ 
Governm~nt of the day and has the authority' to investigate the "acts ,omissions 

and decisions of aUgovernme'fr agencies a'nd ~epartme~t~., She f\,lrther 
informed us that the ombudsman's -duty is to reconslder declslons after making 

an impartial investigation into them but the office carries no auth~rity to. 
enforce recommendations. She staled that the office has access to lnternal" 
files, can summon and cross-examine witnesses and has the right to enter ,the 
province's institutions~ 0 

. Ms Bonin also informed us that" ,. ,ion 1980-81, almost two thpusand of the ,. 
com~lai~ts received by the' Ontario Ombudsman 0p~rtained to the' cot,rect~onal 
system. While the ombudsman is responsible for areas other than correctlo~s" 
the largest number ofcol)1plafnts involve the correctional sy~,tem. Accordlng 
to the speak~r, these complaints rangl;! from the trivial, such as objec:ions to 
cold toast, to the serious, including charge.~ of assault. She stated" that 
with respect to the co~rectionalo system,. there are two s~gnificant factors 
that affect the ombudsman's roll;!. The 'first is that' cci'rre~tional in~titutions 
are governed by a short s~atute and a set of regulations, both of which are 
broadly worded and give the·, warden w,ide discretionary" p()we~s. The second' 
factor is that the correctional .·system has' developed lnternal" rev iew 
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mechanisms which inmates are instructed by the Ombudsman's office to use 
before turning to it. 

.. II 
Another review mechanism that is used to control discretion in the 

correctional system is the federal Cprrectional Investigator's Office which 
was established in June, 1973 under Part tI of the Enquiries Act. The role of 
the Correctional Investigator was described by Ed McIsaac, an official of that 
~)ffice. He pointed out that there are four officers in the correctional 
investigatoD) s office each of whom is, responsible for ten to twelve 
institutions which they visit every four to six weeks. Some visits are 
ar:Jnounced, others are not. The officers review the information on which 
decisions are based and assess the final decision. He stated that the 
Correctional Investigator has powers similar to those of the ombudsman 
including 'the right of access to files, the ri,9ht to visit illstltutions and 
the righh to private correspondence with inmates. The Correctional 
Investigator has the power to make recommen,dations but has no power to enforc~ 
a remedy. Mr. McIsaac pointed out that the: Correctional Investigator is not a 
replacement for internal rev iew. Inmates are adv is~d by the Correctional 
Investigator to go through the internal review process before appealing to the 
Investigator's Offj.ce. Recomm.endations for policy change fire put forward by 
the Correc'tional Investigator in the Annm~,l Report of' the Solicitor General 
which is tabled in the House of C()mmons but the Investigator's Office is not a 
nolicy-making body. 

During the same session," a third type of review lI),echanism, the Internal 
Review Committee of the 7 N8tional Parole Bo~rd, was described by lisa Hobbs, a 
National Parole Board Member. Section 22 of the Parole Regulations,whi'ch 
came into effect" in October, 1978, pr~scribes the circumstances in which the 
National Parqle Board must re-examine decisions .to deny, faU' parole. anc!. to 
revoke fall parole and mandatory supervision. Currently, the Committee 
bonsists, in each case, of three MembeI;s who have riot previously voted on the 
case. The grounds for review include: 

'1" 

ii) "new evidence is available; 

'\, 

iii) some relevant information was not considered; 

liv) an error in facltor law. 

',' \\ 

The Committee can affirm a decision; set a new review date; o~der another 
" 

hearing; c}3[;1cel a ,revocation; grant full or day p~role or 'put aside an untea-' 
sonable case. " 

'\ '0' 
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The decisions of the Internal Review Committee, we were told, normally 
require three votes and the majority rules.' Upon receipt of a request for 
rev iew from an inmate, his or her file is examined by an internal review case 
analyst. An analysis of the case is pr~pared for the Committe~. The case is 
reviewed 'and voted on; the inmate is then noti fied of the decision and the 
reasons for the decision. 

Measures to increase accountability to th~' public and to Parliament were 
often recommended as a ~~ans of ensuring that the discretionary pbwer of not 
only correctional agencies b~t' all government bodies is not abused. 
Descriptions of some of the measures that pertain to qorrections were given 
during the seSSion, "Accountability Measures ~or Correctional,Systems". Simma 
Holt, a National Parole Board Member, discussed the system of "accountability 
that has been established between" correctional systems and Parliament. In 
theory, she stated, the admin~stration of correctional systems is accountable 
to the public thr00ug~ Parliament. The speci fic accoun~,ability mechanisms that 
are supposed to s~bj~rct departmental administration to Parliamentary scrutiny 
are Question Period i~ the House of Commons, Parliamentary COlllmittees and the 

Auditor General. \, 
7 

1",,'-

The role of the latter was elaborated by Joe Hudson, an official of the 
Auditor General's office. He remarked that the., requirement that Government be 

, accountable to the elected representatives is the price that we exact in our 
democratic process for the gift of power. Auditing, he stated, is the process 
that is super-imposed on the accountability process. An audit is usually 
pe~formed by a third party, primarily serving the interests of the party that 
delegated the responsibility. At the federal level in Canada, the Auditor 
General is that third, party and is responsible for comprehensive auditing 
which involves reviewing and testing finaq,cial systems and internal co~trols 
and assessing whether managemenJ has established procedures to ensure" that 
expenditures are meeting the stated objectives. The Audit,or General's task is 
to call attention t,o any lack of procedures for measuring .the effectiveness of 
programs in cases where such procedures could be implemented. The Auditor " 
G!=lnerqlis not directed, to, report ,on the extent fa which governrnent pJ:'ograms 
are effective. He noted .that an underlying assumption of the mandate is that 
government ,departments are ~esponsible for f9rmul~ting their objectives and 
instituting procedures to measure and report the extent to which they are 

being achieved. 

'AccountabiHty to th~ public through other than parliament~ry me~,hanisms 
was also frequently r~commended as a means of controlling the 'use of 
discret;i.on in corrections. In gener,al terms" this form of accountability I'!as 

" 
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described as openness. The steps that t, have been taken by the Correctional" 
Service of Canada in this regard Were desc;ribed by John Braithwaite, Deputy 
Commissioner of Communications for the Correctional Service of Canada. During 
the session, "How Much" Openness Can the System Tolerate?'", Mr. Braithwaite 
reported that in October, 1981, the Privy Council'office issued a Statement of 
Basic Principles for a Comm,unications Policy. The basic principle enunciated 
in this particular document was 'that Canadians have the right to full, 
accurate and timely information about their government and programs so that 
they can exercise their rights of citizenship and take par't in the democratic 
process in a responsible and informed manner. 

Mr. Braithwaite stated that the Correctional Service of Canada has been 
operating for the past four or five years under the general admonition 
contained in the Parliamentary Subcommittee Report on Penitentiar~es that it 
must be open and accountable to the' public. He stated that, before the report 
was written, the Canadian Penitentiary Service, if not silent, was extremely 
cloistered. This situation, he said, has been changed. Consult~tion; though 
far from a perfected art, is much more common now than eVer before. Advisory 
councils ranging from the National Advisory Committee to individual Citizen 
Advisory Councils are attached to virtually every institution within the 
system and are" ensured access not only to policy but also to operational 
procedures. In conclusion, he stated that he knew of no other service in 
Canada or the United, States that is as open and accessible as our federal 
corredtional" service. 

Sever~l other mechanisms emplDyed by the Corr~ctional Service of Canada 
to control the use of discretion were' identified by Don Yeomans,1,4 the 
Commissioner of the Correctional Service of Canada. He stated that rules, 
regula~iQns and standar9s are being implemented to ensure that uniform service 
of an acceptably high level is provided across the country. One example are 
the standards for classi fying inmates that have recently been developed. The 
standards make it possible to cl assi fy inmates in a uni form manner on the 
basis of clearly stated criteria and provide a means of assessing experimental 
chl:l[lge,~ inc.:ta§si fic~tion. 

The implications of various methods of conflict resolution for the use of 
discretion in corrections were discussed by Michael Mandel, an associate 
professor of law, Osgoode Hall Law School. The three methods he reviewed were 
medi'ation, the adversarial process and the inquisitorial process. Mediation, 
he sC\~d, impli~s a relationship of equality between thepisputing , parties. 

14 " For the full text of his address, see Part II. 
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The parties ir~Kolved are bound by the mediated settlement. One example of 
:\ 

this type of ~)onflict resolution in corrections. is the office of the 
Correctional Inv,:htigator. He stated that the adversarial process allows the 
parties to the [Jispute to control the presentation of issues and evidence but 
the adjudicato~1 imposes his decision. This method of conflict resolution 
requires that k specific charge be laid and it becomes the focus of the 
process. The third method of conflict resolution is the inquisitorial 
process. In this case, all power rests wi th the. inquisitor and there is' no 
requirement for a specific charge: thus, the inquisitorial process involves 
absolute discretion. He stated that examples of the ,use of this process in 
corrections are parole board decisions, temporary absence decisions· and the 
granting and withdrawal of earned remission. This method of resolution, he 
said, is ,fitted to determining the' inmate's attitude, including his or her 
deferrence to authority. 

In Professor Mandel's oplnlOn, the National Parole Board still operates 
on an inquisitorial basis even though it now reveals the information under 
consideration to the inmate. He went on to say that he bases this conclusion, 
on the fact that~ in his assessment, release decisions are still determined by 
nebulous criteria. He argued that there is considerable emphasis on factors 
such as employment plans and previous offences and it is still a process 
designed to reveal the inmate's attitude. 

In the opin±on of Frank Steel, Chief of Inmate Affairs for the 
Cbrrectional Service of Canada, the most just,'form of conflict resolution in 
iristitutions is internal resolution through discussions with staff and 
inmates. One formal mechanism of conflict resolution that has been 
implemen~.ed by the Correctional Service is the inmate grievance procedure, 
which, he stated,'works well. Thirty-five per cent of grievances are resolved 
by immediate action; only five per cent move on to staff/inmate committees. 

The third speaker during the session on conflict resolution was Chris 
Lorenc ,the Independent Chairperson for Stony Mountain Institution. He 
informed the audience that the Independent Chairperson occupies a relatively 
new position in federal institutions. The hearings Over which the Chairperson 

(' 

presides are not a court of law and rules of evidence do not apply. The 
Independent Chairperso~ must'bal~nce th~ tenets of natural justice to ensure 
that the procedures provide protection both' to staff and in!!l)tes. He added 
that the Independent Chairperson must remain neutral. The swiftness required 
in decision-making means that' invo.lv ing legal counsel for inmates and, in 
turn, for staff would bedE1trimental to t.he pr1ess. He pointed out that 
natural justice requires that there be clear charg'es. (, In the future, he said, 
there may be recommendations for a reduction. in the number 0 f possible 
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cn~rges, for greater preclslon in the wording of charges and perhaps also for 
,( t· t· more sen enclng op lons. 

" 
The independence of releasing authorities as a means of controlling 

discretion was addressed by Maurice Gauthier, Chairman of the Quebec Parole 
Board, al)d William Outerbridge, Chairman of the National Parole Board. 
According to' Mr. Gauthier, the Quebec Parole Board was given an independent 
status similar to that of a civil court to ensure objectivity in parole 
decision-making. The Board is not responsible for granting temporary absences 

.\ 

or day parole; these programs are seen as part of imprisonment and therefore 
.belong within the jurisdiction of prison administrators. Other measures that 
are taken to ensure that decisions are fair and appropriate include: 

i) careful selection of Board Members; 
;1 

/f 
ii) respect for the rights of inmates; 

ii~) criteria that are well elaborated yet which respect" the need for 
discretion; 

iv) a -procedure for hearings that encourages the participation of all persons 
directly affecteO; 

v) good liaison between ,the Board and .the judiciary. 

Mr. Outer bridge began his remark$ by stating"that checks and balances are 
needed in any system that exerts power over other individuals. He noted that 
efforts to distribute power in a democratic society include the distribution 
of authority between the judiciary, the legislature and ~he administratior1. 
Similarly, he stated, the.re is a need for checks and balanc~.s in corrections 
to ensure ~ one, that power is not unduly concentrated in one place, and two, 
to check its misuse. An independent paroling, authority is one way, he stated, 
.to achieve a ,dispersal of power and to create a syst8.o/l of checks and 
balances. In his opinion, to be both the releaser and the /keeper is to be 
caught in a double role and to operate without the type of check that results 
from the separation of function and, therefore, of p6wer. 

During the'~ same session, Gordon Smith, Executive Secretary of the 
Ministry of State for SOc.ial Development, Canada ," expressed, his agreement with 

',) , 

the need for checks and balances within any system. He stated that since 
independent de.cision-making bodies are "ultimately-' accountable to 'Parliament 
through a Cabinet Minister, the Minister must have. some" way "of ensuring that 
acc.eptable decisions are made. The measures being implemented to·achieve this 
include precisely worded statutes and regulations to govern the independent 
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body and explicit pd'licy for decision-making. He also noted that .accountabil
ity with respect to the performan~e of the head of an independent organization 
such as the Parole Board is a matter that the Government is examining. 

The discretionary power of parol'e boards and measures that, are being 
implemented to curb and improve its 4se was the subject of discussion in 
several other se~sions. During the session "Currents in Correctional Theory: 
The Effect on the Allocation of Discretion" 1 John Vandoremalen, the Assistant - ,) 

Chief of Publications of the Correctional Service of Canada, stated that 
" 

criteria are being established that will lead to a recommendation for parole. 
One objective of the criteria, he said, is to counter biases towards 
participation in institufional programs. The rationale behind this measure, 
we were told, is that too often case managers base at least pprt of their 
judgement on involvement in programs which is not necessarily fair since. many 

,I 

good dffenders do not get involved in programs. 

During the session "Structuring Discretion Through Rules, Guidelines, 
Openness", Don Gottfredson, Dean of the School of Ctiminal Justice of Rutgers 
University, described the development and, implementation of parole guidelines 
by the United States Par'\Jle Commission. He stated that: the guidelines were 
the result of a concern over the lack of clear information about the criteria 
used in parole decisions. The request for steps to" remedy this problem was" 
generated internally which, in his opinion, is a significant factor in the 
overall success of the use of guidelines. In the particular, States where 
their implementation has been imposed, he said, they dq not seem to have been 
used as successfully or as well. When the study of criteria began, the U.S. 
Parole Board argued that no general policy existed and that any~,uch policy 
would run count~r to the concept of decisions based on the individual, merits 
of each case. On the assumption that an implicit policy did. exist, the 
working group examined decisions pertaining to a group of ,young offenders with 

- 1~ 

indeterminate sentences. He stated that the two most s~,gni ficarit factor,s in 
release decisioilS seemed to be: first, tile s,eriousnessof' the offence; 
second, the judgment of risk. On this basis, he said ; a scale Was then 
developed to classify' offepders according to the seriousness of the offence 
and risk. Eaph of these was plotted on a graph to form a matrix. "co 

~, 

Professor Gott fredson informed us that in using the matrix, the point at 
which a person's two scores intersect indicates .when parole should be 

", ,I 
granted. Hearing examiners interv iew the par;ple, applicant, classi fy the 
offender and consult the ,table. If the hearing examiner is satisfied with' the, 
calcul~ted parole date no "further explanation "is required. If ,l;l q~viation 
from the chart is considered appropriat,e~ reasons "must begi~en." He rep0t:~ed 
that about 20 per cent or the time hearing examiners ,step out of thp. 
guidelines. As a result of changes and developfllsmts in social policy, certain 

. 1/' 
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factors - sl,lch as employment and living arrangements - have been ," removed from 
the risk prediction scale but, he stated, these changes do not seem to have 
affected the prediction value. 

In the sess'ion "Parole Guidelines ~ Are They a Worfhwhile Control on 
Discretion?", Joan Nuffield15 , a policy analyst in the Ministry Secretariat 
o~ the Solicitor General, Canada, elaborated on the development and use of 
parole guideline~s. She described them as an accountability measure which 
forces organizations to make parole policy more explicit and which compels 
indivi~uals within the organization to explain why a particular case does or 
does not fit the policy as stated in the guide~ines. In her assessment, the 
criteria for parole decisions given in the Parole 1\2t of Canada leave much 

unsaid. .P~ecis~ly what constitutes an undue risk.io csociety, for example, is 
not specl.fled 1n the Act. She argued that guJelines offer a clear and 

"rational basis for parole decisions. Furthermore',l she stated, they offer the 
inmate a better opportunity for arguing his or her case in an effective manner 
because the basis on which it is to be decided is clear. Guidelines can, she 
pointed out, be geared to regional differences and need not in her 

, , 
assessment, eliminate important a~d justifiable variations in release policy. 
She noted that one other objection to guidelines is t.he inclusi,on of a risk 
prediction score based on statistical estimates of an offender's risk of' 
recidivating. She stated that .. the predicting of risk is indeed an inexact 
science, ~nd such predictions need not be part of the guidelines, but, she 
argued, it must also be acknO\'Iledged that statistical guesses of. risk are(imore 
reliable than are clinical or human jUdgements. Moreov~r, she pointed out, 
the. offender does not then run the risk of having his chances judged by 
someone who has a "theory", ',' untested and perhaps untestable, about 
recidivism. In her opinion, ,a stC!tistic!31 score has the 'advantage of allowing 
you to see precisely What "factors went into it. and which d~,d not. She argued 
further tpat clinical assessments of risk can never be dissected iR a way that 
will reveal what factors went into it and how they wer€ used. . In her 
concluding remarks she stated thah " ••• guidelines allow for decisions to be 
geared to the particul~~ities of individual cases but the deGision-maker most 
say Why "the particularities of the case cause it to be an exception to the 
general rule". 

-c' \) 

Legal'Developments that Affect the Use of Discretion in Corrections 
( 

During the Conference", three legal development$ which have important 
implications for the use of discretion in corj:.'ections we,re the focus of 

15 For the f. ull text 6f hl' s .a·dd>:ess, p t .. ' seear I I .. , 
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considerable discussion. The developments discussed were: 

i) the growing emphasis on inmates', rJ.ghts; 

ii) the emergence of the duty to act fairly and the institution of 
judicial ,review of administrative action; 

iii) the enactment of Part IV of the Canadian Human Rights Act, often 
referred to as the Privacy Act. 

Several speakers described how these developments took place and 
explained their implications for the exercise of discretion in corrections. , 
During t~e session "Inmates' Rights: The Case Law and Its Implications for 
Prisons and Penitentiaries", Michael Jackson, a professor of law at the 
University of British Colu~bia, outlined the evolution o~ inmates' rights and 
judicial review of administrat~ve action. Since the full text of his address 
appears in Part II, only~'ti",.brief synopsis of his remarks will be given here. 
He argued that the idea of a charter of rights for inmates is not new; it 
dates back to the origins of the penitentiary system, which was developed 
largely as a reaction against the disc:retionary abuses of gaole,~s and 
prisoners alike. But, he stated, only recently have the courts been willing 
to review the administrative decisions of prison authorities. Until a few 
years ago, the test that the courts us~d to determine whether to exercise 
supervisory powers over inferior tribunals was to determine if ·the decisions ,I • • 

were of a judicial or quasi-jud1cial nature' or of an administrative nature.' 
The latter were not subjecL to the intervention of the court, ,~he former 
were. He stated that this basis for review was' graduaIJ.y overturned by a 
series of cases, the most significant of which were the Martineau cases which 
established that the reviewability of prison decisions depends not on whether 
the decision is judicial,o:!:, qu,as~-judicial b~t on the fact that underlying the 
exercise of every administrative powerco!lferred upon a board of authority 
there is a gegeral duty to act fairly. 

'.' 
'Professor Jackson pointed out that fairrle~s is not a static concept; what 

is .' considered to be fair in one context '~ay "not be 'c~nsidered to be so .. in 
another. He then examined a seties 'of case~' that have come down since the 
MartiJleau decisions and which" give us "s0rrieP i'dea of what the courts may require 
in the way of ft;iirness. ' The first case i/1e'.,dited was that of Bru~:e in British 

~. - ,-

Columbia. In this instance, the Court det:!l'ared that there was a duty to act 
fairly ~in· transfer decisions even th9ugh such decisions are ."not judicial in 
nature. Thatdut'y, ho~ever, did not require the authorities to give Bruce the 
reason for his transfer, nor an opportunity "to respond. He stated that a 
similar decision was re.ached in Ontario" ~n 1980 in the Rollie case." While the 
Court concluded that the suspicion 'of a planned hostage taking 'constit'~ted 
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adequate grounds for transferring an inmate in a summary fashion, without 
providing reasons or an opportunity to respond, a council of perfection would 
make such provisions after the transfer. 

. ~rofessor Jackson went on to ,inform us that, with respect to disciplinary 
dec~slons, the courts have ruled that legal representation does not have to be 
allowed in all cases but that the decision as to whether counsel is appro
priate rests with the Independent Chairperson." In addition, the courts have 
suggested that fairness may require representation in a case that involves 
significant issues of law beyond the ability of a layman to deal with. The 
ne~t case :eferred to by Professor Jackson was that of Oswald and CEdinal 
WhICh proVldes, a further indication of what the duty to act fairly might 
requ,ire in relation to the admiriistr'ative segregation process. In this case 
it was declared that the Warden of Kent Institution had not ful filled the dut; 
to. act fairly when he refused to give his reasons for not complying with the 
recommendation of the segregation review board. 

Professor Jackson noted" that while the ~artineau cases all dealt with 
prgcedural issues there have been·· some cases in which the courts have 
indicated a possible willingness to examine substantive issues, under certain 
circumstances. He stated that the mos~ important case in this regard is the 
McCann case of 1975 in which the conditions of solitary confinement in British 
Columbia Penitentiary were brou,ght into question. In rendering his decision, 
Mr. Justice Heald of the British Columbia Suprem~ Court ruled that conditions 
in solitary confinement in the Penitentiary constituted cruel and unusual 
punishment. Although he concluded th~t a decision to place an inmate in 
solitary confinement was not reviewable by the courts, he declar'ed as 
reviewable the conditions of solitary confinement in which inmates were kept. 
Professor .,Jackson next cited ~he Solosky _ case in which the Supreme Court of 
Canada ruled that the lawyer-client priyilege was not violated by the scrutiny 
of correspondence. But, he pointed out, the Court also ~ndorsed the p~inciple 
that 1 prisoner remains entitled to all of his civil rights except those th~t 
ar,e expressly taken away by statute or regulation. The· Court established that 
one of the rights n~t taken away by incarcer,ation is tl)e" fundamental right to 
communicate with a lawyer "and that prison administrato~s must exercise the 
minimum restriction, cons~stent with security, upon that right. 

The emergence of the duty to 0 act fairly and ~the institution of' judicial 
review were briefly outlined by two other speakers: Judge Ren~ Marin, a 
County Cq,urt;·Judge in ottawa and Inger Hansen, the Privacy Commissioner of the 
Canadian Human Rights Commission: Dr.uring the session entitled "The Exercise 
of Administrative DJsc~etion", Jud~l3" Marin endorsed the opinion that the 
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courts in Canada are no longer rel,~ctant to- review administrat,~ve decisions. 
He stated that t.he first instance in which the i?ourts reviewed a decision of 
an administrative nature involved the discharge of a policeman from the' 
Haldimand-Norfol,k RElgional Police Cqmmission. In rendering the de~ision, the 
Chiefl Justice stated that fairness is -a requi'r.ed element of such a discharge. 
In the Court's opinion, ttle appellant should h~ve oeen told why his services 
were no longer requir~d9nd he should have been given an opportunity to 
respond either orallx or in writing. ( 

Judge Marin then drew attention to the fact that courtreviewo of 
administr~t.ive aetion and the requirement to

c 
act fairly is not !;=onfined to 

decisions within the correctional field. To support this ~tatement, he cited 

the case. of ~ooper" and Libram.~v.. the ~iniste1: of Nation~l Revenu~; i~~i,~~ 
Mr •. J~sbce DJ.xon stat~~ .that J.t J.S possJ.bl~ to formulate several Cr.lterJ.~~ 
decJ.dJ.ng whether a decJ.sJ.on or orders requJ.red by law are made on a judicia\~ 
or a quasi-judicial basis but, signi ficantly, Justice Dixon did not sugges~\.\ 
that only the decisions arrived at through the adversary process should be \> 
subject to review. Judge Marin- cited/;two other cases to support the statement 
that judicial intervention is no longer restricted to judicial or quasi
judicial actions: the case of Martineau v. Ie Comita de discipline de Matsqui 
and the case of Inuit TaRirisat v. ~he Traitepopulaire du Canada. 

During the discussion period that followed, Judge Hugessen, Associate 
Chief Justice of the Supedor Court of Quebec, and Alan Leadbeater, Assistant' 
to the Vice-Chairman of the Canadian Radio, Television and Telecommunications 
Commission, noted that the legislature has never developed a way of stating 
that particular matters are beyond the purview of the courts. In Mr. 
Leadbeater's opinion, efforts to suggest that a sph~re of responsibility is 
beyond the jurisdiction' of the court have never met with great success; the 
courts have reserved for themselves the power and authority to determine what 
kinds of matters should be susceptible t~ judicial review. / 

During the session, "Can fining Discret ion: Are We Headed Towards a More 
Just Syst!Olm?"" Inger Hansen, the Privacy Commi~sioner of the Canadian Human 
Rights Commission, supported the opinion that administrative decisions are no 
lcmger beyond judicial review and stated that the old distinction between 
administrative and judicial decisions is no longer clear cut. According to 
Ms. Hansen, an early indication that the courts might be prepared to review 
administrative decisions came in 1972 in the Ontario case of Green v. Fagee. 
In this case, she informed us, the absolute discretion of the Commissioner of 
Corrections to receiv~ inmates .?nd the authority t~ delegate that discretion 
with respect to transfers were challenged. She noted that while the presiding 
judge declined jurisdiction, he did state that a decision which affects the 
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locale and manner oof confinement, made with~out a hearing and based on an 
allegation, should be reviewable by the court. 

Two ot~er cases pertaining to transfers were cited by Ms. Hansen, that 'of 
Paul "Rr;lse in 1971 an'd Klein in 1981. Ih) the first case, she said, the.. court 
declared that a transfer decision was, not reviewable'. In the second,' it was 
decided" that there; is ~o right "for a prisoner to be in one prison rather than 
another. In view a f these cases " she stated, for th~ time being at l~ast, the 
settled law is that the courts will not interfere with the exercise of disc're
~ion to transfer inmates. She went on to argue that there are," however, other 
controls that as yet remain untested ." For example, she :said, Section 5 0 f the, 
Human Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination in the provision of g06ds, 
services ,and aqpomodation, customarily available to ,the' general public, might 
be available. 0 

While the courts have been instr~ental' in the emergence of inmates' 
~ . 

rights, they have not been the sole or perhaps even "the major factor in this 
development. This point was argued .by Jim Phelps,16 the Regional Di~~ctor 
General of the Prairie Region for ~he Correctlonal Service of Canada. During 
the session, '''Inmates' " Rights: The Case Law and I ts Implications for Prisons 
and PenitenVaries", he stated that .. Government rather than judicial initiative 
has ,.been the main factor in the establishing of irlll)atieis' rights. He cited the 
Privacy Section of the Human Rights Act, which giv~s:inmates the right'to have 
access to their files, as one example of legislative initiative in this area. 
He also pointed out tha~. Canada' is a signatory to a series of internationai 
agreements, of which the most widely known and acted upon is the I~ternational 
Cov,~nant of Chil' and Po~itical Rights. The basic thrust of the Covenant, he 

" 

stated, is t,hat an c:!ffender retains all of tM rights of an ordinary citizen 
except those that are expressly taken away by stat.ute or lost as a necessary 
conse,qu~,nce of incarceration. In addition, he informed us, the Covenant lists 
about 100 basic rights that offenders shoul~ maintain and that the Canadian 
system has taken substantial steps to ensure aDe met. 

Further information about the right of inmates to heve access to their 
files was provided by Inger Hansen during the session entitled "Living with 
the Privacy,]Act: The Dilemma of the ProfessiQnal". Ms.' Hansen informed us 

~:. ~ 

that under Part IV of the Canadian Human Rights Act, Canadian citizens" and 
those who have been lawfully admitted to Canada have the right to know what is 
contalned in records' held by the federal government that pertain to them. 
They have the right to know what use has been made of their records, to 

o 

16 For the full text of this address, see Part II. 
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request but not order changes' and corrections, and to recei v,e assurance that 
information provided for one purpose will not be used for another wi thout 
their consent. She ir'iformetf us that the general principle of tile Act .is that 
access is granted unless it can be lawfully withheld as stated in the Act. 
The authority t,o withhold information r~$ts with the Min.ister of a department' 
who can delegate.lt to t~e Deputy Minister. She stated that, as the Privacy 
Commissioner, h'er role is to review cases in which it is alleged that the 
r.1"ghts of access to infoFma;tion or privafY have been violated. The Priva~y 

Commissione~, has resources similar to those of a Superior Court Judge. He or 
she can subpoena files and enter government. departments to talk to people. 
The Commissioner can make findings of fac,t bCut cannot reverse decisions; the 
power of the office is limited to the "making of recommendations to the 
Minister of "the department invol~ed in a c~mplaint. 

The discussions outlined above demonstrate that a wide variety of 
measures have been implemented to curb or ,control the use of discretion in 
corrections. As we have seen, these measures range from standards' and guide
lines to 'inmates' rights and judicial review of administrative action. Some 
of these mechanisms pertain to the procedural element "of decision-~aking, 
others to the substantive element. To what extent they, are effective in 
corrections was a' major point of ,debate during the Conference. The 
discussions lhatdealt with this" quesfion are reviewed in the following 
section. 

... ~-----------
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THE ErrECT or MEASURES TO LIMIT OR IMPROVE THE USE or DISCRETION 
IN CORRECTIONS ,;1 

·f 

The current or potential effect of the various measures that are 
being implemented in response to the problems associated with 
discrOetion were a major I) subject of discussion ,during the 
Conference. While qpinions varied about the relative merits of the 
mechanil'ims that h~ve, been implemented to date, the discussions 
revealed a general concern that the ultima~e effect of these 
meas!:1res might be an mduly rigi~ system that is mrespoosiveto the 
needs of inmates. The discussions th~t pertained, to the real or 
~ossible outcome of the different mechanisms wbich are being used to 
curb or u.prove the use of discretion are summarized below. 

The Impact,of the Duty to Act Fairly and Inmates' Rights 

Whil,~ the need to ensure fair and equitable decision'S in corrections was 
unanimously endorsed, many of the" speakers and delegates who addressed this 
topic expressed serious reservations about the use of procedural safeguards as 
a means of improving the use of discretion. In addition, a number of pot en
ti~llY adverse effects of due process mechanisms were presente~ for our 
considereltion. During the opening session, Stewart Asquith, a le'cturer at the 
School of Social Administration, University of "Edinburgh, Scotland sc argued 
that while rules .ire not totally irrelevant, if we assume that "the only 
problem w.ith direolion is a lack of rules and rely csolely on" legal safeguards, 
tne result might well be elf! improvement .. only in the procedural rights of indi
Viduals without in any way promoting or enhan~ing substantive rights.' ... ~, 
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Similar arguments were presented by John Hogarth, a professor of'law at 
the University of British Columbia, and Alan Leadbeater, the Assistant to the" 
Vice-Chairman of the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commi~
sion. Professor Hogarth began his comments by posing the question: "Who 

\\ 
benefits from 'the increasing emphasis on due process?'" The answer, he s,tated, 
is that top bureaucrats and lawyers are the peop,le who benefit from the nl;lW 
emphasis on rules and procedural safeguards. The first group is n9w able to 
second-guess the judgements of Une staff fI'om a procedural point of view, but 

'J. . not on substantive grounds. The second group has a new sector of chents. 
The losers, in his opinion, are Une staff and inmates. 

The argument presented by Rrofessor Hogarth was that whatever abuse of 
executive power exists in the present system, any attempt at the provisi'on of 
formal, legal methods of contra..! is likely to lead to ~,our results: 

c' 

i) more centralization of-power, a more hierarchical system;> 

" ii) obfuscation and mystification of the nature of the correctional 
enterprise; 

iii) more ali~mation on the part of line staff and inmat~s; 

iv) decisions less likely J;o meet the needs of offende~s or of" 
society; 

He stated that providing due process guarantees does not correct power 
imbalances: it institutionalizes them. People can, heargued,~e due-proces
sed to their ultimate fate, the same decis:ions being made that woul<:f have b~en 
made in the absence of due,. process but this time no guilt ~~" experienced on 
th~ part of the de~ision-makers. In his opinion," the difficulty with 
procedural methods of determining issues is, that procedure tends to impact, 
overtake and reolace substance.. It strips the actors of any moral responsi~ 

,.' t· \1 ,I 

bility for "the quaUtyof the decisions they 'make. 

DUl'ing the session e(ltltled, "The Controversy Over Delegated Authority", 
Q ' 

Alan t,eadbeater stated that the institutiondf judiCial review of administra~ 
tive.action has been a major ilTlpe(jiment to" the" 'improvement of the qual1tyand 
accept,abillty of decision-making in federal agencies. He argued that it has, 
led administrators to concel)trateon the procedures by which d~cisions aYIf! 
taken reither, than seeki'hgtoensure the making of good decisions. A seco)~# 

, . . . ,'.. .' . " l~ I f 
majo:r problem that stems from judicial review, he stated, is "that it has Iliad 

1.1 , 1'; //),. 

admihistr:,ators "to use the adversary procedures traditional ,to judicialadjudi-
catton as a guidi~ in designing their deci~ion..;making procedures." These' pror;e
dures, in his 0t)'inion, ~re oftE:m ill-suited to highqualitYd.ecisiO,n-ma~~ng. 
"1'hf3 adversafYl11i~thod',!, he argued, "is to public deci,sion-making what logic is 
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to illdi vidual decision-making :ii a procedural metho.d supporting good and bfld 
decisions with equal vigoyr". , 

He pointed out th'at critical evaluations of the adversary, adjudicative 
method seem to .. suggest that in practice they serve as ~llows: it matters not 
whether justice is done~ as long as it is seen to be done. He argued that 
court-liky decision procedures are especially v,ulnerable to this form of 
cr:..iticism beca!-lse they create a distance between the decider and the affected 
party which makes it extremely difficult for the decider to experience that 
form of 'relatedness or empathy essential to a full understanding of the 
problem at 'hand. According to ,Mr. Leadbeater, anot,l;ler element of 'quality 
decision-making that is at risk when the adjud,tcative method is adopted is 
effiCiency, including the element of timeliness. 

Mr. Leadbeater argued that judicial i'l.~eFvention results in the alloca
tion of an enormous amount of time" and resources by agencies to the task of 
avoiding court rev iew. ,Time, attention and resources are shifted away from 
effo,its to produce decent, fair decisions, he said. H~. went on to .argue that 
efforts to avoid cour't: r~yiew result in a heavy relianc~ on legal advisors and 
the development,of decision-making prbcedures"within the narrow parameters of 
judicial, court-like procedures. In his 9J~inio~e. effect is to limit the 
approach to the problems of administrative ~sio'n-making and to ignore 
ct:)eati ve alternatives to le.gal methods •. 

-', t-.',)'-) 

The arguments presented by Alan Leadbeater were supported by the comments 
of a delegate during the, session "Inmates' Rights: The Case Law and Its 
Implications for Prisons and Penitentiaries". The delegate stated that the 
time taken up with procedures, such as the report,..~ri.ting of grievances, takes 
time away from other matters such as, working with' inmates in the planning of 
reqreation expenses. He argued that the result istha( iast ~inute, arbitrary 
deci$ions have to be made in t~he areas that time he.:::;. been deflected away 
from. rhe clelegatealso,,, st&ted that the measures that are being adopted 
indicate an elemept of distrust and noted that grievance procedures. are 
primarily 'used by inmates who entered the lQstitution with a sense of 
distrust. 

Dur ingth'e ,!'lame sessioR, '.Michael Jackson, a law pro fe.$sor at the Uni\Ier
sHy of British Columbia, stated that whUe judicial" interve~tion has had some 

." ; .~ 

very positiv~,elfects, it has a. negative :side ,as well. On the positive side, 
he said,it hasle~itimi2:ed the concep~, that prisoners retain rights not 
e~p~.essly taken away by legislation. It has legitimated the notioo that "the 
conQeptof least restraint is important and· it has legitimated the ~ole, 
,~n~~:!;~~Jlt<f ein thenatu,re of the pe,~iten,tiary', of inspection from outside. The 

'negl;ftive aspects, he, stated" stem from the adversarial nature of litigEition. 
~ . . 
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Litigation maximizes the polarity between staff and inmates and1 therefore, it 
may not be the best long-term solution. Unfortunately, he stated; given the 
recalcitrance of the prison administration, there seems to be no available 
alternative. 

During the session "Les Droits des Detenus", the!' ultimate value of 
inmates' rights was questi(;med by Phil Young, a Member of the National Parole 

Board. In his assessment '" inmates' rights have been turned ~nto procedural 
safeguards and consequently the progress in this area may be more apparent 
than real. He stated that the distribution of discretionary power has become 
so diffuse that it is now impossible to locate the source of discretionary 
abuses. The result, he argued, is that the rights of inmates have, in effect, 
become the rights of t~e burea~cracy. 

The argument that procedural safeguards for tnmates' rights~!ill, of and 
by themselves, do little to improve the lot of inmates was given further sup~ 
port by Michael~ Mandel, a law prof~ssor at Osgoode Hall L,aw School. During 
the session on conflict resolution, he-argued that the inquisitorial process 
currently used by parole boards, which seeks to uncover the inmate's attitude, 
is premised on the illusion that inmates can become upwardly mobile and 
develop a middle class outlook., This exp~ctation, he stated, ignores the 
factors that make inmates downwardly mobile. Consequently, in his o~inion, 

despite changes in the appearance of the parole process, it iSi still an 
inquisitorial process in which the exercise of power· by the pat'ole board 
constitutes the exercise of absolute discretion. He cOQcluded by stating that 
it 'will remain so as long as we maintain the existing cl\f1ss stucture which 
call$ for a subserv iant attitude on the parto of the' lower., class from which 

--\~,'\ 

most inmates come. 

, 
The effect of inmates' rights and procedural safeguards on security withQ

' 

in the institution was another·, area of concern that received considerable 
\,' \) D 

attention during the Conference. Durtng one session on inmates' rights, Ken 
,I ,~ 

Payne,17 the Warden of JoyceviUe )'Institutipn, described some of the 
difficulties that have arisen in this regard. He stated that, as a result of 
the emergence qf inmates' rights, inmates and staff have become increasingly 
polarized. He informed the audience that security staff are perpl~exed by the 
introduction of a" :t'8sponsibility to'respect'" the rights' of inmates while 

() .:! .. ' -' " ~", 

ensuring security in the institution. The difficulty stems fro,lll the fact, he 
argued, that during their training, security staff were instructed to use 

1\ th~ir skill 9nd power """to' keep, th~' institution secuf,e but were not instructed 
to rel?PE3ctthe rights of inmates in the process. He contended that the new 

17 For the full text pf this address, see Part II. 
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qnustbrespect inmates' rights restricts security staff and management in a 
way that might prejudice the security of the institution. In his opinion, 
inmates also lose as a result of this development. He explained that it is no 
longer possible to intervene when one inmate is haraSSing another unless there 
is concret~ evidence, and not merely hearsay, to demonstrate that punishm~nt 
or intervention is warranted. The staff's sense of frustration, he told the 
audience, is heightened every time they find it impossible to carry out their 
responsibilities. The attitude the situation breeds amongst staff, he said 
is that the inmates might as well be given the keys and allowed to run th; 
institution. 

A similar perspective was given by M.A. Sial, Deputy Director of the 
ott~wa Carleton Detention Centre of Ontario. 'During one (jf the sessions on 
the implicatioQ~ of inmates' rights for prison9 and penitentiaries, he argued 
that if the discretion of the warden is removed and the guidelines made too 
harsh, the system will suffer. A balance is needed, he stated, between in
mates' rights and the warden's authority. He also stated that attempts to es
tablish public accountability through mechanisms such as the Citizen's Adviso
ry Committee have been a failure. 

During.one session, the discussion centred on what effect the new Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms might have on correctional workers • The 'first speaker 
to. address this "question "was Walter Tarnopolsky, 18 a law professor at the 
University of Ottawa ~nd the President of the Canadian Civil Liberties 
Association." Professor Tarnopolsky argl1ed that the Charter of and by it.sel f 

'wi'll not make any di fference in' correctional decision-making: any effect it 
does have will be determined by;, those who sit un the. Supreme' Court. On the' 
whole, he argued, the Charter will not likely make a great difference. He 
pointed out that among t~e fundamental rules Laid down by the Supreme Court .of 
Canada in the cases of Mitchell, Howarth and Matsqui is the principle that the 
parole process is not judicial or quasi-judicial and, therefore, a person 
cannot proceed under section 28 of the Federal Court Act to s\~ek a remedy for 
a par9,le decision." The rules of fundamental justice set out in section 2 (e; 
of the Charter do not.. apply to a priVilege, he informed" us, whi!=!h'is what 
parole was held to be in the majority opinion renpered in the" cases of 
Mitchell and Hciwarth. , . 

,; 

He, stated that ,iiSection 7 of the new Charter. might have some effect on 
correctional decisons. The question still to be an)sweFed, he said, is whether 
the;.' fact that a person has already, been deprive~ of liberty and confined to an 

18 For the full text of' this addres!:?" see Part II. 
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institution will mean that Section 7 is exhausted or whether the opportunity 
will exist to argue that, since Section 7 talks about the right not to~be de
prived of liberty, the principles of fundamental justice apply. 

With reference to Section 2 of the Charter which pertains to fundamental 
freedoms of conscience and religion, expression, peaceful assembly and associ
ation, Professor Tarnopolsky stated that, given the ruling in the Solos~ , 
case, it seems unlikely that Section 2 will make much differerlce to subsequent 
"Soloskys". In that case, the Court ruled that the lawyer-client privilege of 
confidential correspondence did not extend to prisons. He also expressed 
doubt that section 1 O( a) of the new Charter, which speaks about everyone on 
arrest or detention having the right to be informed promptly of the reasons 
there fore, will have much effect on the parole process. His reasoning was 
that in the Mitchell and Hol'iBJ-th cases, the majority on the Supreme Court 
ruled that the statement that -d:.:irole was revoked was sufficient to' meet the 

:- " 

right to be informed. Unless the'courts come to a different conclusion about 
what constitutes due information, it is unlikely, he argued, that Section 
10(a) will help subsequent "Howarths". 

The second speaker to address this subject was Howard Epstein,19 ~ 
f,3arrister and Solicitor who practices law in Halifax. He argue~ that the 
~~imilaritie? in language between the new Charter and the American Bill of 
Rights suggests that the Canadian CO!Jrts may look to American jurisprudence 
for direction. He suggested that it is at least worthwhile to examine the 
American experience and provided an overview of some of the American case law 
to demonstrate what could happen in Canada under the new Charter. "He stated 
that the fact that there is a remedies clause could mean that the courts will 
intervene in social issues in a manner similar to the way that the American 
Courts have done. He pointed out that, in some cases in the United States, 
the courts have taken over the general superintendence of entire state 
prisons. This could, at least in' theory, happen in Canada, he stated., 

He made the observation that. in the United States, four sections of the 
American Bill of Rights have had the most significant effect on correctional 
systems. He commented that the Eighth Amendment, which' is a prohibition 
against cruel and unusual punishmeht, has been used for everything from the 
death penalty to disproportionate ~entences! According to Mr. Epstein, dis
proportionality of sentences is one example of an area that might come before 
the Canadian courts under the section of the Charter that ~uarantees protec~ 
tion against cruel or unusual pun~shment. Someone convicted of first degree 

19 . For the full text of this address, see Part II. 
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murder might contend that the denial of parole eligibility for the first 
twenty-five years of his or her senterlce constitutes cruel or unusual 
punishment. 

He pointed out that the First Amendment of the American Bill of Rights 
guarantees protection of freedom of speech, religiori and ~ssembly. In the 
case of Pell v. Procunier, he stated, the court decreed that a prison inmate 
retains those First Amendment rights that are not inconsistent with his status 
as a prisoner or with the legitimate penological objectives of the 
correctional system. He argued that the situation in Canada is no di fferent. 
A wide range of rights exist that must be balanced against legitimate 

i) 

institutional considerations. Unle,ss speci fically taken away, or modi fied in 
light of penological considerations, these rights must be respected. He then 
drew attention to the fact that while the Canadian courts have not intervened 
in correctional matters to the extent that the American courts have, it is 
still fair to say that the "hands-off" doctrine has been abandoned and that 
due process applies to a certain range of rights. 

The question we are left with, he informed the audience, is what consti
tutes due process in the correctional context. That question is being addres
sed by the American and Canadian courts and will continue to be" addressed 
under the new Charter of Rights. A second issue that is being addressed is 
that of the least restrictive means of interfering with constitutional rights; 
The Courts will, in his opln:i.:on," increasingly demand that justi fications be 
given by correctional administrators for interfering with, or limiting, an in
mate's constitutional rights, particularly those which are deemed preferred 
rights. He concluded by stating that the American legal experience suggests 
that, if the system does not make rules for itself, the courts will. 

T~e Impact of Standards and Accreditation on Cbrrectional Systems 

During the Conference, two schools of thought were expressed on the sub
ject of standards. According to a number - of individuals, standards are an ef- .' 
fective means of improving the use of discretion in corrections. These indi
viduals argued that standards upgrade the system and reinforce the principles 
on which it operates. According to the other school of thought, standards 
become; not the minimum level of service but. the maximum and act, in effect, 
like a ceiling on the improvement of conditici~s in correct~onal systems. 

\ ,~()J 
One of the speakers during the session on standards and accreditation was 

() 

Maurice Klein, Correctional Accreditation Co-ordinator of the Correctional 
o 

Service of Canada. He stated that standards afe not incompabible with ,discre- ,. 
tion and that an llCcreditation approach can prl~i@=£ontroland accountability 
in the us~ of discretion. " He argued th;;tt sfand~~n promote due reflection 
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by administrators as to the efficiency of their operations, reinforce basic 
principles and provide a means o~ evaluating the system. He stated that they 
also help to clarify the goals and objectives of the system and thereby con
tribute to uniformity in decision-making. Since the concepts of fatrness and 
uniformity are imbedded ;in standards, the accreditation process will assess 
the success or failure of attempts to meet these objectives. He concluded his 
remarks with the statement that the potential exists fcir an adverse effect on 
decision-making in the standards and accreditation process but it is incumbent 
on those who operate with standards to inform the architects of the standards" 

>-

about 'any negative effects. 

" 

During the di;:;cussion period that followed, Tom Gordon, the Director of 
the Seventh Step Residence in Vancouver, argued that few independent half-way 
houses have the resources to meet the standards require'd for accreditation. 
Andre Thiffault, Vice Chairman of the Quebec Parole Board, argued that common 
sense and good judgement are still the key to the system and that these quali
ties can not be substituted for by standards. He expressed concern that mini
mums will become maximums and, that people will cO\1sider their job to be done 
once the standards have been' met. He stated, "Norms and standards mean that 
we are suspicious of people. By imposing standards we are rendering account
able mediocrity and staleness". "Why", he asked, "do we not simply establish 
a system in which the bad administrators will be kicked out and not be pro
tected by"minimum standards". His concerns were strikingly similar to those 
expressed by John Hogarth during the opening session. As we noted in the 
first section of the Summary, Professor Hogarth argued that the minimum stan
dards established in contract relationshi~s tend to become maximums and that 
the human qualities of creativity" empathy and a striving for improvement tend 
to be lost. 

The arguments presented by Andre Thiffault were responded to by Glenn 
Angus, the Project Director of the Standards and Acc~editation Project of the 
Canadian Association for the Prevention of Crime. He emphasized th~t~stan
dards are not procedures and should not be, confused as such. How to arrive at 
certain identified standards, he stated, is left to the individual agenGY. 
The opinion that standards will improve and n~t limit the quality of correp
tional services was expressed by John Braithwaite, Deputy Commissioner, Com
munications, Correctional Service of Canada. During the session "How Much 
Openness Can the System Tolerate",he stated that, in his view, "the most, 
promising development is the potential for public understanding and pro fes
sional contribution that the'concept of standards and accreditation holds for 
the field." He went on to 'say that "if standards for alloorrectionat opera
tions can be enunciated by professionals and accepted by the public and 
private correc't:ional workers and citizens" in general, we will haye some under
standable objective" criteria by whIch to assess programs and" to assess olJI;'-

\ 
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selves." "That would, he argued, enable ,those of use who work in corrections 
to put our house in order and keep it in order without constant recourse to 
the courts as has been the experience of our American colleagues. 

The Possible Effect of Guidelines on Parole Decision-Making 

,Among theargumellts presented in favour of guidelines was the fact that 
guidelines, clarify the ~riteria that are used in parole decision-making while 
at the same time allowing the discretionary latitud~ to take unique circum
stances i'nto account. Two criticisms of ,guidelines that emerged during the 
Conference were that they simply codifY'what was done in the past, which'may 
not necessarily be right, and that they create an element of rigidity that did 
not exist. During the ~ession, "Structuring Discretion Through Rules, 
Guidelines and Openness", Don Gottfredson, Dean of the School of Criminal 
Justice at Rutgers University, argued that guidelines af least enable us to 
know what is being done and thereby create the opportunity to change on the 
basis of knowledge rather than ignorance. 

The pros and cons of guidelines were debated by Joan Nuffield, a policy 
analyst with the Ministry Secretariat of the Solicitor General's Department 
and Mary Casey, a t~ember of the National Parole Board. 20 The need for 
guidelines, according to Joan Nuffield, stems from the lack of a clear and 
explicit parole policy, from the unexplained differences in the parole rate 
from region to 'region and from the marked annual~, fluctuations in the full 
parole grant rate which suggests ,disparity over time. She argued that the 
effect iof parole guidelines is to make policy explicit without eliminating the 
discretion needed to handle cases that are in any way uniqu~. She stated that 
"nothing in the idea of guidelines implies that discretion is eliminated. 

,:Guidelines merely require" the decision-making body to say what it~ policies 
are, usually in very speciqc terms, but if the policy does not fit the 
case ••• then the decision.,.maker lTiay follow the dictates of the case, explaining 
all the way why he has found this case to be different." 

She argued further that under a guidelines system, 'the inmate has a 
better opportunity for arguing hiA case in an effective mann~r because he can 
clear ly see the basis for the decision and how it has been applied. " She also 
stated that guidelines will not eliminate important and just! fiable regional 
variatidhs; the agency setting the guidelines is free to incorporate regional 
Variations as it sees fit. She went on to note that a commonly-heard argument 

20 
POI' the full text of this address", see Part II. 
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against guidelines is that they are unreliable because so many of them are 
based on statistical estimates of an offender's risk of recidivating. To this 
argument, she replied that if risk is to be part of the guideline - and it 
need not be - it' must also be acknowledged that statistical guesses of risk 
are more reliable than clinical or' human judgement. With respect to" the 

II " 

argument that guidelines violate the notion of individualized justice, she 
stated that guidel.i,nes allow for decisions to be geared to the particularities 

.of individual cases but compel the decision-maker to explain why the caqe is 
an exception to the general rule. The over-all eff~~ct of guidelines, 
according to this line of argument, is ': to promote equity and fairness in 

. parole decision-making without eliminating the diseretion needed to handle 
unique case$.' 

The second speaker during this session was ,Mary Casey who stated that the 
National Parole Board's objection to the type of guidelines that have been 
adopted in the United states stems from the fact that inherent in guidelines 
is the concept of punishment or "just deserts,·i'. She went on to say that the 
National Parole Board does not see its task as making decisions about 
punishment. She argued that the question at issue is not whether enough time 
has been served since that is established by the parole eligibiiity dates, but 
whether the inmat e presents an undue risk to societ y ~ She argued that in the 
area of risk assessment, clinical judgement is neither better nor worse than 
objectiv~ criteria as a method of determination. She then stated that in the 
United States it seems to be part of the mandate of many of the parole boards 
to reduc~ disparity in sentencing. Since this is not part of the mandate for 

\' 

Canadian boards, the use of guidelines to reduce disparities would not, she 
argued, be appropriate in the Canadian criminal justice system. 

A further objection to guidelines that was presented by Ms. Caqey was 
that " ••• current guideline models base the release decision chiefly" on factors 
the inmate cannot change, such as his previous record and" his current 
offence". She stated that since we still believe in the ideaaf change and 
even of rehabilitation, guidelines based on prev,ious record. and current 
offence could do an injustice to the inmate in at least two ways. One type of" 

li injustice, she argued , could occur in the case of inmafes with long records 
who have, in fact, become tirel of committing crim.es.· Guidelines, she 
contended, might obstruct the release of this type of inmate .and, in so doing, 
create an inju13t1ce. According to Ms. Casey, the second type of injustice 
that could occur would .. be the blocking of the rel,ease of an inmate vlho has 
committed a very serious crime but who is highly unli,1<ely to commit another i) 

o frence. The final concern raised by Ms. Casey is t~at the concept. of gradual 
release, which is used by the Nat.ional Parole. Board, might not fit into the 
guideline model. 
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The Effect of Measures to Increase "Openness" in Correctional Systems 
l 

As ,we have seen in an earlier s~ction, a number of measures that have 
been implemented to increase ~penness were discussed during the Conference. 
While the need for increased openness was a recurrent theme of the discus
sions, a number of individuals expressed concern over the methods that have 
been established to meet this objective. Of particular concern to many 
delegates was P~rt IV of the Human Rights Act. The difficulties in making 
correctional systems more open was another major ~oint of discussion. 

Durifl9 the session entitled "The Discretion of Policy Makers", Ted 
Harrison, the "Vancouver Regional Director of Corrections in British Columbia, 
stated that open plans and visibility can help to improve the exercise of 
discretion at the mac~o level but there are practical difficulties in 
achieving openness. The problems, according to Mr. Harrison, are: one, that 
it is difficult to consult everyone that should be consulted; two, that system 
needs, such as economy and speed conflict with efforts to consult and three, 
that it is not alwaYE1 easy to lay bare the re'asons for choosing a particular 
course of action. 

During the session entitled "How Much Openness Can the System Tolerate?", 
Brian Pollick, then Executive Director of the John Howard Society of Alberta, 
expressed the opinion that the measures that haye been i~plemented to achieve 
openness" have had little, if any, positive effect on the outcome of deci
sions. He stated, "efforts to create the illusion of openness through 
elaborate systems oJ due process and through the formulation of goals and 
objectives that are dichotomous and mutually incompatible are paralyzing the 
system without producing any appreciable change". He went on to argue that 
pa:role is denied as frequently £;IS before on the v}:lgue grounds that the inmate 
has not yet benefited from the programs of the i~stitution and stated that 
"the sys'tem is paralyzing itsel f by demanding more and more in formation· be fore 
a decision can be made." Mr.' Pollick contended that, this does not mean a mor$! 
critical appraisal of the information that is draw~ upon: "In fact ,}' he said, 
"all too frequently negative testimony from an unknown source is uncritically 
accepted" • His summary conclusion was that "effort\? are being made to 
gradually eliminate discretionary powers at the local level through compJex 
systems of procedure and control with the .end result that line staff are boxed 

" in.to decisions made for them by a policy manual. " 

During the discussion 'period that followed the panel' s p~esentation, a 
member of the audience stated that efforts to increase openne.ss .. and the 
disclosure of information to inmates ignore" certain basic realiti'es of prison 
environment. The reality is, he said, that staff and inmates view each other 
as enemies and the major,amlllunition in their wa:r is infQrmation. According to 
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tbe delegate, disclosure runs counter to the interests of the staff. 

The effect that Part IV of the Human Rights Act might be having on the 
quality of reporting by correctionl personnel and, in turn, on decision-making 
was discussed during a number of sessions. During the session "Living with 
the Privacy Act: The Dilemma of the Professiona'l" ~ Ted Jamieson, the Privacy 
Co-ordinator of the Correctional Service of Canada, stated that there is a 
general consensus among parole officers that there have been both positive and 
negative effects on report writing as a result of the HU!Jl3() Rights legisla
tion. He informed the audience that, on the positive side~·· the potential for 
reports based solely on opinion or bias has been reduped. In his assessment, 
reports are, therefore, somewhat more objective. The negative side, he 
claimed, is that the Act has created a reluctance to include information, 
that, if released, might be harmful either to the offender or the informant. 

During the same session, Chris Conway, a Community Case Management 
Officer with the Vanco~ver District Office of the Correctional Service of 
Canada, expressed the opinion that ~he front-line correctional worker is not 
well-protected by the pI' i v acy legislation. He argued that the prov i.sions for 
exemptions do not, in practice, protect the correctional worker and stated 
that "all too often bureaucratic bungling leads to the provisl.on of the 
complete inmate file even when the attached letter states that there were 
deletions made in accordance with Part I V a f the Human Rights Act. " He 
informed the delegates that, when this type of incident occurs, inmates not 
only become upset and angry over what they have read but also lose respect for 
correctional administrators. He expressed the opinion that when the emphasis 
in the system was on counselling and assistance, correctional workers and 
inmates had open communication and the information that"went into reports was 
first discussed with the inmate; the reports, he said, contained few, if any ~ 
surprises. In his assessment, trust and openness are now rarely part of the 
inmate-staff relationship and the information contained in reports is not 
known by inmates. With respect to the disclosure of information to inmat~s in 
psychiatric centres, he expressed his puzzlement over the expectation that 
inmates who have been diagnosed either as violent or irrational will receive 
negative information calmly. 

Wayne Crawford, the Head of the Union of Guards, made the observation 
that discretion requires making value judgements, sometimes on the basis of 
circumstantial evidence. He pointed out that the terms of Section IV of the 
Human Rights .. Act Limit. the line staff's willingness to exercise discretion 
because their' judgements, once disclosed to the inmate, might result in court 
action. He also argued that the staff were pot. given proper training to 
contend with the privacy legislation and that th~re' are no guarantees that 
certain types of information will be kept confidential. The problems identi-
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fied by Mr. Conway that arise when confidential information is mistakenly 
released were also referred to by Mr. Crawford. 

The alleged shortcomings and drawbacks of the privacy legislation were 
addressed by Inger Hansen, the Privacy Commissioner of the Canadian Human 
Rights Commission, who stated that if changes are to come about in the 
legislation, the problems 'that have bee,n encountered will have to be docu
mented. She said that she was unaware of any case in which an inmate or an 
informant has been awarded compensation for information contained in a report 
and gave the opinion that such compensation could be awarded only in the 
rarest of circumstances. She went on to state that if the legislation has 
made line staff reluctant or unwilling to hazard diagnoses of inmates, such as 
schizophrehia or alcoholism, that is all to the good. "Staff", she said, 
"should not exceed their professional expertise when writing ,reports nor 
should they give opinions that cannot. be SUbstantiated". She argued that the 
danger inherent in unsupported statements is that they eventually become 
accepted as fact. This danger will increase, she pointed out, with the use of 
computers since anything that emerges from a computer carries a note of 
authority that exceeds that of written reports. 

That the fear of disclosure has had a major impact on the preparation of 
reports was a point that was stressed by several delegates. Their contention 
was that less and less information is going into reports as a result of this 
fear. In response to such statements, one delegate argued that inmates rarely 
learn new information when they see' their files; the inmate informHtion 
network is such, he.said, that they know beforehand what has been reported. 
The argument was also presented that if information cannot be revealed 
directly ~o an inmate, it ~hould not be included in ~ report. 

Accountability to Parliament an~ its Effect on Discretion in Corrections 

During the session on accountability measures for correctional systems, 
Simma Holt, a Member of the National Parole Board, argued that accountability 
of government departments and agencies ,to Parliament simply does not ,exist. 
She stated that ministers are unable to control the bureaucracy for which they 
are responsible, they are unable to bring the concerns of the electorate to 
bear in policy development and, as a result, the concept of accountability has 

;J 

lDeen brought into disrepute among the public. She went on to state that the 
'crisis of legitimacy that we are experiencing may in part stem from the fact 
~hat those who develop policy and run the system are not accountable. 

During the 
Jim MacLatchie, 
argued that the 

session, "The Cost of Accountability to the Private Sector" 
" ' Executive Director of the John Howard Society of Canada, 

accountability requirements placed on private sector age~cies 
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" that receive federal money is a concern not so much because of the; accounting 
process but because of the direct government influence in the management of 
private sector agencies that results from the accountab~lity requirements. 
Josh Zambrowski, then Executive Director of the John Howard Society of 
Montreal, stated that accountability requirements are imposed for the sake of 
achieving uniformity. H~ also stated that, through the accountability 
process, the private sector is being pushed into becoming a support system for 
the government. Brian Yelland, the Ontario Regional Manager of Offend~r 

Programs for the Correctional Service of Canada, agreed with the statement 
that the private sector agencies have an enormous line-up of accountability 
requirements but, he said, this is a predictable consequence of depending 
entirely on the public sector ra~her than seeking private funding.' He argued 
that federally administered programmes have to have some uniformity and 
consistency and, therefore, codification and regulation must be imposed. 

Whether the type of performance evaluations implemented in response to 
the demands for accountability are useful was also questioned during the 
dis(:!ussions. Irvin Wall); I' , a professor of criminology at the University of 
Ottawa, argued that simply instituting measures to assess, for example, 
whether the Parole Board is meeting its objectives overlooks many factors that 
contribute to failures on parole, such as the fact tha~ approximately $35,000 
per inmate, the bulk of available resources, is directed ~owards security. 

;I } 

The Effect of Extra-Judicial Review Mechanisms on the Use of Discretion , ' 

In addition to judicial review of administrative, action, the imple
mentation and effect of what might be termed "extra-Judicial" review mecha
nisms, including the Correctional Investigator, the.office of the ombud~man 

and internal review committees, were the focus of discussion during the 
Can ference. 

The office of the ombudsman and the Correctional Investigator were 
credited with having a reasonaqly positive effect on the use of discretion in 
corrections. In both cases, we were told, their credibil:i,ty as impartial 
investigators is h.,igh and they are, therefore, listened to not only by the 
parties directly involved in a complaillt but also by the Minister or Deputy 
t4inister responsible for Corrections. In this way, it was argued, they are 
able to effect some of the changes that seem to be" required if! the' system, in 

- .' (\ 

addition to remedying' the misuse of disc['etion in sped fic instances. The 
limitations of the ombudsman"s office as" present~d by Linda Bonin, an officer 
of the Ontari~ Ombudsman's office, were: 

i) the ombudsman has no power to enforce recpmmendations'; 
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ii) since decisions a~~ of necessity made quickly in correctional insti
tutions, it is often impossible to intervene before a decision's 
adverse effects have been felt; 

iii) the sheer volume of complaints is difficult for the offioe fa con
tend with; 

iv) the geographical distribution of institu,tions in Ontario contributes 
to delays in the processing of complaints; 

v) the ombudsman's office cannot go public with its findings; 

vi) the ombudsman's office has to contend with several "areas, not just 
corrections and, therefore, those who work in the office are, of 
necessity, generalists. 

, :, 

Ed Mc Isaac, an officer of the federal Correctional Investigator's Office, 
stated that, in his opinion, the Correctional Investigator is effective within 
the limits of its jurisdiction. In his opinipn, the presence of the office 
has contributed to improvements in the correctional system. H~ stated that a 
number' of decisions that adversely affected inmates have been repealed as a 
result of the efforts of the Correctional ,', Iiwestigator. He concluctE:ld by 
ptating that review is a shared responsibility and that no one mechanism~'Q-'l~ 
can provide a satisfactory review process. It requires, he said a combinati~~", 
of internal review mechanisms, suitably worded legislation and the Correc-", 

" tiona 1 Investigator. ' 

The second review mechanism that was discussed during the Conference was 
the type of internal review ~roc~ss used ~y the National Parole Bqard. During 

\\ 'the session on re~iew mechanisms, Ron. Price, a profesl:!or of law at QL\een's 
~( Uni versit y, expressed the opinion that internal policing mechanisms in any 

,,0 area, not just corrections, can 'hardly achieve the impartiality requir~d for a 
proper review • Moreover , he argued, in the case of bureaucracy, there is an 
inescapable amount of delay and confusion that doe~ not serv,~ the ends of 
justice. Josh Zambrowski argued th~t internal review for the' federal parole 

'~:system has not b~en adeoq.uately put into, effect and should not even be used. 
He expressed his objection ~o what he \described as int,erminable delays which 
are made ,on the grounds that more inforni'jition is needed. 

\,\ 

In summary, the argum~I1t'8 "presented in ,suppdr~ of
o
' mechanisms ~uch as' 

st~ndards, guidelines'-qnd ,procedUral safegu~rqs were that they c,lanfy the 
basis on which decisions:ate made and, in turn" promot,e fairness an(j equity "in. 
the correctional system. A fUrther argument in $~'Pp~~t" of such mephanisms ,was' 

that they make\to possible to eval,~ate what is being done and, ~herefore, foo 
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make improvements whet'e necessary.. it was also argued tttat ~nol,.Jgh disc.retion"" 
ary' latitude remains to ensure that the uhique circumstances of a· given 
situation can be taken into account. 

Ill" general, the a,rguments presented against such ',' mechanisms centered on 
the (;:riticism that they affect only the. proceclural and not the substantive 
element of decisions. Accordingly~ it was argued Jhat correctional authori:' 
ties haVe becom~ accountable for ho~decisians. care rendered, but not for what 
decisions are made. Another related argument was that the:l'esponsibility for 
'de~ision-making is "being transferred·· from' individuals to mechanical pro
cesses. This deve19pmen't, it was argued, will not\~nly dehumanize the 
correctional systemi,6.li.t will also erode the incentive to improve the quality 
of decisions. ~ 

The qbservations and opinions summarized in the preceedi.ng secti'ons 
formed the basis for a number of recommendations about what should be done to 
improve or limit the use of discretion in corrections. The reCOmmendations 
that were presented during the Conference and the- rationale given for each are 
th~ subjed of'the next section. 
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WHAT IS TO BE 'DoNE? 

During the Conference,anunber of recommei-tdaHons were made for 
changes io the exercise of discretion in corrections. Some of the 

.. 'recommendations called fora ~ransfer of power away from correc .... 
tionalauthorities to one 9r more of the following ~reas: 
Parlianent, the judicial, system;! the public and the offender. Other 
recOlllllendations, while not necessarilX~:excluding a reduction in 
power, emphasized the need to struct~re discretionary power in 

. corrections through rules,.; guidelines, procedural mechanisms' and 
,standards. Still other. recommendations" called for measures to 

.improve the ability of correctional workers te ma!<e acceptable 
decisions of high quality. The discussions sllllmarizedbelow 
illustrate ,the different types of recommendations that were' put 
forward for' ·oons.lderation .. during the Conference and the rationales 
thQt were provided for therll. 

" 
The a.rguments presented by Stewart Asquith, a lecturer at the School of 

"Socia.l Administration, University' of Edinburgh, suggested that there is a need 
not only to limit discretionary powers thr~ugh the application"of lega:t 
safeguards but also to re .... examine th~ values and premises that inform the use 
of discretion. During his address, he. stated that, "the exercise of discrel... 
tion has to be analysed not simply ~)n terms of profe~sional judgement and its 
l~ck . of ~ccoun.tability but al~o within a more broadly based critique of\, the 
legitimacy afforded to important social institutions such as social work or 
criminal justice as a whole". He suggested that if th~" current problems 
associated with discretion stem from a crisis in the legitimacV accorded to 
the perspectives of weI fare professionals, it might be nepessa;,:y ~o address 
l:Jue~tionel concern~ng;:;,the s.oci'al distribution o'f power. 
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During the opening session, John Hogarth, a professor of law at the 
University of British Columbia, presented a number of recommendations that 
were premised on the need for a change in the status of inmates and, by 
implicatioll~ in the balance of power between correctional authorities and 
inmates. He stated that an alternative to controlling, confining and struc
turing discretion is to provide the q,ffender who is serving a sentence of 
imprisonment all the status, obligations an,d duties existing in society 
generally and distributed, by reason of one's citfzenship,.to every member of 
society and to take away only those privileges, immunities and rights that are 
absolutely necessary for the purpose of safe custody. In other words, he 
said, the offender ought not" by reason of a due process model, to escape his 
moral and ethical responsibility as a citizen. He argued that there are 
choices other than due process. He stated that "there are. social engineering, 
choices that are opt~n to us as a society" and gave, by way of example, the use 
of smaller institut,ions that would allow a humane relationship to develop 
between staff and inmates. 'Another recommendati~n made by Professor Hogarth 
W1:iS to improve the professional training and conditions of worK within 
institutions. Moreover, he argued, we could require inmates to mainta~n their 
obligations .to the victim, to their family, to society and to pay for their 
room and board and thereby create conditions like those in the wider society 
from which they come in' terms of obligations to be productive. He also argued 
that we could allow persons to be released at the moment that they have 
satisfied an appropriate tribunal that they have accounted adequately for 
their behaviour and maintained the relationships described above, which embody 
status-determined, not contract-determined obligations. He stressed the fact 
that the proposal to grant the status of ~ citizen to inmates is based on a 
model of man as essentially trust-worthy and not on a negative model that 
calls for contro).li~g mechanisms established in contract. 

The third speaker'to. addre11'sthe opening session was Andre Normandeau, a 
professor of criminology at .,the u~\versity of Montreal. In his. opinion, "a 
middle position must be sought bE1.twej"n indifference to the potenbal and real 
abuses caused by the exert::j,se OfunjUrst and arbitrary discretionary powers and 
the impossible, useles~~j ancj inhuma.~~\ effort to invent a system in whiqh 

everything would be settled by law, Wi.~~ no place. being left . ,for discretion~r:IY 
power" • He argued that we can ach1:eve the m~ddle solubon by presentH~IJ" 

,,~~~ '" __ d..lficxetj..QQ,ary powers f~r examination 'by an enlightened public and by pressur'~ 
groups which specialize' in the correctional system. In his opinion, th:~c 

public, and not more legal controls, should be ul?ed to ~,nsure that the reasons 
under lyirfiJ de9isionsmade "in the cOJ;rectional sysbem., which relate to thl~ 
offender's -r-tights'>r-and' fr~edoms, are known and justified. 
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During the discussion period that followed the panel's presentation, 
several members 0 f the audien8e expressed th~ir agreement with the opinion 
that we must redress the imbalance of power between the inmate and the 
correctional system but disagreed with the opinion that legal .safeguards would 

,not achieve this objective. Michael Jackson, a pro fessor a f law at the 
UniVersity of Bri~ish Columbia and Howard Epstein, a practising lawyer, both 
argued that the rule of law restricts th~ power of officials thereby helping 
to redress, the imbal ance 0 f power. Pro fessor Hogarth expressed the opinion 
that legal measures create an adversarial system and do not redress the 
imbalance of power; instead they lead to, formality, polarization, and alien
ation betwe~n inmates and staff. He went on to argue that the elimination of 
abuse is contingent on the relationship between staff and inmates. He stated 
that, if the relationship is based on a we/they attitude, which legal mecha
nisms promote, abuse will not be eliminated. The elimination of abuse, he 
argued, ~equires a community spirit, a sense of common purpose which will be 
engendered only by creating small institutions and the presence of normal 
duties and obligations. 

/! '- -"'."'c. 

The OpInlOn expressed by Professor Hogartti"'was supported by a statement 
made in the keynots,address by Hans Mohr21 , a sociology professor at York 
University.. He stated, "I take no solace from examples withiQ the formal 

'justice system to believe that inmates will really have their rights asserted 
through t,ime within a system of justice that parallels the criminal courts on 
the outside." 

The argument, presented by Stewart Asquith, that the problem of discre
tion in corrections must be exam.ined in the context of much broader social and 

~ , 

political considerations, was supported by Charles Reasons, a professor of 
criminology at Simon Fraser University, who argued that the problem we are 
facing stems from the imbalance of power between the providers and recipients 
of servJces. He stated that we c9nnot adequately address the problems of 
discretion or power within institutiohs, or within cor~~ctions, until we 
adequately address it outside of institutions. 

') 

Alan Leadbeater, the Assistant to the Vice-Chairman of the Canadian 
Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, argued that goal substi
tution is a major .,factor in the current crisis of legitimacy. ,::He argued that 
whend,ecisions are made that are not the formal selated goals of an institu
tion, their legitimclCy or acceptabilit y su ffers. Given these considerations, 
he argued, we must identi fy the forces of strains and rewards aFfecting a 

u 

21 For the full text of this address, see Part II. 
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particular organization and examine responses to them in order to know whether 
goal substitution is occurring and what the goals have become. He argued that 
to do so requires some form of independent review of the leyitimacy of 
individual decisions. He stated that this should neither be a judicial review 
nor a public review of the merits of individual decisions but a broad policy 
review designed to ensure that the operation~l goals are open to critical 
scrutiny. He suggested that one mechanism to .accomplish public scrutiny is a 
Council on Administration and that increased Parliamentary involvement, 
requiring significant reform to the committee system, would also be desirable. 

According to Mr. Leadbeater, it will be necessary to improve the quality 
as well as the acceptability, of decision-making. To do so, he argued three 
prerequisites must be met: i) proper search, selection and attention; ii) 

proper weighting; iii) proper contextualization. With respect to the first 
prerequisi te, the decider must have the ability to postpone judgement on a 
decision pending authorial exploration of evidence, opinion, argument and 
values. With respect to the second, the decider must have the ability through 
experience or special aids to assign appropriate weights to the factors under 
consideration. With respect to the third prerequisite, he said, the decider 
must have a thorough understanding of the larger decisional context that 
circunlscribes and shapes decision possibilities, coupled with a capacity to be 
imaginative in developing decision choices. He concluded by stating that, if 
the goals being pursued by the decision-maker are acceptable to those affected 
by the decision and if the three conditions listed above are met, the re
sulting decisions will be of high quality and will be acceptable. 

During the session entitled, "The Climate of the Times and Its Influence 
on Discretion", Ole Ingstrup, a Danish prison warden and· President of the 
Standing Committee on Prison Regimes of the Council of Europe, argued that we 
must maximize the human resources available in corrections by delegating 
responsibility and decision-making authority. He informed the aucdience that 
t.he Danish prison system has found it useful to bear in mind the following 
points: 

i) the mere fact that headquarters is functioning well does not mean 
that the system as a whole is doing so; 

ii) staff and inmates will perform according to what is expected of' 
them; if they are expected to behave responsibly, they must have 
something to be responsible for; 
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iii) d 1 t e ega ion of power, including discretionary power, does not 
loss of influence or leadership; delegation of such power 
change the position of management from decision-maker. to that 
real leader; 

mean 
does 
of a 

iv) when a manager loses confidence in human beings he no longer under
stands what responsibility means to them and cannot accomplish what 
is recommended above. 

During the session entitled, "How Much Openness Can the System Tolerate" 1 

Dav id Cole, a practising l'awyer, stated that what is urgently needed is a 
clarification of where parole officers stand vis-a.-vis the complex issue of 
dis~l~sure. In his opinion, all of the policy manuals, all of the continuing 
tral.mng of parole officers, all. of the legislation, should be directed 
towards a bias in favour of disclosure of all information upon request • He 
went ·on to say that, in his assessment, if real reasons for decisions are not 
disclosed, the courts will strike dow~ decisions to re fuse, revoke or modi fy 
the conditions of parole. 

During the same session, Brian. Pollick, then Executive Director of the 
John Howard Society of Alberta, stated that to overcome the fear mentality 
that is preventing not only openness about the exercise of discretion but also 
the exercise of discretion Hsel f, we must first change our view of offenders 
from a negative to a positive one. This can come about he said, only through 
a basic restructuring of institutions so thatoinmates and offenders are given 
real responsibility and the opportunity for success or failure. He also 
argued that the goals and objectives of the system have to be further clari-
fied so that they are not phllosoph,icaU:-y;'-:\~nCGmDatibie In additl.· on the \\ ,7 '':::..~., \, .. ,,~\ fI , ., 

staff must be trained and educated s6"''''£hat ther "~believe in and accept those 
goals. Mr. Pollick recommended next that there be a long-term program of 
public education~ With respect to the ~se of information in correctional 
dec:ision-making, he argued that the various components of the sysb:lm must be 
prepared to test out all information, not simply positive infor~ation. He 
concl~ded by stating. that. if the exercise of discretion in corrections is to 
be improved, the qualIty' of judicial decision$ must also improve. C 

The need to develop a clear statement of the principles and objectives of 
the correctional system was reiterated numerous times during the Conference. 
Recommendations about what the purpose should be were given by two spe~kers 
during the se~sion entitled "Currents ~,n Correctional Theory: The Effect on 
the Allocation of Di!3cretion". John Klein, then a professor of criminology at 
Simon, Fraser University, argued that the rehabilitation ideal should not be 
discarded on the grounds that it involves some degree of ~oercion. He stated 
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that the fact is that coercion is a fundamental part of society. What is 
important is whether or not the individual has the freedom, and the'discre
tionary power to resist coercion. In his opinion, the rehabilitative ideal 
can and should be retained sINce there is evidence that something is wo~king 
and, on the basis of studies done to date, it would be premature to dismiss 
rehabilitation as a goal. He argued that what should be done is to permit 
inmates the right to refuse treatment. 

The next speaket, Frank Miller, Secretary of National Associations Active 
in Criminal Justicp, expressed the opinion that no single model,' be it 
rehabilitation or j!~st desserts, should be employed at anyone time. Instead, 
he argued, aspects i)cf,punlshment, ,deterrence and rehabilitation are all needed 
in corrections. The rehabilitation model does call for the exercise of 
discretion, he stated, and discretion is needed for humanitarian reasons as 
well. He argued that the tendency toward cyclical trends in corrections 
should not continue and that we should seek a blend of rehabilitation and 
justice. 

Many of the individuals who emphasized the need to adhere to the duty to 
act fairly and to implement procedural safeguards strongly recommended that 
such safeguards be developed by correctional authorities working in conjunc
tion with lawyers and offenders in a non-adversarial clfmate. If such steps 
are not taken, it was argued, the courts will impose d4e process mechanisms in 
an ad hoc fashion on the basis of the specific instances that come before 
them, rather than on the basis of an overall view of the correctional 
situation. 

That the 'expertise necessary t9 provide not only procedural but also 
substantive fairness rests with. the judiciary and not with corr'kctional au
thorities was the contention of Bradley Willis, a practising lawyer from 
Alberta. In his ppinion, the appropriate remedy for the problems associated 
with discretion in corrections is to make the courts responsible for the 
administration of sentences. The., advantages that would ,result, he argued" 
would include a net saving in information and in. financial cost and also an 
increase in fairness and justice. 

" 
The need to make the system more accountabi'e by making it more open to 

public scrutiny was stressed by many delegates •. In general, the recommenda
tions put forward wer~, to develop the ability to communicate information to 
the public "and to listen to the concerns of the community. 'One of the 
speakers who advoc~ted this approach was Don McComb, ,a recreation director in 
British Columbia, who emphasized the need for trust bet\',o(een the community and 

" -<,..-' _ .,.-~ .... ·_ ... >-'c"...,.....,..,. ~~_,..., _. 
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agencies must abandon the 
the community. 
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To develop this trust, he argued, government 
fear mentality and begin to communicate freely with 

A somewhat different approach to openness was recommended by a number of 
speakers who argued that the most pressing need· is to demonstrate that 
equitable and fair decisions are being made on the basis of clearly stated 
criteria. The implementation of parole guidelines was recommen'ded by Joan 
Nuffield, among others, as a means of achieving the objectives of fairness, 
equity and openness to the public. 

Th~ recommendations summarized above reflect a divergence of OplnlOn 
about ,,\'1hether the emphasis should be on measures to constrain discretion or on 
measures to improve its use. Those who advocated the ,former expressed their 
concern about the potential, inherent In discretionary power, for capricious 
and inequitable decisions. The recommendations based on this perspective 
called for a limiting of the discretion,ary power of correctional, authorities 
in ,two ways: first, through rules, guidelines and procedural mechanisms that 
establish firm boundaries for the use of discretion and, second, by trans
ferring some discretionary power away from the correctional system towards the 
courts, Parliament and the public. Thm:fe who placed a greater emphasis on 
efforts to improve rather than constrain the use of disc.~etion in corrections 
generally expressed a belief that we cannot, nor should we escape the need for 
human judgement at all levels in the correctional system. In view of this, 
they argued, we must concentrate our efforts on selecting and training 
correctional workers who can be relied upon to use sound judgement to pursue 
clearly defined objectives. 

( 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

One of the central themes that emerged during the discussions was that 
the current controversy over discretion and recent demands for the limiting of 
discretionary power stem not simply ,from a perceived lack of rules, but from a 
crisis in the legitimacy accorded to our major social and political institu
tions. According to this analysis, the crisis in confidence may be the result 
not only of dissatisfaction with the capricious use of discretion but also 
with the values and premises that, inform the use of discretion. If such is 
the case, we were told, rules and regulations basest on these values may not be 
an adequate response to the problems that h~v:,e generated the current contro-

versy. 

Those who supported this analysis warned that rules and regulations 
premised on values ur'lacceptable to those whom the system serves ,.~ight only 
perpetuate dissatisfa6tion with the enormous power that the system yie~ds over 
the lives of individuals. Our task, they stated, is not. simply to .lessen 
inequities in decision-making through rules and guidelines b!Jt to meet demands 
for decisions of higher quality and greateracceptabiHty. To do so, we were 
told, will entail a number o~ measures including "more emphasis on the proper 
weighting of decision factors, greater availability of statistical data to 
provide a context for individual decisions, a cle,arer statement of the mission 

of correctional agencies, and openness to public scrutiny. 

The extent to which due process and legislation can improve the quality 
and acceptability of decision-making was a matter of ,cons~derable debate. One 
point of view Was ". that procedural safeguards and" legislation based on a 
recognition of inmate's rights are an important part .of the effort to improve 
and limit the use 'of discretion. But others argued that they could be an 
impediment to this task on the grounds th~t due process mechanisms 'will 
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introduce an,adversarial system. of decision-making and, thereby, increase the 
antipathy between offehders and correctional personnel. A second, '~rtq';Jment 
presented was that procedural, safeguards will affect only the' proced~~:;l and 
not the subst~ntive element of decision-making, which, in the opinion of many, 
is the aspect of discretionary decisions with which we should be concerned. 

Many of the discussions indicated that the crisis in legitimacy which may 
be fuelling the" controversy over discretion ~xists internally as well as 
externally. Efforts to promote equity and fairness through rules and 
regulations that circumscribe the discretionary power of correctional workers 
have, it was often stated, bred a feeling of frustration and confusion. The 
limiting of discretionary authority has been interpreted as a vote of non
confidence and has, we were told, had a debilitating effect on morale. Some 
of the. individuals who expressed th~s point of view suggested that measures to 
promote equity and, fairness are being implemented at the expense of flexibili
ty and humaneness in the criminql justice system. Others contended that 
equity and fairness are being emphasized at the expense of order, security and 
protection 0 f . the public. In both cases,' the message that came through 
clearly was that ma~y co~rectional workers, both in the public and private 
sector, feel that their discretionary power has been restricted to the point 
that they cannot adequately perform their tasks. 

The sense o~ Frustration is compounded f~r many correctional workers, we 
we~e t~ld, by the fact that they do not support or agree wi.th the goa~!3 and 
obJect~ves embodi~d in the measures 'that circumscribe theirdiscr'~tion. 
Stated ~n another' way, the, mission of corrections that is conveyed in the 
rules, regulations and procedures is not perceived as legitimate by a number 
of correctional workers. 

. The argument that there is a crISIS of legitimacy in our major social and 
political institutions which stems, in turn, from conflicting perceptions of 
fundamental values, offers an explanation for the ~ecent increase in demands 
for more,account9Pility on the part of all public officials. No longer. are 
the public, or the courts, prepared to leave the discretionary authority of 
government agencies unchecked and unfettered. As we have seen from the 
discussions, the demands for more puhli~ accountability have been exptessed by 
th~ public through Parliament and the press and have been strongly voiced by 
sp'ec~al.in~\erest groups. The pressure to meet these demands has been felt by 
the senlor levels of government departments, agencies 8::ldtribunals. The need 
to demonstrate what is being done, to be ''able to account for the'· decisions 
that have i, been,t,aken in the correctionar system has" it seems, profoundly 
affected the entire system. . 

i 
l 
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During the Con ference, it was argued that, in theory, derilands for more 
accountability need not, nor should they, lead to a reduction in the discre
tion that is exercised at all levels of an organization. That they seem to be 
leading to such a result can perhap$ be explained by drawing together several 
of the arguments' that were presented during the Conference. We were told that 
if decisions for which managers are willing to be held accountable are to be 
made at all. levels of an organization, it is necessary to articulate and 
communicate the organization's mission down through the ranks. Moreover, we 
were told, the only standards that should be imposed are those that 
intellectually re fleet the specific objectives of the organization and the 
only objectives that are legitimate are those that reflect the mission of the 
organization. In turn, it was argued, the only mission that is legitimate is 
that which reflects the needs of the population you are trying to serve. 
Without a clearly stated, legitimate mission, discretion will be exercised 
according to individual perceptions of what the mission is or should be. 

In view 0 f this analysis and the .. discussions during the Con ference, the 
conclusion we might draw is that the central problem that is facing correc
tional systems in meeting the demands for more accountability is the lack of a 
clear consensus over what the legitimate goals of the system should be, Since 
those who work within the system, as well as those whom it serves, seem to 
have conflicting perceptions of the purpose of corrections, guidelines and 
standards that promote a commonly agreed upon mission cannot be formulated. 
On the basis of the Conference discussions, it seems reasonable to conjecture 
that, in the absence of a commonly agreed upqn mission for corrections, and in 
the face of demands for accountability, uniformity and equity are taking pre
cedence over other objectives. That this might result in a concentration on 
procedural reform at the expense of substantive reform and in an increasing 
reliance on mechanical processes rather than human judgement was the warning 
that was sounded. ~, 
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ON DISCREET/DISCRETE DISCRtTION 

J.W. Mohr 
Professor of Law 
Osgooda Hall 

" York University 
Toronto, Ontario 

If we transform discretion, which is derived from and dependent on 
~ Q 

human agency, into rule structures, we limit the vis"ibility, of 
discretJon and drive the real perceptions and real actions of human 
agents underground. In any real life· situation, the application of 
rules is dependent on human judgement. Moreover, the rules" must be 
appropriate to the situation." A simple extension' of the rules of 
criminal law to corrections ,overlooks the distinct differences 
between courtroom and correctional decisions. 

I \\ 

The original t)tle for this talk was - Ring Around the Roses. And 
althoug~ it wpuld have been an easi,~r tune to sing to for one's supper, and 
although it would have provided a perfectly good entry into the, subject of 
this Conference, it may have signi fied a01ack of seriousness. And we are, of 
course, ~eh\)~s people in a serious system. ,There may be prison humour, but 
we have not yet heard of parole humour and ca';,not possii:lly imagine 
correctional system humour,~ Ther~ is, nevertheless, mare than an element of 
irony in our perceptirins of discretion. 

Having heard this concept discussed for two days, there ,may not be any 
" pre-conceptions 1eft; indeed there may not be any~lear conception left. 
(~) 
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Allow me to do what I usually do when I am confused aboLJt a concept - go to 
the dictionary and start all over again. It has been my r'epeated experience, 
that the, family of 'meanings which surrounds every work, its history and the 
praxis to which it speaks contain the essence of everything w~ may possibly 
say even in a ~omplex conference such as this. 

When I first heard the rumour that there was to be a conference on 
discretion, I took it as a hopeful sign that we ~~y again be given official 
national, nay, even international permission to think. Then came the first 
warning signs - the(' title and the outline of themes. "Discretion in the 
Correctional System" - now, systems are not able to make any cla~ms, on the 
kind of discretion the dictionary I' tells us ()about and which I want to share 
with you. Sure enough ,the theme of the first day was to be "Confining 
Discretion" - after all, we know a lot about confining in th'Fl correctional 
system. Only the second day was to be devoted to' "Reviewing Discretion" _ 
again this makes some sense since, in practice, we usually, confine, first and, 
review later. And finally we are, to structure discretion -1S£l, no possible 
freedom for disqetion, only mand'atory super,vision. Thus, the. cards were 
stacked, but as the proverbial gambler said to his' friend who warned him: It 
is the only game in tow~. 

Ne\(ertheless, my hope and my concern are" that discretion h~ understood 
not as I> a negative property of systems and rules'qut as a fundamental and 
distinct aspect of human agency without which systems and ruiles could not 
work, or if' they work, only by subterfuge, by concealing what are invariably 
humah jUdgements. 

Let me turn ta the Shorter Oxford (with a little help from the big one) 
et je peux assurermes amis frangais que Ie Petit Robert nous raconte la meme 
histoire. 

Discretion: I. Separ~tion, disjUnction, distinction 1590~ 

(\ 

So far we are on familiar ground. Or are we? Is it not that during the 
bankruptcy proceeding of the legal imagination in this field during: the last 
decades (if not the last century) discretion has become a dirty welrd, a f~~l 
from the grace of certainty? But surely, sepa:C'atign, disjunction, distincti&n 
are OUr stock in trage. 

Let us look fu'rther: 
,I 

II. 1." The ~ction o'f, discerning oro judging, 
discernment,discrimination ME. 

judgement, 

1 
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Now we are in even ~ore trouble. Is this not wbat the legal process 'is 
purportedly all about? The action of discerning or judgfng. Rules, surely, 

~ '1 

are only the bone strucbj;re" ofl a body of L~~w. Judging, whether it is ,. , ", 

judicial, quasi-judicial or just pIain human, necessarily involves ?iscerning 
81)d discrimination, with all the good and the bad consequences which these two 
w~rds remind us of. Both", incidentally, c'ome from the same stem - Greek: 
krinein, which also gave us the word for crime. 

Then we read: 

2. FacOlty of discern~i1g - 1651. 

The Shorter OXford tells us that this faculty apparently died out by 1651 
and the big Oxford instructs us further that Thomas Hobbes was the last aneta 
use it in the Leviathan. He, of course, laid the groundwork for The R~le of 
Law as the absolute authorUy of the State. We have remembered his message, 
and-even developed it further but have forgotten his irony: The Leviathan is, 
after all, a monster •. 

Now we come to the crunch: 

3. Liberty or power ,of deciding, or acting according to 
one's own judgement; unbontrolled power of disposal ME; 
in Law; the power to decide, withi~ the limits allowed by 
pos,;2ti ve rules of "Law, as to punishments, remedies, or 
costs, and"generally to regulate matters of procedure and 
adminis~~ation 1467. 

What do we do with a word that mean~ both acting according to one's own 
judgement and uncontrolled power of disposal? If we are linguistic 
,positivists, we just throw it out. But if we are students of human nature we 
will recognize that these are two sides of the ~ame coin~, Human judgements 

.< are only free to t'"'~ extent to which they involve uncontrolled po\;{er of 
disposal. In law,. as the definition tells 'us , discretion' is the power to 
decide within positive ruies of law"- not with,positive rules of law. 

" If we want to break through to the last major meaning tbe dictionary 
gives us-

I I I. .. 1 • The qual it Y a f being .. discreet; discernement 7 ptude.I1ce, 
segacity, ci,rcumspection, sOURd judgement ME. 

2. Propriety of. behaviour 1782.-
\,\ 
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th~n we have to ask ourselves what "The power to decide within positive rules 
of lawn really m~,ans. And it is for this reason (and not only to confound 

you) that I added the "adjectives discreet and discrete. 

Oisc~,eet 

Discrete 

Showing discernment in the guidance of one's own speech and 

action; judicious, circumspect, cautious; 

Separate, detac~ed from others, distinct. 

The point is, that if discretion is to be judicious, circumspect and 
cautious, it has to be examined separately and detached from others, which in 
our framework means separately and detached from systemic assumptions and 
distinct from rules. We can accept, I think, that in the determination of 
substanti ve offences, in the control a f process and of ev idence q,t trial, 
strict construction should prevail, rules should rule. If we must have such a 
violent and coercive form of .law, such as cr~Jl1inal law 1 the gates should be 
rigidly controlled. But there is a decisive break between conviction and 
sentence. There is not only a different set of rules determining the process 
of conviction and determining sentence, but the nature of rules and the place 
of discretion change completely. And it is, of course, the sentence which, 
provides the raison d'etre of the correctional system - if that's what we want 
to call it. (In a mare colourful way one could also say that it is the 
sentence which provi~es the raw material for the correctional industry, if not 

its finished product.) 

It is a fundamental mistake 10 think that we can extend criminal law 
theory as it is generally ~,spoused, to sentencing and corrections. This 

theory - and what is mainly taught in law SChoDlsGa~ criminal law - is derived 
from the interplay of offences and defences as defined by substantive law~, 
p;evious decisions and principles which shape the trial prope~. What is i~' 
question F.\t t.rial iSH proscribed form of behaviour and a prescribed degree of 
intent - not a perpon" at least not in theory. Sentencing and corrections on 
the other hand/v/hf.}ther we talk in terms of punishment or rehabilitation, or 
whatever othei'd~nerality we have up our sleeve"is about people. Judges may 
still retain th~' illusion (although few can in the face qf the person in front 
of them) that,.J::h~~r sentence pertains only to the act that has been 
commi tted. ..No ,',sJ.61~ illusion is possible for the keeper who receives the 

".<: •. ' 1, 

prisoner. 
,j,~{ 

-, .' 

It h~R alw~;fs<i:1lria2ed me that judges and others with legal training, 
specifically a6~de~i~s, could vehemently attack what theithin~,is discretion 
in the correctioral process, ·such as the very existence at parole, and 
completely ignore that sDnten~ing, at least in thi~ Canadian context! is highly 

" 
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discretionary. We can attempt, as our American fr iends have donedur ing the 
last decade or so, to take discretion out of the system altogether. This is a 
dangerous illusion, much more dangerous than the idea of rehabilitation 
against which, at least in part, the rigidification of the system has been 
directed. Some Americans have now recognized that the cure is worse than the 
disease thatdi,scretion was believed to be. It is in any case curious that 
the attack on discretion was mainly directed towards post-sentence decisions 
and not towards pre-tr(~al decisions which suff:~i' 

negotiated justice, wi't:h even less visibility. 
mainly made by lawyers, so they must be legal. 

even more from an overdose of 
But pre-trial bargains are 

It 
jungle. 
absence 

may well be, as many have claimed, that corrections is a·, legal 
But is it sq because of an absence of rules and regulat ions or an 

of specified procedures for that matter? Can due process in a prison 
setting 
already 
group, 

be measured by standards of criminal law when this very law has 
deprived one group of people of their autonomy and has loaded another 
the keepers, with obligations it would punish under normal civil 

conditions? What are the st andards to be applied to~fact-and-law findi ng in 
the parole process which by its very nature is discretionary? 

The danger is that, if we transform discretion which is derived from and 
dependent on human agency into rule structures, we limit the visibili ty of 
discretion and drive the real perceptions and real actions of human agents 
underground. In any real life situation the application of rules is dependent 
on human judgement. If this is not recognized and no~ made accountable, human 

agents will play poweor with rules and cover arse at the same time. 

II 

The "Ruie of Law" concept is only one concept of law; there are others, 
such as equity and custom which are not so much bounded by rules but by 

. context or conventions, as our highest court recently was constrained to 
admit. I wish I could now propose that we turn from law to social sciences to 
understand context or conventions or mores as they used to be called. But I 
am afraid we sh~U find the same rule addict ion there, even if di fferentl y 
expressed such'!as in quantitative measures; we will find the same denial of 
hUman agency and its impact on research which does not disc lose its search. 
Social scientists' who have recognized that scieriti fic c pro;edures "lend 
themsel ves as much to power games as do rules have recentl y either m~de the 
phenomenal discovery that crime and corrections are political issues or have 
turned to debunking or both, job conditions and incane permittirg. That 
corrections is political is a truism - every state operation is po lit ical. 

'~~~~""'-"·"-~'-"~C""'~"'·-._' , 
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The vicious innocence of the belief in the neutrality of law and scierii~e 

cannot possibly survive in this century., But debunking too betrays an 
idealist stance. It is based on the expectation that good can come from the 
process. This is a misunderstanding; the process is clearly meant to do 
evil. The justification, of course, is that evil is to be applied to 
evildoers; but, it is only in some form of mathematical calculation that two 
negatives result in a positive. The cognitive dissonances and the confusion 
of emotions which result from looking for sanctity in sanctions could be 
hilarious if it were not for the suffering and human disor~entation of keepers 
and kept. 

Let us by all means recognize that systems are expressed by structures 
and rules. Systems qua systems, should have no discretion. We want our 
machines to run the way "we have designed them to run. But even system 
theorists know that this applies only to c~osed mechanical systems, I f my 
watch stops running, it has broken down. If time stands still, thls is qLiite 
another matter. Correct ions, by whatever name we may call it, can neither be 
a closed system - people do get out - nor a mechanical one simply becayse it 
involves people and people do make judgements, including judgements ,about 
rules, and thus pervert standardization if they are not part of the standard. 
We will not be able to change this by 1984 or ever. 

" , 

We pride ourselves in having a government of laws ,.and not of men. If", 
this motto, which do.es· have meaning, is not to;becomeinsipid and insidious, 
we have to recognize that it is men who not only make the laws but administer. 
them. If w~ leave no I;'oomfor their prude,nce, sagacj.ty, ,circumspection al~d 
sound judgement anp for' assessing ~he propriety of' theit behaviour, we shall ' 
have a tyranny of ,rules rather than men. 

A number of years ago?Mr~ Outerbridge spok~ out against the tyranny of 
treatment. It was not so much treatment he questioned as the misuse of human 
agency for systemic purposes. In initiatfhg this conference, J takf;'L it he" is 
targeting another tyranny which is now more pervasive than rehabilitation talk 

/} 
used to be. 

c' 

I would thus ar'gue that freedom for the pej/son ,,/llust mean a maximum' of 
dis~retion' and freedom for all persGlns a maximum of accountability" for the 
actions wh:ch flow from .'personal Judgements. To play the game 9,1" 'crime and 
corrections we need rules; but we surely" know that rules a~.~) not the ~ame. ., . 
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WHY IS DISCRETION AN ISSUE? 

Stewart Asquith 
Lecturer 

Department of Social Administration 
University of Edinburgh 
Edinburgh, Scotland 

Concern over the discretion exercised by social weI fare 
administrators ~ay stem not from a lack of rules per se but from a 
crisis in the legitimacy accorded to our major sodal and political 

o , 

institutions. If so , the implementation of procedural safeguards 
aione will not ease" the problems associated with the discretionary 
powers o.f PlJblic agencies •. Even (~ore significantly, if we attempt 
to control discretion;/i>strictly by legal and organizational meaps, 
the cOll,ditions are' provided for a move towards centralized 
bureaucracy and a retr ibutiVephilosophy. (J 

o 

In the course of my rem,arks, ~ want to address the iss!;le of jLs~, why 
discretion or the exercise oL· discretidna~y_. p~wets should be see,n'to 
constl"tute a problem, whaf"-kind of':prbbleml3;,Il:: pCl-ses" ~nd just as importantly, 
for whom'. My remarks are going to be fairly geOeral "and," for the purposes of 
this Confel'edce,what r wouldl~ke to db first is give you my 'concerns about", 
d.iacretion, and the concerns that brought.me to study it with Michael Adler. 
Wtth reference to qcottish crimin~~. justice, I would like to make .9 F1umber"oL, 
,preliminiilry comments: we have no probatiqll serVice, ,we;}' hav.s" no paro;Le 

. ~ 0 

,."seryiCe,)' we have no afte~.~.ca're 'se;J:v.iq)e,~ In Scottish juvenile justice, we h'ave 
,~no ,JuvenJle Court, childrefr canpot be legally represented, children h~ve no 

right 'to le'gal representatJon. ~'In 1979, 14,000 decisi~ns we)?,e niadeabol,lt 
children' by Ol.:r' Children 1 s Hearings Tribunal. Only two decisions· were, 
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successfully appealed. All weI fare and soci al work serv ices in criminal 
justice are provided by our one single Social Work Department. The resulting 
di fficulty is that the Social Work Department is concerned not simply with. 

offenders, but with the whole range of weI fare problems. 

" ~ 

One concern then about discretion in Scotland, in my oplnlon, is the 
great width bf diSGretionary powers available to our social workers.;, My 

remarks derive mainly from my experience in Britain but I hope to argue that 
they have some general relevance. A common 'theme in rec€nt debates {about 
discretion has been that wide discretion granted to public officials ca'n best 

be checked or confined by the imposition of strict legal controls in the 
attempt to promote greater accountability. I want to argue that it is 

mistaken to assume that the onl~ problem with discretion is a lack of rules, 

and I would like to make four points to support that argument. First, concern 
with the lack of rules per se is rather short-sighted since the problems posed 
by discretion have their roots in much broader social and political 

considerations. Second, the current concern With1d~!f'~etion is not simply 
about the abuse of discretionary powers but may \~~stk"1'eflect more general, 
scepticism about the ideological basis which informs··decision-making. Third, 
concern with discretion reflects the erosion of legitimation of confidence in 
some of our mare important social and p~li tical i~stitutions. Fourth, 
consequently, an examination of why discretion is seen to constltute, a problem 

~ in the first place leads us, I would argue, directly to questions about the 
distrIbution of political power and the" nature: of social relationships in 
society. In summary, the current pr'eoccupation with discretion is premised 
upon a crisis in legitimation aDd in confidence in the instituti.ons Wlich "are 
involved in the implementation' and :the fonnulation of social and crimi'nal 
policy. 

, My remarks for (this Conferen'ce are' addressed mainly ,to the exercise of 
discretion by professionaIs~ 'This is for two reasons. Fi\!~tly', the growth,O'f 

discretion and the gro.w,th of ,discretion,,,as a problem, have gone hand in hand, 
with the growth of powJrful professional agendes. Secondly,with particulan 
ref~rence to' the. crirninaljustice system,:fheinvolvement ~f professionals 

~ such" as" social wOl'ke'rs, psychiat:risks and psychologists in the provision of 

reports; assessment and treatment measure~) has led to cont:usion and ambiguity 

in the formal pr.ocesses of social control:." The problem' wi t'hdis9retion is 0 

then" not simply with .. discretionary deciSion-making "per se but with ~the 
exercise of di~cretion within .a~ystem where there, mat well be a lacl<"of 

~onsensus about the objectives of cr~me 'control find the be~t me~ns ~~propr:ial:e 
to realising them. As an example, t.he numbeFof children that have been dealt 

,.,0 with by our children 's heari'hg' .syst€1,m inSGctland ha~ actually decreas~d every 
year: since" 1975. On '''the one' hand, the (~ocltal work prdfession 
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has' argued that Ulis is an indication that the system is actually working 

since fewer children are being dealt with by formal processes of control. It 

has been suggested by the" police, on the other hand, that because they view 
with suspicion a, .\'lsI fare "ph il osophy as a ,basis for de ali ng with offenders, 
their officers ar'e exercising their discretion in such a way that they are not 
referring children- to the hearing system. Both agencies supposedly working 

within the same system, exercise., their professional discretion in very 
diffet~ent way~. 

r suggested earlier that I want to relate discretion to power. This is 
fOr: a n8mb~er-of reasons.9 The attempt to control discretion by rul~s, although 
'it does,' not 'I)eces.~arilygo far enough in mx, eyes, is not totally irrelevant 
since the -prOVision of legal safeguards can ih fact, provide conside.rable 
protection to the'c lient or to the offender against unwanted and unjustified 
intervention." Th'e provision of legal safeguards can provide very important 

. basic legal arId civil rights. But I want' to argue tha-t confining discretion 
by statute a~d legal prescription might only enhanc~ the proC,l:~dural rights of 
individuals without in any way promoti!.;'lg or enhancing SUbstantive ritj1ts. 
That 'is, greater pr:.otection thr~'ugh due process of law, through na.tural 
justice, may provide little more than a recoglition that certain steps or 
procedures have to be followed in the decision-making process wi thout in any 
way challengfng the theories and assumptions employed by the professional 
welfare agent. , < 

[I 

The power giVen to p:t:'ofel:pionals in the criminal justice system has two 

main :,implications. first).y, \'fith the growth of delegated le'gfsJ;ation l'Alich is 
often vague and s~metimes con(psing, particularly in" the weI far-efield, the 

profess.ion!=ll - the social worke:r~ for exampl~ - is in a position nOt simply to 
implement cri,ninal policy but al~~o to formulate it through, the exercise 'of hi.s 
discretion. Therefore, it is in: the 'power of the profes!,,)ional weI fare agent. 
t'o ttf'wartofficial 9bjectives.' _ " Secondly, ttlere may, be alack of" agreement 
between. different agencies about'/how -tolnterpret the' l;glslation.'" i-HIe danger 
is .,that, sinc~no agency nor ~:individualhas total responsibility for the 

(:: • '" , ~ ,I'i' _- ,I 

"criminal ,.justice system' as a who17, discretio,nmay .beexerclsesf ~n di~ferent". 
ways, by Cli fferent" agencies, at di fferenl: points in the system,. Tl1e potentia4 

lack of co~ordinaqpn means that; Cli ffer~nt agencies .... again, lP? ~xamples 'would 
be 'polfe,s" and ,social work - might'" ther\, becOOIeinyolved inan""orgar'lizational 
'power st.Tuggle. The last point I:~oufd"lJlak€l in fhis"'sect fofl,,; is simply that" 
'disqretidnary decision~ma,~ing"" is '~.9tot10usly . ~low and argaMzation¥IY 

.. " , . "", , " . " .. ," (" 

inefficl-ent.? My concern -abput,,-the'prlJrncition of legal safeguards is t~Jat they, 
.. \\ \) 

might beinstituted.'mot,e in ,the' interest of organizational effici1ency rather' 

than to "pr-otect the rights, pf individuals ~t. to promotec-jus~J~e.," ,,~J fl .. ,," 
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At this point I would like to discuss discretion as a problem of power 
;'exercised by professionals over clients such as offenders.' A 'crucial feature 
of the debate about professional discretion- is that the power of professionals 
derives from their mcinopoly over particular forms of knowledge and from their 
membership in professional institutions; two factors which give professionals 
firmly entrenched social and political status. In Britain, the governrrent is 
the main employer of professionals and, in this way, has a potent medium" for 
det.~rmining the nature of welfare and other social SerVicj3s. The exe.rcise of 
discretion then has to be analyzed not sim'ply in tel!rms of professional 
judgement and its lack of accountability but also within a rrore broadlY based 
critique of the legitimacy ~fforded to important social "institutions sl£h as 
social work or criminal justice as a whole. My belief is that the contact 
between the professicmqI and the client, any recipients of a welfare service, 
is one of a power rel~tionship in which clients find themselves in positions 
of subordination and dependency. Moreover, ap a number of commentaries have 
suggested recently, what stands for soci ala1~ polit.i.,cal reality is closely 
connBcted to the possession of knowledge=~·d8 power. And that power and 
knowledge allows professionals and other weI fare agents to impose or Jransmi t 
partic,ular conceptions of social order in the act of exercising discretion. 
They have a very effective mechanism for subtle forms of soci al control. 

Welfarism, as currently expressed in criminal justice'8nd social welfare 
systems, while claiming to offer solutions to the immediate needs of 
individugls,' may well direct attention away ,"from soCial, political and 
economicinju~tices. It is for such reasons that I have argued that 'greater 
procedural equali,ty could be introduced by a return to, principl~s inherent in 
legality while leaving unchallenged ba!,')icstructural ineql!alities."- In short, 

• welfarfsm is ideologically at tractive but is essentially conservative. The 
current concern" then with discretion may be' perceiv,ed as an, attartpt to,', 
'challeng~ the legitimacy of" \,\t,he ,perspectives" emplo¥ed 'by welfare "", 
professionals, and ultimately leads to quesfionl;! abouL the way in which power, 
is socially distributed. 

,~ -:.~:::'.:.;:;; 

ThereD' i~ astrbng" moverne'~t in Britain called' the" "Return, to.· Justice" ,; 
movement but ,in my op~iDion, the problem with discretiqn, is not simply caused" 
by an absence of rul~ nor,; solved by a "return "ta justicen •. ,., Dis,cretlonary 
~ctivity has tob~analyzed "in te;rms o,f much broader organizational ,and so,d;:;ll, 
considerations since the kind~r'iJl~Qbl~m it 'is taken to, consti.t;l:I~.e might 
differ from the point ofvie~\"(rfth~ cli'ent" thecon,sumer a';ld tpe decision
maker. "And since most offic:fal'~ .. exercisihg discreto.ion'a.re members' ,.of powerfcul 
professions ,the exe~ci$e "of';dlscret iOfi ,by p:Pofe,~siorial~s may be seen, as a 
micro-sociological concern, in ,;terms of which di,scretion is 'actually ~exercised(, 
and a macro-sociolo'glcal concern,in terms of the social and c,political basis 

of professional power. (' , 
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It has even been suggested by a number of commentators that the prpblem 
of discretion reflects a state of crisis in law and legal institutions "and is 
not simply due to the di fficulty of reducing a professional's knowledge base 
to a set of rules. The problem is more fl!rdamental since it can be attributed 
to the very nature of la;\'I itself and the irreconcilability of legal and 
weI fare ideology. In particular , the difficulty of" controlling dis.::retion may 
well' reflect the potential for conflict beb~een two very di fferent forms of 
legal tradition - "gesellschaft l~w" and '''bureaucratic-administrative law". 

In "gesellschaft law", where the emphasis is on formal procedure, 
impartiality and adjudicative justice, all persons stand before the law as a,' 
holder of rights and dut'ies, and "all are equal before the law. This type of 

"law is most generally associated w~ th a laissez-faire society composed,. of 
private individuals. In ""bureaucratk-administrative" law the cOl~.cern is more 
wi th public policy and indi v i,duals are seen as agents rather than as holdefs 
of rights. The purpose of this second form of law is seen as providingfnr 
the regulation or administrat'ion of ah' activity and less with the adjudicatiOn 
of disputes between legal persons." Bureaucrati~-administrat ive law, since it 
is designed to promote the public interest and. the common gOod, is more 
commonly as''s~ciated with soCieties where the state adopts regulatory and in- 'C, 

;,~ 

terventionist strategies. ¢ 

The potnt is that as contemporary states have become interventionist and 
r'egulatory so there has been ,a tremendous gro~h in bureal£ratic administra
tive. law. Howeve.r,· the t'raditionalfLncti.en of law, according to the 
gesellschaft" model, has. l:Ieen adjudication.~ The two are not readily rec::;~onciled 
strGe they are both grounded i~ very') di fferent sets of assumptions' about 
social relationships and operate in termsGof conflicting principles. 

, Discretionary" decision-making involves, the exerCise of judgement in 
,~ f,I- "", [\ 

accordance 'with" bodies of' knowledge that have hHhertb been accord,ed 
legitimacy. \l The problem of d~scretion now may"have to' be construed as, a 
cr~sJs in confide'n6e in~6asic s9c,1alinstitutions,.,such as,our cdminal ju~stice 
a ,no," legal system and no.t "simply aconceJ:n about a~countabili ty and contrpl. 

" 1 ' 
o ,.,.. 1\ .. • • f . ". 

two f~ ~~ .con~ ~~~e, ormYal ~~i~~o::e:~h::OOlut d:::::~::n ,t~y c~:9t:lo~, st~~t::t, i07eg~~' 
o":prescri~tions and organizationally~ the),condition!3 iire provided for "a "move 

t,owardscentraiized "bur~_aucracy iri the .. interesbs of control. Secondly, the 
,IJ conditions ar.e created ford a move to t"he rightin the control spectrum ,~na by 

'that't m~~n '{that the principles" of legal.i,ty governing discr~ti'7ln fit in very, 
~~ll wtth a retr:ibutive philosophy." "Thelilovement ih' "Britain !~for children's 

" rights i~ ~ety closely ,associated with a move towards retributive forms of 
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sanct ion. The pr inciples of consistency, propor lOna ' , t · lity determinate 
sentences and fixed points of prooedure in decision-makin~ .ar~. all, ,seen, 8S 

. t h cks on the possible abuse and lnJ USI.ICe tnClt may providing appropna e c e, , "t d 
arise from the exercise of discretion by law enforcement. agents and rel~ e 

Personne1. These principles also provide,' however, a 10glcal and convenlent 
- 'b t· h'l hy My concern would be b . for the promotion of a retrl u lye p.1 asop • . . 

t~:~s attempting to cont~ol discretion by legal prescription and t~e. prlncl~le 
. f legaH ty would not only have implications for the form of decls~on~mak~n~; 
o -,' '. . th t f the criminal Justlce but would require a fundailiental change In e na ure 0 • 

system as a whole~ 
j 
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DISCRETIONARY POWER: JUST AND HUMANE WHEN 
PUBbIClY EXERCISED 

Andre Normandeau 
Professor 

" School of Criminology 
0, University of Montreal 

Montreal, Quebec 

() 

By 'presenting disc~etionary decisions for examination by an enlight
ened putilic and by pressure groups ,..that, specialize in the correc
tional, system" \:ff;:l can achieve a middle position between the exercise 
of unjust andarbl trary d~scretionary pO\'Jers and a system. in htlich 
no discreUqni;.spermitted. "Thc',~chal1enge" is to achieve a compro
mise between the P1;'otection of individual rights and the principle 
of legality on the <'One hand an'd discretionary power and individual 
treatment on theothe:t:'. Ih is a ~hallenge which,; if approached with 
good will, coulCt be a'$ource'ot: positiVe'stress for everyone working 
in the correctional sect:oi'. 

';\ t:} 
There will always be a ve.t:y delicate balance between the prinCiples of 

l~ahtyandequity and€hat of\i\ndi~idualization of punistment and the dis::"" 
cretionary powers it implies. Only in this way can we keep the~aw free" of 

() .). "" "," (j PJ;'ocrusteanarbitt:,arinessan~, keep" at bay the eqlJal::ly\P'rocrust,~<:\n" arbitrari-
ness of an overly perSonalized indi~~dualization 'of punishment. 

In Greek mythol~'gy, t.hel'enwas'a';,~har:acter named Procrtl:;>tes, a highwayman 
Emd "br"i9l:lOd who, after,robbing his'~i6'~ims~ ,,!,pQe them ~ie down on a bed of 
iron.U their'legs were too long fair th-~ bed, 'he c,utthem down to size. If 

1,,\ ' > • (l " '.:,,'.'. ~, 
they' were "to short,,, he 'stretched th€im.' Tpest3lj$eventually put Procrustes to 
the same t~rture ~ , ,,\',(, ,~ 
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It is difficult to ,imagine a correctional system in which officials have 
absolutely no decisiohal latitude. Discretionary power is absolutely necessa-
ry in a system which promotes not only a coherent, uni form poLicy in decision-
making but a~,so strict, adaptation of those de"cisions to the particular cir
cumstances of each case. If this were not so, we would be Ii ving undel' the 
tyrannical rule of the law and the penal system would be an inhumane, Kafki3es-
que machine. At the same time, however, the tyranny of extensive and 'j exces~-
ve discr,etionary power, without legal or other forms of control, is just, ~~~ 
despotic and is particularly unacceptable at a time when individual rights and ,~ 
human liberties have begun to take on a signi ficance far remov~d from the '-.\\, 
empty symbolism. of th~ past. In my opinion,. w~ must not seek an absolute ' 
value, pure and unattainable - as did the Knfghts of the Round Tabh; - whether 
it be the principle of l~gality or the principle of individualization" of pu
nishment. Life has no absolutes; it has only high points, tendencies,' and 
cOfJlprom.ises which must be faced over and over again. Thus, instead of trying 

. ,h 

to establish ;~f./ clear-cut position in favOL./r of one principle qr toe other, I 
believe we must aim for an honourable compromise which is suitable at least 
for the short time. 

Certain official bodies and some highly-plaoed individuals have taken a 
firm stand in recent years in favoyr of the rule 'of law. Among them are the 
Law Refprm Commission of Canac;la (1976), the Sub-Committee on the Penitentiary 
Syst~m in Canada (1.977) and Chie: Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, lora 
Laskl.n, (1978)., The Sub-Commlttee stated that the arbitrary decisilbns 
traditionally linked with prisons must be replaced byaexplicit regu~ations and 
equitable disciplinary measures, and that valid mptives must be provided for 
all decisions affecting inmates. Chief Justice Laskin stressed the exorbitant 
and unprecedented tyranny of the National Parole Board which, he claimed, 
treat/3 inmates like puppets ona string. These are harsh words but they do 
describe reality. On the basis of these.te~timonies,. some individuals have 
demanded a complete' or nearly ,complete termination of all decision~l 

latitude. I am personally against a radical, 180-degree turn which would 
simply replace the imperialism of 'dlscretionary power with the imperialism of 
legal or quasi-legal power. I strongly disapprove of imperialism whether it 
be qf the right or the left, whether it' be well-intentioned or not. In medio 
stat virtus: the old Latin saying tells us that virtue is found on the middle 

'road and, sti 11 naIvely believing in proverbs, I have faith in the virtue of 
moderation and temperance both in ideological" theorY ~nd in practioe. , 

With this in mind, I "suggest we take the rOCkY road~' of compromise. While 
it· is less glorious, I admit, than following an' absolute principle, it is 
ultimat~ly much more humane., A middle position lTl,ust be sought" between indif
ference to the potential; and real abu,ses caused by the exercise of unjust and 
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arbitrary discretionary powers and the impossible, useless and inhumane effort 
to invent CI sY~,tem in which everything would be settled by the law, with no 
place ,beirig ,left for discretionary pow~r. We can achieve the middle solution 
by presenting discretionary ,powers for examination by an enlightened public 
and by pressure groups which specialize in the correctional system. In my 
opinion, the fa llqwing principle should be officially recognized by govern
ments aru::l admlnistratQrs: tbe reB:yons underlying decisions made in the cor
rectional syst~m l1!lich relate to the offender's rights and freedoms must be 
known, made public aQd justified. For some years now, discretionary power has 
been somewhat limited by a multitude of laws, regulations and directives. For 
example, a chaFter of rights for inmates was e!;1acted just a 'few weeks ago 'by 
the Solicitor G~neral of Canada. In view of this situation, I would not impo
se many more legal 'Controls for fear of paralyzing the penal system. Instead, 
I recommeAd a decree that, henceforth, discretionary decisions be operi to eva
luation and criticism by the public and pressure gr?ups •• Justified, written 
decisions, provided as a legal r~ght and not as a privilege granted by special 
permission, would automat ically be put to the test of, pub lic opinion. 

In my opinion, there is not now nor will there ever be any magic way to 
f~jlly eliminate arbitrariness from the law or from the exercise of discretion
ary power. We must" have standards, parameters, guidelines, a1,d rules of play 
that are both known and accepted. We must have an equitable process. It is 
my belief that such a process may be created by means of an effective but in
formal control mechanism in which legitim~cy would be more important than 
legality. I am referring to public discussion, public evaluation and public 
c'riticism. We are living in a sodety of men, not robots - or so we hope. 

The theme of the September, 1981 issue of Criminologie -Quebec is parole 
in Quebec. $everal critical questions are raised abouto~pcialcontroJ., inter
vention, the nature of assistance, and burea4cratic control and individual 
freedom. The' issue contains a dema,nd for the acknowledgement of the rig~,t of 

". the public, pressure groups ,. and, in particular, the offender to receive all 
the "explanations they need to fully understand the meaning and the implica

"tions of Parole Board decisions. "f,he concluding editorial remarks are perti-
() 

nent to these discussions PD discretionary power in the correctional system 
and, therefore, worth quoting at length. 

"~.,.after reading these' pages, the reader will certainly have the 
oppoI;'tunity to re'flect on the future of refi10rm measures. Once re::
leased from the enlightene~ minds of the i~nov~tors, these measures 
become v~ctims of what 'Epe French socio'1ogist, Raymond Boudon,. has 
called "the opposite" effect", the unintentional, cons~qtences of 
social policy. " These "effects "often pervert the nature of the objec
tives sought; tqey can eVen make the measures work against the in
tention and the principle that initially presided, over their, con
cern.' The history, of social reform is full of examples of goals 

" 
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betrayed. Just look at the discrepancy in reforms in th~ qchool 
system, the health sector, and social security; between the everyd~y 
facts and the intention of the law-makers, not to speak, of the high 
ideals of the people who dreamed up the reforms and proposed t~.em 1n 
their learned writing. Th'is is of the essence ,of social life, which 
is so complex and so unpredictable in its changes and its ~progress 
precisely because of the interplay between the necessity which 
governs the nature of c'ollecti ve structures and the freedom that is 
deeply rooted in individual consciences. In addition't we are living 
in an irremediably moral world where, the tensions and conflicts 
between gopd and ev il, lega1 and illegal"vice and virtu~ are real 
even if the differences appear fuzzy in . .8 time of cultural change. 
Would it not be Promethean audacity to "want to uphold the failing 
willpower of men and women in search of their place in a world full 
of,: pitfalls , contradictions and little real justice with simply a 
series of psychological and soci'al measures? It is probably this 
very condition of modern man that explains the critical disillusion 
that appears in these pages, from which our readers will neverthe
le.ss prove wise enough to derive more cause for hope than for 
despair." 

In conclusion I would like to remind you that it is not easy, as I well 
know, to live with such ambiguities, with compromises that must constantly be 
renewed. As the famous scientist, Han Selye, would say, it is a source of 
stress for everyone working in ,the correctional sector. Hut Sely'e also says 
in one of his books that work is an oblig,ation and a duty which, if performed 
with a good will, is a pleasure; stress does not kill if taken in stride. In 
fact, he invented the expression "eu-stress" to designate positive stress. I 
propose that we look for a criminological "eu-stress" in this \ challenge to 
find and to experience a compromise between the protection of rights and the 
principle of legality on the one hand, and discretionary power and individual 
treatment on the other. 

The Vice-president of the University of Qu~bec, G~rmain Gauthier, recent-
c 

ly said that the 198Qs must, provide new and radical solut ions. .We mU,st 
develop our curiDsity, our imagination, our creativity, aven our insecurity. 

. ~ . 
Gauthier favours a state" of permanent protest and perpetual angui~sh as a 
source of creativity (Forum, JJnivers.it~ de Mdntr~al, March 15, 1981). The 
well-known Quebec ecologist, Pierre Dansereau, adds his. own grain of salt to 

which clarifies the meaning of 'the challenge I am proposing for us all: the 
art of living consists of balancing contradictions'} not eliminating them. 'The 
task facing" us is to balance the contradictions "that have been brought tQ, 

, " \1 

light as a "result of our discussions regardinl3 discretionary, pOWers in the 
~.. " correctional sector. ~ 
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METACONTROVERSY: 
CONTENDING IDEAS ABOUT THE CONTROVERSY 
OVER DELEGATED AUTHORITY 

Dr. Michael J. Prince 
Assistsnt Professor 
School of, Public 

Administration 
Carleton UniverSity 
ottawa, Ontario 

O~ the ~urface, the current controversy over delegated authority and 
d~screbonary powers in government appears·to be restricted to 
legal, organizational and procedural issues. But on closer examina
~+on, it b.ecomes evident that the c'ontroversy over delegated 'Buthor
~ty and dlscret~on. is, part of a 18rger contrJlVersy - a ~etac~ntro
versy - o~er the fundamental issues. of hyman nature in general and 
public administrators in particular\~ " Viewpoints about the numbers 
and types of controls needed are deep~y influenced by conceptions of 
human nature." Therefore, to properly understand varieus apprqache~ 
to delegated authority , we mush, be,gin wlth an anaiysis. of "the 
contending conceptions of discr~tion," human nature'" and control. 

At ,the root of tre debate. over delegated. publiG authority- is' a metacon-. 
t~?versy. The metacontroversy (,relates ~p' the fuhd.13mental' conceptual JOllnda
bon~ ~bout,y a controversy. "A' ~metacontroversy deals. with .' the ~philosoPhY of' 
pubhc lssues arld has links with ,othe admipfstrative culture in public bureau
craCies. 

c' 

The ~;eta~ontroversy over delegated authority" is the contl'oversy OVer our 
()appro~chto and understanding of discretion in the governmental system. There 

",' is d1aagrl[:lement and argl!mentover the basic nature and character of the 
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phenomena of delegation and discretion. Ther~ is debate over facts and values 
,,...regarding discretion. There is dispt\t,e over the assumptions on which we think 

about delegation. Hence, the central"J~roposition of this paper is that much
t 

of the controversy over delegat,~d authority is largely conceptual in nature) 
and not legal, organizat ional or procedurE!;l ~ This is not to say that no 
pr~blems exist in these other areas~ rather it is to ~ighliqht a more 'basi~ 
and frequently overlooked aspect of the controversy, that is, the conCeptual 
images which underlie ways of understanding discretionary ,powers. The 
concepts of delegation and discretion ate, value-loaded an9 arf~ subject to 

di fferent interpretations., ,. 

My . .intent is to rais~ the question of the pol nical Da't,u/?8 of the 
conceptual principles that inform the usual" discussj.on, a~d to emphasize the 
contentious elements in defining the font~oversy. The term metacontroversy 
implies there is ample room for dispute over what the controversy is because 
the issues are, in large part, about values ove~ which people disagree and 
which cannot be empirically tested. Thus, t~~ metacontroversy Seeros inevita
ble. It is al~o ~ continuing process because the phenomenon under discussion 
is not static. As Pro fessor J. A. Corry has remarked, "The social revolution 
is not over yet". 1 The universe of public admini,::>tration and discretion is 

still unfolding. 

-
Tne starting ,point for th~ matacontroversy is that we are not ~aced with' 

a given problem. There is consi,derab~e potential for. ge~uine dispute .ove~ a 
definition of the problem regarding, delegated authonty~ The quesbon 1S: 

what is the controversy over discre'tion?ls it, the growth of delegation in 
general; .the loss of effective co~trol by Parliament; the existence of, 
"unfettered" administrative discreUqp; or is it perhaps the exercise of

d 

. delegated authority in law enforcem};mt agencies; the lack of public knowledge 
and openness surrounding the processes of delegation;, ,or the potential for 

abL,lse of discretionary powers? 

Furthermore, we may 'ask, what is the basic v~lue concet~ over delegate~ 
authority? Is' it a concern about legality, administrative responsibility, 
policy flexib1.U t y, responsiveness, ,equi,t y, efficiency ,effE;lcti veness, 

"parliamentary suprem'acy, accouhtabllity, or' individual; liberty?," Is it" a 
ques.!:ion of procedural fairness ,,(due process) or substantive fairness (due 

1'" 

\1 

~~ 

J.A. Corry., "The Administrative Prpcess and'thefRule 
Kernaghan (eq.), Bureaucr.acy, in Canadian Government, 
(Toronto: t4ethu~n, '1973), pp. 124-29, alp. 124'~ ; 
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outcome)? In short, what spcial and political values are to be promoted and 
protecteq?2 

To" understand the difficulties in defining and dealing with the contro
versy, we must recognize the dilemmas of discretion. Very often delegated 
authority is intended to promote several' values concurrently that are, to some 
degree" in tension with each other. For instance, the exercise of discretion
ary power is meant to realize both preciicfabi,hty and flexibility in 
decision-making and, at the same time, to achieve equality and equity. The 
effective exercise of d~'le~ated auth01.'i~Y, therefore, may not so mpch involve 
pursuing goals as balancing values. 

Can the issue of delegated authority mean so many things? Is there not 
one basic problem or is there a set of controversies? There is a metacon
troversy over delegation because there 2 are contending ways of defininq the 
prbblem and of discussing discretion, controls and human nature. 

Another cause" for the' metacontroversy is the different orientaUonsof 
" (:. 

academic disciplines in studying pCJblic sector organizations and ;delegated 
authority. While there is some common ground among the disciplirles of law, 
poli tical science , eCQnomics" public admini~,tr:,ation a~d sqciology in ·the study 
of' adrninistrativeand regulatory behaViour, there are "important differences 
of emphasis and levels "pf 'analysis".3 Each intellectual oi'ientation or 
discipline' has 'carlain bases and blinkers which emphasize certain issues and 
variables while excluding others. 'Moreover, the 'structure and implementation 

(\ '. ~ 

of delegated authority has usualb been examined from a uni-disciplinary 
Viewpoint' ~<!ither than a multi-di~ciplinary perspective. The academic .litera
ture ha~.~laced considerable emphasis.on analysis but paid little attentfon to 
the synthesis of issu,es, concepts and explanations. 

II, 

",2 On the' issne of cOl11peting values 
"The McRuer Report: lawyers' 
Un1vei'sity of Toronto Law Journal, 

" 

in administrative law see John Willis, 
values and civil servants' values ii , 

18, 1968, pp. 351-60. 
:' 0 

3 ,. ~ •• 8rLlce Doern, Ian A. HUnter, Donald Swartz ang V. Seymour WilSOn, liThe 
'Shucfure and Behaviour of Canadian Regulatory Boards and Commissions: 
m"lJltidisciplinary p~rspect:i\Jesl!" Canadian Public Administration, 18, 1975, 

. pp. }89~215,c atp. 21 Q~' ' 
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How we conceive discretio~ is another point of entry for, debate in 
defining the controversy over ,delegated authority. It is likely there are 
competing op~nians about th~ e~tent, nature and signfficanc~ of delegatio~ i~ 
the Canadian' governmental system. Is there too much delegated authonty. 
This raises the question : authority for what ,and delegated to ~hom? " Do 
senior pUQlic servants have sufficient authority to exercise management 
responsibilities? Some commentators think not. Are more discretionary powers 
desirable? Are they inevitable? Is the number of discretionary rulemaking, 
and .r:ule applying powers evident in public authorities a ground for praise or 
criticism? 

" ,I. largely 1.. n legal and J.. nstitution,a, 1 terms in relation DiscretiCiD J.s seen 
to statutes and the legislative, executive and judicial branches. Much of our 
thinking about delegated authority pays 'little attention to behavioural 
aspects and the implications discretion can have for relations between 
officials and pu~lics. Discretion can be seen in m~ny ways. For example, it 
can be understood as despotism or simple interpretation or innovation. In 
other terms, is discretion inherently bad or good or. neutral, or is it a 
double-edged sword? Discretion is frequently regarded as public powe~ that 
threatens private rights. It is frequently seen as a necessary eVll' for 
ma'dern-day governing. Furthermore, discretion was traditionally viewed b¥ 
some people as decision-making in a statutory vacuum without reference to 
legislative rules and standards. 

However, discretion can also be treated as a necessary good and as a 
creative instrument in public policy and admiDistration. Delegation entails 
the allocation of some form of activity, authority and accountability. Put in 
another way, delegation involves the decentralization of functions, powers and 
obligations. In this sense, delegation is consi~tent with the int~rnal 

democratization of public administration. But what is the, controversy over 
delegation really abo'~t? Is it about the kinds of activity that ate granted 
discretionary powers? Is it "over the extent of authority itsel f being 
delegated? Is it over the absence ".of accountability systems in governmen~? 
Does an increase in delegated authority necessarily mean a decrease 1.n 
par'liament.ary accountability? To fully consider the question. of whether the 
delega.tion of power has gone "too far in Canada, one ~~st exam1.ne the related 
dimensions of activity and accountabiJity. 

It is, generally held that delegation .and dis~retionare'inevitable in the 
administrative state. The real'iss'ue, many suggest, is the dev~lopment of 
effeetive controls" to ensure. that discretionar~ powers can be called to 
account and can be exercised in a respoflsiblemanner. In this cqn,text; the 
eontroversy is' over which control or combinatidhof controls Sho~ld be 

" 
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;; 
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selected in order to regUlate delegated authority. Should judicial controls 
of delegated powers be inc'r~ased? Should legislative control be mODe direct 
and detailed through parliamentary debates and committees? What about 
parliamentary'ombudsmen? 

(> 

And, in the executive branch, what hier~rchicalcontrols and monitoring 
structures for audit should be established? Indeed, many of the panel 
discussions at this Cdhference are intended to explicitly explorelhese 
issues. In thinking and talking about controls, administrative theory and 
practice have ~ssumed that discretion is controllable. But are there cases of 
uncontrollable dis~re:tion? These issues need to be explored. 

The convention'i:l1, view is 'that" discretion is something that administrators 
exercise. ·Yet, discretionary powers can be seen in the hands of politicians, 
Justices, professionals, private organizations and individual citizens. The 
organiza£ional forDms of public' discretion include the legislative arena, the 
executive or cabinet arena, the judiciary, government departments,independent 
regulatory agencies, crown corporations, public enterprises "and sel f
regulating professions. The organizational forums for private discretion 
include voluntary and proprietary organizatioll.s and families. 'Thus, it is 
important to recognize that discretion is not confined to public servants in . 
government departments and regulatory boards. 

Moreover, we should consider thought fully the notion of private-citizen 
discretion in the controversy over delegated authority. Pti vate discretion 
can be a co-decider of govern~ent serVices along with public discretion. It 
plays at least three roles in the adminisfrative process. The citizen can 
decide to call the police, visit tne hospital emergency, or apply for 
unemployment insurance benefits. Secol)d, priv.ate discretion can maintain 
contact with the process and require that further public actions oc~ur. The 
citizen may press charges or obtain control or supervision, review and appe'al 
of an administrative decision. Third, private discretionary behaviour can 
terminate some administrative or' judicial process. Th~ cttizen may withdraw a 
complaint or appl.ication, or may accept' a decision by "an agency or official. 
In discussing t~e control of delegated authority, it is essential to examine 
the range ,of organizational forms of public. discl'ehon and the interrelation':' 
ships between public and private discretion. o 

Both . theory and practice have emphasized formal procedures and external 
devices for control. Conventioftal' Wisdom' holds that controls are .need~d; 

." • (1 

contrC,JJs are good and mOl'e controls are required. Such Eifforts have endeav- ,', 
I, ~ 

ourp.d to confine, check and conpErain discretion rather than encourage, 
faCilitate and reward" delegation. What is the l'elationship t for instance, 
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between discreti'on ahd job satisfaction, between discretIon and efficiency, 
between discretion and job stress, or between discretion and innovation? The 
link between discretion anJ organizational behaviour deserves mUGh more 
consideration. 

Behind this controversy I?ver controls is a metacontrovers~( over beliefs 
about human nature in general and of public administrators in" particular. 
Viewpoints about the' numbers and. types of controls needed are deeply 
influenced by conceptions of human nature. Are people generally creative or 
innovative? Are they well motivated or capable of being well motivated? 
PessiIT;ism is a dominant .,theme in the delegation debate. There is lack of 
faith in public officials expressed in much of the administrative literature. 
For many people, politicians and/or bureaucrats cannot be trusted. They are 
easily corruptible and/or irresponsible. "Witho'ut the checks provided by 
either the lawaI' the processes of professional socialization, the resultant 
behaviour a f administrators would be both sel fish and. ~apricioiJs. ,,4 Other 
people are more wnling to trust the discretion of, public officials. Here the 
premise about human nature is th8.t public administrators are basically good, 
w~rthy of trust and are responsible. Thus .soma observers argue responsible 
conduct of administrative or quasi-judicial functions is not so much enforced 
as it is elicited. Hence, responsible conduct is largely brought' about by 
collegial relationships, the existence of professional integrity and 
expertise, and self-control. 

In conclusion, part of the politics of delegated authority is trying to 
lay bare and obta'in agreement on what exactly is the controversy. This 
reality of public policy and admi[listrati veissues is the metacontroversy." We 
need to recognize the di f,fering approaches to understanding the problem of 
delegation" This can be done by an analysis of the contending conceptions of 
discretion, human nature ,,:and ccontrol. It is hOP7d t::%~bQfsh;Per has 

contributed to a, bett .. er" appreciation of the .. PhilosoPht'baf a~f~., political 
aspects of delegated authority,.,,' (f"::z:J!" 

'- " 1\ 

, ",,\ 

o 
., 

4 Michael M. Harmon, "Normative Theory and Public Administration:" Some 
Suggestions for ,8 Redefinition of AdministrativeQ Responsibility" ,in Frank c 

Marini (ed.)'~ Toward a New ~ublic Administration, (New York: Ch'andler, 
1971), pp. 172-85, at p. 173. " "., 
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THE CONTROVERSY OVER DELEGATED AUTHORITY 

Alan Leadbeater 
Assistant to the Vice-Chairman 
Canadian Radio-Television and 

Telecommunications Commission 
Ottawa, Ontario 

\ 

At the centre of the controversy over delegated authori ty- lies the 
problem or" improving the quality arid acceptability of decision
making in federal agencies. The increasing use of judicial review 
may actually be an impediment to solving this problem. Neither the 
adversarial approach nor an emphasis on procedure are Fkely to 
improve the quality and acceptability of administrative decisions. 
An independent review of broad policy - perhaps by a Council on 
Adm~,nistration - might be a more effective means' of achieving 
better', more, acceptable decisions. than ,judicial reView of indepen-
dent decisions. 

I think p!=lrhaps if we substitute the term "declsion-making" for the term 
"discretion", we can better understand the fundamerit~l nature of the pr'oblem 

" 
that is "being addressed. Good decision-making is after all an elusive goal 
for each of us as individuals, just as it is for public offlcicHs. .Taking 
that view', we 'can also' be prepared to reUse more questions than there are' com
pe,lling answers, at least that" seems to be the ,chief characterist ic of the 
learning in this f~eld. 
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, It has beeh my experience that a major::iimpediment to improving thequali;;" 
ty and acceptability of decislon-makingin federal agencies today is the in
stitution of judicial review of' administrative action., It has,' I believe, led 
administrators,' at the, urging qf their legal advisors, to concentrate on the 
procedures by which decisions are, faken, rather th~n seeking to ensure tQe 
nurturing of good decision-ma~ers. Moreover, 'it has led administrators to 
pattern those procedures' on adVersary procedures tradition,al to judicial 
adJudication. These ,procedures .are often ill-suited to high quality 
decision-making, even when one of, the accepted elements of quality is conceded 
to be fairness. I call this phenonenon in today' s agency decision-making 
"lawyer overkill". The adversary method is'to public decision.,-making what" 
logic is to individual decision-making, a procedural nethod supporting with 
equal vigour, bad decisions as well as good. 

But let me leave that theme for now and take a step back to a consider
ation of why it is that decision-making authority has been delegated to inde
pendent agencies ip Canada. Why have we not left goverrrnent decision-making 
to Parliament and the appropriate Departments and reserved dispute resolution 
to the ordinary Courts? 

We, can perhaps be permitted the generalization that agencies have been 
delegated decision-making powers in those .instances where either it was 
practically difficult to 'hove Parliament, Departmeri'ts or the Courts undertake 
the task because of a large volume of cases or the requirement for special ex
pertise, or because Pa:rliaOlent could pnly provide the most ge'neral,~tandards, 
goals or policies to govern . decisions, preferring them to be "flesh~d-Oubi" on 
an ongoing basis outsid~ the ,9irect control of the government of the day. 

When agencies are delegated this quasi-legislative funct'ion, they" have 
broad discretion. In that circumstance there is, in our demo~ratictradition, 
a special onus placed on agencies not only to make high quality dE';!cisions but 
to make acceptable decisions.. These terms "high quality" and "acceptabilitt' 
cal.l for further definition because the terms "fairness" or "due process" and 
"accountability" "are more tI')aditional t~ the topic, and indeed are"considered 
to beG at the heart, of the controversy over delegated authQrity. 

In my view, quality and acceptcbili ty are the standards against which 
existing public decision-making' should be asseSsed and the. terms', in ~ich the 
controversy over delegat.ed authority should be recast. For"a ,?ecision to be, 
one of ql;1ality, the decider must Have the ability to p~stpone judgen:e'i1t or 
decision pending ~' thorough exploration of ev'idence, opinion, argllment, ~nd 
values (proper search, selec;tion and attention~; the ability, through 
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expenience or sped al aids, to assign appropr iat(e weights to those inputs 
(proper weighting ,or evaluation); arid a thorough 0derstanding of the large,r 
dedsiona1 0 context, that circumscribes and shapes decision possibil it ies, 
coupled with a capacity" .to' be ,imaginative in the generati~n of decision 

,. /I 

possibilities, (proper contextualization). That is not to say ,the decision 
"will be right or thC!,t the substance may not be open to~ disput~. There may 
still be problems of acceptability with decisions of high quality. Decisions 
h,aving these three comiXments: proper 'search, ';select/ion and atotf?~4c~~proper 

weig~ting; an,d. prope~. co. nt~xtualizatio~, Will. ~~ner.al11~e{!bd\\h 5!f )i9h 
quahty and fa'lr. Fauness ~s not a fo;l to quahty 1n" 1ecis~0~~malgJ}o/but, 
as an attribute of decision-making, it can come into confls.oG'c) wUh "quality" 
when it ~s assumed always to be best served by' observing the procedural 
requirements of the "adversarial, adjudicative method. These proGedural 
requirements are constructed to give effect to the. notion 'that "justice should 

., ,-I 

not only' bedon,e, it should be, seen to be' done". While that is certainly a 
laudable sentiment, one' can question the popular assumpt ion that the 
adversarial' "ad,judicative 'lf1,ethod is the most successful way to structure 

,decision-making so as to respect that principle. There is a growing litera-. 
ture exploring procedural alternatives, for administrative decision-making. 
Critical evaluations of the adversary adjudicat ive method seem t~ suggest that" 
in practice, they frequent.ly serve a principle more like this: "It matters not 
whether justice is done, so long as, it is seen to be done." Co:urt-Uke deci
sionprocedures are especially vulnerabcle to this criticism because they 

" 
create a distance between the decider and the affected, party \'klich makes it 
extr~ely ,di fficult for the decider to eXPe,rience that form of relatedness 
essential to full understanding. - empathy. v 

o 
D ~ 

Another element of quaU ty deoision~making tt;~t is at risk \'klen th e 
ad~etsary adjL\dicative method is. adopted is efficier!~y, including the element 
'Df timeliness. Curiously, disregard for the effect~of proceduFe on this 
element is .an impoI·tant cause of the red~ction in the actual justice delivered 
to. parties. The growing awareness of the limitations of the traditional 
p1;'ocedural fai~ness protections is reflect~~ in the radical reconsideration of 

• • ": . .. (\. '0 

the, usefulness of" traditional legal decisional processes by the Courts 
II themselves. In thi~ regard I would ref,:er you to a 54-page bibliography P!:lt~' 

out. by the American Bar Association: en"t~tled AHernat~,¥e Methods of Dispute 
settlement: A Selected Bibliographx, 1979. . .,.);;,).. ," 

I want to" emphasize again the distinction :between quality decisions and 
acceptable decisions or, ~atherthe potential distinction. A high quality 
decision may be disputable, arguablywrongj or unacceptable. This is not sO 
because it might be unfair, that being a defect of quality, but because the 
subst,ahtiveprinc~ples'. that detinettle question for decision and set the 
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standards for decision. are unacceptable either in themsel ves or as" 
operationalized for application. 

One of" the major problems of acceptability in 'pUb lie decision-making, 
explored at length in the Ii teratur~ on organizational .pehav iour, is .. the 

phenomenon of "goal substitufioh". This refers to the reaH tYl' tbat an 
organization's official goals or even those administrators believe to be their 
controlling goals, are freque[ltly not the actual ones being served by the" 
organization's actions. Goal 'substitution results because any activity an or
ganization pursues will produce eith~r strains or rewards. The tendency of 
organizations to seek t\:le minimization 'of strains and the maximization of 
rewards is the dynamic that generates new goals; An important elem~nt in the 
production of strains·and rewards "'is often efficiency. Of course other 
sources of strains and rewards that bear on any organization may be even mo;e 
influential than that of efficiency. Some of tij')ese, especially in public or
ganizations, are: the career aspirations and rocio-political' philosophies of 
the decision-makers in the institutions; the authority of outside individuals , " 

or groups !o ootermine bu1getary allocations,.; the po~·.er of others to set the 
remuneration of deci"sion-makers within the institution; 'the ability of indivi
duals to impede goals by non-cooperation; and the' power of outside groups to 
bring public attention to institutional activ.ities. 

() 

It is only through an identification of the sources of strains and re
wards' affecting a part icular organizat ion and anexaminat.ion of, the responses 
to them, that some understanding of the actual operational go~ls or' an insti-

, . (. 

tution' is possible •. Thus, the task of ensuring effective supervision of agen-
cy goals and policy development requiresO the ongoing study and ev~luation of 
the daily activities of agencies. It is this phenomenof)of goal substitution 
which is the principal j.usti ficatidn, in my mind, for some form of independent 
review of agency,\'activity. However, the review which this -problem calis for" 
is not appellate review of the merits of indlv~dual decisions, nor judiciaL 
review of th~ legality of individual decisions. It oalls fora broader 'policy 
review designed to ensure that the ongoing goals adual1y being" served by 
agency action are open to critical scrutiny. 

" 

One mechanism to accomplish this, wh~ch I have sugg.;steq in a 'study pub
lished by the Law Reform Commission of Can~a,1 is a Cou~cil on Adm1'nistra~ "' 

" tion. Increased Parliamentar.Y,involvement, requiring si91ificant reform to 
the committee system,'wotlld also be' desirable. r fe.ar, however,. that 

1 Law Refqrm Commission of Cari~da, Council 0I1Administ;ratioh,1980~ 
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continuing' judicial involvement in the review of administrative action may 
impede the search for ways to improve the quali ty ~nd acceptability of 
administrative decisions. I am especially concerned in light of the now 
inevitable entrenchment in the Constitution of the proposed Charter of 
Rights. Sect ion 7. of the proposed Charter," for example, states: "Everyone 
has th~,'rigHt to life, liberty and security of the person, and the right not 
to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental 
justice". That may lead the j~diciary to undertake a mor'e a6tivist role in 
reviewing administrative' action and forc!:! agencillsto be increasingly subser- .. 
vient to le9al procedur"es. 

The U.S. experience is that jud,icial activism in this field, onder 
similar constitutional pro~,isions, .frequently does not serve th~ pLblic inter
est. Let me explore briefly, by way of example, t:he involvement of the U •• S. 
federal judiciary in the activities of the former ,Department of Health, Educ~
tion and WeI fare (HEW). 

As of October 1979~ .18,000 cases were before the federal courts arising 
out of HEW's social security, disability program. Those were cases that had 
already bee,: processed ,through a' sophisticated, administrative (;ldjudicatory' 
syst.em applying HEW rules and regulations. Part of the system was an adminis
trative appeal process involving, first, a rec(:m~+deration of '~denied benefits 
by departmef)tal offi,cials and, second, a'.'full ad~ersarial h~aring before an 
administrativ: law judge. In fact, there were more administ~,ative law judges 
hearing social security disability cases than there were federal judges in the 
entire hierarchy of American federal courts. Those adminiptrative, law judg~s 
heard upwards of 30 ,cases per month in an appeal mechanism where goverl111ent 
had no right of appeaL. If one is tempted to wonde}~' how good the woole 
adjudication s9heme could be when .1"8,000 persons filed suit to have the de
te::mination reviewed, one should realize that the' 18,000 figure represetlts 
.014 per cent of some 1,300,000 initialdetenninations made by HEW. And those 
figures do not ta~e into account the federal court cases involving education, 
he~t~ care~ financing and "civil~lghts, nor thos~ in~olving the Food and Drug 
Adl1llnlstratlon., For example, under the Civi~ Rights Act of 1964, HEW was 
charged with investigating and prose.cuting complaints of discrimination. 'A 
suit was taken

o 
in ,the Washington, D. C. Federal District 'alleging that HEW was 

not acting forcefully enough on complaints of discrimination against blacks. 
Tht;! judge, agreed and issued a continuing order" caPing' "on HEW to handle 
c~rtairi case~,'in a certain order. Other citizens als~ protected by the civil 
nghts. legislation realized that this order. would prejudice the handling of 
their c'laims. So Hispanics) women,ahd the h,andicapped filed suit and became 
partl~s to. the case~) 1he judge continues 'to this day .to" have e'ffective 
command of 80 ,per cent of the person days in HEW's Civ il Ri.ghts Office which 
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has some 2,000 employees. In another case, a federal judge has ordered and "is 
overseeing the teacher desegregation of such lasge scrool systems,.as New York, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, as well as six sy'stans of higher education in the South, 

including North Carolina. 

A ,former secretary of HEW reports that in 1978 he was ordered peroonal1y,J 
to request from the Office of Management "and Budget an additional 1,800 people 
to staff the Office of CiviLRights. He says: "The Court demanded to review 
the memorandum I had sent to 'the director of the Office of Management .and c . . 

Budget, askin,g for the additional staff, and during oral argUments on one or 
another of the various contempt Illations proposed to which I" was potentially, 
subject, the judge even asked counsel to describe the vigour with which,,! 

'.\ 
presented the argument to b'le Director 0'[ the Office of Management and Budget. 

at a meeting".2 ('.:. 

If Canada takes the U.S. route and if the traditional legal point of view 
continues to govern our searchior" higher quality and more acc;:eptable public 

"decision-making, then we can indeed expe~t an increasing concern over pLblic 
~ . 

decision-making and a diminishing ability to fashion responsive solutions to 
the real, problem of how to find, train and nourish good decision-makers. 

'.1 ' ,-

<> 

;' ')'.' .':.:' . 

2, ~Joseph Caii fano, at the Kennedy, Schoold'f,~ ~overnne;nt, Harvard University; 
October 18 ,:1~79. " /. 
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. The' real task· facing PI' 1son authorities isnol: to discover ways 
" around t.he intervent;fon of the courts but to respond to 'the need to 

legitimize ifnprisonment, to recognize that discretion is an eradica
blepart of the system and that itmust"be controlled in ,response to 
prinCiples that. are understandable both to prisoners and to those in 
the correctional field. To a large' extent, the concept of the 
penitentiary developed in reaction to the abuses i\of. the, unfettered 
discr~tion exerCised by1Sth century '.' gaolers.,' Now, emore than' two 
centuries later, we are' onCs' again rec~gnizing the need to" curb 
discretion, to prevent abuses and to ensure that inmates do not 
suffer more severe penalties than the law imposes. 

.. ,0 

,,' 

Case. law does. not evolve, in . a vacuum. An historical p~rspective is 
nece~sary . fa f~l1y understand the issue of ju~icial' intervention in 
correctional d~cisipns. A typicaL response by "prison administrators to 
judicial iri'tervention is that it is officious, that the courts feally have' no 
business"in second:';guessing, administrative actions ,€hat prison ',dministrators 
know best c how to run their prisons aifc:f that the courts: shoulcI look to the 
multitude· of other b'usinessthey have to occupytheir'Hme Without worrying 
about what happen!,:! inside .the prisons. 
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" 
Agail"'lst thaI: background and what, I think, is a fairly general reaction 

to the intervention of the courts and lawyers, one ha? to look at the original 
basis for ,the introduction of penltentiarydiscipline. "Penitej1t.iaries have 

'" fairly recent origins, dating back only 200 years in the CommQn Law world. 
Their introduction can be seen as a reaction against the injustices of the 
sys"tem of impr,:isonment in practice in England in the '18 th ', century. Imprison
ment ast\: was practised then was completely lawless in the sense that wardens 
were not subj~ct to ~ny legislative or administrative contrdl; jails were tun 
as businesses and it was in t\le interests of those who ran them to do so as 
cheaply as possible. There were terrible abl,.lses of prisoners in terms of, 
their Rhysical health, and that \'las one of the prime concerns. of prison 

, ~p 

reformers, such as John Howard, who investigated the prison system in Europe 
in the latter part' of the1Sth century. T~e concept of) t~e penitentiary 
developed as a reaction against what reformers perceived to be uncontrolled 
discreUon on the part of prison adminis~rators. I,~ was also a re13ct lon,. 
against what reformer's saw as the uncontrolled discretion of the prisoners who 
had tremendous control over their own affairs, subject to the imperialism,of 
the warde~s., The charter of aut~o~ity which prisoners had am~ng themselves 
was regarded as ipvidious to reform as was the uncontrolled discretion of the 
wardens. 

The idea of the penitentiary as a principle substitute for the old 18th 
century gaol was an attempt to demonstrate that the pr~ctice of imprisonment 
wasl~gitimate and that, through its legitimacy, prisoners would be denied. any 

\\ 
\I alternative but to become penitent, to reform and tqrespond to the persuas,idn 
'\ of moral and vocational opportunitie's. Not:surprisingly, since the penitenti-
\ arywas perceived in part as a response to the problems of unbridled disct'e-
\ tion, there was a heavy reliance on rules in the ea,rly penitentiary. Rules 

\\ . ' 
I;,governed every move of the wardei\~apd the gaolers. And those rules were as 
r~uch a~ atte~pt, to list the d~privatti.ons of prisoners, to l~st ''the limi:s: of 
apthonty WhlCh the warden had, as they were a charter of nghts for prlson
ei\s'. Clearly, the idea of ,a charter of rights for prisoners is not a new idea 
bul one that df~tes back ta the origins of~he penitentiary. 

\ " n 1 \ 
~ A second concept, introduced at the u~ging' of J'bhn Howa('d and his fellow 
( "'. ~ , " 

refo~m~rs, . ~as that of superintendence of ~~~~thority,.· . T~ey argued strenuously" 
that!\ lf pnsons were to be seen as the ulQihmate aut~outyof' the state, they 
had to be legitimated"in the eyes of the public. Thus, inherent in the archi:':' 
tectu\e of the" orig~na: penitentiaries~ in.here~t. in the whole pen.itentiary 
mandab?, was the prlnc~ple that. such. lnsbtubons must .be,accountable and 
V~Sibl, to the public. For this reasofl, ~he first, archiJectural mod~ls c of 
penitenvaries had inspection ,walks fri'r the "public. As ,,:1n ~he case oft'ules, 

\ 
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the notion of outside superintendence !hnd accountability a:(e part;Hnd parcel 
of. the heritage of,the penitentiary. 

Similarly, the 'judicial review of deci.sions that significantly affect the 
administration of public duties is of andient vintage. With the rise of ad
ministrative triqunals, the courts" developed a superv,isory jurisdiction in 

" relation to public tribunals which, while'::' not courts, nevertheless exercised 
important powers affecting the lives~ rights, liberty and property of indivi
duals. Through the writ of certiorari, the courts reviewed decisions to en
sure not that the right decision was reached but that the procedure used was 
calculated to inspire confidence in the rellability of those decisions and in 
the legitimacy of the exercise of administrative authoritey. GiVen the, ideas 
underlying the concept of the penitentiary and the willingness of ihe courts 
to super~ise administratiye:trib~nals, how can we explain the fact that until 
1969 there were no prison law cases to speak on Why did the i courts not 
exercise the Idnd of supervisory power that they exercised in other areas of . ' 

public administration? 

A number of r~asQns can be found f~'r the "hands..,off approach" the courts 
have applied to prisons. ' One is the~ indi fference that the courts, like every
one else,' i/;lcluding lawyers,' have traditionally demonstrated towards 
prisoners. The whole cioncept of rights depends upon members of the bar being 
prepared to enforce them and on the courts' willingness to develop remedies 
for grievances. To some extent, lawyers did hot view" it. as part of their 
tradit ional rol~, to represent prisoners • The mandate a f the criminal lawyer 
was to represent his client at ,:I:rial and on. appeal; onc€~ the client had5een 
sent~nced and committed "t? the custodX, of his keeper~', the lawyers wanted 
nothing more to do with the person. That aUHudewas, :i:in part, based upon a 
perceptlon'that the cour:tsalsowanted. nothing to :po with inc,l{:lrcerated 
offenders. The idea' that" the conv ieted criminal was eln ~utcast \~ho had no 
civil and proprietary dghts died,techniclll~y in the 19t11 century but survived 
in practice in the ~Oth century. ! 

i! 
In addition to the long-held notion that priso'l;~~rs had no rights to 

enforce, a second factor exp~,ains th~ "hand.s .... off app~IG)ach" that the ~ourts 
l' II 

continued to 'take towards pr'lson admi~l:strr.:ttion in ttl~t· first hal f 0 f <' this 
century. The c,pncept of rehabilitation and 'the emerge,hoe of p~o fessionals in 
the.field of corrections generated the 'notion that d~:ci'iE3on-maklng in prisons 

should be .1~ft~o qualified individuals", to t~ose. WhO} r~in:t~e penitenti~r~:s." 
The rehab~l~tat~vemodel~ moreover, oarrled wlth!t ~e pat~on that, deC~~lons 
should be made. on a c:ase-by-case basis to accommo'da~e G:he speci fic needs and . 
circumstances of each ,inmate. Individual consigera!tions, not gene:t;:ally 
applicable 1'\Jles,were, ,to, govern decis.ion-making. f Ii' " 
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The fi,rst case to challenge the courts' indifference to the state of 
prisons aro~e in 1969 and was argued by a prisoner. Lawyers v~ewed the Beav~ 
Creek case, which originated from an, Ontario pr 1son, as one I'll th no chance of 
success. The 'argument presented was tl1,at the disciplinary decisions. of the 
Warden's Court were reviewable by the courts. In oider tp understand that 
case and the ruling of the Ontario Court of Appeal, as well, as the cases which 
followed it, we need to examine the legal prece~,ent~ that had already, been 
established. 

The courts had by then developed a test for deciding whether to exercise 
supervisory powers over inferior tribunals. A distinction had been, d~awn 
between decisions which are judicial or quasi-judicial in nature and declslons 
which are administrative. Decisions characterized asa9ministrative would not 
be subject to the intervention of the Court. The Court would, however, inter
vene in decisions characterized as judicial or quasi-judicial for the purpose 
of ensuring that the ruies of fundamental justice were se:rved. Th,is d~stinc
tion has been the subject of l.i,terally hundreds of cases and it was .. In that 
context that .,the Ontario Court of Appeal had to. decide whether ~ decision of a. 
warden exercising.disciplinary powers was judicial or quasi-judicial, thereby 
justifying the ~ntervention of the courts. 

'The Court of App'eal declared that in the case of correctional Ont.ario 
decisions, the distinction depends upon whether or not a qecisi'bn affects the 
civil rights of a prisoner in that they affect his status as a person as dis
tinguished from his s'tatus as a prisoner. This s~range: distincti?n had not 
hitherto appeared in the law, but that was the test which the Court used. 
They said that de~isions whiCh affect the civil rights of a prisoner as a 
person are decisions wh~ch have to be exercised in a judicia~ ,mann,er and are, 
therefore, Teviewable by thecourts, while decisions affecting the statu~ of a 
prisoner as a prisone; are purely administrative" and, therefore, not 
reviewable. 

To make the distinction more concrete, the Court classified a ,number of 
decisions as judicial or administrative. Decisions which affecfed thestatu~ 
of a prisoner, i61ciu<hng decision's about the locale and nature of imprison-

: ment were administrative. In addition, decisions which affect or" restri,ct 
priv~lege - Visiting privileges';, ,~arned remission - were classified. as, admin
istrativeand, theref~re, not reviewable. However, decisions which affected 
liberty, such as a decisi.on to take' away stat'utory remi$.si~n, affec~edthe~ 
ihmate's chill rights asa person,::'and could, therefore, be cha:r;actenzed as /I 

judicial or quasi-judic,ial. Similarly,the "Cou.rt said' th~t physical~unish
ment such as the strap affected aptisoner. 's nght to pet·sonal securltx and 
was,_ the;efore, a .decision which affect~d his rights as a peJ:'son. In the' end 
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only two types of decision were categorized as judicial and, consequently, 
reviewable: thOse pertaining to earned remission and strapping. By the time 
of the Beaver Creek case, strapping had pretty much disappeared from the 
litany of correctional measures. Thus, in effect, statutory remission was the 
of}ly area which the courts suggested they would review and in which they would 
reqUire the prison adfn.inistr,ator to. observe the principles of na,tural justice. 

ThC!i~ was a fairly narrow Window for judicial review. However, the Court 
did also state that it would review decisions which violated the rights of 
prisoners guaranteed by the Penitentiary Act or Regulations. However, since 
the Commiss;j.oner.' s Directives or Divisional Instrwctions were not law but 

.. simply adm.inistrativ~ measures, their violation was not cause for judicial 
relief. Only if th~ prisoner could point toa violation of tha Act or Regula
tions cou19 judicial review besought. 

" ", 

Beaver Creek remained the landmark prisoners' rights case until 1977. 
Throughout the seventies; litigation ensued over what kinds' of.decisions 

"affected a prisoner's civil rights as a, person as opposed to his civil rights 
as a prisoner. If 'was a rabher stetile search. In the An~ deciSion, the 
Ontario Court oL Appeal held that a transfer from One prison to another simply 
affected the locale of the imprisonment and was not a judicial decision. 
Therefore,itwas not reviewable. Similarly, in the McCann and Kosobook 
cases,th~e courts held that a decision to place a prisoner in segregation was 
the exercise of administrati:ye discretion and was not reviewable by the 
courts. 

The position of the Canadian courts in the early seventies stood in stark 
" '\" contrast to development in the United States. By applying the Fourteenth 

Amendment, the American courts hcidcome to' require, that "due process" be pro- '. 
vided to a prisoner before a decision 'that resulted in" the infliction of 
grievous loss was reached., What ,·'due proce!:3!?" meant., depended on the indi v i
dual circumstance'; the extent of due process required varied proportionally 
with the severity of the c,onsequence ofa ,given decision. The flexible stan
daI::d that hadb~en developed permitted ,the,. Court to .. strik~?, or attempt to 
strike(~ an appropriate .. balance between theo consequence of· a decision and pro
cedural protection. It did not entail the difficult dic,hotomy between judi
cialand administrative decisioA,s" Which haddevel~ped in Canada. 

. " , " " , . 

: r;).., .'.,.. c _ . I) ,~ 

When confronted wj."l:.h the 'argument" that., given the .. Canadian Bill of 
• ',', J. 

Rights, there is arequiremenf tha~decis"ionsaffecting rights and obligations 
be made i~" aCdbrd with thefund~mental principles of fairness ,and 6ffundamen
.tal jostic~,. Canadi'an 'cput"t~ r~sponded that: the, Bill of "Rights did not apply 

.' to administrative decisions' but only todeci~ions .which are judicial, and even 
e ,:1 
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'fairness requires knowledge Of the case against you and an opportunity to 
respond. " The Court, in the Bruce & Yeomans decision, held thilt fairness in 

this case did not entail those requirements. 

A similar decision was reached by the Ontar.io High Court last year in the 
Rollie case. Rollie argued that the decision to transfer him from a minimum 
to a medium security provincial institution affected the quality of his 
institutional life, his liberty, visiting privileges, his eligibility for and 
likelihood of getting parole, and his work opportunities. The decision, he 
argued, was important enough to require that he be given a heari~g, a reason 
for the decision and an opportunUy to contest the reason for h1S transfer. 
The Ontario High Court, in full cognizance of the Martineau case, said that 
this was not a case justifying the exercise of (Judicial discretion to 
intervene. Since suspicion of a planned hostage-taking was the reason for his' 
transfer it was appropriate and possible, without violation. to the duty to 
act fair ~ y, to trans fer a' person in a summary way., The Court, however, said 
that to ensure fairness a council of perfection would require that afte,r 
transfer the prisoner be given the reasons for th1s tr~nsfer a?d an 
opportunit y to make a formal presentati~n in reply. Thus, 1n re labon to 
transfers, the courts, un«;ler the new stand on fairness, have not moved much 
beyond what they required in relation to the pre-Martineau law and the 

judicial-administrative dichotomy. 

In relation to disciplinary decisions, the primary argument made before 
the courts has been that the importance of a disciplinary decision is such 
that fairness requires the right to representation. The duty to act fairly In 
terms of notice of charges, right to call ~itnesses, the opportunity to 
crqss-examine and the right to a reasonable decision is .already laid aLit in a 
Commissioner I s Directive. But the Directive seeks to avoid legal" 
representation by providing that when a ~risoner asks, for representat,ion,. he 
shall be told that it is not available. , A number of courts have ruled agalnst 
this latter provisiol) and have held th'at fairness" may require 'e repres~ntat~ono 
by counsel in appropriate ca:'3es. The CorFectional Service cannot arbltL'"ar1ly 
prohibit repr~sentation • However , while the courts have ,strUCk down. t~e 
practice of blanket refusal of representatio~, they haVe,sUgge~ted. that J:t. is 

, up to the independent chairperson to make a decision whether, In l1gh~ .ofo the 
particular case at han~., representation is, required in order ,~o ?eal wl~h the 
prisoner fairly. The suggestion ha"s been~ade that ,when P01~tS of law are 
raised legal representation may beappropnate, although o~e Judge suggested 
that' s'uch matters could be dealt with by providing anopportLinity for the 
priso~er to consult with a lawyer before the hearing rather tha'1 having legal 
counsel at the hearing. Nonetheless, t~e courts have suggested that fairness," 
may require representation in a case which irivolve~ significan~ i'ssues of law 
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beyond the" ability of a layman to deal with. That decision is fraught with 
proplems because legal representation is not limited simply ~o; arguing law. 

c -;::7 
Legal representation is d~signed to effectively cross-examirle and to ensure 
the reliability oaf fact-fInding - all matters which are important in terms of 
a duty to act fairly. 

A recent decision of the British Colul!.lbia Supreme Court probably goes 
further than any other decision in terms of what the duty to act fairly'
requires in relation to the administrative segregation process. The Oswald 
a5ld Cardinal case concerned individuals who had been involved in a hostage
taking a~. Kent prison and had been placed in segregation. Their cases had 
beerl reviewed by the segregation reVlew board established at Kent which recom
mended that they be released; however, the Warden decided not to release them. 
That decision was challenged before the courts. The Court held that the deci
sion had initially been made in ',accordance with the duty to act fairly but 
that, when the Warden refused t~f follow the recommendations of his review 
board without giving any rea~on~! and without giving the prisoner anyopportu
nity to .hear or respond to what! he had to say, tti'B decision ceased to comply 
with the dlJty to act fairly. .:The Oswald-Cardinal decision probably goes fur
ther than any other in requiring an institutional decision-maker to articulate 
reasons for a decision, to communicate those reasons ~.to prisoners" and to give 
them an opportunity to ,respond. 

c 

The impact of Martineau No.2 and the duty to act fairly, so far, has n'at 
exactly sent shock ~aves through the system in te~ms of court intervention in 
substantive decislon~, in part, oec8use the ,Martineau line of cases is con
cerned only, with the procedures by which decisions have been reached. How-

" \) 

ever, there have been other eases which have sL,lggested that the, courts, under 
certa~n circumstances, may be prepared to look at the substantive decisions 
Which are reaclJed. The most important case in~his regard is the McCann case 
of 1975 in which' the ca,ndiLions of solitary confinement in the Britfsh 
Columbia Penitentiary were brought into question. In rendering his" decision, 

,MrO' Justice Heald: ruled that conditions- in. solitary confinement in the British 
Columbia Penitentiary constituted cruel and unusual pun~shment and were unlaw
ful." Although 'he concluded that a decision to place an inmate in so.1,itary 
confinement was not reviewable by, the Court, he ,~eclared as °reviewabl~ the 
co~ditions of solita·ry confinement in whic~ inmates were kept. Applying the 
jurisprudence which had develQped in relation to the cruel and unusual punish-

,.ment"clause of the Bill of Rights, h~lheld that when the punishment failed to 
achieve any legitimate penal purpose, and in' sHuat,tons where it inflicted 
pain' and suffering, it could be viewed as cruel and unusual punishment and was 
prohibited by the Canadian cBill of Rights.. That was a review of a sub~tanti ve 
issue as opposed to the" procedure by which qecisions are reached. 
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The Solosky caSf3 is another extremely important one,; its fuB" implica-
G tions are only "now begInning to be realized. In this case, the Commissioner's 
Directive authorizing the scrutiny of all mail going in and coming out of a 
prison was challenged on the ground~ that it interfered witht~e lawyer~client 
privilege. The Supreme Court held that it did not ,'that the lawyer-client 
privilege was a technical rule attached only to information that had an 
evidentiary basis and was not, therefore, applicable to the general flow of 
correspondence in and out, of prisons. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court 
endorsed, some very important principles in this case. " 

They endorsed the principle that a prisoner remains entitled tO~ial.l his" 
civil rights except those that are ~xpressly taken away by statut~ 0; regula
tion. They further established that on~ of the rights not taken awa)"by 
incarceration is the fundamental right to communicate with a lawyer, and that 
the prison administration must exercise the minimum restriction consistent 
with security upon that right. What the'ColJrt endorsed in the Solosky case is 
the doctrine of least J:'estraint, which is that, in the case of' rights not 
taken away by legislation, the di~cretion of prison pol~cy makers cannot be 
imposed without regaJ:'d to the principle of least J:'estraint. The Supreme Court 
said that the courts must per.forf!l a balancing roletd' ensure that the rights 
ofprisoneJ:'s not taken away by; imprisonment are safeguarded and balanced 
against the interests of the security of the institution. While the se6urity 
of, the institution wOl,lld be the paramount concern, the docJrine of least 

.restJ:'aint was not to be ignored. 

I should, at this point, comment that while jud,icial intervention has had 
some very positive effects, it has a negative side as well." On the positive 
side, it has legitimi~edth~ concept that prisoners retain rights not specifi
cally tak~n away by legislation.,:' It has legitimated the not~on that the con
cept of least restraint is important and it has legitimated the role, inherent 
in the nature of!'the penitentIary, of inspection from outsiqe. The negative 
aspects stem from the adversarial nature of litigation,,, HErling be~n involved' 
in some correct1cmallitigation, 1 know tha~ rarely is a 40urt victory inter
pJ:'eted as an improvement in conditions in the prison. Both prisoners and 
administrators regard ~he outcome of litigation asa v:lctory or loss, "what 
constitutes a win 'for one side being a loss for the other. The outcome is 
rarely viewed as" an imprgvement in their collective enterpJ:'ise. Litigation 
maximizes polarity and,ther~fore, in terms of long-term solutions, it ~s not 
necessarily the best way togo. Unfortunately, given the recalcitrance of the 
prison administratioh, there see"ls to be no ava.l.lable' aLternative. Onques
t,ionably, much more could be done to legitimize impril30nment by correctional 
administratc,rl? accepting the rule of :faw and accepting the legitima9Y of~ 

. '1 
prisoners' rights. 

"'f' (': 

'" 

We now have to work out a system which builds in those :rights and which 
builds in the need for i.nformed discJ:'etion in a way which minimizes the 
interfer,:ence with those rights. 'The courts are not the first resort. They 
have be~n us~d,both here and in the United :;tates s as a last "resort, and that 
is what they are. " It is much better for correctional administrators, in 
consultation with lawyers and prisoners, to work out rules which take into 
account the need for discretion while ensuring that inmates' rights' are 
prot~cted. Discretion can be confined in a way that does justice to both 
sides. In my opinion, ~he realt~sk facing prison authorities i~ not" to 
discover ways around court intervention but to recognize that discretion is 
there and that it must be controlled in response to principles that are 
understandable both to prisoners and to those in the correctional field. 
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THE ANTICIPATED EFFECl OF THE CAN~DIAN CHARTER 
OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS ON DISCRETION IN CORRECTIONS 

(I 

Walter Tarnopolsky 
President 
Canadian Civil Liber~ies Association 

Ottawa, Ontario 

The effect of the new Charter of Rights on the exercise of adminis
trativ~ discretioD and on inmates I right9 ~i11depend, to a large 
extent, on the coroposi tion 0 f the, Supreme Court of Canada. The . 
constitutional status of the Charter and several of its provisions, 
including the remedie'~ clause, could in theory. lead to greater< 
protection of' individual rights, including those'of'" inmates. 
!:Jow,ever, the force of this guarantee remai[ls to be' tested. 

There has been much discussion recen,tly about the Charter of Rights and 
/that effect, if ~ny, _, its entren!?hm~,nt or non-entrenchment and o,pting out 
:!la~ses might have. l'thought, therefore, that I would beginwi~h a basic, if 
somewhat subjective, review of these issues. In the course of dOing so, I 
will go back!) to some ,,of the leading cases that: are directly relevant to the 

~ 

topic of this Conference. 

I have defined entrenchment, very simply, as a method' of",OOlendment that 
is more complicated th~m the "usual means of legislative· enactment. Whether 
that process" w.ill involve a weighted majority or ,me'a.n" that anY, act . byo~e 
legislature has to be approved by a certain number Dofotoer le~1s1atures 1S 

i:r;relevan"t. Similarly, it\is unimportant: Whether, in some cases, a statute 
will have to be repassed, orwheth~ra unrc9meraJ~ act· of ,legislation, with the " 

c 

" i' 

o \' 

two Houses 
significant 
c.omplicated 

II" 
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sitting together, will be reqqired. For our purposes, what is 
about entren,~hment is that enactment is necessar: ily more 

than in the case of ordinary legislation. 

o 

I think the complexity of enactm,Eiht ,has given rise to considerable 
,'lIIisunde'rstanding about the' significance of entrenchment. I will argue that 

not . entrenchment 'but., four other factors will' determine the effect of the 
(i 

Charter of Rights. The first of these is conatitutional status. On repeated 
Dccaaions, majorities of th~ Supr.eme CQurt have referred to the Canooian Bill 

'.' . .,') " 

of. Rights as being merely statutory. At the very most, there have been con-
cessions that it might be quasi-constitutional ,but at no time has the Bql of 
Rights .been recognized as part of the Constitution. I would argue that it is 
a constitutional statute, bub that. need not detain us now. If constitutional 
status i,s a necessary and sufficient factor to con,vince our Supreme CoUrt 
judges that the Bill of Rights is ()Ve,rriding, then the new Constitution Act, 
once it has been passed, w,ill be an advance since the first part is the Char
ter of Rights. I think it would be impossible for the Supreme Court to deny 
its constitutional status an~ longer. 

, More important than its cOnstitutionality is the fact that the Act can 
oonly be ""al]lended .' by a speci fic process. E?Ccept in the Drybones" case, the 
Supreme Court of Canada nas failed to give the Bill of Rights the overriding 
effect' thqtonemight have expected.. One has to admit that:' the Supreme Court 
has at no tfmedetracted from its statement in the Drybones case, that the 
c leal) meaning to" be given to Sectiop 2 is that, if a law cannot be "SO 
construed. and applied' as to' be consi.stent w'ith the Bill of Rights,' it is' 
inoperative to the e~tent of the inconsistency~ That proposition has never 
been detracted from, but the Supreme Court has not been anxious since then to., 
find'laws to be inconsist.entwi th theBiU of Rights. 

The question ,row facing llS is whether the Cha_rter of Rights will < be 
tfea~ed di fferentl~': a The. statement lnthe Bi!~ of. Rights that, "Evel'y law of 
Caned.ashall"" "unles~ it C"ontains:a clause saying, "notwithstanding the Bil'q 
of, Rights", "be so construed and applied so as not ~to cbrogate,' infringe or 
abridge fll1damental freed61ls", ,.,did not give, the Su"preme Court a .clear direc,.. 

. " tiv'e that incQnsistentlegislation was to be held inoperative. That pre-
sumably will now pechanged 'by Section 51 'of th~new Cqnstilutidh Actwhfch 

°proYi,des that the,~onstitution of Canada, of 'w,ich Part One is the Charter of 
Rights,is t.he supreme law ofCfinac:la and any law ~,hat i~ inconsistent i~ of no 
fQtoe o'l;' ·effect •. ' Pre~umably then,we have a clearer direoti¢ln to the courts 
t?hat incons,istent legi.~lationhas :to be chell of no force or effect. ';0 
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The third thing to consider in trying to decide whether the new Charter 

of Rights can be effective is the ,actual wording, of the different r~ghtsand 
provlslons. Section 1 of the existing Bill of Rights says that, "It ~s he~eby 
recognized and deelared that in Canad~" th~ry h9,\~,e e~lste?, and shal~conbnue 
to exist without dlscrlmination ~the following human r1ghts and 
fundamental freedoms." The Supreme Court has interpreted that clause to mean 
that there were no new rights created by the Bill. In it~, opinion, what the 
Bi11 of Rights protects are the rights as they existed when it w~s. enacted, 
August 10, 1960, and no new rights were created Ehereby. In my ~p1mon, that 
~as not a necessary decision. In f~ct I have suggested that this 
interpretation creates a "legislative lie" because many of the rights 
proclaimed in Sections 1 and 2 did not exist in 1960) and have been declared 
at various times since. Nevertheless., we have that interpretation, what I 
call the frozen-concepts interpretation~ We can 'only hope that the new 
Charter of Rights, without using the words "have existed and shall continue to 

exist", might get around that interpretation. All the .rights are seto~t as 
"Everyone has the'right to~' •• , Every witness has the rIght to ••• , etC., all 
expressed in the present. Obviously, legislation speaks forever." To that 

extent there might be an improvement.~ 
" , 

The fourth and final factor which, I think, will det~rmine the efficacy 
of the Charter of Rights is the remedies clause. One ~ould expect th~t ~hen 
the courts hold that there is a right, they will also hold th~t there 1, a 
remedy. Certainly,. our common law courts have al,waysdone so. However, the 
famous Hogan 'case demonstrates that this is not always so. Hogan was stopped 
on suspicion, of drinking and asked to go to the police station to take a 

, th 1 h k d for", " breathalyzer test. Before Hogar: had taken the brea a yze~, e as e , 
permission to speak to his lawyer , who had been summone~at hl~ request. The 
policeman told him he had nO right to do so and that 1f he dl~ .not tpke the 
breathalyz~r he \1ould be charged under Section 238 (of the CrllTJlnal Code "of. 
Canada) for fai'ling o~refusing without reasonable excuse to ~ake ~he 
breathalyzer. At that point, Hogan made the mistake which everyone, lncludlng 
lawyers, might have made and took "the ,breathal yzer. The, question then was 

whether the test results cduld be e~cluded as evidence. 

When the case came to the Supreme Cpurt of Canada, there was nd doubt on ' 

the part of any of the judges, at least hot" expressed in writing, that . th~re 
had been a contravention of the right to counsel. Nevertheless, the maJouty 
went on to say that :Lt did not mean that there was a remedy. They further 
stated: "We do notnecessar 11 y have, to apply the AlT)eric~n exclusionary rule, 
and therefore we follow the Common law judge-clleated rule that evidence, even 
if i11ega11/ obtained, is admissible if relevant~'" lheref~r,e, the 

breathalyzer evidence was not excUlJ'ded. 
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" To dat,e then, it 'has been possible to have a right and not necessarily a 
,j remedy.· Section 24 of" the new Charter of, Rights provides, in the first 

subsection, that anyone whose rights or freedoms have been infringed or denied 
may apply to a bourt bf competent juiisdiction to approve such remedy as the 
court considers appropriate and just in the circumstances. Further, 
SUbsection 2 specifically provides for an exclusionary rule. However, ther; 
is a great deal of misconception about its possible effect., It is not an 
absolute rule.,=It'" provides for exclusion of evidence if the Charter of Rights 
has been infringed or if it has been established that, having regard "to all 
the circumstances, the admission of certain evidence in the proceedings has 
brought the administration of justice into disrepute. I would argue that 
those who create ',fear by suggesting that perhaps mere police technicalities 
will exclude evidence really have not read subsection 2. The rule is not 
absolute, but leaves the Court to cqnsider whether, in all the circumstances, 
the admission of certain ev}dence would bring the administration of justice 
into disrepute. Nevertheless, Section 24 does clearly indicate that a remedy 
must be given and that one of the possible remedies is exclusion of evidence. 
To that extent, the Charter of Rights should have more effect w~th respect to 
inconsistent legislative or administrative acts than the Bill of Rights. 

:C:' will now briefly deal with the non-obstante clause which has raised sci 
much controversy. Such a clause now exists in'the Canadian" Bill of Rights, ifl 

Section 2,and also in the Quebec Charter, the Bill of Rights of Alberta, the 
Saskatchewan Human Rights Code and in the Human Rights Code a f Prince Edward 
Island~ ~ Thus, we do have five "existing clauses which provide for overriding 
effects for the Code or Act concerned; and' which"j also provide L' for a 
non-obstante clause. 

The first poirit to be made is that inclusion of a non-obstante clause in 
any legislatiQ'nwill present dltficulties f61j'the legislatu~e. Signalling to 
the opposition, therriedia and to the elect:hfate that tile legislature' intends" 

to de!1ract from the Charter of Rights in i~$:' legislation ~s politically risky, 
as I\ev idtmced by the fact that in fhe p~~t 21 years the Bill of Rights' 
provisiol1 for a non-obstante qlauseha~ been, used on only one occasion. After 
the invocation of the War Measures Act in October 1970', the Act, was replaced 

" ,," " , 
on December 2' of that year, by a PubliC Order (Temporary Measures) Act which 
did contain a notwithstanding ,"clause. That ~s the oni'y oQcasibn On whicH it 
was used at the' federal level.~When the first Quebec Language Charter' -- Bill 
One, --',\'Ias 0' sqbmitted, ' there was a', notwithstanding "clause ,'to exclude the 

application of the Quebec Charter of Rights and F'r~edoms whi~his the most 
complete ~ill of Rights iliJ Canapa, and, includes a non..;.discrimination 

provision. In t'eactlon to criticisms byci v 11 libertarians ,including the 
'president. of the Quebec Commission, Ren~ Hurtubise, who is now a judge, the 
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government drop~ed the non-obstante clause which, in mt" opinion, fUrther 
demonstrates the f\igh poUt ical risk in including it. 

'\ 
The lessonslk\arned byexperienc~s like,; the one' ~n 'Quebec no doubt 

contributed ,to the 'd~ci~iont6 adopt a written and constitutionally entrenched 
Charter of Rights. TAr biggest objection to the Charter, frequently voiced by 
the ex-premier of Matdtoba, Sterling Lyon, i~, that it will transfer the 
ultimate decision-making", on (undamenta'l issues of economic and' social r:olicy, 
from the legislatu:res t6\ the courts. My answer to that, which never did 
convinc,e,him, was that, ih fact, if you look at the American experience, the 
overwhelming majority of tqe cases do not deal with legislative acts; they 
'deal with administrative and. police acts. During the twentieth century, it 
was not until 1965 that an act of Congress was first held invalid on the 
ground that it was, contrary to the American Bill of Rights. Evidently"U is 
not legislation that comes so much to be challenged," but the whole field of 
administrative and policF.!:actions, with respect to which the notwithstanding 
cla..useis not terribly important. 

My final point on this subject ~'!:l that the legislature cannot hope to get 
away with" a provision latently inconsistent with the Bill of Rights unless the 
notwithstanding clause is included. . Otherwise, if the pro\i,ision is subse
quently revealed to be contrary to the Charter of Rights, it could be held 
inoperative' or of no force or effect. ,But if the legislature puts in a 
notwithstanding clause, it signals to ,everybod}f what the derogation is. We 
'vlould then return to our traclit;ional means ·of civil liberties enforcanent, 
which is thr,Qugh the legislative process.'" 

I will turn now to the matter tha,t is of concern to this Conference, 
which is whether the" Charter of Rights will make any di fference in 
corrections. On the whole, I would say that it will not make a great:; 
difference. Among the flJldamental ru!es that the Supreme Court laid down, /'ih 

"the famous cases of Mitchell, HowaFthand "Matsgui, i~ the" principle that ~,he" 
parole process!, is not' ju'dicial or quasi-'judicial. Thel:/efore, you 9,,~nnot 

proceed under Section 28 of the Federal ppurt Act which .restricts the ,,:remedies 
that one can get" in the Federal Court to those'·, which· are. judicial Or 
qua~i-judicial. It would appear also" from the Mitchell case, that~ one ca,nnot 
br'ing a habeas corpus with certiorari in a;id and use the certiorari asabasis 
for going' behind the warrant of committal in order, to see ~f it was 
justified •. ,/ The provision under consideration in the Howarth a,nd MitChell 
cases Section Z(e) of the existing ,Bill of Rights, provides for. a fair , . '. . . . " ,-

hearing in the following terms: IINo . law shall deprive a person of the right . 
to a fair hearing,' i'" accordance ,.with the principles of fundamental justic!,! 
for the ~etermination ·of his"'rights. andohligations. 1I In the Mitchell and 

. ~I, ; I 
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Howarth cases, one of the arguments given by the majority, ~hich held that 
there was no right to a hearing, was~ that parole is a privilege, not a right. 
And when you ,are npt talking about a right, the rules of fundamental justice 

,?et aut in Section 2(e) do not apply~~ 

Will Section 7 of the Charter of Rights, which reads, "Everyone has the 
right to life, liberty, and security of the person, and the right not to be 
deprived thereof except in accordance with the, prinCiples of fundament al jus
tice", make a di fference? There is no refer"ence to rights and obligations; 
merely one to deprivation of the right to life, liberty and security. The 
question still to be answ~red is whether the fact that a person has already 
been deprived of liberty and confined to an institution, will mean that 
Section 7 is exhausted or whether an opportunity will exist to argue thaf, 
since Sect,ion 7 no longer talks about rights and obligations but about depri
vation of 'liberty, the prinCiples of fundamental justice apply. 

'" .' , 

\, Another section that might be expected to have some effect is Section 12 
\" of the new Charter. It is riO~ a major ,change from the provision we already 

have ili-S~ction 2 of the Bill of Rights, which is the 'right not to be 
subjected to any cruel or unusual treatment' or puni,sliment. Mr. Just ice 
DarI)ell Heald" of the F,ederal Cl?,urt, held in the McCann case, that 101"Y9 

periods ofsolitaryco'nfinement under the' condit'ions that prevailed could 
constitute cruel and unusual punishment. I know of n~ other similar decision, 
but certainly ther,e is no aut,hori ty which detracts from what Mr. Justice Heald 
said .,It must be remembered, however, that in the case of Bruce and Reinate 
the~ Federal Court held, and I have not been able to find any overruling of 
this deCision; th!'lt Bruce, who had already been in dissociation for some four 
ye'ars,' was not" to he permitted to marry. 

Another issue \~hich has ar,isen in some of the cases is' the present 
recl'uirement in Sectio,p 2 of the Bill of Rights to be informed" upon alleslor 
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detention, of, the l'easonstherefore. This issue was raised in both the 
Mitchell and Howarth cases but was discussed mO,re particularly in the latter 
case with reference to the right to be informed. The majority of the Supreme 
Court held th~t, in the caae of parole, the statement that paroll3 was 'revoked 
was sufficient to meet the right to be informed. No explari'ation of the reason 
was required. Section 10(a) of the new Charter of Hights speaks about 
every'one on arrest or detention having th(3 right 1:0 be informed promptly of 
the reasons there fore. Unle~s the" courts come, to a di ffere,nt conclusion about 
what constitutes due information, Section 10(a) will not likely help 
subsequent Howarths. 

The final section I would like to discuss is Sectiol') 15 0 f the Cha.rter 
which reads: "Evervone has the right to equality befor~ and under the law, to 
the equal protectio~ and benefit of the law without discrimination ••• :" The 
peculiar wording of thl''s section is largely a response. to developments 
surrounding the Lavelle case, in which the Supreme Court, in a very spli t 
decision, held that equality before the law did not really mean equal 
protection of the law,' but simply that everyone was to be tried before the 
same courts and tribunals. 

As a result of this decision, among others, women's groups pushed fot 
equality before and under the law. The Department of Jus'tice was faced, ,on 
the one hand with demands from women's groups. for 'equality for women before , . 

and under the law and, on the other hand, with the Supreme CourtG's 
interpretatiog that the clause "equality before the law and the protection of 
the law" did not., incorporate ~he egal1tarian notion~ .of the AmeriCan 
Fourteenth Amendme~t, that is "e~ual protection of the law". The Solution 
arrived at was to incorporate the words lIequal protection of the law" in the 
Charter of Rights. 

How would that ' apply, again,' in the area Ie are cor-lcerned. \\~ith at this 
Conference? In the Bruce and Reinate case,one(lof the i~sues that was,."raised 
on behalf of Bruce was that not. permittif),9 hiii) to marry contravened the 
equality clause. The prosecution accepted,th,~ ,·~fac,~. that~ll kinds of 
conditions would "Qave to be placed upon the "ceremony, and the subsequent 
effects; n.ever.thel~ss, the issue' was,' was he being treated unequally? The 
Supreme Court had already restricted its definition of equality before the 
law, which it had given in the Drybones case, to say that it only applies 
where people are treated more harshly. Well, if you take that test, which has 
been repeated .on a number of occasions, surely one would hav\~ to say that the 
denial of a~right to marriage cons,~itutes being treated more harshly than 
other .people 1 unless you can ·provide.an overriding /eason. \:::,~ ",1 
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In my oplnlOn, the non-obstante clause is much \'less disturbing than 
another feature of the new Charter of Rights: the limitations clause. The 
absence of such a clause does not 'mean the courts will not place reasonable 
limitations on a right. The American. Constitution has no limitfitio'ns clause. 
And yet, ~lthough the first Amendment states that Congress shall make no law 
abddgi ng freedom of speech, the Amer ica~ Supreme Court has on many occasions 
upheld limiting laws. The need to guard against limitations being imposed on 
rights has been acknowledged in theo~nternational Covenant on Civil ~nd 

Political Rights which we have ratified and which applies to Canada, and to" 
the EUropean Convention which applies to all the European countries, including 
the United 'KingdOOl, and the "Int,er-American Convention. All of these r,ecognize 
that in times of emergency, officially proclaimed, there can be derogations 
frcxn certain rights and freedOOlS~ But, what is important is that even in time 
of '~lJlergency, there arecert,f}in rights ~lch are non-derogciJle. One of the 
most' important is the right not to. be, ~,~jected to any cruel and unusual 
treatment or punishment •. ' 'EVen in emergencies, that is aright v-Alich cannolt be 
der'ogated from. Q 

,,5igni ficantl y) however, the second thing that these international Bills 
of R'ights make clear is that while,; the fundamental freedoms of expression, 
religion ,assembly ,associ ation, arid the 0 right to movell1ent in. tbecountry can 

- -- \I. 

be restr lcted for reasons of "naf.ional security, public order, p~bHc health 
and public morality and theirights and reputations of oth~rs, these 
restftctions' cannot be applied to legal rights in peace-time. This is avery 
important principle of international instruments., and, those of us in the 
Canadian Civil Liberties Association strenuously argued for its inclusion in 

(\ I} 

the new Charter of Rights. The legal rights set out in Sections 7-14 of the 
'new Charter, in our opillion, should not be subject to a "limitations clause 
except in times,"of ~mergency. Despite our efforts, ,the limitations clause in 
the Charter rnake"s "no distinction between' times of; emergency and peace-time. 
Therefore, 'pr,es'tf~ablY even in"l1ormal times, limitations which are demon~trciJly ,. 
justificiJle il] a free'anddelOOcratic society can be imposed even on legal 
rights and that, .. in my opinion, isa,.greater cause for concern than the 
no.n-.obstante clausE:. '~i 

I would li.ke to,saYf~n qpn'clusion, that, the Chart,er· of Ri9:lts of and by 
itself will nc:."t make a di fference;- the difference it might make will be . . . " Q 

determined by those who sit qn the. Supreme Cour:t.. Since the Mitchell and 
Howarth cases., there have been l:!everal change's in the rnembership of th.e" 
Supreme Cour.t of" Canada. Whether tile new jusHoes will /Tlake a difference .in 

, the interpretalioh br human rights C13SeS One does not know". . But certainly ttie 
composition of the Court will be as'" sighi ficant a f~ctor ~s the impr~.vement~ 
in the new Charter Which I h~ve 9utlined. o 
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One further concludingrell1ark I :r,rt~ght make is til at , in my opinion, the 
Federal Court Act has to b'e changed'~,il Altllough intended to'simpli fy the 
proecedure of judicial review, the wor~ing of Section '28 'of the Federal Court 
Act' has created significant problems. In the Parliamentary debate, there were 
suggesqons that the Act would produce a reform s,~,lnilar to that which took 
place ih:'; Ontario under the Judicial Review Procedu!~es Act and in Alberta under 
the Administrative Procedures Act, which is tiD have one application for 
judici,~l review. That did not prove to be, the/;~ase. Section 28 is confined 
onltto decisions of a judiciai or quasi-ju~!\Eial nature. 'Perhaps t~,e judges 
kn6w what the restr ietion means~" but I can 'il1~y that I do not. I hope practic-
ing lawyers do. #~, ,,'. 

Other useful changes could perhaps be made in the relevant statutes them
selves. In the Matsqui case, for example, the ,majority ruled that the direc
tives with respect to the ri'ght to a hearing in cases of severe offences, and 
discipline of inmates, although issued pursuant to statutes, and pursuant to 
regulatiohs, did not have the status of law. If that is the case, it may be 
necessary for the legislation to be chal~Jged. " In summary,the Charter of 0 

Rights does give us some hope that somE1, of the most obscure decisions of 
majod.\Ues in the past might be OV;3rcome but;' in my opinion, the composition 
a f th~\ Supreme Court and other actions with specific statutes will be almost 
as important., ' , " (\ , 
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THE ANTICIPATED EffECT Of THE CANADIAN CHARTER 
Of RIGHts AND fREEDOMS ON DISCRETION IN CO~RECTIONS 

Hnward Epstein 
Barrister and Soliettor 
H?lifax, Nova Scotia 

Since the language of our Chatter "of Rights is strikingly similar to 
that of the American Bill of Rights, it is r~asonable to expect 
that, when confronted with issues pertaining to the new Charter;' OUl' 
courts will" look to the American' experience for' parallels. At most, 
American jurisprudence will be suggestive for Canadian coutts but 
for that reason alone it should be studied by all who have an 
interest in the possible effects Jlf the Charter. In general, what 
the American law suggests about discretion in our correctional 
system is" that, ' if the system does riot make rules for .itsel f, the' 
courts will make rules for it. 

As a prefatory comment I would like to state that, although I "served as 
legal advisor to the Department of the SoVcitor General. of Canada" between 
1974 and 1976, I am here not as an apologist "for the Department but as someone 
who ;bas a knowledge of Canadian correctional law and American constitutional 
la~,much aT which' has been gaineQ in"private practice ~nd through teaching 
law. IaJll n9t an Americall lawyer but t.hat is only, I hope, a minor limitation 
since I have taken some time to familiar-l·ze mysel f'with American 
constitutio~~l law
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For the' purposes of this address , let us assume that. the Charte!' of 
Rights -will actually be taken seriously by the judges who will have to deal 
with it in the comlng years, perhaps because of the magic of the word 
entrenchment, perhaps because of its,. constitutional status, or the remedies. 
clauses. Given" that assumption, I suggest that it is sensible to examine what 
the United States' courts have done with their Bill of Rights. It seems to me 
that our courts will be looking to the Amer~can experience for parallels since 
the language of our Charter of Rights and the' American Bill of Rights is 
extremely similar. I will draw on a seleGtion of cases not only from ~he 
United States' Supreme Court but also from various courts around the ·country 
to illustrate what situations are likely to arise in relation to our Charter. 
Since~ecisions of the suprem; Court vary according to its composition,

1 
the 

decisions to which 1 refer are not necessarily the final word on a given 
.;...\ 

problem. 

To begin, I will point out some of the differences between the Charter of 
Rights and the Canadian Bill of Rights. It is lmportant to note that the 
Charter of Rights does not repeal the Canadian .. Bill or' Rights; we will be" 
operating, when we have a Charter, under both. The Bill of Rights i~ a 
statute that went through Parliament, has not beenYe,pealed and is not likely 
to be repealed in the immediate future. The protections in the Bill of Rights 
will survive the coming into existence of the Char.ter,~" Next, I wiU compare 
some sections of the Charter of Rights with relevant sections of the American 
Bill of Rights and then examine some of th8;"c_,be ,law that pertains to' those 

sections. 

"In ,his address, Professor Tarnopolsky idenqfied most oe thf3 distinctions 
between the new Charter of Rights and the C~nadi,~n Bill'lof Rights; 1 will 
simply elaborate on one or two points.- First, 1 wish to emphasize the 
limitations at the beginning? in Section One: the Charter's rights and 

.. freedoms are subject "To such reasonable limits pre13cribed by law as 'can b~ 
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society". 1 regard that as an 
extremely serious limitation. It should be borne in' mind, however, that even 
without a limitations clause a similar state of affairs,," has evolved in 
American jurisorudence. There we find a wide range of rights, some of which 
take prec~denb~ over others. Freedom of religion, for example, has been 

,I 
Ie" 

l' For an e'xceptionally" ~ood analysis ()f toe effect of comp()sHi~n see: 
Levy, leonard, !:.At:;;g!!:a~i!!n~s.!:.tJ.l: .!:t!!h~e...:::.L:.!:a::.:w.!: __ T!.:h.:.:e::.....:N:.:.;1=·x~0:.:n.:-C;:;:.0;:;u:;:.:r:.;;t::.-.=a;.;.nd;;;.·...::;C.::.r;;.im;.;;.;:.in;..;.a;;.l;;._..;;,J,;;;u..;;,s ... t1.;.· (,..;;.'.e.-..· , . 
H~rper; 1974. 
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deemed a preferled right which takes precedence over most other t'ight,$. There 
arecomrnon lsw rights, statutory rights, preferred constitutional rights and 
inalienable constitutional rights. In my opinion, Section One of "our Charter 
invites the courts to take a similar approach to our rights and freedoms., 

To take a concrete example: the First Amendment of the American Consti
tution states that there is a constitutional right in the United States pro
tecting freedom of speech. Ever'yone knows many examples of limitation~', such 
as the textbook case about not yelling "Fire!" in. a crowded . theatre.. The 
First Amendment does not protect pornography in certain cases and there are 
certain limitations, more specificaUyrelevant to our area for discussion on 

., " " ' ' 
what happens inside a pEisoo. Those rights are not hel~ to be abs~lute or so 
paramount as to override all other considerations. The state in th~\ U.S.A. is 

. I 

~egarded . as having ce~tain interests that have to be protected, ag~'fnst which 
l:-nmate rIghts are balanced off. The first section of the Canadian 'Charter of 
Rights places us in essentially the same position that has been arr~.ved at in 
the United States over time. \ 

. A second di fference between the Charter and the. Canadian Bill 'Iy Rights ,/ 
1S that the former lncludes a rIght to be secure agalllst unreasonabll> search ;I 

or seizure, a right which is alsp in the Ametlc.an Bill 'of Rights. T~' is may ! 
. \ ! 

have imp~r~ant 1m.plicat. io?s. For examP.le , , the", Writs of Assistance to which / 
the Sohcltor General has recently referred may subsequently be '.eemed ,// 

cont~,ar.y ,to the constitution of thi~ country by a court of law;" \' / 

Th~ last dist~nction. to be made betwe~n thp ,Charter of Rights and ~the / 
Canadian Bill of, R);'ghts, concerns the remedles ~ections, Sections 24 and ~~. /' 
Section 24 gives our @ourts a remedial power notexplici,tly stated in t~\~ 
American,· Constitution and,,,; which the United States Supreme Co.urt took maJ)\ 
years bef~re developing throug.h jurisprud~nce. Section 24 states,. "Anyone y!hd~\ 
feels .. theu freedoms PI' their guarantees have been infringt;!d or denied /may \; 

a.p.Pl~ t. o. a court~f ,com.p."et~nt j .. ~r iSd,iC. C.l ... on "to. ~.btai.n. S'UCh .. r.emedY as.. the .. , .~ourt ~ 
. conslders appropr1ateand Just 1n ,,the clrcumstancl;!s". You could not look for . 
,'broade~ wording anywhere. What the United ,States courts have done, i~ some 

very limited cases, is to take over the 0ge~eral superintendence of e~tire . ,. . \ 
statepnson systems. That wou19 never occur in Canada unless we haa this" \ 
killd of I'invitation to the courts" to do that~ To. that extent, Sterling. Lyon \ 
was not wrong when h~ said that the Charter of Rights'invites the courts to be \ 

invol ved in social issues. It irwHes the cd'urls to take a very strong· hand' 1 Q 

in social i~sues. 

" 
" Whether the, courts actually do so is another qu~~tion. But they have a \" 

brQad invitation to do so. It took the United States Court a 101)g time " 

,; 

" Ii ;: 

say,' "j'we will go bey~nd being bodies .that ':wifl declare what right's a~e;'~~ '~.\ 
,;.,...;;,;;;,;.,.~,;.:,.",*; .. ;: '"'~>', .' ," ,',¥. ~ • .- ......... . .., ............. w' ... ---.'-"'-~"...;....,~.;;";~~.-; .. ..::.,""'~,.,..-... ~ .... ,-·~;, ..... " ,,~~,.' .•. ,~ ... ~;~ ... ~; •• _..,,>~.,..; .......... .:.. .~~ ;,..~.,._~.:.-\-''":" ."."~~..-:,~......."." .• :.... ... ,, ... ,~,.",.-- "4 "-""~-'_"." ~"""""'~'" '"...,,''', -....,.~" ,."". l' 
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will go further and require remedies such as monthly reports from the' 
Superintendent of Prisons, or a particular warden, on what has happened, or 
psychologit?al testing for guards~ to demonstrate that they are not racially 
biased". Those things have happened in the Unit~d States and, in my view, 
Section 2l~( 1) of the ChJirter of Rights in Canada invites that kind of 
continuing supervisiqn ofltt:i:! prisons, the federal penitenti-ari~s, or the 

parole system in this country. Whether it happens will depend on a multitude 
of factors, but the language is,there. 

Let us look at what actually has" happened, in the United states';' There 
are fou7 significant sections of the American Bill of Rights that have had the 
most effect on the corrections system: the Eighth, the 'First, the Fourteenth 
and the Fourth Amendments. The Eighth Amendment is the prohibition against 

~\ 

cruel and unusual treatment or punishment. The FfrstAmendment is freedom of 
religion, freedom of speech, freedom of assembly. The Fourteenth Amendment is 

\ 

due process and equal protection of the law, and makes it mandatory that these 
things be applied to the State systems as well. The Fourth Amendment is the 
one that states there shall be no unre~sonable ~earch or seizure. These are 
the four most signi ficant sections for" corrections and the related 
jurisprudence will be the most significant for corrections in Canada. 

Let us e~amine the ."cruel and unusual treatment or punishment Section. 
This is a broadly-used, power in the United States. It· has been used for 

t, 

everything from the dfiath penalty to attacks on the disproportionality of 
sentences. Related cases have dealt with the laws pertaining tei habitual 
prisoners; whipping inside prisons, sterilization of inmat~s, status offences 
and, most importantly, conditions of incarceration. Disproportionality of 

" 

sentences is one ey2ample of an area that might come before the cOllrts under 
"the Section guara:hteeing protection a~ainst cruel or unusual treatment or 

punishment. Someone convicted of first degree murdeDc might contend that the 
denial of parol~ eligibility for the first twenty-five years" bf his or her \) " 
septence constiiutes cruel or unusual treatment. In the United states life 
imprisonment h~s been ruled unconstitutional for a juvenile. 

As well, in the United States, a series of status ~as~s have come out 
sinc's 1962. In the case of Robinson versus California~2 it was decided that 
the State law which made it an off!3nce to a be addicted to narcotic.s was 
unconstitutional. It was deemed a violation of the cruel and unusu'al 
treatment or punishment clause to create a aJatus offence, one~ conse'quence, of 

.} ')0;",,' __ ' 

2 Robinson v. California (1962) 370 U.S. 660 
') 
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which is of particular signl ficance to the' , 
held th<;lt addiction to narcotics can be a d ~nson tsystem. It has since been 

. e ence 0 a charge of esca from 
prIson. .The 1968 decision of People versus Mallo 3 states'" pe . 
long for escape. Drugs ful fil thi . d" It. We know addlCts 

"these defendants' escape l'S t . s nee. t goes on to say that "To punish 
o lmpose vengeance upo . k 

hospital into a prison cell d tho ,n SIC ness, to transform a 
'. ,an lS must, therefore of 't b 

and inhumane punishment". Wheth th C . .' neceSSl ye cruel 
sets a reced t. er e ourt lS rlght or not, the decision 

C d 
. P en. If someone lS charged: under Section 132 of tl;-

o e Wl th escape and th t. I'/e Criminal 
. a person lS a narcotics addict, he 

come up w.lth that defence and they wilJ" have case law to back ;~ems~~.may well 

What about conditions of incarceration? Th 
the case 'of MeC 4 '. e one case we have so far is 

1'. ann et ale in British Colombia Penitentiary As I mentioned 
ear ler, entire prison systems h b f . • 
Ul1ited States. The k' d f ave. e.en ound constitutionally lacking in the 

could allow, if used a;nan °eff::::Ve1St~00nl Sbectio~ 24 ~f the Charter of Rights 

been an active, tool in the U.S.A. And ,y a Judge In Canada, has, ",in fact, 
struck down as a defence. Ever t. th la~k of fU~d~ has been speCifically 
Legislature d . Y Ime e pnson admln.Lstrators claim that the 
being done, aes not proVlde a suffic\ent budget to qO anything more than is 
this sort, :~e t c~urt.s reply that, "For a constitutio~all~ protected right of 

a1s .. ur. elevant"._ liowever, in contrast to the Mallo 
conditions do not t f \ ~ case, 
wen accepted' t~US U1

.Y an attempted escape. That ~eems generally to be 
In e n1t~d St~tes' cases.' You have to look and measure in 

your own mind certain th1ngs 1 f you are a . d .' . 
Court has to 10 k "d b 1 . prIson a mln.Lstrator. And the 

, 0 an a ance the same th' . f' 
challenges the prison administrato lngs l' they ,>have . a case that 
hygiene. to b'" rs. The mea$ures to maintain health and 

, cur posseSS10n of narcotics and 
destruction of property and assaults'f t ~eapons; to prevent escape, 
when the Court assesses the 11 0 one sol' or an9ther, must be examined 
particular individual. overa system or the system as it applies to a 

"Transfe .' rs are generally not reviewable under th' t. .' 
must be borne" in mind that I am talkin' . . lS.> sec Ion. However,;it 
unusual treatment or punishment section cg 

e:cluslvelY about the ~ruel and 
use more than one section of thA' : our cases haye been launched which 
process section there e . mencan Bill of Ri.9hts and under the due 

has been some success when It comes to reviewing 

People. v. Malloy (1968) 296 N.y".S. (2d) 259 
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transfers. Solitary confinement has been held not to be unconstitutional per 
se in this context. However, severely oppressive condit.ions may well be a 
violation and cases are legion. 5 In Canada, we have one case, the McCant:l 
case. 

Let us now briefly examine some cases pertaining to 'the First and 
Fourteenth Amendments of the American Bill of Rights - the First Amendment 
being protection of fr~edom of speech, etc. and the Fourteenth Amendmeot being 
the guarantee of due process qnd equal protection. In the case of Pell versus 
Procunier6 in 1974 the Court stated that: "A prison inmate retains those 
First. Amendment rights that are not inconsistent with his status as a prisoner 
or with the legitimate penological objectives of the' correctional system. 
Thus, challenges to prison restrictions that, are inserted to inhibit First 
Amendment interests must be analyzed in terms of le,g~timate policies and .. goals 
within the correction s'ystem to whose custody and care the prisoner has been 
committed in accordance with due process of law ... " The situation in Canada is 
no di fferent. 7 A range of rights exist Which must be balanced against 
legitimate institutional considerations. Unless speci fically t~ken, aw~y or 
modi fied in light of penological" considerations, these rights must be 
respected. 

In earlier years, the Court simply chose not to intervene in certain 
aspects of public mai~agement such as ,. prisons. In such area,s they operated 
according to what· is calle'a the "hands-o ff doctrine". During the 1960s 1 

American courts abandoned the "'hands-off doctrine" and began actively to 
intervene in areas such as prison management. The high water mark in this 
trend se~ms to have been reached some years ago and since then the courts have 

5 For a good analysis of 'American constitutional law as it appliep to prison 
and parole systems see: Kerper & Kerper, Legal Rights 0 ~ the C~nv ~cted , 
1974' West· I.J. Sensenich, Com endium of the Law on p,.nsoners R1 hts 
Fede:al Judicial Centre, U •. ,S. Government Printing Office, 19 9; J.W. 
Palmer, C~nstitutional Rights of Prisoners, Anderson Co., 1973, plu~ 1974 

6 

7 

. Supplement. . 

() 

Pell v: Piocunier (1974) 417 U.S. 8~7 

See for example R v. InstitutiQnal Head of Beaver Creek 
Ex p MacCaud1969, O.R. 373; 5 C.R.N.S. 317; 2 D.l.R. 
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been less willing to intervene in prison 'management.. This, no doubt, is a 
reflection of changes in the' composition of the cOl)rts, particularly in that 
of the United States Sopreme Court.' The Canadian courts have not intervened 
in correctional management to the extent" that the American courts have but, 
nonetheless, it is fair to s'ay that the "hands-off doctrine" is now dead. The 
courts have established that due process applies to ~ ,. cer'tain range of 
decisions. 

Th(~ question we are left with is what is due. process in the Corrections 
context. That questlon is being addressed by the American and Canadian courts 
and will continue to be addressed under the new Charter of Rights • A second 
issu~ that is being addressed both InCanada and the Unit~d States is that of 
the least" restrictive means of interfering with constitutional rights. The 
courts will, in my opinion, increasingly demand that .justifications be given 
by correctional administrators for interfering with or limiting 'an inmate's 

" . " 0 

constitutional rights, particularly those which are deemed preferred rights. 

Let us consider some speci fic questions that have arisen in relation to 
these issues. The .Fight to be able to communicate freely versus the need to 
inspect incom!ng mail in prisons for security reasolls is one issue that has 
come before the COllI.'tS. Pr~,son administrators have a recognized power to 
inspect mail for good cause but $ome courts have said that such inspections 
must be justified. Correspondence between the lawyer and client has been 
given additional protection "in the United St,ates and I would! suggest that the 

" Solosky caseS, in which the .. Canadian Supreme Court h:ld th?t the 
lawyer-client.. privilege was not applicable" to "the general flow of 
correspondence in and out of,· prisons; might have been decided di fferently 
under the new Charter. In other decisions in the United Statel;l, imposing a 
limit o~ an inmate's "correspondence has been disapproved of and the duty to· 
give notice if mail is censored has been declared. ' 

At one p,pint there was a series of cases that related to the qLlestion of 
receiving.pliblished materials. Certain prisons had established rules that 
prohibited inmates from receiving published material from any source other 
than the publisher • Such. rules have been struck down as unreasonable. .The 
racial. orientation and sexual explicitness of published material ~n prison 
libraries have·also.been the s~bject of litigation in the United States. It 
has "been established that> reasons must be given for banning material on the 

" 8 Soloskr (1979) 16 C.R. Pd) 294' {S .• C.C.}.", ...... -.. , 
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ground? of its racial orientation or se'xual explicitness. Once again,fl,t 
issue is the balance between protecting individual rights and freedams and 

maintaining prisan "security. 

Visitors and the press canstitute anather area that has raised questians 
for the caurts. In the United States, the law has been fairly clear about the 
duty .of prisan administratars ta allaw reasonable visitation. But tile cautts 
have alsa said that the press has no lesser .or greater privilege to vis,H than 
the general public and "contact" visits are not a generally pratected right. 
Mareaver, in the United States, conversations; can usually be monito,red. In 
Canad~ we have Section 178 of the Criminal Cade ,which pertains to invasion .of 
privacy in general and the interception .of commun~cationin particular. I 
will nat offer an opinian pn whether that sectian me(3ns. that the legal 
requirements far monitoring canversations are satisfied if prison officials 
~implY" post a natice in a visitatian room ta the effect. that all conversations 
in the raam· are subject to manitqring but I am .of the apinian that all 

" conversatians between inmates and their visitors are nat legally monitored at 

present. 

I would like ta cite an American case that is indicative .of 
.~) 

in which our courts cauld move under. the' Charter .. of Rights. 
Alabama case, James versus Wallace9 , the Caurt:. ruled that: 

the directian" 
In the 1976 

Each institutian shall pravide a comfartable, sheltered area far 
visitation. The visitj,ng ':, area 'must "nat, eXG,ept fat security 
purposes that have been dacumented·, physically separate visitors 
fram inmates. Visitatian palicies must officially permit an inmat~ 
ta receiv~ Visitors on .at least a weekly basis, and the rules 
gaverning visitatian mu~t allaw ,,'reasonable times and space far each 
v isi t. 'Visitors shal.'l not be subject to E!;ny unreasol1~blesearches. 
Inmates undergaing initial classi ficationshall . nat be denied 

visitation privileges. 

It is unlikely" that a Canadian court wquld. make such a broad statem~nt 
except llnder the Charter .of Rights ~ ,But, shou,ld the Charter come into effect, 
there are American precedents far broad, statements on i~sues, such as inmate 
visiting privileges, ta which our courts co'uld refer. 

f/ 

Jam~s v. Wallace 406 r. Supp. ~18 
,\ 
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During the 1960s in the United States, a series of cases pertaining to 
incarceration and religious freedam was sparked off by activist Black Muslims, 
a "large number of whom were imprisoned at that time. Several principles 
emerged fram those cases, one of which is that minority religions do not 
necessarily have to have facilities identical ta thase provided for· majority 

o religians but same facilities must be provided. In one American case, it was 
decided that 'segregated prisoners do not have a right to' attend Mass but, in 
that instance, a Catholic priest was available for sacraments. I would 
suggest that such a case would be signi ficant p not only in Quebec but 
throughout the country, since fifty percent .of the population is Catholic. A 
number of other cases pertaining to religion have determined that an Orthodox 
diet must be available for Jewish inmates. 

With re,speet to' sear,ch and sei zure ,there is an interesting line of 
American cases in which the legalcof1cept "burden of proof" has been used. 
The ., cases have determined that prisan officials must' be able le.gally ta 
establish the reasonableness of ,searches. What the courts have looked at, 
particularly with respect. to body cavity searGhes, are the circumstances 
$urraundi'ng the searqh~ For example, the caurts have questioned whether .. the 
search was made priar to a transfer or ac'ourtlappearancej whether there was 
reliable information ,beforehand, to suggest the need far such a search; whether 
trained paramedics cdhducted the search under sanitary conditions and whether 
the inmate was protected from or subjected ta humiliatian;during the process. 

,. 

In conclusian three points shouidbe .stressed. The first is that while' 
American~~gal precedents are 0 not' bind,}I)g on our courts, they may influence. 
the direc~liq!1 .,i,n which our' law evalves under the Charter .of Rights. At most, 
American jurisprudence will' be s~ggestive for Canadian caurts but for that 
ressonalone it is worthwhile. ~p become familiarw:i"th th~ details of American 
law. The sectind point is thl;l.t law is evolutionary; Ametlcan law has and will 
fluctuate. In most instances, including many of ,the examples I have cited, 
cases can be foun~ to support both of the opposing sides. The third point 
relates to ,. the question: what does the American law suggest about dlscretion 
in the prison and parole system? What it suggests to'me is that if the. system 
daes not make rules for Usel f, ,the courts are going to make the rules for 
it. One threact that does run thro~gh some of the cases is that the courts 
have been incline!,:! to ta~e m()r,~C-.':\,ah,ands-off approach when they are dealing 
with a system that '; h'9S taken," a r~l:;~onsible attitude and has set up foritsel f 
limitatlons on the absolute,' unfettered discretian of the individuals who are 

in authar ity ." . <! 

I 
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This paper* investigates both the theory and prac,ti<?e' of punishmerit 
and advances three mainproposltions: first, that legal punishment 
consists of two distinct activities: sentencing . (the adjudicative 
function) and imprisonment (the administrative function); second, 
that over time, these two functions have become, almost completely 
separated; and third, that the degre~ of separation which now exists 
in Canada leads. to ~~nfairness, inefficiency C!,nd la~k of public 
account abili ty • 1hese three propositions, buttressed by certain 

"moral and practical considerations, suggest two" main conc!usions:, 
one that courts should ,impose speci fie ~unishments' rather than' 
mer~lyterms of, incCirceration; ~"and t~o, that the. carrying out of 
those punishments sh~uld be subject to judicial supervision. 

~ . 
B; th~rule of ,law we mean" in the first place, that 
no man is punishable or. ca~ be lawfully made to 
suffer in body or·· goods except for a diStinct breach 
of "'iaw established in the ordinary legal manner .'. 
before the ordinary courts of the land. In this 
sense, the rule of law, is" contrasted with 'every 

" system of go~ernment' based on tbe exercise by 
1· n authority of wide., arbitrary, or persons 

d'iscretionary po~e:rs of' constraint. 1 

Ii A. V. Dice'y 

,. 
@ 

Cp,.18/a.)~' :0"" 
rJ . , 

\").. .' . 
p 1.\ 

Dicey, A. V 0, The Law of the Constitut:)ion, 

o 

* This . pap~r is an abridged versiop of an unpublished text 
Punishment ~nd the Rule of" Law by" "Bradley Willis. ' 
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Punishment Defined 

To provide a general definition of. punishment, it might be said that We 
punish an individual if and only if two specific conditions are fulfilled. The 
first condition is that some act or acts be. performed that restrict the 
choices open to an individual. The second is that it be announced, those acts 
are being performed solely because of some act or actions done ,in the past by 
the individual in question. Of course, a civil matter in one era may be a 
criminal matter in another, as' the survival of punitive damages in tort 
actions testifies. Even what we nm-l call . .crimes of violence were once 
compensable under Anglo-Saxon law SlCcord!ng to a standard tariff called the 
wergild.Thjs need not detain us~The essential point is the stipulation 
that punishment is inflicted on1'y " ":for pal?t conduct and not for present 
intransigence. 

Our propo'sed definition leaves open the question of who is doing the 
puw1.shing~. The punisher could be ~ vigilante. He could ,be a parent 
dil'!S'tp:1C±::ting a child. He could be a Correctional Officer or, Living Unit 
Of'f{cer ensuring an offender's continued incarceration ,in strict accordance 
with a sentence imposed by a judge iri the name of the legal system, or 
alter~atively, inflicting rough justice upon an offender under the customary 
"Law of the Slammer". It is" critical to make th~se ~distinctions to determine 

. I 
in any real-life casewbethe'r a' certain punishm/emt ought to be inflicted upon 

c' a certain person~ 

() 
" ,> We can now expand our definition to a he" of legal punishment by 

incorporating three additional conditions.' The first is that S?me person 
(the judge) has ant!';}cedently armounc;,~d that the actions' for which an 
individual is to be punished constituted an infringement of the "rules of the 
.legal C system which has jurisdiction over him or her (nullum crimen, sine 
lege). The second is that the judge is an "of fie ialof that legal system and 
has speciflc'author ity under. that system to make such an announcement. The 
third is'th~t;\t the legal system contains other rules such that the punishment 

,~ 1.') . . 1', " 

inf1i'ct~ci on an individual is within a given ,. range associated with the 
impugned acts and ~he sentence announced by the judg!1c ... (OllJla poena, sine 
lege).o ", 

,,' l 

In the 1;atif century, in En91an?, punishment w8;/inflicted directly on the 
body. of thf;l offender. ,It was 'not then mlslea~il)lli5' to think o~ plmishment as'" 
imposE:)dand ,~dministered by a singleaut~brity.., B!Jt the leading 
characteri$tic'" of the prison sYstem since its .. emergence in the late 18th 
century · .. ~l:ls.j\~.eD".and,remains':.the . almo~t/complete' >separafibn . 'of . the 
"adjudj.S~t:ive fQn~tion (performed by a jt,ldge) fraT the. adm:i:nis~rative f~.lnction 
,,(performed by p:tJiso~, staff e;..!ld police officers). Thus, it .'is misleading 0 to 
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speak of an off~nder being punlshed for his offence. An offender is sentenced 
for his offenc~; the punishment he suffers depends op the di ffuge 

. considerations, of classification officers, parole boards, prison guards and 
even fellow prisoners. C, 

Given this separation 'Of) functions, it is perhaps not surprising that, in 
Canada, few provincial court "judges have any but the most cursory familiarity 
with the institutions to ~hich they daily sen~ence people. As His Honour 
Robert Reilly, an Ontario Prov~ncial Court judge, repor\~dly said in 1980: 

\', c; 

" ••• most judges, lawyers and police officers· know 
little or nothing about ~the prisons where they send 
conv icts." 2 

This is the case not because these people are negligent in the performance of 
t~\eir duties but because what they do is largely irrelevant to what happens in 

~. pr:rson. 3 

Ih summary, legal punishment typically consists of two parts, judic~al 

sentencing and imprisonment. The first stage of sentencing is carried out by 
a judge~ It consists of a public annoLJncement that some person is the author 
of the offending act and that a particular punishment will be imposed. That 
'penalty will be a monetary fine, a period of' probation, imprisonmeht or some 
combination of the three. Since the ultimate sanction for non-payment of 
fines or failure to comply with probation orders is imprisonment, it makes 
sense to think of them ap contingent forms of imprisonment. 

2 Kingston Whig-Standard, Nov. 30th, 1979: "Judges Should See Prison Life 
Firsthand". 

3 °cf. Morris, N., The future of Imprisgnment:, "Thepr'tson should, were tHe 
world not full of paradox, be the very paradigm of the rule of law. Until 
recent :yeaFs it was instead a, hidden land of uncontrolled discretion , the' 
p1:'eserve of individual power immune from legal. process." (p. 106) 

, ., 
It is perhaps worth noting that the separation of the adjudicative' and 
administrative functions in l~gal punishment provides an interesting D 

parallel, to the se!lara~ion of ownership and con~pol in .1ar~e corpo~l;lt£o~s 
and the bureaucratnatlOn of governments generally. ThlS parallel IS both 
conceptual and chronological (i.e. it dates from the mid 18th century) ~ \,\ 

o 

"" 

, , 
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The Com'ponents of Punishment c, 

Imprisonment consists of a. systematic restriction of a prisoner' s 
. choices, inc'luding some o~ all of the following: 4 

(a) rationing of food, clothing and consumer goods and amenities in general; 

(b)" sexual deprivation (especially of heterosexual prisoners); 

(c) assaults by guards and inmates; 

'b 

Cd) solita~y confinement or segregation; 

(e) restriction of movement with respect to both space and time; 
-:-' 

(f) uncertainty as to' which choices may" be further restricted and when'; 

(g) mand,atorybr coerced subjection to medical treatment or participation in 
"treatment programs"; and 

(h)" post;..judicial sentencing (see below). 

There are three types of post-judicial sentencing. In Canada and,most 
other civllized countries the" first is classification. The initial 
determination of the conditions of imprisonment is", as a rule, entirely withiOn 
the discretion of "the prison authorities.' Sexual offenders OJ;' police 

'irlformants, for example, are flormally placed in segregation to prevent other 
prisoners from physica~ly>} harming thelll. Similarly, prisoner~ Viewed as 
potentially dangerous may be segregated, isolated or physically bound. Again, 
these matters are within the sble discretion of prison adthoriti~s. 

The second type of·, post~j'udicial ,sentencing"? is, prison discipline. Most 
Canadian prisons have established a disciplir:Hiry tribunal (Warden' s Court), 
the composition of which .ts set Dutin regulations or man;:igemeht directives. 

'UntU 'rece"l1t1y, all "such tribunals con$i~ted entirely "of prison staff. As a 

-:; 

.' 

l.J. 

The list is int'ehded to be illu~trative rather than ext~austive. 
,", \ 
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result of the 1977 report" of the Parliamentgry Sub-Committee on the 

Penitentiary System (The,' MacGuigan Report) ,5 some Canadian fecieral 

penitentiaries ,had, by 1980, instituted, disciplinary committees chaired by 

independent persons, but there is strong resistance within the prison B.rste.m 

to this proposal.6 

The third kind of post-judicial sentencing is community release. Parole 

and community release authorities have a very wide discretion wi~hin the 
ostensible sentencing period as announced by a court. This was confirmed in 
Mitchell v. The Quee.n (1975) 61 D.L.R. (3d) 77 (S.C.C.), in which the Supreme 
Court of Canada held (5:3, Laskin C.J.C., Spence and Dickson dissenting) that 
the National Parole Board was not required to tell an accused why his parole 
was revoked, notwithstanding the provisions of the Canadian Bill of Rights. 

Martland J. summarized the majority's approach at p. 89: 

The appellant had no right to parole. He was 
granted parole as a matter of discretion by the 
Parole Board. He had no right to remain on, parole. 
His parole was subject to revocation at the absolute 
discretion of the Board. 

In Canada eligibility for temporary release may, in some jurisdictions, 
begin after the expiry of one-sixth of the nominal sentence but normally 
occurs after one-third of the judicial sentence has b'e.en served. For 

5 Votes and Proceedings of the Canadian House of Commons, Tuesday, June 7th, 

1977. 

6 In a letter to the Kingston 'Whig-Standard published November 30th, 1979, 
D.R. Yeomans, the Federal Commissioner of Corrections, claimed that "we 
have achieved implementation OF. vir-tual implementation t)f51df th,?, 65 

recommendations". 

However, Mr. Yeoman"s progress report to the Solicitor: GeneT?1 of Cana~a 
submitted on October 26th, 1979, dO,es not bear out thls clalm., Even 1f 

, every statement in that report is accept,edat face value, an approximate 
tally would seem to be: Q 

Implemented 
Not implemented 
Partly imp1emeneed 
Impossible Cto tell from report 

, T.otal." ... ~ ••.• ". If ........ ~ ............ . 

, 17 
28 

9 
11 
'65 -

-t 

, . 

prisoner$ serNing federal time there is a hearing before. the Parole Board at 
which counsel were not until recently permitted t~ be present. 

It makes sense to think of such a, h~aring as a sentencing hearing. To 
call the activities of parole boar'ds "clemency" rather than "punishment" is to 
make '"a' distinction which, while import13nt for some purposes is not 
significant here •. It is true that, parole reduces the severity of p~niShment. 
B~t it still involves actual and potential restrictions on an offender 's 
otherwise lawful choices. 

The Effects of Punishment 

As we have seen, punishment consists of an annOlJncement followed by the 
perForm'ange of certain acts restricting an offender's choices. The effects of 
thes~ two aspects of punishment are inteFrelated(1~' But for simplicity's sake, 
we wl11 look at them separately and only in so far as they affect the offender 
himself. 

i) 
"". 
Announcement Effect' 

The, announcement consists of proclaiming that an individual is the 
perpetrator of a ce.rtain act or acts. The effect of .this announcement upon 
tile individual will depend Upon a number of factors. If nobody hears th~ 
announcement, if those who "hear do not a-are or if the prisoner does not care 

wl~at .p~ople, includ~ngus, may, say' oI"doand does no~ otherwise foresee any 
Slgn1 flcant change1n the choices open to him as a result of what we have 
said, then there will be zero announcement effect upon him although, it is 
worth noting; there may be effects on others ~ho learn qf the announcement.· 

H) Restriction 'Effect . 
" 

The second aspect of punishment is the restriction effect.. Adult 
,malefactors a:r;e sent to "correctioncl institutes". In these places 
r'sstrictions have indirect effects "oF the. same' ki.nd as announcement effects: 
,There are also di~sct effects~. Their magnitude will depend upon which cl10ices 
are prevented or to what extent, choic,esrare impeded by the restrictions 
imposed (pf. 2.1(2) - (h»; how strongly 'those choices. are preferred by the 
~risone: to the choices avai1able under. restrictions; and the degre~' of 
uncerl:alntyas to further restriction~. 

'Q 

" 
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The Practice of Puni~hment and the Rule of Law 

It is my contention that punishment should. not only be announced but also 
supervised by a judicial body. Moreover, the specific content of punishments, 
and not merely where and when they will take place, ,should be announced by 
judges. The cOr:-Jsequences that flow from the separation of judicial sentencing 
from post-jl!dici~l sentencing provid,e the necessary' evj.dence to support the 
argument for judiciai supervision of sentencing. While a full description of 
all the consequences that result from the exist'ing'separ~~ion of sentencing 
functions is beyond the scope of this paper, I wiJl highlight some of the 
worst effects to demonstrate why a change is needed. 

As many writers have pointed out, denunciation is an important part of 
punishment. The announcement\ that an individual has been convicted of a 

. l,- /7 ~~~"'. {J 

criminal offence (or even that/he ha~ been charged with the commission of one) 
~ f, , 

is a powerful source of humiliation. '\Because the sentencing function does not 
include supervision of publicity, the degree to which individuals suffer 
public obloquy is largely dependent upon the whim of thE\! media. Admittedly, 
this will always be the case to some extent because of th~ danger of 
interfering with freedom of expression. However, permitting the courts to 
specify certain kinds of publicity would go far towards illfl~~ncihg the 
announcement effe.ct and equalizing it, as between different offenders, to the 
extent possible. Currently in Canada, the only significant judicial powers 
with respect to publicity are the negative powers gran'tedin Section 467 of 
the Criminal Code to ban publicity until cqmmittal on a preliminary hearing, 
the protection .of anonymity afforded to juveniles, and some discretion 
(disputed in the case law) to require or permit in camera hearings. 

A second problem is that there is no dhe..:to-one correspondence bS1tween 
announcement and punishment. As things stand, the judges have no way of 
knowing .what punishments will be imposed on an accused during the course of 
his imprisonment." Moreover ,except in very rare cases, judges never know 
precisely what happens to people they, sentence for the commission of 
offences. ~ How" has he behaved in prison? Has he re-o ffended? What efforts 
has he made to rehabilitate himself? And so forth. :: For these reasons, among 

'I others, a judge facing the disagr:,eeable "and oner.ous task of sentencing an 
accused has been compared to a g?l fer hitting a" gol f ball into a fog. 

!~ 

Attached to the Canadian prison system is a bureaucracy which engages in 
post-judicial sentencing. This bureaucr.acy is, as we' have sej;!n,- not bound to 
act j~dicially • Its powers are "enprmous: in Alberl~ a sentence. of two years 
less a day may be shortened to filS little as fO!Jr months if, the "temporary 
absence program" administrator fee,lsthe case is appropriate. Order is 

\ 
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maintained in prisons chiefly by the device of statutory remission. By "good 
behaviour"(as defined by the prison authorities) a prisoner "earns" remission 
of one-third of his sentence. Given this fact and the fact that the 
classiJication privileges and transfer (cf. Re Bruce et al and Yeomans et al 
(1980) 102 D.L.R:' 3rd p. 267 (Fed. Ct.») of prisoners are entirely within the 
discretion of the prison authorities, the sentence pronolinced in court has 
limited relevance to the conditions of imprisonment for any given individual. 

cJ 

A third consequence of the disjunction between judicial and post-judicial 
sentencing is that tHe "general deterrence" effect of a given sentence is 
hig9l y arbitrary., (, In the bygo!1e era in which our laws were drafted, 
proceedings in the courts were well known to the ~ntire comy"llunity. There was 
no television ot radio. The courts were one of the community's major sources 
of amusemen,t and edi fication~ and court proceeding's were a public .. ritual 
involving everyone. In those days it made \\sense to speak of the deterrent 
effect of punishment on othere:, tempted to commit like offences. In matters of 
ex~reme ~ravity it still makes sense to speak of such "general det~rrence", 
e~,en though measurement is probh'lmatical. 

However, for most ,)criminal matters, the Court has no way of exerclslng 
any control over the general deterrence effected by a given sentence because 
it can c~ntrdl neither the announcement effect nor the punishments which will 
actually"'be inflicted. Because of this lack of control, the public has ~o 
idea what any sentence really means to a convicted person. . This renders 
"generaldetertence" even more" problematical' since members of the public are 
the ones who, are sUPPol?ed to be d~terred. 

A fl!,rther problem is that 'identical sentences of incarceration affect 
different prisoners oifferenUYo'The practice of sentencing people to 
institutions rather than specifying punishments leads to a number of 
incpngruous results. To take one of the most obvious examples, there is no a 

-priori reason 'i"lhy all h~terosexual people who are incarcerated should b; 
deprived of sexual activity' whereas bis~xuals and homosexuals are riot (or "Qot 
to anything -like the same extent). It would seero se'ns'ible and fair that 
deCisionsin~this regarp shOUld be made on ~n individual basis and should be 
made' for explicit reasons. Simil~r disorepancies occur with respect to the 
availabilit yof training, therapy and recreatiomU faciH ties, the application 

c· of" the "inmate code" and generally tHe incidence of all' the various pains and 
discomfitures associated with prison Ii fe. 

The ',' cLirrent· state ,.ofaffairs a1,so means that judges do not have adequate 
informEition (l)efore them in passing" sentence. In ,sentencing 'an offender who 
has a previous record, neither the offender'~ nor the judge in a Canadian court 
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normally has access to anything like an adequate report of the facts 
. ,.,' offences, the nature and effect (if any) of previous surrounding prevl.ous 

punishment or the offender 1 s conduct in the inte.rvening per~od. At be~Jt '. this 
resul ts in a duplication 0 f effort., Usuall y , l.t results l.~ a false '" hlghl y 
inaccurate or incomplete set of facts on the basis of WhlCh se.ntences a~e 

imposed. It is a lamentable but readily ascertainable fact that Judges today 
affal.· rs. It l.' sunIl' kely that they would continue to tolerate this state of . 

. h l·t l'f their ihvolvement continued past the sentencing put up wit . 
announcement. 

Who Should Do The Judicial Supervision? 

If punishment should" be judicially supervised, shO~ld. that judic~al 
.. b performed by the ordinary courts or by speclalJ.zedsentenclng supervlslon e " . II if, • ? 

bodies composed of the sort af people who now testlfy a~ expert \,/ltnesses. 
For both practical and moral reasons, I adopt the concluslon reached by U.S. 
Federal Judge Marv in Frankel in his book '_I Law Without Ord~r: 

While any change in sentencing practices is lik~ly 
to be an improvement, ,I doubt that wholly removlng 
the respoQsibilityand the power from. the 
jurisdiction of the le9al profe~,sion would be e1ther 
feasible or desirable. 

I shall fir~t set out some pr~ctical To support ,this conclusion,_ 
ts They are I think less controversial than the hybrid m0t:,J~l argumen. " . " . t . th 

argument I shall subsequently advance. Judge Frank~l. h1msel f 71 es e 
following arguments in defence ,of the above-cited proposl.bon: t~e 1m~ortance 

of tradition in effecting compliance; the fact that sentenc1ng, 1Rcludes 
specifi~ally legal problems; the, demon~trated lack of expertise of the 
"help~ng professions", at least to date. 

Another much underrated consideration is the informationiipiseconomy 
, . ," . f f t d 'tencers If (as Professor involved in having separate tners 0 ac an ~en , . • i~ '. . a 

Sheldon Glued~'first suggested in Crime and Justlce backln 1936) \ .. he:e were 
sentencing panel consisting of a juage, a psychiatrist or ,apsycho;fogJ,stand a 
sociologist or educator, that panel would have t~~ ,hear all. ev iden7e led ~t the 
trial if. it we're not to be entirely deprived of 1nformatlOn.AlternatlvelY,\ 
written findings of fact and reasons ,for them would have to be prepared befo~e ' 

,. t ' to ensure fa1' rness " The result would be intolerable delay l.n every sen encl.ng ,~ '. 'I 

almost every case of any complexity. There is, alm~st ~veryone,wo~ld agree ~ C\ 

enough delay ~s things stand. "Fresh Justice", as F_ranc1s~ ~acon p01nted out, 
"is the sweetes,t". ~\ (,~ 

7 frankel, 'Marvih, L,aw With~lut Order, p~ 55. " 
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To antic,ipate an obvious objection, there se,ems little likelihood that 
the net cost of judicial sup,ervision would be significant. Indeed, there'J 
might well result a net saving. In the first., place, judicial supervision of 
punishment would replace parole boards,~. wh.i,:ch would reduce to a considerable 
extent the additional man-hours required~ In the second place, as discussed 
above, significant economies of information would be realized because of the 
judiciary' 5, closer involvement. In the third place" the cost of imprisonment 
,is now so high (a conservative estimate: $25,000.00 per year per man in 
Canada)8 that even a marginal improvement in the effectiveness of punishment 

8 Many di fferent figures have been cited for the cost of impri!')onment. For 
example, Daniel Baum in Discount Justice gives an estimate of $14,000.00 
to $17,000.00 per year (page 36, 65 and 71). But such a cost would amount 
to. a sUbstantiai discount! As Baum CJdmits at. page 65; the figure 0 f 
$17 ,000.00 takes into account only "direct costs". It does not include', 
appareRtly', any attribution for overhead (staff, administration and 
physical plant). The figures in. the ~10yer Report, recent! y released by 
the Govern~ent of Alberta, probably ,exhibit the same shortcomings, 

<,although it is impossible to tell bec,a'l,Ise the basis for their calculation 
:,is not set out. 

Again, the MacGuigan Sub-Committee (at p. 937 of the Votes and Proceedings 
J' of" the House, of Commons, June 7, 1977) claims that, "the cost of 

maintaining an inmate in prison j.s estimated at $17,515.00 a year for each 
male, maximum security prisoner". 

The excessive number of sigoi ficant figures in that estimate should make 
, It.'~ us suspicious at th~ outset. 

But a simple 9ross-check shows the degree to, which the estimate is 
understated. Atl p. 986, the Committee's report points out that as at 
April 12, 1977, the staff-inmate ratio ir, Canadian Federal Prisons was 1 
staff member to 0 .~994 inmates. (this includes only Canadian Penitentiary 
Setvice staff and does not appear to include staff hired by the Solicitor 
General's Department, some of whose functions are per formed in connection 
with the, CPS, monie~ paid to the RCMr, some attribution for the cg.st 0 f 
Parole services and other ancillary services, etc.) , " 

.,," . ~ 
Even under the restrictive a~SUiTIPtion set out above, i!~[e, assume that the 
liweraga salary of a penitentiary ,.service. employee is $1i ,000.00 per year, 
the~ apart ,fro~ any overhea.d. :ost properly a. ~t.r ibutable ~\ 0 PhYSical. plant, 
and eVEm assum~ng subs tan hal over lap, the cost per pr ~soner ,must~ be at 
least $25,000.00 A more likely figure is, I suggest, in ,,,~~,, $35";lmO.00 to 
$40,000.00 range. ~ 

e' 

Noteas well that eVen the uncorrected figures c'ited are in 1977 doUars 
and thus., would' require at least a 35'~~ 'upward revision to allow for 
inflation oetween1977 ,andl19aO. 
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(i.e. a marginal reduction in recidivism) would have a substantial cost, 
saving. This cost saving would justify devoting more resources to the 
punishment process. For example, a yearly saving of 3': man-years in prison 

would justify, on a break-even basis, the creation of a $75,OOO.OO-a-year 
position. Thi~ does not count the saving associated with crimes not 
committed. Nor does it count the immensely important benefits not measurable 
in money - including justice itself. 

. Judipial Supervison of Punishment and The Right to Punish 

Practical considerations are important but fairneis and justice are more 
important. For that reason, many well-meaning people would like to see 
punishment announced and supervised not by the ordinary courts, but tat her by 
some sort of panel of experts. Criminals, they a~gue, need to have their 
unacceptable behaviour modified. It follows thal the people who decide what 

'. 
is to be done with them should ideally be experts in human behav iour and not 
elderly gentlemen learned in the law. In my opinion, this argument overlooks 
the nature of the decision to impose legal punis~ment. I contend that the 
very assumption that we have a right to punish someone implies ,that the 
deCision as to precisely what punishment to impose is one which should involve' 
both the weighing of evidence (including, of course, expert evidence) and the 
application of evidentiary presumptions. The need for both of these 
procedures requires legal expertise as a necessary (although not always 
sufficient) condition to the making of any sensible decision about punishment. 

The Ri9ht to Punish and Evidentiary Reguirements 

Assuming that we have a right to punish an offender, what sort of a right 
is it? Only a summary of a somewhat complex answer can be offered in the 

space! available. 9 If there are, a:=:; we assu,me, moral rights to punish, th~y 
are derivative ones founded in rights of self-defence. They h~ve no 
independent existence. Whe:r;-.e a victim's physical healtb is not endangered, 

" there may be good reasons to punish an offender. 'But the existence of good 
reasons from the point of view of economic sel f-interest of individuals or 
groups does not i~ply the ~xistenpe of co~relafive moral rights. 

-----/1 
;) 

As Baum points 
as the expense 
a, large npmber 

,) 

out, ther'e are a large number of other indirect costs, 'such 
of maintaining a prisoner's family on weI fare and of cour$e 
of "un~l!Janti Hable costs. ' 

9 A full treatment of this. question is given in the author's original paper, 
Punishment and the Rule of Law. " 
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The foregoing suggests the following , 
eVldent!ary kresu~ptions: 

(1) 

(2) 
',\ 

Where an offence against the person is 
should be on the defence to show that 
b " any e lnflicted. ' , 

Ii 

committed, the burden of proof 
particular punishment should not 

However, in the case of an offence a ainst 
Sho~ld b, e on the prosecuti0ri to show tghat an property, the burden of proo f 
be lnfllcted. ' y particular punishment should 

These conclusions 
are, of course, significant 

me~ns startling~ They also imply that the need for 
. shlls does not end with an offender's 

conviction. 

in themselves, if by no 
characteristically legal 

Evid~ntiary Reguirements ~nd the Need 
for L~gal Skills 

There are two m ' 
F,l' rst.. ex t d' aln reasons that legal skills are vital to t 

per s lsagr B sen encing. 
, " ee. ecause they do their evidence 

welghed. The changes suggested above has to be heard and 
ad' b ' far from relegating experts to some ca emlC ,ackground, would greatly increase 
their testimony Both D f C the relevance and frequency of 

• e enee ounsel and the Cro ' 
th~ burden of proof of the suit b'l't ,wn, ln order to discharge 

Id b ' all y of any parbcular plan of 'h wou e reqUlred to present 'd ( , punlS ment, 
t eVl ence normally expert t t' 

o establish or at tack ai' ,es lmony or reports) 
f p an s alleged announcement and 

e fects. Another group of specialists _ rison " restrictions 
officers, etc. - would also hav f P ~dmlmstrators, guards, parole 

" e a ar more promlne t bl' 
a given plan of 'punishment proved im 't ~ 1 n pu lC role to plflY. If 
oblig&d to apply to the Court to be ~:~~ lca or:un,~orkable~ they would be 
out. Thus, there is no one kind f ' eved from the task of carrying it 

, 0 expert whose tesU' , 1 
as to the workability of some 'h t mony wou d be decisive 
th ' pums ,men plan. Rather it ' , 

e performance of the characterist' 11 I' , ' lS a qu~sbon of 
, lca y egal task of we' h' th of disparate sOrts of evid', 19 lng e relevanc~ 

ence, eVldence which ' 
philosopher John Wisdom has w~ll ex re' ,lS connected, as the 
but like the legs of a', h' 10'P ssed lt, not hke the links of a chain 

" ,c alr. Second: expert 'd 
in the light' of " eVl ence has to be weighed 

evidentiar:y presumptions. A d th 
,n e initial decision to a~ply a 

10 
Wisdom,J. "Gods" . U fi 
at 397." ' ln r\au man, ed., Religion From Tit t 

.. " .••• the process 0 f argument itO s, oy 0 Camus, p. 391 
reasomng. It is ,a presentin and re J3

a 
n~ "a ..s!!~ of demonstrative 

case which severally ,co:-operate in ,tres"nhng of those f~atures of tt)e 
matter of the cumulative effect favour, of theooncluslon ••• it is a 

" ' 0 several lndependent premises". 

1 
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given evidentiary presLJmption itsel f presupposes, among other things, 'the 
legal' characterization of tre offence. 

., For both the above4easons, legal" expertise is a prerequisite ,to the 
making of most deCisions about plans for punishing ponvicted persons. This is 
not to say, however, that additional "professional expertise, in sentencing 
matters would not be desirable. But if there is .,~ body of expert knowledge 
uniquely applicable to the punishment process, and which all judges should 
possess, we do not yet, have the faintest idea of what it might be. Nor are ~e " 
likely to develop any re1iBble body' of knowledge as long as" we continue our 
present practices; hamely, sentencing offenders to institutions ~n which they 
will not necessarily be kept, for per iods of time which they mayor may not 
serve, to suffer punishments which we' cannot specify in advance, verify while 
being inflicted or ascertain in retrospect. 

(. 

Le~al Mechanisms for Judicial Supervision 

In the event of maladministration of punishment, the remedy would be in 
the nature of mandamus ·(Le. a direction requiring an ','official to do his 
dut y) • Questions there fore arise. .Who should have the right t~ invoke " such a 
remegy? What~ screening' devices (if any) should be put ~,n" place to prev,!3nt 
frivolous applications? How can the process be made reasonably speedy? How 
can it be designed ,not to interfere with the need for quiok action, by the 
auttlOritie::;? (On the latter point: sentences could be sh!lrtened or monetary 
compensation could be mad~' if it were found t~.at punishment had not been" 
administered.'. as directed by the Court). . I, 

These are matters about ,.which much could be o~said. Jhe point I want to 
make here is simi:lly that none of the above matters present insuperable or even 
serious diffl,culty.11 Nor will the draftiAg of' the requisite amendments to 
The Criminal C~de ~and associated legislation) be I) beyond the wit of 
legislative draftsmen. 

11 Although Section 664 o·f ,i,the Criminal Code"is in practice a dead letter, 
that SeGUOn (wh.ichsets out typical probationcori'ditions) is the sort of 
section that would be required.. .An .ev,identiary presumption will have to 
be added to ensure erif()rceability aDd some care would have to be given to 
t:'he drafting of the legislation.: it' 
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Conclusion 

In advancing the foregoing propositions, the appeal must finally be to 
moral considerations.. But the prescriptive language of the diSCUSSion is, I 
submit, j usti fied by principles which are logicall y necessary (in the sense 
that no system of punishrilent cOl-lld be interrially consistent without them) as 
well as moral, including: ' 

Like cases should be treated alike. 

Statements by public authorities (such as sentenCing announcements) should 
not be misleading. 

Reasons should normally be given to people whom other people decide to 
punish. ~ 

Nullum crimen, nulla peona, sine lege. 

These maxi,ms are consistent with 'the axiom that punishment is not 
necessarily incompatible"with caring about peopl~ .whom,wepunish. Perhaps if 
we paid ~oreattention to precisely what we do When we punish other peopl~, 
the practlceof punishment would more often be seen to be fair and helpful by 
everyone concernedwHh it:·) 

;t J
\ 

,If there is nothing in the world buten13mies, and 
that is how the criminal feeis his hate and 
destructiveness are, in his ,hew, to a great e;tent 
just! fied - an attitude which relieves some of his. 
unconscious feelings of guilt.1Z 

(" 

12 . Klr.ein, "On Criminality" 'in Klein, Ope cit.," p.16. 
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INHATES' RIGHTS: THE CASE LAW AND 
ITS iHPLICATIO~S FOR PRISONS 
AND PENITENTIARIES 

,"'.1 

Jim Phelps 
Regional Dir,e«;:!tor General 
Prairie Region" 
The Correctional Service 

'of Canada 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan ',' 

:'.~ 

In recent years ,the Correctional Service of Canada has recognized 
and adop:ted measures to protect the rights of inmates. Case law and' 
efforts to use the courts to reform the correctional system have 
vastly increased due process in our de~ision .. maldngbut, in,.,~erms of 
the substantial improvement of inmates' rights ,the real galn~ have 
been made by legislative authorities and by management w.,~r.klng to 
i~plement ;)ba~ic principles and" rights. Similarly, futur~ lmprove
ment.s' in inmate~' rights and measures to safeguard them Wl,.U depend 
less on the courts than on the Government's commitment to the pro

tection of human rights in general. " 0' 

in 'his presentation, MichaeJ Jackson ·Ii'asgiven an "excellent ove~view of tbe 
development of "case law over the" past<;ltwo or th~ee hundr.e~Jears as ~t rela~es rf 
to penitentiaries and pris'ons. '" His presentat10n. has l.n~1qated ~he relatlve. 
lack of impact that cas,!{ law has had both in Canada and 1n the:~nlted States. 
Nevertheless, the correctiona! syste.ms in th~ United States and 1~ Canad~ ~ave 
greatly increased the amount of?ue pr()ce~s involveo. Yklen ma~lng "deCl.Slons . 
regarding inmates. Today, i,nmates. are given a ,. ~ear~og c.b~ ~he Inde,pen~e,nt 
C~airpetsons of,the Disciplin,ary Bo~rds /n the.l.nsbtutums). . ~nmat~s :~:, 
allowed to have assistants "at parole hearwgs. In tn.ansfer d~.clSlO?a 1n 

" ". t . t,'le '1' nmate for. the "decision. r, endered", 
n Prairie Reg,ion, reasons are glven 0 " ' 

! .. 

'(J 

\. 

\' ,; 

The tendency is to provide d\:Je process and Ii to giVe the system of 
decision-making as credible an appearance as one' possibly can. My own 
opinion, and I think this is true of most administrators in the system, is 
that decisions made, as in transfers, for example, ",have for the most part been 

o acceptable to the inmates. There have been very few appeals or grievances in 
that area. BlIt it still 1eaves a better feeling for the inmate; and for· 
management, ifoffi~'ials explain why they did what they did,,, and if they hear 
the inmate out, ideally before the transfer. j,~:1 

Case law and efforts to use the courts to reform the correctional system 
have vastly ihcrea~ed due"process in ollr decision-making but, in terms of a o 

substantial impro\l~ment of inmates' rights, the real gains have been made by 
legislative auth9rl t,ies, and by management working "to implement principles and 
culturally-accepted rights.qThe government, through legislation, most 
effectiyelygrants inmates' rlqhts~ The court system can be, used to enforce 
those rights,and in so doin(h. it will ~lso define and" to some extent, expand 
thepights. However, the basic sUbstantiv.e right is granted by .. the government 
or it does not exist i,r' the first place. 

.\ ,- . 

A good example of the relationsh'ip between government and the courts in 
this 'area ,pertains to strip' searches in British Columbia." The Court rUled 
that we could not do a strip search. but the searches were so important to the 
fundamental management of an instlt,ution and the, safety "of staff "and. inmates 
that Cabinet very quid<ly,{hanged the law and s.trip searches were" onCe again 
legal. Thi,s is the likely outcome of any court dec1sion that, on the bas.is of 
existing law, denies. the administration a technique or procedure absolutely 
essential for the 'operation of an institution and the management. of. inmates. 
In such cases, the. goyerr,lment' ~f the day will change the releyant law •. 

II 

The queJ:ltion of checking :mail in i.nstitutions provides another example of 
this . situation~ The. first time a llilwyersends some form oJ cjangerous 
equipment ill a let,~er will be the last time we are told not to open letters. 
"The balance between secu~ityand respect for theindividui'!l 's rights always 
has to b~keptfn place,alwaystipped in' favour pf the government, which is 
operating the prison in the first place. 

" R 
':', . , . " _' ',7 

. An example ofafund,a/lieptalchange.in .i"nl1lates' rights ,isv the ,section of 
the Canadian Human Rights .Act wh,ich gives winma1;esandall citi:zensthe right 
to rev,~ew infOl:'mation that forms "the, b~sif:f 'of the decisions made about them. 
lhiswasa comp~et:.e reversal of aboQtorvfhunored ar;)d fiftY years .of policy in 
the. Cana:dian systi:lm;of con'fiqentiality. Historj;sa.~~y, in .the system?, when '8 

police of~icer gave ptlsonofficials his report on what he c thoughS of an 

''1 
! 
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inmate and the crime connections he thought the inmate had, the i'nmate had no 
way of reading it. The police were confident that the inmate would never see 
the report. Similarly, if an inmate's wife or lawyer gave us information, the 
inmate ;;would never expect to see it. A lot of our c,ase preparation in case 
management was based on the assumption that confidentiality would always "be 
observed. The Human Rights Act changed that Dvernighh ,As a result, the 
polic~ reports stopped overnight. Eyen today, the police 'reports are a shadow 
of wh~t they used to be. We again recei~e' them after a lengthy pr,ocess of" 
trying to convince the police that their reports would not be released to 
inmates if there was anything in the report of a very sensitive nature or that 
would threaten the security of the country or the wel~~being of ",any:i:ndivi
dual. This has been an uphill battle, and the fact still is that the Canadian 
Human Rights Act applies and, inmates do have aCcess to their files. We still 
provide acce~s for the vast: majority of requests for information. It . is. a 
right that has been established in law, is enforceable by courts, and WIll 

probably be ensi)rined eve~, further in the Constitution. Ultimately, in my 
opinion, inmates' right~ wil'l be established either by the legislation of the 

day or by the managyment of the day, not by the'courts. 

When speaking of inmates' rights, it is also,necessary to refer to inter
national agreements which the Governm,ent of Canada has s~gned., The most 
widely known is the International Covenant of Civil and political Rights, 
including opt ional protocol. The basic thr~st of this., is that an offender 
retains all the rights of an ordinary cit,izen except those that are expr~ssly 
taken away from him by statute or that he loses as a necessary consequence of 
incarceration. Also the Covenant lists approximately one hundred basic rights 
that offenders should maintain. The federal system in Canada has taken 
substantial steps to ensure that those rights are met, many through 
legislation, the remainder through the Commissioner's Directives. The 
difference, as has already \:pe~n pointed out, is that you cannot enforce the 
Commissioner's Directives in a court of law. At least, youcanndt do it Q yet. 

?~··-·---~~0 
Other agreements that Canada has ~ignedare the""United NatJons I Standard 

Minimum Rules" for the Tre'atment of Inmptes, the United Nations I Declaration on 
the Protection of all Per~ons from Torture, and All Other Cruelr Inhyman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment. We have made a fairly substantial effort 
to oper'ate our system in accordance with these rules. The procedures that we 
have taken to implement the ,bas~c rights required by the international agree
ments have been acceptable to the United Nations. In mY opini,on, the progress 
made in rights has been very dram!;ltic in the past six year~} and will likel,Y 

continue with the new Constitution. 

"'.' 
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That brings us to the secortd aspect of 'inmates' rights. It does little 
go()d to grant rights if there is no way to enforce these rights. If the' in
mate has '10 recourse to make sure that his rights a:ce respected, then he may 
a's well not have the rights at 'all. It is J!-JSt a document. Again, the 
Solicitor General's Department as a whole, and the Correctional Service of 
Canada, specifically'~ have taken very""iictive steps to make sure theSe rights 
are enforced. The most popular, method of enforcing rights '.is the standard 
grievance procedure. I would say, judging from th~ thousands of inmates that 
have used the process, that they consider it a successful method of having 
their rights redressed. 

" The system 'we have is a unique model in the world. In the federal 
system, the inmate starts first ,'withC? an official complaint. The concept is 
that the person who has made the decision has the fiFst opportunity to meet 
with the' inmate to change his dec'ision, if he feels it shouJd be changed. A 
huge proportion of grievances die at the complaint stage. Somehow or other, 
the officer involved and the inmate come to a mutually agreeabie decision. If 
this fails,' then a formal grievance is" submitted. The first stage is the 
Grievance Committee. () This again has a relatively democratic appearance to it; 
the Com(llittee reviews the grievance, and a decision is made about it." Most of 
the grievances that reach the Commi.ttee stop at this level. If that is not a" 
satisfactory dedson or if the Warden cannot accept it,., the Warden will r'eview 
the grievan'ce and make. ad~cision. If that is not satisfactory, the grievance 
will be" taken to an external body, outside the' institution, usually the 
Ci tizens' Advisory Committee. They, will reV;iew the mat tel' being' gr ieved and 
advise the Warden. Th~ Warden then has another opportunity to reconsider his 
decision amj, if that fails to satisfy the inmate, the inmate can apply to the 
Regional Director General. If the inmate remains unsatisfied at that U level 

, -' 
he mfilY apply to the Commissioner at National Headquarters. \, Very f~w grievan-
ces, proport.lpnally less than five p~r cent, ever reach" the Commissioner. 
This is an internal p~ocess of rem~dy that, 'in my view, is very successful. 
It is my understanding toat, in the United' Stat~s, the courts do not like to 
inter~ene if the grievance proc~dure has not been exhausted. It is one way of 
minimizing the" court work while still giving the inmate a ,method of redress. 

The other m~thod ~hat is also widely known is appeal to the Correctional 
Investigator of the Solicitor Genetal' s Department. He h!;is th~' power to in-
vestigate, evaluate ~nd recommend, but not to actually change a decision. The 
role is very similar to that of an ombudsman and , again, the success rate' is 
v~ry high. ,When he has to investigate, he and/or his staff will normally wor'k 
with "the administration to come to a'mutuallY ~cceptabl~ decision that either 
resolves the p~oblem or is highly ;defensible under the circumstances. 
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The Correctional Investigator normally will not intervene unless the grievance 
procedure has been exhalJsted, although he does not have any law or regulation 
preventing him f+om intervening. 

Another approach that inmates may use to enforce their rights is a simple 
letter to. the Co~missioner, the Solicitor General, a Member of Parliament or ~ 
Senator, outlining their concerns. The letter will normally be given to the 
Director of Inmate Affairs, who will study the situation in much the same way 
as the Correctional Investigator. He will try to resolve the problem or he 
may conclude that management should not'" change its position. In this case, 
the Member of Parliament has to be advised of the basis for the decision and 
the investigation that took place., .My View is that you have basically three 
broad remedies available to". make sure that rights are respected, before' the 
inmate has to resort to the court system. :J;f all else fails; he has the right 
to contad a lawyer and go to the Court. There is an .. increasing tendency to 
enshrine inmates'" rights in law. I look upon the process' as an evolutionary 
one that changes with the basic philosophy of the country and the government 
in power. Fortunately for the inmates and the citizens of Canada, the govern
ment in power today is very strongly committed to' human rights. In the past 
six years, a huge amount of progress has been' .made and I suspect a lot more is 
go;i.ng to be made in the next two or three years .'. 
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INMATES'RIGHTS: THE IMPlIC'ATIONS 
" FOR INSTITUTIONAL MANAGERS 

Ken Payne 
Warden 
The Correctional Service of Canada 
Joyceville Institution 
Ki rl'lJs ton, Ont a1' io 

While abuses of discretionary power in corrections cannot be toler
ated, the concept of inmates' rights does pose some very real and 
serious probl~ms for prison officials and staff. T~e fundamental 
resp~nsibili tY, of pe.n~tent,ia,ry guards is to prote#i: ~ot only the 
publ1C but also the lnmates. At times the needJl to respect the 
rights of one inmate hampers efforts to protect the rights of 
others. Given the reality of prison Ii fe and the difficulty of 
obtaining evidence of miscol'lducton the part of inmates, it is 
necessary to allow"prison staff broad enough discretionary powa'r to 
make decisions,. that·· balance the rights of one irrnate against the 
rights of other inmates and society's right to protection. 

,'. 

In my opinion , the duty to act fairly, the.need for not only just ice but 
an appearance of justice, is 'Omaking us do our job a 1'ittle better than we 
might have done in the past,:' in the Correctional Service of Canada. Nonethe
less,there are some" distinct probJ.emscreatErlby the concept of innates' 
right"S and I would like to discuss those now from my persPective, that of a 
manaJer of alargeinstHutidn' where 400, individuals co-exist. 

,,- I~ 

(J W:.are living'in what 1 have heard aptly-termed .a"low trust" society. 
The corre'ctional,.,syst,em and the institUtions in which we operate are further 
charact'~rized· by a ~low levelof t~ust. When you combine that" situation with" 
thEt expans~6n of' inmates' rights and" that of workers' rights, .the potential 
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for tension is very high.~ The metaphor I might offer to illustrate the situa
tion is that of three triangles or three circles moving around almost amoeba-

. . 
like in their own world. As the manager and the warden of an .institution, my 
job'is to make these little cifcles move a little closer together, to achieve 
some kind of congruence and somE1, kind of harmony. It i!3 hard to strive for 
that kind of harmony when the staff has a concept of thei~ role that conflicts 
with the demands imposed upon them by the concept of inmates' rights. 

I f I were a security gffieer, I would expect that, as part of my role, I 
would have some pow~r to control inmates who are stepping out of line. I 
would have been trained at the Staff College in Ontario to respond to crisis 
situations with the' appropriate and requisite amount of force to contain, and 
terminate an incident. I would not have been told that, if I terminate an 
incident, the inmate might bring a suit against me for not being a 
fellow. Conflicts can and do arise between the training, expectation and 
to control inmates and the whole concept of inmates' rights. 

nice 
need 

One personal observation I have made is that, ,.as a consequence of the 
expan~ion of individual rights, a lot of inmates are actually losing certain 
rights, for example: the right to do their time as they see fit; the right 
not to have someone muscle them forc their canteen - I know of many cases in 
which an inmate has gone for month~ without. cigarettes, chocolate bars or 
shampoo, beca~~e someone on the, range who was bigger, stronger and smarter 
than he is sim~l,¥; told him to turn it over. The warden cannot prove anything 
in . such cases any more than he can prove,,, for example, that one inmate is 
raping another inmate every second night. Now, how do you deal with that kind 
of problem? You cannot arbitrarily mav,e the inmate who is creating trouble. 
You cannot do it capriciously, nor dQ I think that we should be able ''to. But" 
at the same time, when we do ~now that an inmate is harming otherls in the 
prison population, I think it is incumbent on us to move that person to an-., 
other 'institution. And we do know .. when and how much harm is being, done, not 

'from courtroom-like .evidence but from the experience of working in institu
tions and from a kl'1owledge of the prison population. The ty,peof action that 
is required has been referred to over the years as "Greyhound therai:!Y". You 
back the bus up, you throw five or six. inmates in the bus, you drive them 

" ' ".-\ 

forty miles down the road to increased security, and the whole' tone of 
Jdyceville,the medium institution I" wor~ in,. mellows. Those inmates who were· 
's,f::ealing cookiel3 and chooqlate bars are now.gone. It might be six months 
befqre somebody else starts stealing cookies and chocolate bars.' 

., 

The example . might, seem" frivolous "but I think' it illustrates a basic 
pOint. "AQ individual inmate has committed,~a crime, and Qhispunishment is 
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incarceration, and that is it. The manager, of an institution has to have 
~nough discretionary power to protect" thee inmate. The disc;retionary power 
cannot be used simply on a whim or' a fancy and, as we become increasingly 
aware of the need to exercise discretion fairly, it is getting harder for 
law:erstp take us into court. Since it was their intent in the first p,lace 
to lmprove ~he ~ystem, the increased difficulty in finding grounds for taking 
th~ correcbonal system to court can hardly be a disappointment to lawyers and 
prlson reformers. As valuable as the improvements are to inmat,es and as much 
as we agree that discretion cahnot be used impulsively, there may be times 
w~en a .seemingly arbitr~ry decisio'n is necessary to protect the inmate popula
tlon from a particularly troublesome individual. If yqu take that power away, 
you leave the. manager in the di fficul t position of trying to run an insti tu
tion without any authority. For example, when an inmate sets out to get drunk 
you have a hard time proving that his intention was to "get drunk. Unfortun
ately, my point of view is that when he is drunk, he is drunk. All I can see 
is the drunker;mess; ~ know, all too well that if I let him go running ar~und 
the range, rather cavalierly, in a drunken state, soone~ or later either he or 
someone else will get hurt. We haye to take action against that individual. 
And what do we do? We put him in administrative s'egregation. For some people 
outside", that maysee'm cruel, .that may seem tq" be unusual punishment but, on 
the other hand, we have 399 other inmabes who need to be protected while that 
guy is being drunk and disorderly. ·It is that kind a f situation that makes 
~he job of a warden, security officer, and a, classi fication officer frustrat-
ing. ,-; 

The development of inmates' rights on the one hand and 'employees' rights 
on, the o~her h~nd, may only lead us to an environment of ever~increasing ~on
fllct. !he gtlevance com~ittee is an interesting alternative to that type of 
adversanal approach. The 90mmittee is made up of an equal number of stafF 
an~ inmates, ~nd amounts, in effect, to peer group decision-making. The 

, gnevance commlttee does not always rule in favoiJrof the inmate. The inmates 
judge their .. fellow,;"inmates, from a POl,[lt or, common understanding. In some 
cas,~s, an'inmate will say: ulhave a b~ef, i hav~ beel1 treated unfairly"; and 
~he ~;her inmate, \\I,.,i11 'look . at him and "say: "Hey Harry, you are' blowing 
smoke. In such cases thelnmate. cannot complain that his rights have' been 
infd,ngec;J by the "enemy" and' the tensi~n th~t isa11 too common between staff 
and inmates is not exacerbated. 

.' The problem of bal~ncing indiVidual rights' and the need for security is. 
not, however"mlracLilously resolved by theestablil:!hment of inmate commit
tees. At different points' in the l'3ystem, di fferent pressures are felt for al 

tighte,ning up of security, on the "one t)and, and .for the protection of individ"; 
ualnghts, on the other. Within the institution, we are subject to the 
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inmates" demands for protection of their individual rights and'''to the frustra
tion of correctional officers who feel hampered in their efforts to ensure 
security. At times we are subject to the criticism of the press. We face the 
dilemma of balancing individual rights and the need for security measures ~n 
dealing with visitors as well as inmates. For example, the matter of skin 
searching involves discretionary power v is-.a-v is outside guests. I do not 
like to see a woman coming in fo~ a v isH, with a nice little baby ~ being 
forced to submit to a skin (strip) search, but we have had pases where the 

" M" 

baby's diaper has been full of valium. We have had cases ... w!::sre the woman's 
brassiere, boots and other articles of clothing are covering large quantities 

of cont~,aband drugs. If two hundred pills of valium are pumped into the 
institution and split by fifteen inmates, stand" back and watch out. Although 
we may uncover only a small percentage of the smuggled drugs, we cannot stop 
trying to prevent the smuggling of contraband into institutions. Some sanc
tions are necessary. Unfortunately, to enforce them we have to violate indi
vidual rights such as privacy. None of us would happily submit to an order to 
remove our clothes before being allowed to v~.sit a relative in ~q institution 
but civil rights have to be balanced against the need for securitj measures. 

. At the same time, I would not want to see" a return to the days when a 
warden had unlimited discretionary power over sta ff and inmates. What is 
naeded is instruction and assistance in exercising eno~gh discretionary power 
to deal with the day-to-day reality of prison life while protecting, as far as 
possible, the individual rights of inmates and the collective rights of ~taff 
workers. And that discretionary power must be broad enou~r to cope with po
tential problems and to take action based not necessarily on factual evidence, 
but on the knowledge we gain through experience. ",. 

I think that, unfortunately, given the reality of penitentiary ii fe, we 
have to be given the opportunity to err on the side of caution. Is it better 
to move five or six people, four of whom you are certain are doing nasty 
things in your institution, and a couple of whom you suspect might be," to an
other institution, than to gamble and leave. a couple of inmates behind, and 
perhaps' later pay the price of small riots or another assault?' And those are 
the kinds of decisions, I suppose, that are plaguing the managers of institlJ- . 
tiona on an ongoing basis, day after day. 'Without the power to act .. on experi
ence and "gut" intuition, yo~ might end up knOWing who is responsible for a 
stabbing or beating '.' but be unable to' do anything about it. Because you lack 
solid proof the responsible inmate will be clJ~area in a hearing and, the next 
thing you know he ,is out in the institution, smiling arid grinning at the 
staff. It is frustrating for the staff, because, again, you f,,1ee yourself 
almost "neutered from the point of view of not having any power and knowing (, 
full well that this inmate is going togo back. (Jut and hurt somebod/ else. 
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Given the existence of .inmate committees, grievance procedures, the Cor
rectional Investigator, and the fact " that journalists can ent~r our institu
tion whenever they want, I would say that the inmates have pr:.etty good access 
to' the put;llic. Moreover, the current philosophy of the Service is that 
people, via the Citizens' Advisory Committee, are free to cOfoe into our insti
tutions any time. We are riot trying to hide anything. I:t is not a per fect 
system but it does acknowledge inmates' rights to a considerable extent as 
eVidenced by the handbook, Inmates' Rights, a publicatiori' of federal inmates' 
rights for our country. 5qme of the rights, such as the;right to practise any 

\' ,I 

religion, may seem like small concessions but even ~hat right can create 
difficulties for managers. of institutions. Let us consider, ,for example, the 
case of an inmate whose r~ligion is devil worship. He is into the occult and 
wants to make a sacri fice. Where do we draw the line? \~e have to be cautious 
in such cases because we are not always dealing with the most stable people in 
the world and permitting such practices might end in serious trouble. 

In view of the special problems which exist in penitentiaries and pris
ons, strictly worded legislation that must be adhered to at all times might 
lead, in certain cases, to disastrous consequences. Semantics, the language 
of legislation, might well be part of the sO,urce of the problems with individ
ual rig~ts. The tighter the legislation gets, the more difficult it is, in 
some ways, for us to do our jobs. On the other hand, I think that, as we be
come more conscJentious about protecting inmates' rights', the inmates will 
benefit, and I, personally, welcome .the responsibility to balance the need for 
discretionary power with a 'respect for inmates' rights. As a correctional 
worker, as a warden, as a former school. teacher, and a responsible manager, I 
do not want a job in which I am always" arbitrarily "backing up the bus". You 
do not do it that often and when you do, you do not treat it lightly. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND DECISION-MAKLN~ 

John Ekstedt 
Department of Criminology 

" Simon Fraser University 
Burnaby, British Columbia 

" 

Organizations have a capacity, like living organisms, to reject or 
resil?,t • attempts to change their fund amen.t al structure or nature. 
Ther~fore, to be successful, efforts to reform an organization or a 
system must accord with their fundamental nature ~ In the cas It of 
correctional organizations, efforts at reform must acknowledge ,the 
central role that indi v idu~l judgement' plays in correctional work. 
The 'task before us then is not to reduce or ~radicate discretion but 
to make changes that ~il1 assist ,individuals to ex~rcise their dis
cretion prudently ?nd well. 

It is my intention to outline som~e perspectives" on the relattbnship 
between organizational,' structure arid discretionary decision-making. "1 will 
attempt to relate these p~rspectives to the ,organizational dynamios of cOfrec ... 
tions . work. In doing" so, i t ~ may be possible to illuminate ,some of the "'pro
blems . or issues which are associat~~ with the" eX,ercise of'post-diSPOsie\~on 

. ~ \ 
discretion. \ • 

Organiz,ational theory is sometimes liseful. in helping· us . ~nalyze, an~h 
understand the nature of an organization, w~at' it intends to do and 'hoW .it is 
structured to do it. One approach in organizationa~ tbeot-y addresse's ~hese 
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questions in a way similar to the biological perspective on the function of 
the human body. This approach views anorgl3nization as a living organism with 
many of the characteristics required for sel f-preser'Vcition, healing, learning 
and growth which are associated with any' l~ving creature,. ' 

In a bio]~o.gical serise, it is possible to increase our Understanding of 
the nature and functions of a living organism by studying what happens to it 
when a foreign or unnatural substance invades its body. The reaction ·of the 
organism can tell us much about its defence systems, its strengths and weak
nesses" and its purpose and function within its environment. Using this pers
pective, we can observe what happens to an or~an;Lzation when it experiences an 
external intervention which seeks to change or influ~nce its life. By study-

1\ .. r-

ing the response of the organization to such an intervention,.we can perhaps 
learn something about the substanti!:il n~ture of the organizati.on and, conse
quently ~ come to some conclusion about its purpose and viability within'its' 
ellY ironment. 

In recent history, correctional organizations have experienced numerous 
e~ternal "interventions, many of which have stimulated a respon~e. Interve~

tions have taken the form of ~lternative" program initiatives, alternative 
structures for providing servic~s, new. therapeutic tec~niques and various 
other changes at the operational level. More recently, there have been 
'" increasing interventions with respect to the method and style used to manage 
or administer correctional organiz~tions. It would appear that the response 
of correctional organizations to this last category of interventions tells us 
the most about the.re.l nature of correctional systems. 

For our purposes, it is therefore important to make a distinction .. between 
external interventions ~hich are directed to changes in 'program and external 
intervehtions which are directed to changes in management. On the one hand, 
the implementation of a new correctional progra(ll, or even a new structure for 
delivering categories of correctional servi'cea, rarely means that fundamental 
change has occurred in the cor~ectional organization. Even aeursory, review ., 
of correctional history demonstrates.the ability of conec1:iona~1 organizations 
to accommodate a wide spect~um of program initiativ~s (many of ~hich are based 
on opposing or contradictory' philosophies) and to discardth~'~ with little 
effect on ttwfundamental nature of the organization. ~\ . 

D G' ,; " !I 

On the other hand, attempts to introduc~ changes in the philosophy, 
f'!Ie'thod and style by" which correctional organizations are managed seeT to have 
resulted in a different type of organizational . resPQnse~" By viewin.g the! 
system from the perspectiVe of its 'reaction to this categor,r of initiative~1 
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we may gain a clearer understanding of the relationship between the structure 

of th~ system and its decision-making process. 

Most of the external interventions which have attempted to introduce s(~b
stantial change in the manag'ement of correctional organizations have resu~ted 
in failure. The reci3nt American experience provides dramatic examples of 
attempts to implement alternijtive structural management ·'Styles in correctional 
systems. Persons who have been brought in from the outs~de to implement these 
initiatives or persons who have identified with them from inside the system 
have almost invariably been rejected. Clearly, the system seems to be ab~e to 
organize itself 'poli.tically, bureaucratically and operationally, to exclude 
persons identified with such initiatives •. A~.d even where "a system h~S actual
ly undergone structural change, it often reverts quick~y back. to 1t~ former 
state. Almost anyone who has worked in the correcbonal held 1n North 
America during the last three decades can document this phenomenon. 

What we have is an apparent capacity within the system that is similar to 
a huge antibody 'effect; that· is to say, there is something about the system 
which makes it very power ful in its ability to reject attempts to change its 
fundamental structure or to change the way in which it manages its work. 
While the tendency to resist structural innovation is regarded as commo\~ know
ledge, it is somewhat more difficult to determine what that tells us about ~he 
nature of the relationship between the structure .of the system and Its 
decision-making process. However, th'8 point has alre'ady been made, many times 
in this Conference that there is ~iomething about the requirements of "correc
tional decision-making th~t contributes directly to the system's re~istance to 
fundamental structural or managerial change while retain~ng the capacity to' 
absorb new program initiatives almost without any resistance whatsoever. 

History has taught us that correctional organizations will buy in~o 
almost any program package without critical thought, but will reject categorl-' 
cally any initiative that is intended to change its substantialst~uc~ur~. 
Organizational, theory teach\~s us that this phenomenon is not \~ecessa~:11Y Unl

que to corrections organiiations. Any established institution res1stssub
stantial structural change. However, correcti?nal systems are normal.lY 
regarded as being somewhat more extreme in their resistance to structural 
change, while they also tend togemonstrate g,reat flexibility in progr~m 
e~perimentation~ If this is true, t,hen. it is importan.t to. un,de~stand what lt 
is about the nature of correctional work that results 1n. these Q,lverse organi':" 

zational responses. 
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~asically, there are two categories of work carried out .rn, corrections 
organizations. First, th'ere is. the category of work which is organized to 
provide services directly available to the client of the system. This work is 
variously referred to as activities of the field, line or operations. Second~ 

ly, there. is the work which is designed for purposes of maintaining the system 
l;lnd assuring that. ~esources for the provision of services to the client are 
~vailable. This work is normally described as administrative or managerial in 
nature. 

It is generally considered to be self-evident that decisions in any cate
gory of work performed by an organization require an understanding of the pur
pose the wqrk is intfilnded to satisfy. If the reason for doing the work ;is'\not 
known, then it appears obvlous that there will be confusion about the ',:deci
sions reqy~red to maintain the servi~es as well as the decisions required to 
provide those services to the client. O~e of the unique characteristics of 
corrections is the lack of common agreement with regard to the purpose at the 
work performed. Whil~ most persons who work in corrections have '8011'\,e way of 

. ,\ 

justi fyingo what they do and many can articulate statements of purpose with 
regard to their particular role, it is extremE;lly difficult to come to any col
lective agreement about an ove~riding purpose. Since it has not been possible 
to come to any clearly defined collective agreement about the purpose of cor
rections work, the nature' of d~cision-making within corrections or~anizations 
is for the most part dependent on the e):(ercise of individual discretion. 

In a system where so much individual discretion is required,' it is not 
surprisirig that there is resistance'to any overall structural innovation; par
ticularly structural innovations which attempt to create a movement aw{'lY from 

o ,J 

individual discretion toward c01:porat~ly defined and enforced goals. This,is' 
really what this Conference 1s all about. What we are exper;Lencing now in 
corr~,ction'~ is a conflict between tJle view that ~ corporately defired and enfor
ced goa~$ and procedures are necessary and the view that individual discretion 
is critical in the provision o.f program and manager~,al services. 

c· 

In ,my 0plmon, the c01:rectional system, as it presently", exists, must 
function on the basis of individual judgements about specif~c things that need 
to be done, whether those things involve breakillg up a fight in l:l recreation. 
room .or clec~ding on"a major policy related to .all entire category of work. 
Ttieseare both examples of actiVities Within .correctional organizat.ions ,that 
rE!quireexerci~es in individualdiscretion.'~, I should add, at ttlJ.8:apOlfnt" that, 

.. 0 

by individual discretion r"do not necessarily. mean one person- maki~g a deci~ 

sion. Individual disoretioncan be exer,cised in committees) within small 
groups, or by agreement between "collea~ues working on the line. ., 
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Regardless of how individual discretion is exercised, it would appear 
that the fundamental charact~ristic of the correctional system is Its require
ment for individual discretion .•. " That factor is responsible both for the re
jectionof 'struct,!-Iral reform' and for the .,acceptance,of any program that offers 
the promise of increased individual·, discretion. I~ would appear that one of 
the 'reasons that the correctional system is willing to accept major new 

,:1 

program initiatives without much critical thought, is that almost all new 
program initiatives offer the promise of increasing the correctional worker's 
ability to do illore things in more ways in the de.).ivery of services to the 
client. If a system that is based on the exercise of i,ridividual discretion is 
offered more ways of exerCising that discretion( then such initiatives will be 
supported. I f the same system is pres~nted ~i th a program or a structure 
that would reduce the exercise of individual discretion, such a proposal will 
be rejected. 

If this is an accurate description of the characteristics of correctional 
organizations, then the first question that must be addresseq. is whether or 
not the exercise of individual discretion -- and related concepts of individu
alized justice ,-- is acceptable, desp! te any abuses which might result. If 
the principle of individual discretion is not acceptable in ~orrections work, 
then the changes required would probably amount to some form of social revolu
tion. But it seems to me that the principle of individual discretion in cor_ a 

rections work is acceptable -- what is required is reform, not revolution. 

To be successful, any reform of the structure of the correctional system 
must take into account. and reinforce the existing reality in the most appro
priate way. In ot.her~ords, models of structura,l re form must at least acknow
ledge the nature of correctional work. And the reality of correctional work· 
is that it involves an interaction between individuals, between the keeper and 
the kept, and this relationship is based on i'ndividual judgement. 

What kinds of structural reJorm are in order? It seeins to me that given 
the rea.li ties a f the system, there are two elements of structural re form that 
are cri~tical 'to maintaining the health of the organization. Th~ first i~ that 
decentr~\lization is better than centralization. This point has been made over 
and ove]~again in this Conference: a redi,!3tHbution of~ power which brings 
decisio~-making clgser to the client being served i~ cr~tical to the health of 

j' J " 

an orgarilization which depends so much on the exercise of ~ndividual discre-
tion. irhe second element of structural reform is tnat the ,energy the system 
use~ .. to 'maintain it~el f needs to be directed to support' th~ intelligent and 
informed

i 

exercise of discretion by the people closest to the cHent. 
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The question is not so much whether individual discrelion is a valid 
principle as how it should be exercised. If a correctional system wishes to 
support the principle of individual discretion, it must direct Usel f to 
assuring that the exercise of individual discretion is informed, intelligent 
and fair. ,This is currently one of the greatest weaknesses of correctional 
organizations. Correctional systems are generally not structured to provide 
support to people in a way that assists them to make individual decisions in 
informed and intelligent ways. Structuring the system to do this is, in my 
view, the basic requirement for its 1'e form. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND DECISION-MAKING 

T.P. Ference 
Professor 
Graduate School of Business 
Columbia University 
New York, New York 

IJ 

The nature of professional organizations is sl£h that we do not 
,:, '. control the specific decision, we control the decision-maker, by 

establishin;! standards of performance and by supplying the necessary, 
policy information. Through the use of appropriate techniques to 
control the decision-maker, sl£h as clear information about the 
organization's mission and in-service training, we can Obtain a 
yys'tem in which decisions are made at the lowest level corresponding 
to the' problem at ha~d, decisions for which the e~ecutive is wi1~ing 
to be accountable. 

n 
I will begin with a displaimer and one or two heretical "arid provocative 

st'~tements. My pres~med'; area ofcomp~tence is organization theory, not cor
rections ,~and I c.an safely say that my remarks will be conditioned by neither 

, .. 
knowledge of nor opinions about the correctional system in Canada or the 
United States. (, As a professor of business management at Columbia University 
in New York,' mylOain involvement ,is with nbt-for-profit organizations and. 

~ . \\ 

bl-lsiness corporations •. Much of What l will say is based" om ITiY observations of 
organizational real,j..ty rather than on organization' theory.' These obser;vations 
are drawn from my involvement, over a ~umbero of years, with voluntary" and 
governmental agendles that are not-far-profit orgy;lnizations or.' in c, other 
words, ;{-organizations that delibe~ately set out not to make a profit in:
cOhtrJilt ~to organizations that ~imply fail, to do so. 
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The fi,rst observa'tion I want til draw to your attention is that in mo'st 
not.-for'':''profitorganizations managers and administrators are responsible for 
professional staff which have an intellectual commitment to their' work. 
Secondly, these managers and administrators typically are also professionals 
in the field that c,oncerns the organization and haye come up through the 
professional service ral)ks. For" example, ,social weI fare agencies are 
generally supervised and administered by individuals whose sphere of 
competence is social work~ ,The ~ssumpbon I make is that mqpt managers of 
not-for-profit organizations, those Who must make decisions about' whether to 
delegate authority and 'to permit discretion, are essentially professionals who 
by force of Circumstance" and bad luck have become managers. They are 
generall~ more, comfortable cpntinuing to ~o .w~,at they were trained to do than 
delegatr~g' that ,work ~o others. The conclusion I have dra~n fr:om my 
observations. is that in the' not-for-profit environment the delegation of 
decision~making aut,hority", tak~s place in. a system run by people who are more 
comfortable "dOing" than 'Jdelegating" not because they" lack maoagement' 
'trainingbu't because they have a strong intellectual commitment to the work of 
the organization~ 

,'The second observation I want to" draw to your attention is that most 
not":for-pr'ofit organiz~tions typically have a poorly-shared understanding of 
the mission :and piJrpose'of the organization. A r~:cent experience that I had 
witli: an, American organizafii:m illustrates this point very well. I 'was called 
in to heJp develop a 'strategic plan, and, durihg::a meeting with the senior, 
managers, I asked each of them to write a, bdefod~scription of the mission of 
their org'pnization. The results were revealing and somewhat embarrassing. 
There we~,e some similarities among "the various descriptions but only enough to 
in1icate that theywer~ written by people in t'hesame ,;general field. Beyond 
that, it was diffi(1l,!lt to discern whether the descriptions related to the same 
m~nag~rrient system." Theconplusionthat can be,drawn from ~uch observatlons is 
thatnot-'f'ofi:profit", organizations characteristically 'lack a clearly 
articulated mission~nd wouldpe well advised to invest time and money in 
identifying andcommunicl':lting their miss'ion. 

~ ~' 

" [j '. ", ", 

" .' Thetl:lird observation 1 want to., make is' that qene'b:i'lly the,re is a poor 
understanding C?J' the,. nature of the manage~ial :cole in the not-for-profit 
environment.v;, The diagram below Hlust,ra,tes one of two 'nanagement models.' 
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In traditional management theory, the model is patterned after a rowing 
team in which the oarsmen simultaneously carry out the instructions of the 
helmsman.~' To reflect reality, the diagramatic illustration of this model 
would look more like B than A (see below). 

B 

The reality, as illustrated in Diagram B, is that everyone, at every 
point 'in the system, makes decisions. One individual does not call out Ordel}S 
and make decisions which are simultaneously and uniformly carried out 
throughcut the system. The central issu~ pertaining' to decisibn~making and 
organizational thebry is not centralization versus decentralization but how 
to achieve system control over, the quality of decisions. 'The first task, 
therefore, til designing an effective management system is to develop a way to 

,i~aintain control over the'''quaUty of decisions th,at will inevitably be made at 
every point in th~ system regardless of what the formal policy manual states. 

The next' problem in achieving an effective management system involves the 
psychological or emotional component of leadership. The individuals at the~ 
top of an organization, such as th~ chief executive '6ff~per,. are accountable 
for a system over which they do no~ have complete c~l1t;rol. The' inescapable 
fat;t is that, in a complex organization, daily decisions are made ~\for which 
the top management must accept responsibility but ove~ whioh it can exercise 
r;ittle or no direct control. The ability to feel ",comfort"able with a complex 
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system that no single individual at any level completely contrpls is, 
therefore, a critical aspect of an effective management system •. 

The substantive or qualitative issue in designing an effective system is 
not how to move decisions to the senior management level to be handled by 
individuals who would like to presume they are still competent to make the 
decisions for whict;! they will beheld accountable. The issue is to obtain 
competence from the person who is de facto going to make the decisions whether 
the system, is centrally organized or not. The attitudinal issue is how to 
develop the ability to feel comfort~ble with a complex system that no single 
individual conhols. To elaborate on those issues further, we need to discuss 
the concept of leadership. 

De~pite all of the complex management literature on the subject, 
leaderslUp is purely and simply the art of getting other peopl~ to do what you 
want them to. As the organi~atior.grows and as an individual moves up through 
the ranks, more and more time is necessarily spent getting things done through 
others. The rush of events often precludes a" Cjr:eful assessment of the 

'V "--"" 

consequences of a particular action and forces ~\ reliance on reflex. 
ConseqUently;;, the degree of risk increases as an individual moves up through 
an organizational system and he or she must become emotionally comfortable ". 
with that risk. 

In a study done in the United States recently, several hundred upper 
middle and senior managers from a broad range of orgaqizations were asked to 
rate themselves, their subordinates and their bosses on" a' number of 
characteristics including dependability, responsiveness ; creativity; pride in 
performance, alertn\~G~, and initiative, characteristics that a good 
professiqna1 presumably shouJ:.r;I have. In the resulting scores, subordinates 
received the highest ratings for the three follbwing characteristics: 1) pride 
in performance or,in other words, wanting to do a good job; 2) dependability; 
and:.3) alertness. The. lowest ratings were given for creativity, ability to 
take a lonq-range perspective, and willingness to change. Clearly, while most 
managers will state that the id!3al subordinate is cre'ative, change-oriented, 
and responsiVe, in reality,!mana~ers prefer a subordinate who isdependable'i< 
alert, and takes pride in his or her peTformance. ' 

" , Managers at all levels rated t.he perfbrmance ofth(f-tr bosses more highly 
than ,their own on every characteristic except creativitd willingness ,to take 
a, long-range perspective anpwillinghes~ to change. The low rating of all 
superio~s o~ th,;se three characteristics ha\~ certain important imppcations. 
The percephon that subordinates,~ l~ck cr,eativity, willingness to. change and 
the ability to t~ke a long..;,tun perspective makes it unlikely that m€lnagement 
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will delegate responsibility. Moreover, given such perceptions, the manager 
\'Iill probably make an effort to create a social distance between him or 
hersel f and the subordinate. On the .other hand, the perception that their 
superiors' lack certain key qualities for ~eadership will lead subordin~tes to 
attempt to minimize the distance between themselves and their superiors, .to 
demand delegation of responsibility from above, and to try to elevate 
themselves to the bosses' level. In (my opinion, these ~ ffects represent 
problems of attitude and perceptions and ~ot real differences in abilities or 

q. 

characteristics. 

The substantive problem relates to' a di fFerent set of factors which 

include authority, responsibility and accountability. Authority is the right 
to make the decision; it is a power that can be delegated. Responsibility is 
the obl1gati.£.t:. to make. the decision and it too can be delegated. 
Accountability is the bearing of the consequences; it cannot be delegated. 
The manager who must ultimately be accountabie f~~ decisions made throughout 
the system can best control those decisions by articulating and communicating 
the organization 1 s mission down through the organization so that people make 
decisions based on a clear understanding of thetr role in the organization. 

. Each person in an organization should be able to ~learly articulate why' his or 
her position exists in terms of the 1a+ger, overall mission of~ the 
organization. If the staffca,nnot .• management has not effect.ively desrgned 
the system and individuals Will~/7~ake decisions purely in their' own 
self-interest. If the staff can articulate the organization's mission, their 
decisions can be expected to be consistent with the purpose of the 

organization, to some degree at least. " , 

There are three kinds of information that are televant to the making of a 
decision at any level in an organization.. One" is information about the 
problem itself. The second is contextual informapon, ';,lnformation about how 

often.particular problems' occur, and how the~ ~av~ been handled in the past. 
The third type is strategic information or policy guidelines about the way 
matters are intended to be handled in a given otganization~ It is m~ch easier 
to get information about' the organization down through thesystE'.:ITl than it is 
to get all the substantive information about a ~articular problem up through 

the organiz~tion from the bottom to the top level of management. 
/. 

At this point, it might be worthwhile to introduce what J call the.rate 
of information 'loss. Complicated mathematical models can be .' used to 
demonstrate rates of information loss but the final conclusion to be reached 
is str,aight forwa;'d and simple; the rate of information loss, moving down 'frQm 
the top of an organization is smallerab each step than the 'rate of 
information loss moving up the ladder •.. !nformation that comes from the top of 
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the organization tends to be written, stable, generic and often repeated. The 
information coming up through the system is episodic, technical and detailed 
rath~r than generic and abstract; it usually contains more facts per unit word 
o'l~·r.i~r "pound" than information moving from the top down. As information 
mov~s up it has to be condens~d and in the process some of it is lost. 

To maximize the quality of decisions, they must be made at the lowest 
level of the organization corresponding to the source of the problem to be 
resolved. In that way" the loss of problem speci fic information is minimized 
and the necessary generic information can still be available to assist the 
decision-maker. 

The final factor that is crucial to good decision~making in any system is 
the competence or ability to process information. All too often, managers 
delegate responsibility for decision-making without attempting to equip 
subordinates to handle it. The result i~ that poor decisions are made and the 
management concludes that such responsibility ought not to be delegated. 
Senior management has a responsibility to train subordinates, to insptute a 
learning system, so that the deci);3ions which will inevitably be made ../ 
throughout the system are the best po,~sible. 

Process information is a necessary factor, if we are to get decisions of 
high quality~ We get process information into the system in several different 
ways, one of which is through standards and procedures. The question then is 
how t;o derive standards and procedures. Should" they be experience and 
client-based or profession-ba~ed? The only kinds of standatds that you ought 
to apply in organizations are ~hose tnat intellectually reflect the speci fic 
objectives you are trying .. to accomplish. The only objectives that are 
legitimate are those that reflect the mission and the only mis~ion';;hat is 
legitimate is that which reflects the needs of the population yo'u are trying 
t)D serve, whether it ·~s a customer in.~ profit institution or a client in a 

~Ibt- for-pro fit agency., Standards establish the minimum per formanca that is 
-acceptable. The standard is not something to shoot for, it is something to be 

met along the ~~y towards excellence. 

., 

Process,information can also be introduced into the system through 
in-service training. Typically, when we give people discretionary power, we 

.j " " • 

do .so without equipping them to use it, which is somewhat like throwing the 
ki? in "the pool t:)nd, if the kid drowns, saying "well it I. S a good thing we 
f()u~d out now' that he can't handle things". And finally;" we get quality and 
competence in decision-making through the.professional'qualifisation process. 
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The nature of professional organizations is such t~at we do not control 
the specific decision; we control the decision-making process by selecting the 
decision-maker, by establishing standards of performance and by supplying the 
necessary policy information. 
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ORGANIZATION SIZE AND DECISION-MAKING 

Don Yeomans 
Commissioner 
The Correctional Service of Canada 
Ottawa, II 0r,t~rfb 

o . 

The Correctional Service of Canada, like other large, complex orga
nizations'a must operate with limited individual discretion" and a set 
of cgnsistently applied standards, if· it. is to' provide a uniform" 0 

clearly understood service. In a large organization where communi
cation is di fficult, such standards a'~e ne~essary in order to know 
what is being done, with what eFfect, and to ,~nsure 'a consistent 
product or s.ervi'ce on which the customer or client can rely. 

'i
l The .subject that we were asked to address was "Orgar;\fzational Structure 

aAd Decision-MQ,king". This;, happens to be a subjeect that is of ,particular 
fnterest. tq "me so r fended off offers of assistance in,~p~eparil')g this talk and 
thought tAe process through for mysel f. I cannot blame anybody e,~se for what 
I· am abgu~ to say. 

ii 

I'· 
i' 
:i 

Decis,ion,.mak:tng is much more it~nuenced by the size of the organiiaHon 
than by the structure. . In a sm?ll~ organizati,9n 0 f a few hun,d;ed \l people, 
everybody ,knbws everybody • There is gpod communication,. it "is relatively easy 

vtofunction as a team, it .:Ls .verY"inf~rtnal and. can be highly succesi~fu1. We 
.~~ ,haVe seen examples oJ that righthEd~e in, Ottawa in the "Silicone Valley 

North". OrgamizaUons" like Mitel,srei.\ imagin~tive'i flexible, fast on their 
c:eet ; accor.~in~ t~o th~E.~ who ,work th~l'e~ it is chao~lc bl,lt fun. Onc~ you get 
to a larger organlZahOr)~\say, over 1,000 employees, people do not know each 
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other, communication is far more difficult, the organization is much more 
difficult to control and manoeuvre, and the actions of the organization become 
much more deliberate. So, I decided that the title would o better read 
"Organization Size and Dec!sion-Making". 

We are not really talking about all kinds of decision-making at the 
Conference today. We are concentrating on a very special kind of 
decision-making discretionary decisions and we are ,talking about· 
discretionary decisions in, essentially, govern~ent organtzations. Therefore, 
I decided that the title should be "The Exercise of Discretion in a Large 
Public Enterprise". Now we are beginning to focus, I think, on what the issue 
before us is. In so doing, however, I have created. a dilemma because large 
public enterprises have great difficulty coping with discretion. 

A union negotiates a contract but before very long it discovers tha,t some 
of the loc~ls are beginning to make local deals and those deals, at least some 
of them can in fact begin to undermine the principles that were embodied in 
the con~ract. If we buy something from the Bay that proves to be defective,. 
we feel that we should be able to go to any Bay store anywhere in Canada c, and' 
cope with th~ problem in a reasonably consistent way. There is a company 
policy that ensures uni form treatment of customers across ~anada. I f you all 
came here' by Air Canada or CP Air you would have expected fairly similar 
treatment and consistent treatment in dealing with those organizations. When 
you do not get consistent treatment, when somebody is exercis,ing too. much 
discretion, you get very upset. Why is McDonald's' an enormous success? 
Because you have confidence in quality. You are going to get a product of a 0, 

known quality, of a known value. The local manager of McDonald's has very 
li ttle discretion in what he or she is permit ted to do. But" you say, "We are 
professionals, we are dealing with humans rather that hamburgers" • Fair 
enough. So, let us talk about professionals who are dealing with humans. How 
many of you would like ,~o be cared "for by a doctor who did not believe in 
strict medical standards? SUre, you expect him to use discretion in th~ final 
decisions that he makes, but you expect him to make that decision within 
fairly rigidly circumscribed standards. The same applies to hospitals. 
Surely you would want to be treated in a hospital that has very high standards 
and enforces them. 

Those of you from outside ottawa came here on an aircraft. We all fly 
regul~rly. An airline pilot is a very highly paid, highly skilled 
professional. When the chips' are dow,n, there is no question but t,hat he is in 
charge of that aircraft. But what is the reality of his daily life? '. Somebody 
else backs him away from the loading dock, he is told which runway he can use, 
which flight path he can fOpow, the rate at which he can climb, and the rate 

) 
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at which he must descend in' order to conserve fuel. He is under the tight 
control of the air traffic controllers every second of the time. Only if he 
is in a life-threatening situation does he exercise the very profound 
discretion that he has. Would you want to fly with a free-spirited pilot who 
h~s decided he is not going to pay any attention to the air traffic 
controllers? There is no question about who is in charge of the aircraft but 
there is no question that his discretion is very tightly circumscribed. 

In the Correctional Service of Canada four years ago, we had very few 
standards and we had very wide discretion. The Service was criticized at 
every turn and it could not defend itself because it corporately did not know 
what it was doing. Literally, we did not know how many cells we had, we did 
not 'know how many empty cells we had, we did not know how many inmates were 
escaping or were in segregati.::m or why. We did not know how We classified 
inmates from one level of security to another." Individuals did. The 
individuals who did the classification knew how they did it. The wardens knew 
how many cells they had in each of their own institutions. But corporately 
the Service did not know. Why is it important? Who cares? 

John Ekstedt, in his presentation, made reference to the biological 
analogy of an organization. I submit that a large organization, to survive, 
must have all of the characteristics of a small one. It must be able to learn 
to develop and to adapt. If the Correctional "Service of Canada, corporately, 
did not know how it classifed inmates, to take an exampl~, how could we learn 
to do it better? How could we develop a more effective system of classifying 
inmates? How could we adapt our system of classifying inmates to changing 
inmates or changing norms in society? In my view, in a large public 
enterprise, discretionary decisions must be very carefully circumscribed so 
that the enterprise can: 

(1) assure the quality of its product or service; 

(2) learn heuristically how to improve; and 

(3) maintain the stability of itsopera:tions. 

I ~ill deal with each Qf tho sa pOints in turn. 

(1) Assure cthe quality of service. The courts. have imposed a very reason"able 
reql:lil'ement on the Correctional ~,ervice of Canada: the duty to act fairly. 
Therefore, every offender across a latge and geographically dispersed system 
ha~ the r~ght to be treated the same way. As a Service we wantll our standards .. 
to be high and we must have some assurance that high standards are being , 

,I 
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hIe must assure and demonstrate fai.rness. Therefore, standards adhered to. it _ 

Id b t ' some kind of benevolently must be enforced. Otherwise, we wou e opera lng 

chaotic system across the country. 

(2) We must learn heuristically how to improve. In order to i",'prove, we must 
first know what is happening. Therefore, we must be classifying inmates, for 

example, using the same standards across the country. We mu~t have rea~ona~le 
confidence that those standards are being us~d because consl:stent appllcatlon 
of those standards means that the data gathering is meaningful. and that the 

1· nformation gathered from the system of classifying inmates'ls reasonably 
q • t t comparable because it is reasonably consistent. The.data can. pOln ou ways 

to improve but the results will be. valid only lf the lmprovement is 
consistently applied. Therefore, again, a decision to change the way we 
classify inmates has to be imposed with. reasonable discipline on the system so 
that we know whether the change that we implemen't~.p, basedo on the tesul ts, was 

an improvement or a disaster. 

(3) The sta~ility of operations. 
tha£' whatever we do now, we should 
talking about orderly change. 

I am not talking about no change and saying 

continue fOT the foreseeable future." I am 

The previous point was the importance of learning heu~istically what we 
are doing. The oldPehitentiary Service was constantly\ belng battered ~bou.t 
by . the public and the presy:~ Because there were no data~;a bad escape would 
cause ministerial concern and result in urgent orders that, the. rules ~e 
changed for all insti tt~t':.i..,?ns, whether they needed it or not, and thlS chaotlc 

or urgent change .would be imposed from the outside. 

. d d . t t data if there is a serious Now, because we have detaile an conS1S en.' , 
escape we can look at it in terms of trends; lS. the trend getting worse, 
staying the same or 'getting better? We can nqw sho~ the Minister, t~e p~ess, 
or anyone else, how that escape fits into the general pattern of th~ngs and, 
if it is wi thin that general pattern, tnen there ') is nq n:ed for pamc. That 
is the way the system is functioning today. Minis~ters will deJend reasonable 

1 ° Of' th h confl'dence that the decisions within areasqnable po. lCY 1 ey ave ., 
organization is under control and knows what it is doing. 

Let u~ translate this into discretionary deCisions fn the corte~tional 
Service of Cana~a. Take for example, cascading of Jnmates from maxlmum to 
medium to mlmmum" secu;rity establishments. We have establis~ed the 
standards. We must now closely circumsor1be thl:3. discretion with WhlCh they 
are used. Wein~st have discipline in the Service. Someday' there will.. be a 
terr ible incident -- an inmate will leave a minimum security inati tution f go 
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out and commit a murder, and there will be a hue and cry 'what was the 
inmate doing in that institution, why was he there, and we must tighten up'. 
If we do not have enoug~ information ,about what wejare doing, there will be a 
panic reaction. We will tighten up in some <w~y '~Q9t we do not really 
under~tand and go on hoping that things will babetter tomorrow. If, however, 
we can say, ,or the Minister can say, "Yes, that inmate did leave, and yes, he 
did commit that murder, that is a tragedy, but we should bear in mind that in 
the past year J 2,387 inmates have been classi fied from medium to minimum , 
using those same standards, and this is the first incident that we have had in 
that time", then you are going tO'get a completely different reaction to that 
particular incident. Perhaps we should tighten up but at least we'can tighten 
up in a rational way. 

We go back to the second reason for disciplined discretion __ learning 
heuristically how to improve. Jhere are many in our Service who believe that 
we have a lot mote minimum security in,!,ates than Ije presently classify as 
minimum. That could be true. Therefore, as, we develop standards for 
elassi fying inmates and, c!osely circumsf?f,ibe the oiscretion with which those 
standards are applied, we can"begin to change and learn heuristically. We can 
change one or two of those, standards ,and watch what happens and ~ascade more 
inmates from medium to minimum, for exampl~, watching the result in terms of 

. '-.1 

escapes and ~ther\\ inc.idents.. If that ,oworks we oan say that that is a success 
and. the~begln c~(anglng another on~,. We can go about it in an orderly way, 
trYlng ln a reasopable and logical fashion to improve .• 

;' 1/ .. 
Now we go ""Jack to the first reason for our disciplined discretion __ the 

assurance of quality • And I come back now to this question of duty to act 
fair ly. This means acting consistently in our treatment of decisions with 
respect to inmates and offenders. Under those circumstances, if we do have 
closely circumscrIbed-or diSCiplined discretion, and an inmate does take Us to 
court, we will not be in the position' that so many Americ~n insti t'Jtionsflnd 
themse.l ves in now. We will "be able to demonstrate to the Court;{h~t: '~~do 
have 'standards, and that they are applied fairly. The reasgr\'s, ,~;e.;are 
continuin~" to hold him (the inmate) in maximum security is based tll.'l,~:fa:[i : and 
reasonable proces,~ and we w.ill" I;\e able to defend what we :a~ftl:~Ping •. 
OtherWise, if we po not indicate that we understand what· we ,.are ilo'q:.1:8'91:;.the 
Court will impose decisions that mayor \\ may not be well thoughtthroO~:~iX:':!t,\ 

,,<}' <, :.':';{ ,';'" 
~ '~'.~ ~I~. 

,We began by talking about organizaUonal structure' and !;l'3Cision-m~King, 
but really discretion,~and -decision-making are a function "of the" ot9'~~izati'on ~ s 
Size, not strL!cture". Therefore, what we are really' talking about is the 
exercise o'f discretion, not all kinds "of decision-making, in large public 
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organizations. 
well-developed 

I submit that it is essential that an organization have 
standards and that they be adrnl'nistered by a well-trained and 

well-disciplined workforce. 
deci;icins, de fensible decisions, 

The result will be good decisions, consil;'ltent 
-" 

improve decisions. 

o 
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fair decisions, and a built-in process to 
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PAROLE GUIDELINES: ARE THEY A WORTHWHILE 
CONTROL ON DISCRETION? 

Joan Nuffield 
Policy Analyst 
Ministry Secretariat 
Solicitor General of Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario 

'~, 

GUidelines are, important because they will ful fil the need for 
visibility, acpountability and equity i'n indiVidual' case decisions. 
Guidelines are not mandatory rules but flexible statements of poli_cy 
on a more specific level than can be contai'1ed in statutes., Through 
the use of" guidelines,uni formity in the factors that enter into a 
parole decision and the weight accorded to each 9an be ach~eved 
without eliminating the discr~tion required to handle unique cases. 

I will just assume from the outset that everyone knows what we mean today 
by "guideline": that is, a highly specific policy established administ:rative.
ly by a parqle .\bo~rd in order to guide its actual case decisions. 1 would 
like to add, by way of introduction, that most of the things I have to say are 
based primarily on what, I know of the federal correctional system, since that 

~/{~ where I work, but I think that most of what I have to say is equally appli
",/ cable to other systems and parts of the system other than just parole. Final-
,( 

lyi) I should add, that rrl¥ (,personal view is that guidelines are a good idea, 
,. . CI • 

that, 'dep?nding of COUI;'se on the actual form which they take, guidelines would 
repr.esent an improvement in the way we run parole and other systems too. That 
is"not necessarily the view of ~ost of the people here ~Dday, or of the go
vernmel1t" though I often think "that many of us agree a 'greaf deal more than we 

( , " 

di Ffer on the basic issues. to do with "guidelines". 
<\ 
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What I.want to talk about today are the arguments that you hear in Canada 
these days about guidelines. The arguments against guidelines are of two 
general)types. First, there are arguments which claim that there is no need 
for guidelines, for various reasons. And second, there are arguments that 
eve\! if it were acknowledged that there is a need to control discretion and 
make it more visible - for that is what guidelines are generally intended to 
do - guidelines are not an effective way to do it, or that guidelines would 

.. ul timately cause 100:r~ harm'i than good. I will then list 'the' argtlments that are 
heard in"def~nce 'of ~uidelines. 

·c 

.. 
As I implied above ~ guidelines ~ where they have been adopted in other 

j ur isdictions, are largely intended to increase acc:ountabili t y. They force 
otganizations to make parole policy more explicit, which in itself brings a 
type of accountability, and th'eyforce individuals within that organization to 
make expl"icit decisions abput why a particular case does or does not fit the 
policy as stated in the guideline; and should or should not be subject to 
exception. Paroling p6licy thus becomes more visible. It is on the table ~r 
discussion. Now, the argument is sometimes heard that there is' no need to 
make paroling policy more explicit, that it is already well understood. The 
Parole Act, after all, states three criteria which must be met by every 
decision to grant a parole: there must be no undue risk to society, the 
offender must have gained the'max.imum·beneflt from imprisonment, and the 
parq,le must aid in the reform and rehabilitation of the offender. WeIl, those 

~"'" criteria leave a great deal unsaid, unspeci fled, and a great deal to be 

... 
,., 

~<·:de~:i~ed'. How much risk is an {'undue" risk? Does that' mean the probability of 
the -;ffenae1"'~using some harm, "the· seriousness of the ··i:mUcipated harm, or 
some combination of the two'? If so, how are the two to be combined? And what 
are the benefits which the offender is to have derived from imprisonment, and 
how are. these b~nefits assessed? Senior managers in The Correcti~nal SeJvice 
of Canada have said chat the, princl,pal positive effect of imprisonment is to 
"keep them "off the streets"until a "maturation" process occurs "riDere the 
offender is f,}O longer irl'clined' toward~ crime .. or towards paying its 
occupational due'S. So.h(:)w is the criterion of "maximum benefit" handled, as a 
matter 9f parole policy? Arid we in this room are ~ll aWqre of the open debate' 
about the benefits qf supervision, heard even among' parole·officers ~hemselves~ 
who complain that!.:.8upervision has be~om~ a' for~' ~f "quantity control", 

,,:.. . " .y ,:; . , 

paperwork, minimal,~ contact. '. Certainly!) few 0[' us,. h:r~ ,would· Je~l ver,y 
comfortable trying to glless precisely what kind of effect \'1i11 be "produced :,on 

- ' (~ ,':" Q. ' 

a specific individual from a specific ,experienc~ on parole st.Jpervi$ion.,~50 I 
,. think\\ it is. quite "cle!'!!' thattli~{ statute does not p~oVide much, in the way of','" 
clear parole policies. Nei t,tlE!;~ ,do other offl.cial' ~ources but.J! w~l1 ;,get to 
them ina minute.. ",,0" !.? ,.' ";\ .. , 
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It is also sometimes heard that even if the written wtt)rd does not tell us 
much about parole policy, it is weli understood 'by those wh~ need to know it. 
Lea\~ing as~de the question of the untutored public's need to know, I do not 
think that even those" .who w.ork directly in the system adequately understand 
the polIcies. During the consultations for the Solicitor General's Study of 
Conditional Release, on which I worked, we frequently heard both offenders and 
case preparaHo!l. staff in four of the five regions complain that(, they did not 
know what was expected of and from individuals eligible for release. Unsure 
9f whether the' National· Parole Board will insist on trying temporary absences 
prior to a day parole, or a day parole prior to a full par.ole, the case 
management team may prepare release plans for the "wrong" type of release. 
They may get mixed . mes~ages, cro'fsed signals, and painful feedback from all 
sides~1 We heard it said that siribe the National' Parole Board could 1n no way 
be committed to a certain policy or "game plan" on a specific case, 
uncertainty surrounded all forms of program decisions and difficulties in 
persuading inmates ·.:to co-operate in their oym sel f-interest were rampant. 
Partly in order to alleViate this 'uncertainty problem the Correctional Service 
of Canada is now launched into a project designed to develop "guidelines for 
recommendations"for release. 

So I conclude that it is fair to say that there is considerable room 'for 
parole policy to become more explicit"more visible, more specific. The ofh~r 
major "accountability"problem for which guidelines are a proposed solution is. 
the problem of , disparity." Even if parole policy were. c,lea1", and well 
understood')'/~ ·~\\,6Uld also be concerned if we thoughtH were not being equi
tably Clpplied. When'parole policy is not Cilear, "as I argue it is not, we have 
extra reason to be concerned aboutll disparity for surely. the di fflcultiesof 
unif~rmly, applying an "unclear' policy are. eno'rmous. Yet it has been said that 

if inequities ''do e~ist , they. are n.ot' p~ov.:ri!, It . is~v~n said that one need 
not worry so much about posslb51e dlspar 1 hes'ln parole 1n Canada be~ause the 
amount of-.. discret~fn .h.~ld'bY,' Canadian, p(~£o~e bOEir~.s is ~o much less, than 
elsewhere. Of prov~nclal parqle boards that ;is certa1nly true since all their' 
I;clients are by definition se:rving le$sthan two years, of which only the 
middle eight months, at maximum, are, th~ USuqJ, .... effecHY.,e prpy,ipce, ?f parole 
discretion. But of ' the Nat16ha{ParcH:C/ Boardit(-;~nn~t be said that the range 
of discretion -'defined as the amount 'oJ the" sentence to which parole is 
applicabl~ - is -P

Q
artlc'ularly less than in, for example., many, American 

Sudsdd.ctions. The most common type of sentence structure in. the ,United 
Stat.es' is,identical to ours.~, a"fix~d·.term of y~al's,with p~rolti""eligibility' 
oCPurring after a fi~ed\ fraction oft~e senten,ce, ',such ,,~as one-third. And, I 
would" also argue .,that it is ?s";important to make equitabl~ decisions about 
persons who are servingsMrt time" as' about, those who are servi\1g 10ng time. 

, (I. " . "\ 0 

Though on anabso.J.ute scale the"impact may be greater 'in Sl ~y~tem where the 
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potential, time served is much ~onger, t!)e principle is always the same. 
People in comparable circumstances are entitled to comp~rable treatment from 

~t~ 
government. 

Yet I' think that there is considerable evidence of disparity in our 
federal system. Let me define "disparity": it is an wnexplained"or 
inexplicable variation in decisi~ns" differences ~in the treatme~t ,of 
individuals which are not accounted for by differences in the characteusbcs 
of those individuals, which are in fact not accounteq, for at all. There, are ,a 
fe~t research studies \ on parole decision-making in Canada which have tried fo 
"account forti Natjjo~ai Parole Board decisions. These stqdies have been"unable 
to "explain" only a ,,'ery little of the variation in decisions made. ,Some of 
these studies have' shown that parole deFisions accord I strongly wlth " the 
recommendations of case preparation personnel, which .is rather disturbirig whe~ 
we consider' what so many case preparation personnel, say about ho~ littl§ 
understood parole ,.polipy realJ.y is. This finding almost sugogests that ther~\ 
may be not 'so much a, single" parole policy which is' disparate,l ~ pursued b~t'; 
there may be dozens ~r scores of individual,parole policies being ~ursue& b~ 
dozens.or scores of individual staff and Board Members. We . also see markeCl 
annual fluctuations in the full, parol,e grant rate in Cana~a, which s~ggests 
disparity oyer time. 'It is sometim~s. said that the penitentiary popula~ion is 
becoming much tougher and harder td deal with; that may be true, butJ.t dO~)3 
not account for inareases in the parole rate which are somepmesobserved 1n 
years following a period of'aecreas~sin the "pa.role prate." A" much closer 
connection in fact appears to be observable between the parole rate and ,the 

, , • ",' ,(1, •• " .--' • ~ 

number of extraordinary and public,~zed fa,nures ,?y paroleeswhlc~occur 111 a 
given time period. We also" obs.er,ve, markeddi,fferences in the parole, rat~ ,from 

. region to region, dlf(erences "which are not .explain~d by variations J.n the 
penitentiary populations., or~ rec,idivism rates,;in th~r~gions. Fina.l~y, of 
course', you also hear v ar, iations 'in the\p~h..i1osophy, pnnclples and pOll.CleS of 
par'ole "expressed by different individual Board oMembe,rs., Unless philosophy; 
,bears no "connection with behaviour, and we resist that hypothesi'~, differences 
in outlook will show up in 'dispa~,ities 1.n decisions made. ,-' 

I have ojustd~~it, very br'iefly, with the first se,t ~f ~rguments agai~st 
guidel.tn~s , namely, "those" which have it that. there is" no need fo:c.~hem.,;\ I 
hopethaL 1 have () cast at least seveFal~ sha(jowsof doubt.. onthst ,) Vlew. ~n 

" short,I h'ave cfrgue'd that parol~" policy:.i~~,o~ .clear ,cor .vis,ible, an~ ,,,,that It 
needs to "be, both in," ord~f to mak~ this important publ1c" 1nsbtutlon fl;llly 
accountable and" i'n order :tc{ giv~~ guidance to ~offef!ders, c~sework staff, "al7l~ 
the "people "who design "the p~pgram; wtlfbh lead to o~md compfi~:, !~elease~. l~ve 
also arglJed ·that there are 1Tl9re than reason~able ''''grounds, to,. believe" that there 
is unjustifiable var'iat,ioh in" the treatment awardep to similar case,~' 

8 
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Let me turn now "to the matt:,er' of whether guidel,ines are the way to 
respond ctothese problems, or ~heeher, there are other "ways of ef,fectively 
dealirg with them. I would also IJke to ,. discuss Whether the drawbacks 
represented by guidelines outweigh their ~dvantages., First, let us 'look at 
some of the possible alternatives to guidelines which are sometimes proposed 
as controls on discretion. If these altern?tives could be somehow refined or 

" improved, it is said, they could solve the d,isparity problem, if we, 'acknowl-
,) edge that there is a disparity problem, and they could" provide clear "notice" 

of public policy •. ' 

From some quarters, it is heard that 'the c6mmunity is a valuable poten
tial control "on di.scretion. "the pupUc ,certainly let us know when they are 
upset, and there is no qllestion that str..ong public objections over parole 
dE;1,cis10ns have loud echoes throughout a. parole organization. But being 
accountable to the public is, in a ~ense,a matter of being ~ccountable only 

.. for your failures; even more narrowly, ,it is a matter of being accountable 
only for the failures which make tile news. No. sane individual would argue, I 
hope, tbat a "public institution~hould !'base its decisions on what appears in 

" .._ <\0 

newspapers. "And it. is virtiually impossible' for the public to know about , let 
"e:, '\ 

alone'Dunderstand, oa11 th~'grants and ,refusals. of parole which occur in a 
given year. Fo.r one thing, we do noto reveal personal information about large 
numbers dfeases of offenders,,, any mOL'e., than the Im~igrat:lon Appeal Boa~d goes 
around telling the' publicabout"lhe lives of all the people" it deals with" So 
public perceptions are bUilet, not on an 'informed understanding, of a represen
tative'range' of decisions of al~ types, DuOalmost entir"elyon the violent 

. .: t~' ~ 

failures of. a few. :.; Y fJ . ~, 
J j ~ 
\:ij ,! 

It 'is also sometimes said bhat if further refinements could be added to'" 
.) :~ '. . ,\ 

the procedural safeguard9 Which,~urround parole decisions , that a. great deal 
of the confusion r:ihd.inequity c~plhd be cleared up.' This is a view held, I 
suppose, chiefly in ~the regal cqlJlmunHy. I think it.is iargel y wrong ,though 
I ,po not, mean to imply th~t I :'am',against further refinements in procedural' 
safeguards; I· am ,not. But we S'i:lW, even yesterday at this Conference during 
the opening ~elTl.arksof t~e firstapeake~s, a theme 'emerging with which I am in 
.almost:' fulL agreement. " That i~thpt pr9cedurellsafeguards speak' almost 

~nt~relY to. procedural matters •. ~ .. I?~ :Si~ple "term~, mr.~ndating" a hearing a~d 
..... vanous Qthertypes of procedural due process speak/i mostly to the way In 

which goSernment goesabout(' mak~ng ',i,tS. decisio.ns,. an, d has very little to say, 
:'r.fJbout what those decisions will be,. or on what basi.s they will be made. A 

lawyer can argue until he is blye ,about, Jor' example, whether, a certain piece 
of' informati~nwasc or .was nott/sed properly. But.. unless he. and the dec.i.sion
m'aker can .truly . ."see"the poliqies for this t}lpe of c'ase on "a very spf;3cific, 
level, the lawyer· ca[lnot. ,adequatel¥ argu~ how' the policy should Dr should not 
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apply in this pa,r-ticular case or h,QrI a particular piece of information was or 
was not incorporatE(,p into the. po~icy and the decisio.n. So I do, not hold out 
much hope for procedural safeguards. Even if our, courts could rule on the 
'substance of parole decisioll$, ~,11ich they '~anflot, ,there would not be, a check 
on ·discretion., This is fQr two' reasons;f~rst,~ because the use of the cou!:'ts 
is dep~ndent on the, inclination and the financial re~ourcescof inmates \lnd for 
that re.asOIl, are in~oked in. few instances, and second, because the cpurts have 
only a limited capacity for comparing" tpe treatment of one person to the 
treatment of the next. ' They need,. in other words" a clear policy base from 
which to operate, if they are 10 operate, effectively .. 

,. 
tt is also some~imes said that, by articulating the types of" faciors 

which they' take into account, parole boards can adequately clari fy " parole", 
policy and prevent inequities. . I call, this type of approach the. "shopping 
list"'approach. Even if the factors listed were not, rat,her general, which 
ttJey often are, toe "shopping li~t" approach 'giv~s n~' real guida~'ce to t.he 
public, the offender, the casework staff, or the Board itsel f as to the weight 

,,which should be given to 'each factor, how it should be a~plied to eac~ ca~~ 
and how the various factors are to be cpmbined to produce the final decision. 
By just looking at the, list of factors, you could not, in other words, work 
out with some degree of precision whether a particular offender ,would get a 

'parole. You could only tell what types of characterist~cs he had on a list of 
dimensions 'and not "the decision to which the Board ,would be led from·. that, 
configuration of characteristic~. Anyone" h~re who ~,a,s w~n or .lost a Public 
Service competi'tion on the grounds of "personal suitabH~ty" w,U~ immediately 

appreCiate what I mean. n o? \ 

We i'ai~o hear the Viewthab.\ if internal revi~w'and "appeal.inechanismscDuld '" 
be strengt~~ned J poliCies w~uld bec6me clear~nd dispari tywould disapp~ar ~ . I,' 
thin'k \that argument has many , of thesf!mec~l~ws as does the'argument~,bout 
procedural safeguards. In"' fact, I, WOUld., argue ~hat internal review, ' like " 
judicial' appeal, cannot be. trUly eJfecbve overa~,road range of' casesunle,ss 
it can' "see" abroad rcange of ''Cas~s( which, a1!l\0st "bydefinition,it does 
not) and unl~ss ib has a set of fai'tly specific polIcies' from which ,to 'proceed' 
in the first place.. Board Members sometimes can be heard tasay' that the, 
presence of ~n Hfternal review commit-teeonly cau'se,s the," to be more careful' 
in the way they ~ecord the rea~ons f:or their decisions, (~sometimes in ways 
wh:i!ch' obscure, r'ath~ro than illuminate",the;'real "grounds ll

• 8nd, of course, 
internal reviews,,, whicD are alway.~~ j~,~t a l'ittle reluctant. tocri.~icize),a: 
col..leagl,le, are hamstrung ,in their abf'lity to do so unles~ ther~ are ",ql'ear, 
grounds. ,. In ','m), view, if we 'do nq~ ha~.e parole poll~y guidell,~es, the,l'e are 
"clean," "diffi'ctlltiesonlx in'\the extraordinary C\~S;I;t~.,) You"cannot formulate " 

overall policy l:(Jl the basis of, ~?'traor5Vnary .\c~s£fs. '" 
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There are other supposed" controls on discretion which are touted as being 
effective .;,. headngcases and making decisions in panels of more ''than c, one 
Board Member, for' example. Slnce ,each Board Member is supposed to be indepen
dent of the others, using panels ofJwo or more members is claimed ,as a check 
on capriciousness. I" do think that you are safer with two decision-make')::s 
rather than one, by and'Targe, but it is misleading to suggest that the two or 
more decision-makers ope'rate in9~pendently. At the very least, they c~me to 
share certain norms, certain views and like all of us reaching sHared deci
sions in'"a corporate environment they if,\fiuel)ce each othet. We" cannot say for 
sure' just how these' gr9IJP decisions wo~k nor why there are apparent 
dt ('ferences in the decisions reached by different 'gr:oups., 

'1/ ,'I 

SO in short, I d.o not see anY alternat.ives which provide ''assurances, or ., 
even seund,expectations, of r.esulting in clear policies or equitable decisions 
based on those pol.icies~ But what of the remaining set of questions- ques
tionsand concerns about guidelines themse,lves, 'especially tl),atguid!elines 
wil~ do more haJ;''m than good?, I would hOW ,like to, review these ar'guments 

"against guidelines and respond to each· in turn briefly : 
11 

o Of cQurse, . the main argument against gUidelines is that the}I' will 
effectively remove discretion thus' calJsing a "paper' equality" which h~des" a 
host of~v/~ry real "injustices. I" tnink this cODcern arises largely outl, of a' 
misconce~tion of whatguidelinesrea~ly are. , They, 'are, a~'l ~~.:id ~:t the 

, bf,lginninlJ , ,administrative in nature, a statement ,id~'ally by the organi~:ation 
., which m/akes the d'Bcis:ions, "of the polic,ies which will apply in norma,!" ~bases 
and in Ifhormalcircumstahces."lfthe case is not normal, therefore, if!" it:" does 

[:i9ot fit .t;he'model, if itfs di fferentfrom the run of c~ses in ways wQiCfl c~n 
be perceiven::,; and defended" the,n the decision-maker may step outside~, the 
gUIdeline' and say why' hediO so ~ Nothin..g, &n the" idea of guidelines imp:lies 
that discretion is eliminated. Guideline~me~ely require.fhe decision-making 
bodyo to say what its, poliCies are,usually in very specific terms, but if the 

'. I! ,~. . , 

policy does not fit the case 0 - it is impossible to imagine a policy WhiCh 
would apply "to pifford Olson, for e~ample:, so unusual a case does he p,resent;. 
- then tt"tedecisipn-mal<er'mayfollow the dictates of the case~\ explaining all 
the way ,why he has fOl!nd this case to be di fferent. ,,~t 

~ i" 
I also. heard 0 it sai.H~\ yesterday that th0ere is something wrong' with 

guidelil1es bebause they(io Dot permit an op\)ortunity for r'ebuttal. This is 
simply a misco~peption(;too. ,\ If, anything, " I would argue' that un(:ier' ,: a 
guidelines system the" inmate has ,Iil ,petter opportul)ity for arguing his case in 
an effectlve.manner because he" can clearly see the basis "Jor the decision and 

"how it has been applied in his case. He can see what factors have been usee. 

:::;)." 
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" 
and which have not and he can (Oore easily speak to both kinds "of factors. 
Under our pr~senf system,C all he can do is argue that, he fits, the three 
statutory criteria; that he has a good attitud~, that h~has tr{bd 'tQ upgrade 
his life skills ahd work skills while in penitentiary, ttl'at he has done enough' 
time, th~t he pas 'repented rUs cr~me and has truly changed - he says anything, 
that is, that he thinks might help. 'But under a ,system which does' not have 
guidelines, it is still an' acceptable ans'"",!"!I' to bim that, all (~hings, 
considered, on ba.,lance, and in the circumstances, he is not believed to b.fl 
good parole material. " That is not an answer, it is not even honest pe~ause, 
as Dr. GottfredsoQ said" in uthe previous session and as ';Canadiari\ studies have 
point~d out, there ~re" latent or 'invisible parole 'policies under which most 
parole boards operate but thes~ policies are not "seenlr ,hot .,recognized, and 
not ,consciously .or eqt~,itably plJrsued. 

'~ 

Another argument you heat ag?inst guidelines IS that they will eliminate 
important and' justi Hable regional variations. They will only if the agency 
which sets 'the guidelines doe~ not s~t them with due" regard for .those impor-

(\ ,-

tant and justifiable differences in regions which are worth preserving. So 
that, argument is again a <type of misconception. It ,assumes that gUigelines 
cannot b~ geared to regional di fferences which is o"as silly as sJ3ying that 
guidelines cannot bel geared to di ffer~ncep if) 0 ffenders. If e,ttra agency 
setting the ,guidelines wants them to reflect regioll;al variati~lis or even 
norms, the agency i~ free to so design them. ,All Jt ~~ed do,' really, is have 

~ ~, " I 

a publicly defensible reason for maldng its q~st:i'l~tio~iS. '" 
- II . '1 ,~ 

Weals~ heal' 'it said" that guidelines are u~~el~kbi: because so many of 
l" " 

them are based on statistical estimates of an offende1;'?-,. risk of recidivating, 
an inexact science to be sure. But, providing that d.sl<; is to be part@f the 

~guideline _c and it need not be'- it must: also be adl<~nwl'edged that statistical 
" '-, 

" 

,guesses of risk aI's more reliable"than ave clinical or h!-)lIlan jUdgements. " And 
the use at statistical aids assures us that everyone "is "being judged on the 
same basis, the same "best guess" of hisris~. 'Theo,ffender does not run the 
ri~k. of hav~\ng h~s chances judged;> by someone 'Who has a iltheory", ~ntested and 
perhaps untestable, about recidivism. And neither does, the public., Further
more, a statistical 'u sCore allows you to ,see" precis~l y what facJoJ's' went into 

jJ , '" " 

it ~od which did not so that these and others can be discussed'more intelli-
gently. A clinical assesslnenf of risk can never be dissected in a way which 
will' reveal what factors went" inl::o it; and how they were used. 

I suppose that most of" the arguments agains\;.gyidelines can really, in 
some way-or another, be traced,. \\ to a feeling that they" .violate some ,general 
~otio~ of ;i.ndividualizatiol1of Justice as well as of humanity. 1 think these 
apprehension,s are misplaced. It is th~antithesis of humanity not' to tell 
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"people what thebClsis is for the decisions which will be made about them and 
to letc them live in ,uncertainty about their future. As we have just seen, 
guiqelines' allow for", decisions to be geared to the particularities of 
individual cases but {he decision-~aker must say why the P0rticularities of 
the ca~~ caus~ it to be an exception to the general rule. Finally, ther~ is 
little G 1::0 brag about in a system of "individualized justicell if similar 
individual;;:> committing similar crimes under similar circumstances do not 
receive si'milar treatment. By this analysis "individualized justice" may be 
more a matter of individualized disparities. For me, we do an injustice if we 
follow the present system of "laissez-faira" deCision-making which hides 
behind the supposed uniqueness of all individuals. Sure, all individuals are 
unique, in at least one respec~ - I like to wear mismatched ~Qcks - but they 
also bear simil~rHies which are relevant. to criminal justice pO'licy and which 
can be dealt with in a more syst'ematic fashion than under the status quo. 
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PAROLE GUIDELINES: ARE THEY A WORTHWHILE 
CONTROL ON DISCRETION? 

Mary Ca~ey 
Senior Board Member 
At~antic Regional' Office' 
National Parole Board 
,', 

Moncton, Ne~ Brunswick 

The National Parole Board. has trouble accepb:ng pato'ie'''6g01a~lines " 
because of the just deserts phqosophy which. is' inherent "in "the use 

. pf guidel~nes. Guidelines do not take int0 consideration, the fact 
that an'inmate may ha~e changed dU1'lng his period of imprisonment. 
Present procedural safeguardli have helped to meet the need' to 
structure dis'cretion i~ p~role de~ision-making •. A fur'ther':~rt$cula .. 
tion of pa~ole criteria' may, however, be necessary. 
,.,,' u 

I wO~Jld like to begin 'by defining guideflneq,. ".Whe(l I sp~akof 
guidelines, I Fefer to the guidel'~nes that a.r: .ba~,ed on scor;i.~g models ~uchas 
those us.ed "by the Un'iped States Parole Cqmml.ssl.on and by, vauousother boards. 

o 
in th~ Unite.~ Stat~s'i\ 

" ;,.',' 

{:s 
" I, .would like to describe the situation in' Canada and to: discuss why the ~ 

National Parole Boarl h~s not'approved any system of guidelines. This is riot 
tp say that we are opp'osed to the., adoption of guidelinesbutYle have not, at 
this' time, agreed upon any particul'arsystelTi~ nl,ere is, !Ia~ present, ,iii study 
under way on .' tQe criteria" of parole' and we have also undertake'n a study ~f the 

. decision-makl:i.ng p):'ocess which, 'We believe., is goingoto lead to.th~.adoptlon of, 
some kind of: mor~ spec'ific priteriaor "some kind' qf gUide~i~es;w.nether they 
will re~emble the United St.ates par,ple guidel~nes is something I cannetanswer . 

at the present time. ' 

. " 
. ~, .. ~ ~ .•.. ' , 

i,9 

o 
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Certainly, my approach to, the idea of guidelines is a subjective one 
based' on my obqervation of what is actually happening with guidelines in. the 
United States Parole Commission and several other American parole boatds and 
on discussions with many board ,members and officials of parole boards in the 
United States. The is~ue of guidelines is not one that any board me~ber can 
approach witho~t some trepidation. an the one hand, it is very difficult to 
come up with a):'guments against,a process that is designed to promote, fairness 
and equity and ~hat can be seen as a mean,s of harnessing the diocretion that 
has been described as arrogant andcapr icious. an the other hand, it may be 
natural for members of the PaX;ld1e Board to want to retain as much di ocret ion 
iilS possible, believing, as many. do, in the concept of individualized "justice. 
As' I said, my ,knowledge of guid~lines" for parole is based chiefly on \...hat I 
aiid my fellow boardmembersha\f€ observed in the United State!? 

'The Natigo9l. Pg.:r9le., .EQgrd, of COl"lI-se) has not b!=len free fran the 
crit icisms that led many American? boards to adopt" guidelines. We have riot at 
this time decided that it is wise or us,\=lful to adopt a' 'guidelines system 

.. u ~, 

beca,use there ar£;) major differences between our system and any system in the 
United states and they, I believe, ha~,e. to be studied c.arefully before we make 
aHydecision;ori the kinds of guidelines or criteria for decision":making in 

,J 'r' ." 

Canada. 

.~ w 

One of the first observable " di fferences is that Canada does ncit, to any 
great extent ,use the indeterminate' sentence, at least for adult off~nders. 
Therefore, we do, in fact, av"oi~ to g great 'extent ,the '~uhcertainty.of actual 
time served. that many American liberals ofoU~d \,lnacceptciJle in their ~ystems 
prior to guid~lines.There" iss,ome \.Incertainty ill our systellJ but the' inmate 
at least knows or canSQon find out what the minimum and maximum times are 

" . ~that m.!:Ist b~s!3rved. b'~for~ l'elefl~e., 1 do not want to indicete lhat the period 
,:".:;.,"c."QL"""4Dg,gJ~tflJntY,,,J~~;;'negJJgible.:, For half of our inmates who are serving five' 

yea'rs or "more' f't., will .be a. mi~imull.l of 20 mohths'~O .and" t.hat, 1;agree; Can be a 
long time. Howftver ,d. f therea:r,e degFee~ of Lncertainty, this .perhapsis the, 
~,owE;}rend of the scale.. In, any ev~nt" p~role guidelines "do not nece~saril Y' 
lead to c,ertainty. . 0 0 

. \,., 

., 

Inmate's do not ~lw'ays know how, their previous • records" ,or their current 
offenceswlll be scored. They may not know either if,their case will be one 
wheretimeaboYeorbelow tho gUigeline"s will be set. Perhaps the ma~orhur
dle fot the. CanadLan:'par,ole boards t'Q '~vercome' is the concept of punishment oro 

" t'l ")", . ".' _ 'I II. II 
;) of 4ust'deserts whiclJ seems to" uJ'3 to ,geinherent. in guideli'1es." We do not see' 

ourse1 yes mak~ngrpe'ti5ions about punishment • 0 Our Pa'E,ole I;\Gt sets J the ,.eH.-
" '. , •... 3 ,'), ~ 

gibility date for parole which we see .not 9...nl~ as the minimum sentence but 
als~, '" ''€mdo to a greaterextept, as ~ the punishm~nt time" Qr ,the denunciat ion 
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period as the Law Reform Commission of C?nada described it. At that,point, we 
see ourselves not as assessing \'klether the offender has been punished enough 
but whether he or she now presents a risk to society and, if possible, the 
nature of that risk. Incidentally, when speaking of the <'issue of. ~ssessnent 
of risk, it is true that clinical judgement is not better ,. than objective 
.criteria for assessing risk. But.I think, certainly in the area of assessi.\g 
the risk of violence, i~ is not worse. 

, " . ~ 

I think our sentencing structure i:;:> close to what the Americans would 
call a "flat sentence". At least:" it has an end which the inmate knows and our 
decision pr9cess therefore seems to me to fall into the category not of ~hen 
to parole but, of whether to parole, which reinforces the idea that we are 
assessing risk at the time of parole. 

I would like also to refer briefly to what I see as a major di fference in 
philosophy between the American and Canadian approaches to parole. It 9ppears 
to be part of the accepted mandate of many American boards to reduce disparity' 
in sentenci ng. Th is is not part' of th~' mandate for Can adi an boards and it 
cou'ld b'e 'said" that" by setting statutory eligibility dates for release, 
Parliament has intended that we not exercise a mandate of that kind: I 
realize that this is not an argumentagai'lfs't guidelines in the context df the 
criminal ,justice system as a whole but it is an, argument~gainstc them in the 
cont'ext of current thoUght about sentencing and parole in' this country. We' 
are concecned, as we~;l, "thClt 
decision chiefly on factors that 
crecord and his current offence. 
even of rehabilitation. 

current guideline models base the release 
the innate cannot cha~,e sl£h as his previousl~" 

We still believe in the idea. of change and 

(I .··.1 

. ii 
Guidelines based on' previous re~ord and current offence, could do an 

Every injustice to fhe inmate in at least. two ways that ,I can think of. 
Il ~ , 

parole board member knows of inmat,!3s with very long records wh.o have, .in fact, 
become tJred of committing' crimes. They are not a risk if they are released 
and it seems to me that a guideline" system might, irr fact, do inj ustice to' 
those cases. They might also block the release a~ ~he point of readiness of 
the person who has commit ted a very se,rious cr ime but who, we can almost "be 

fJ ;\ .. . ,~ 

certain, , will never commit another offence, uQless you can thi~J< of a very 
" ' 

good reason for judging a case outside of the guidelines system. I am 'Jot 
convinced eith'.3r that ourconcepi:'of gradual release, our legal responsibility 

. '" 1Ii!. U '''') 

for gr adual release, can' fit into a gl:lideline model. My arguments again.st: 

iJ 

cur'rent gUideline models do not ,mean that' I" feel., that the Natinoal Pa~ple' 
"Board or the provincial boards in Canada want to, or should be, permitted to ' 

exercise their discretion in darkness, according to principles hidden from the 
offenders we assess or the public we are ,.respori'sible to pt'otect~." I do believe e

. 

i) 

D" 
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that the procedural safeguards that have been adopted in the past five years 
by our Board have, in fad., structured the discretion to some extent, although 
I am not arguing that they have structured it to the extent that is 
desirable. We realize that we have certainly not gone far enough. We are 
sensitive to the complaint that an inmate cannot really judge from the 
statutory criteria, or from those guidelines Which we include in our policy 
manual, whether or not he is a reasonable candidate fo~ parole. Dr. Nuffield 

'descr ibed them as a list of factors and that is what they are. As' I said, we 
have begun to undertake a thorough study of our decision-making process to 
determine, first of all, the extent of inconsistency or unfairness in that 
process. For example, are there regional di fferenees which cannot be ex
plained'by the diversity of, th~country, the nature of inmate populations, or 
the t.ypes of communities from which the irmatescome? We have agreed that our 
statutory crib~'ria need to be better art iculated so that a prospect ive paro)ee 
can be better informed as to the basis of our decisions and perh9ps h~ve t~e 
opportunity to improve his chance of earJ,y release. More articulate criteria 
should also help the public in general to. understand the basis of our 

decisions and thus improve our acco~tabili ty. 

My prediction would be that, if more articulate criteria or guidelines 

g,re d~veloped wi thin .the curre~t '~eg~slat.i,~e,~anda~e of f)arole in can1a, t~ey 
will perhaps ,resemble <:)the Amer1can gUlCiehnes 1n some ways. ,They w11l 
probably make mor~ u'se of a salient fac.tor score than"in tile past"but I hope 
that they can be' developed to help us assess tiO~:, just' "how "much time the 
subject deserves to be impr isone(1" for hil? crimes but also how great a risk he 

.~ "~ . \., 

presents to society at thetiffie of the Boar\~' S deciS'ion to release him. What 
"will result will pl'obaply be! in the' classic tradition of Cariadian compromise '" 

I' think 'if is likely that' we will sacrifice some Qonsi,stency'and" some 
.. ,,\ ) 

individualized justice inorderJo ,achieve E!' decent balance b7tween the t.!"o. 
In conc1u'sion tlJen, to ~~nswer the question" of whether \guidelines 'are a 
worthwhile(:icQntrol on dfscretion, r ~ould say that, in my" opinion, the faults 
of the Canadian system are net so se,rious as to. "require the eotal remake of 
the'decision..;making process ,a101;19 the lines of the United ,States Parol~ 

Commissioh~ Ce'rtainlY, an 'articulaUon of, our criteria to make them JT[)re 
\."' . 

specific ana "more understandable and our decisions more 'predi'ct.able .is 
, worthwhile. '~; " 
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OPENNESS AND' THE PAROLE SYSTEM: ,A U~;WYER' S PERSPECT lYE 
,'J 
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David ~ple ,.' 
Barri~ter and Solicitor 
Toronto, Ontario. 

o 

Partly due to confusion over "Section 54 of the," Hum,~ Rights ACt; 
whi~h pertains to. access to infqrmation, and partly due ·to the 
attitude of some parole workers, information on which decisions that 
affect the rights and liberty of inmates is not b,~ing adequately 
d,tsclosed. Tbere is an urgent need t~ clari fyth,~ issue of access 
to 'information and tp establish a bias towards full disclosure. If 
the exercise of discretion is to be" fair and equitable·, the National, 
Parole Board can ,. no longer rely on the p'prase "~bsolute discretion" 

to hide informaqon that may affect a persen 'sl1qerty. 

, .. " 

I have been 'asked by the organizers of this Conference to discus!3 my 
experience in obtaining" information" from "correctional.~uthoritie.s and my 
per,ceptioi'l of. the exerci~e of di,scretio,\ bysucb authOrItIes.. I w:sh ,at the 
outset to comment that I am restricting:'my remarks to my deal1ngs wIth,ar~le 
serVice officers aM members of the. National te..1;'role Hoard. I db not J}ega.r;d 
mY'self as competent to talk about 'd!3alings"" with pl-ison 'or.~enitentiary 
officials. Second, wh,ile. my rematkstoday ;are sb~rply crItlical of the 
behayiour of persons connected ;with parole decision~, I am~onetheless aw?re 

of the di fficult role these, p~ople occ(jpy. t) 

.[/ 

1;1 I) 

,.Ii 

" . 
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As a' practising lawyer, inval ved in the day-to-day business of parole 
'suspensions "and revocations, I see far too much of what I would call 
power-tripping by officials when it comes to the release "of information either 
to my" or my client. \'J> " 

"It might ,be . gaid in response athat' I do not know what I am t~'lking about 
because my, inforrnant- my "client- is often not reliable in his or her accusa
tio~s, G'r because l.ambiased about not b~ingt~ld things which affect him or 
her; since my duty is only to my client and not to' the"~greater good" that 
p~role official~ must ,look to. But t~mpting as it might be to dis~iss my 
remarks on those grounds, "teal! know that games ape played with the release 
or' ill formation , and. the, question really is. what can be done to control such 
.behav;iour? 

~flmy experience and that of my colleagues in the defence bar,,· the 
problem is nowhere more apparent than in the are~, of disclosure o'f: supposedly 
confidential ,. information. '" I want to talk about thisi'n two contexts: the 
discr'etion to release information garnered from third partie$'; and the 
d~scretion to: release reports by mental health pnofessionals. 

It has been. my experience that parole officers ,c"claiming to be bound by 
confidentiality, simply refuse to provide information (rom police reports. 
But the police themselves IJsually have;no difficulty providing the content of 

.> suph report-,s. In many instances, the' investigating officer can be contacted 
directly and, in Ontario, as of 'October 1) 1981, formalized'mect)anisms exist 
for disG,losure,of information in th~ possession ef the Crown. Except in rare 
cases wher.e the'!'e is substantial reason to believe that the physical security 
of Witness,es may beat risk, the Attorney-Genera,l's Guidelines on Disclosure 
provide that" the Crown is .now under a posit.ive:duty( a) to disclos~ the~~se 
f?r the ,Crown to t~le de.fence" and (b) to make "available any othe~evant 
evidencewpichthe Crown does~ m)~, intend 1:0 introduce as part of the CroWn!,s 
case.Shoold ,those guidelines and. disclosure not provide. sufficient material 
to prepare n:!Y ease, mechanisms exist which permit me to obtain additional. 

" ~nformatiol':l!l under oath. '!' can , if nr;:cessary, have the invBstiga"ting :officer 
testif/y at' the bail hearing, or, in indictable matters, requesL"a preliminary 
enquiry ti·. -.'\) 

"~I 

Obviously . then:".there is a strahg~ sG,hizophrEmia in. the provaslOn ·of 
il':lformation. . On the one hand,: we have the parole officer, the "person most 
intimately connectedwuhthe"parolee, declining to releasee information about ,. . .... .. "" 
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() , .-
my or her client ,while, on the other hand, the police officer, wno has 
collected the information has no difficulty being accountable to the parolee" 
or his counsel. In my dealings wirh the Parole Board, this schizophrenic 
attitude towards the' provision of in~3rmation ha~ been even more prono~nced. 
Prior to a post-suspension hearing, \\tl1e,-::::,Board rarely hesitates to provlde me 
with a complete disclosure of the infqrmation received from the police. It is 
a simple matter, except where, very high profile cases are involved, of calling 
up th~>Soard and asking what the allegations against my client are. 

'ft:. 

When I ask. why it is that parole officers ,will not provide the 
information I request, I am u~ally told, in the case of parole .... granting 
decisions, that it is because pf section 54 of the Canadian Huma~ Rights-Act. 
How can legislation which is supposed to guarantee access to information be 
us~d to preven't the obtaining of information? Similarly, in parole suspenSio!l:, 
'cases I am told" that the information has been prov idedby the police in ,.. . 

confidence. ,;"Since the poHce are willirigto provide the information, and 
)\ . ., t b t there are other mechanisms by which it can be obtalned, the .argumen a ou 

confidentiality makes no sense at all. 

One cannot help but be left with a .. suspicious attitude. But before I 
explore this further, I want to talk about the use of discretion in relation 
to confidential information.' I frequently e,ncounter cases that involve an 
allegation that the parolee is being physically abusive to' his ~pouse. And in 
such cases I note a tightening up on discl~sure by both parole officers and ' , '. 

Parole Board Members. The real reason for a suspension is often revealed in 
confidence' only after a post-suspension h~aring. At. such times I might be 
told, for example,. that while a parolee did get charged with impaired driving, 
the rea~,' reason his parole was revoked was that his wi fe called the parole 
office~nnd said he was beating her.up. 

; 

As a lawyer, I find this outrageous. .:\ When a per::son' s liberty is at 
stake, surely it is not too much to ask thatt~e spouse's allegaeEbn be tested:;' 
in some way, other than through internal Correctional Service mecharHsms which 
are not visible to th,e person who'se freedom is involved. The' , (~bv ious 
questions to be answered are: has she caJ-lsed a charge to be laid against' the 
~arolee?; has shem'oved out or taken steps to terminate. the relationship?; 'can 
any person - .. ' a friend or a doclor - corroborate hera21egatlon?" I r.eaHze 
that "the "Board ·is not trammelled by legal fictions such as proof be,yond a 
reasonable doubt, Btt on mAny occasions I can~ot t'espond ,.to allegations, on 

'behalf of my client because the Board, a~ advised by the Correction511 S~rvice, 
will npt tell me what the all'egations are until, after tl")e heating and then 
only in confidence. <':, 

"". 
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What is worse to my mind is ·that this discretion is GO often used in a 
patronizing fashiqn. The wh~le of our legal system is premised on .,. the 
principle that a person whose liberty is at stake can only be deprived of that 
liberty in circumstances which are .,clear to all. And' at this point I want to 
br iefly re,fer to two recent legal cases, the first of which is the Nicholson. 
(1979) S.C.R. 311. case. The facts ;cDf that case were that' Nicholson was a 
probationary constabla who, at the end of his'probationary period, applied to 
become a full constable. He was rejected. When he asked why, the local Board 
of Police Commissioners informed him that he had no right to know of the 
reasons for the negatiVe deciSion. The majority of the Sup.reme Court of 
Canada ruled that "the duty to act fairly" me.ant that Nicholson, whose right 
to earn a living was in question, had a right to know wr'l that d. ecision was . "-., 
.taken and to reply to negative allegations made against him. Significantly, 
~he Court., was no ~,onger will.lng bo accept the patronizing view taken by the 
Board of Police Corhmissioners which at most consisted of saying ,\ "well we know 
all kinds of things about you, but we're nob going to tell you what they are". 

Dubeau (1981) 54 C.C.C .. (2d) 553, which relates to parole, is the secbnd 
case to whicp I would' like to refer.· C In this instance ,,, the parole officer 
found .' that Mr. Dubeau had been opening charge accounts without th~ prior 

\ permission of his parole officer. Follqwing a diSCiplinary interview, a 
special conqition was placed on his parole certificate, limiting his right to 
use credit. That same day he. was arrested by the police. Parble was 
suspended and Dubeau was informed prior to his post-suspension hearing that 
the reason for suspenS,ion was. his abuse of credit. However, subsequent to the 
disciplinary interview, Dubeau was in custody and had had no opportunity' to 
again» abuse credit. Wh~n Dubeau went to his post-suspension hearing, he was 1\: 

not questioned very much about his use of credit. He was questioned .about the 
cr iminal charges. But tht::: Board's reasons for revocation re flect only the" 

>:;,fact that he had "displayed financial,.ir).'esponsibility". Had the Boar,d said 
,in that case, "look, we are going to consider both the ~credit factor and the 
charg~s laid by the police", I doubt that the Court would have inter fered, 

'. given section 6 of' the Parole Act, which states that the Boarc;lhas "absolute 
discretion" to make "such i!lquiries~ ••• as the aoard deems necessary".. But the 
signi ficance of the decision surely is that the Court, by overturning the 

~" - , 

revocation'decision, was saying that the Parole Board and, by inference, 
parole supeL'v isors, cannot be,have like "Big Brotheril. As contemporary' notior;ls 
of human rights· evolve, so., ~~o do the responsibilities ,of decision-makers t,o 

" be up.,..front about decisions that can affect personal liberties (see also 
Morgan &' Sango v. The National Parole Board (No. i) F .C.A.' 7W.C.B. 152). 
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paron~ decision-makers, hO~,ever, often do not manifest the slightest 
comprehens"ion of these cru9ial "i,ssues. Power-tripping through th~ control of 
information goes on regardles~. ' My legal colleagues and I are fumly of the 
opinion that parole officers and to a lesser exte,nt ,cBoard Me.mbers, regard 
issues surrounding the disclosure of infor'mation at best as a nU1sance~, and at 
worst as threat~ning to what Laskin ''C. J. C. has called their "tyrannical 
authority". It is simply a contemptuous attitude towards the dignity of the 

about freepom on information which is not human person to base decisions 

disclosed. 

The third type of rationale for hpt disclosing information arises most 
frequently in the area of reports prepared by mental health professionals. 
That rationale is sometimes couched in terms of protecting the persan who 
prepared the report in questipn. More frequently, however, the objecti(~n to 
disclosure is that releasing information to prisoners or paro~ees would 

somehow interfere with a therapeutic relationship. 

In his recently released Report Into The Confident~a1li7Y of H~alth. 
Information Krever J. discussed both of these issues within the context of 
disclosure ~f psychiatric reports prepared by'institutlonal staff to prisoners 
at Penetang who ha,ve hearings before the Menta: Health Advisory Review Board. 
He state~: "I c~rlnot accept a result that defers entirEt,ly to the judgement 
af those treating the patient. To do so is to encounter ••• profession~l 
paternalism ••• (which) ••• however well' intended ••• is ,less justifiable than ~t 
was in a day whe,[l clients were less sophisticated, and less educated.... I do 
not know of any ethical" or legal obligation a physician may have t~ keep his 
or her patient in ignorance where, the pat~~nt wants toJknow." . Given the 
Krever Report, it· is inconceivable to me that reports prepare~ by mental 
health professionals shoui~ not be disclosed i(l full to pr~soners and 

parolees. 

A second game played by par~l,.e officers and Board Memb.ers is ,in line with 
a suggestion "ma~e by Arnup J .A. in the Ontario Court of Appeal geci~ion in t~e 
Abel case (1981) 56 C.C.C. (2d) 153. His Lordship expressed the v~ew that ~n 
iliePenetang 'setting it might, in' some circ~stances,. ,be appropriate to 
disclose the cont'ents of a confidential psychiatric report t,p the lawyer upon 
his agreement that the contents not be disclosed to the clienL I frequen~lY 
encQunter this f'n the parol~'\' context. A parole officer or Board Member ~,l.ll 
agree to, disclose confidential'inforination, if I wilf' promise not to pas~ the" 
infarmation to my clrent.. I find this unacqeptable \' foi' two reasons: Fu~t, 
it is a fairly transparent a~tempt to engage me in the game of w~thhold~ng 
information. Second, and more important, it displays a functament!'ll 
misconception of .,the relationship betw~en a la~yer and his or her clienL The 

. t 
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law in many countries Seems to be ra'pidly evolving towards the view that, if 
the client insi~ts, the decision-maker must disclose what the decision-maker 
knows. In this vein, I commend to you Krever J.'s Report on t~e 

Confidentiality of Health Information. Throughout that report., and 
specifically at Chapter 24, there is a' detailed discussion of these issues. 

,. 

Let me now return to my original questi~n. Why do parole officers and 
Board Members play games with information? One answer,' which cannot be 
ignored, is that there are, without a doubt, a few misfits within the 

',correctional system. Unfortunately, there are persons who derive 'almost 
sadistic pleasure from their power over parolees, and they are the ones who 

Q; 

most frequently abuse their discretion. But the question does not end there. 
It is not a sufficient answer to say that the problem really comes from a few 
rott~n apples. , 

For the most part, those' who work in the field of parole, both federally 
and provincially, are a decent bunch of people, who are, unfortunately, 
somewhat confused and, to some extent, threatened by this whole disclosure 
issue. I am fully aware that parole officers deal with difficult and 
manipulative individuals, with poignant and tntricate human dilemmas, and wit;h 
conflicting demands and expectations, all of which are ex'acerbated by the fact 
that the parole worker:s are uncjerstaffed and underpaid. What I see as being 
urgently necessary is a clarification of where parole officers stand vis-a-vis 
this complex issue of disclosure. In my view, all of the legislation, all of 
the .. policy manuals and ~ll of the continuing training of parole officers 
should now "be dire~ted towa,rds a biasj,n favour" of di~closure of all 
information upon req·uest'., I do appre~iate that there are some things which 
proper ly should remain private - the personal notes of parole officJals b'eing 
a!good example - but the Board and the Correctional Service can no longer rely 
an that phrase "absolute discretion" to hide info!-,m?tion which may' affect a, 
person's libert y. The significance of the cases I have described is toat the 
~ourts are demonstrating an increase~ willingness, under the doctrine of the 
duty to act fairly, to examine the substance of parole decisions. I have QO 

doubt that if the real reasons for the decisi~ns roade by parole officials are 
not disclo~ed, the courts w~.ll strike down' decisions to refuse to ,.grant, 
revoke, or modify conditions" of parole. 
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.' The organizational 13tructure ,.and the physical environment.in which 
diScretion is exerciseds,tron,gly affects the "n'atureof decisibns~' 
AnQoPPI;,8ssiveatmospnere wi!'l consist~ntly hamper efforts to ,improve 
the quality' of ,:decision:-making. )n addition, st;ructuring the' 
environment ,or franework in which _discretiontak~s pl~ce, especiaf~y 
through centralization,inevitcbly leads" to the supremacy of~ystem 
requiranents" overt-he i'equir~ents ,of the "ingividuals for whom the 
systf3m is responsible. -<;', 0"': 

en 
'II 
\\ ) , 

J/ 
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For the purposes of this presentation) my ~working definition of d.isc.I;etlon 
is that it occurs whenever someone""usually a professional in the"criminal"' 
justi~e field, mak~~a decil?lon 0 to do-orb not to do "something" vtli6hhas a" 
potential to significantly iropro"e or' alter the future", of tne" offender,. 

, .:' .' l\ . 11 

Whether ,he or she deserves to !fave their futUre iriterferedwith beneficially 
or detr imentally is not fhe is~iJef;.' rather, itis"the~'ptif:entiali~fb't'::cltat:g~' that: 

0-

() makes the'. iss'us qf discretionary power,s an im[Xlr~ant one. My remarks will " 
relate to the question of power and will primarily centre on the point.s in. the ' 
system that afford the di seret ionary power to signi ficantly I, alter an inmate.' s 

II " II (; .0 

" future. 
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A partial list of majo~ poillts of discretiorl inpludes the following: 

'1) wheR a victim or wit'ness decides whether, to repo~t an offence; 

2) when the'poUceman de';?ides w~,eth~.,r to proceed with a speci fic c,/large; 
\\ - ~ 

( ~:, 

3i when the Crown ,decides w~,etheOr to proce~d with a specific charge; 

4) wrfe~a bail d~cision is made; 

l ' 

5) when the sentence is determined. 

I de}iber~tely omit ted the finding of guilt or innocence. In theory,' the 
judge ,or jury must find a person innocent if there is .. any doubt in their 
minds;' the verdict, follows automatically from the evidence. In pra~tice, su'ch 
clarity js no~ always possible, and judges frequently choose to believe .one of 
two oppos1ng "··testimonies, thereby exercisr'ng discretion according to some 
objective"evaluation of a situation. Thus, in theory, the ~erdict is not a 

. diseretic;Jnary mat.ter~ but in practice, it often is. 

~, 
//" . 

The remaining points of majo~ discretionary power are: 

6) inl?titutional placemf}nt; 

7) 

8) 

9) 

acceptance of requests . for and the prov,ision of helping services--psycho;; 
logical, vocationalyeducational~ social, recreational, medical, etc.; 

(, " 

. ,-,.J,~:~C5 0 I~ 

recording andreporti!lg of'as~essrii;~ts of performance and. potential of 
eac~, inmate •. This is a potentially significant point of discretion since 
the ini t'ialassessment q f an inmate' might be with the ind! vidual. fpr the 
.rest" of hi$sentencealld ~,~.9htfl8'v.~ "~11 extreme impact on his or her fu
ture, whether .. or not it isa~curate; "0 

. ,\ ',) 

th,e quality.;of the prison existence. This rs. a genet~l category that 
includ,es .~ .. !Tl~ltrtude of decisio,n points that wiXldetermil1e the quality of 
ii-fe .of the individu~l while i,J prison. Some "such decisions indude the 
taking9way are' the: granting of earn~dl~emission;the"re9toration ~r for
feited statut.oryremission; tr!'l'1sfer dec'isicins; wor'k assignments.; and dis
ciplinary board;' 'sentences. Most of these discretionary decisions woUld 
not b~ significant in the context of my wor'king definition in and of them
selves, buttlw cUmulative"erfE!Ct of",these various 'd~cisibns significantly 

~ , ~ 

L!\ ' 
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a ffects the futuf,e of ,the individual. The one exception to this would be 
the discretionary decision to use disassociation. I thinkth.at is signif-

,. .; 

icant in and by itself. 

l\ I have not includ;d th~ Indi vi,duai Programme Plan as" a si~ni ficant. dis
cretionary decision, since, in my opin~i,on, any IndividualProgram~e Plan is 
worthless and meaningless unless some oth~r discretionary ~ecisions are mad~: 
The dis,~retionary decision not to pro'v ide . acce~s to the (helping serv ices and 
resourc~s needed e.an render the IPP i tsel f impot.ent. 

The final series of discretionary points relates to the various release deci
sions such as: 

10) temporary absence decisions; " 

11) parole d~cisions; and 

12) revocation decisions. :.:. .... 

The first issue I would like to ~ddress "is the structure wl~thin "which 
discretion is exercised. The ability to exercise discretion and t~e quality G 

"of the discretionary dec:ision' is frequently: infl(81)ced by the organizational 
structure within which it must be ex.~rc.ised. I,f the atmosph.~re of an" institu
tion is negative, destructive, harsh, impersonal or inh~.Jffiane, then the discre; 
ti'onarv decisions will tend W\> be destructive, harsh ~ and inhumC!ne. We" all 
k~ow t~at the atmosphere of any. setting is' created by a variety 'of physical 
and human characteristics. Certain colours hav~ a calming. influend~. The 0 

texture of bull ding materials is warm or cold., The amount of space and fr,eedom 
of movement can i~crease or decr'ease the tension in a building. Attitudes of 
individuals have asignifican~ impact,on·"atmosphere. If one is in a bad moo~.,c. 
one tends to make harsh decisions. When prison ':,and union officials are lock~d" 
into particularly difficult and sfrai'Jed cpntract negotiations, the ()~tmosphere., 
in a prison changes, and discretionary decisions will change in qu€,hty, also. 

~ . 

Most prisons are fortresses of eo'ld, grey cement; where drab surround: 
c, ings, confined space, excessive noise, ·~nda. we)~heyattitude'be~weenstaff 

and iri'mates obegconflict. C Within this setting how c,an we poss~bly expect 

warm, h~mane and cortstrlJi?~ve disc+et~onary decisidns? .,E;~.en i~ new correc
tional institUtions where the colours are bright and cheery,' on~ cannot" escape , 
the feel"ing of confinement and'the lack o~ ",Visu?l distance~ Pr~,sort, .by ~ts \::, 
very nature,cannot produce consistently eonstruc,tive discretionary. deci
sions. This is 'not. acriticis\p of those who work in the instituti~ns but of 
the basic in~titutiont? in which .. t~ey must exercise discretion. " 

j! 

.11 
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.. Even' the organization of the institution in whi~,~ discretion must. be 
exerci~e~ miti.gat~~ against just decisions, true to tth~:> pu~pos~ and goal of 
the cr1m~f,lal Justlce system. The huge Case Managemsb,::.JManual Illustrates my 

,. 
(J point. Us very si:z:eargues. against the, necessity of centralizing and struc-

turing th~" framework withln Which discretion takes place. 

. " 

The further up in 
the system th~t discr~tionary deCisions pertaining to individual inmates are" 
made, the less likely that 'decisions will be based on the needs of the indi
vidual, and the "more, Iikei'y it becomes that they will be based on organiza- ,\ 
tional requirements. In other words, the basic goals of an organizatioh are 

~ 
geared 'lt~ the client for which it is working, but on. top qfthat is imposed a 
wholeJeries of Organizational req}Jirements •. The farther away from. the client 
group that you get, the more' likely it becomes that decisions will b.e based on 
organizational needs rather than the client's needs. 

" 
Minimum frequency standards for parole supervisi\?ri provide an example of 

the eff.ect of organi~aJ:ional needs on der-isian-making. According to the Case 
• .' ,I:.., c" 

Management Manual of ebe Co~".ectional Service of Canada, the purpose of parole 
is to assist " ~onditioqaHy-released inmates to sucessfully reintegrat~ into 
society following a perioa of incarceration: 

" Q 

" 
Pardle" proyiq.es a means to monitor the conduct of·' 
tQ,e released inmate, to ensure that he or she does 
not !;lecome a'1 undue'" risk to "society, but instead 
Ii veswi thin the limits \' placed on his b'e,~av iour by 
the National Pa:roleBoard I. under, terms' and condi,.. 
tions ~cceptable tQ the commun+ty at large.- Parole 
supervision provides'the opportunity to apply limit
ed controls bX maintaining surveillance "of th~ in
mate's conduct while 81so ensuring that the inmate 

(<;: ( 

will be. assisted in 'meeting his assessed needs b;y 
the" ~~ovision of sl:3rvice, on a direct basis or fol~ 
lowing '" ref~rral to appropriate' ser~,;ices and "re-
sources found in the "communi I: y : 1 ",,, 

(f 

Accordin~ (to' thi; description, 
needs ·of both, thEt, pa~olee and the 
standards ~are, according to the Case 

parole supervision is oriented to the 
communi t y. The minimum ,superv 1'8ion 

Management Manual, consistent with the 

.('\ 

1 
Correctional Serv':i.ce Canada, Case Management Mahual"r Chapter 12, Section 

,\ 1, May 1980. ", 

t.f 

(\ 
\) 
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purposes of paro~e supervision. aut the manual also states there is an equal (~I 

need por correctionaL resources to carry out the fUllctions of, peroH~ supervi-
u sion in a manner that achieves both efficiency and effectiveness. The alloca-

tion of resources to achieve these goals is based in paJ:'t on thef,Qct that the 
needs and risks presented by conditionally-released inmates may be assessed il] 
terms of categories, which reflect, in relative terms, "theintensi ty of con ... ; 
tact, monitoring of conduct, and assistance which are required. 2 

Thus, as an organizational requirement, there is an efficiency and an' 
effectiveness expectation' which m,ay bring better service to the q,lient in the 

community, but not necessarily. The minimulll standards are detailed in Chapter 
12, Section 3, subsection 5 of the Case Management Manual which states in 
part: "A service delivery format has been developed to guide the allocation 

c, 

of resources and to outline the minimum frequerlCY of contact with inmates that 
may be undertake,n while attempting to achieve the goals of parole sUp3rvi
sion." The section further states: "The performance of parole superVioors 
and the overall accountcbility of parol~ sUp3rvision is, in part, ref1ect~8 by 
the achievement of standards of parole supervision as a minimumacceptcble 
level of s~rvice delivery that may be authorized." Significantly, the'perfor
mance of' parole supervisors, and overall accomtability of parole supervision 
is the focus of concern.' The needs of the system, not those of the client or 
the community" take precedence. Subsection 9 states that "All cases shall be 
reviewed by the Section Supervisor and the supervisor' fr.om the involved agency 

prior to moving either to a lower or a higher supervision category. The 
Section Supervisor will be the decision-making author ity for such movement 

between categories. In cases of disagreement, the District Director will 
r"etain decision-making authority.,,3 

Clearly, tQe secti.on of the Case Management Manual that pertains to parole 
supervision begins with an emphasis on the delivery of services to the parEllee 
and the community. But a shi ft in emphasis takes place when., superv ision 
standards are introduc,ed. Th'e standards are basJ3d on p set of arbitrary cri

teria that may haye 'more to do with organizational effi6.iency than with the 
stated goals" of ~upervision. The introduction of acc.omtabili ty measures 
creates a further shift in emphasis away fran the needs of ,\ the parolee to 

" 
Chap.ter 12, SeCtidn 2, Subsection"3. 

" 0 

3 " Ibid, Sect ion 3, Subsect ion 9. ,'I 

d () 
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those of the organization. The final effect is th1at the responsibility for 
d.eci,sions pertaining to individual parolees is moved upstream in the organiza

tion, away from the front line staff to the adrrrinistrative leVel. Th~s, de
cisions tQ change the category of supervision, for example, are reviewed by 

persons not in direct contact with the client or his or her community. 

.' "Having ,)raised the problem, I want to end with a suggested approach to the 
solution. The first step is to t.ake all the resources presently directed et 
strpctur ing the environment wi thin Which' discretionary decisions are made and 
redirect those resources into improving the ability of staff to make high 

quality d~scretionary decj:>dons that relate directly to the goals of the 
organization, not the structural needs.' The second is to let the commmity 
monit~r the exercise of disc,retion "more directly so that it can have some 
direct input into the ne~ds of the ·offender. We might be surprised by how 

tolerant an9 helpful the pub lic:, proved to be if we wefe responsible to the 

community, and allowed opportunity for involvement. 

" I~ conclusion, I leave you with two main points: The first, is a ques
tion: Can discretion ever be exercised justly in a prison setting? The se
cond, is a conclusion: structuring the environment or framework in which dis

cretion takes place, especially through cent>alization, inevitably leads ,to 
the supremacy" of system 'requirements rather than client requirements aroUlld 

which the goal~ of th~ ,organization are established. 
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THE HUMAN DIMENSION IN DECISION-MAKING h 

• G~rald Gall 
Associate ~rofesspr, 
F a cuI t Y 0 f L a.,w 
UniVersity of Alb~rta 

studies on decision-making ,must acknowledge not only objective but 
also subjective aspects of the d~cision-making process.' It'l,,addi~ion 
til clearly identifiable steps - such as gathering information and 
outlining alternativea decision-making involves a number of 
subjective elements which are deeply rooted in the nat,ure and 
personality of the decision-maker. ~By recognizing the irifluence 6f 
subjective factors, we may arrive at a better understanding of the 
decisi~n-making process and be" in a position, to improve" the quality 
of decislon. 

At the outset, I would like to make a few remarks concerning the exercise 
of discretion in olJr judicial system. I a(l) of the strong view that d,iscre
tlon, 'provided it is p~operly exercised, in the appropriate" circumstanc8,!;>" is a 
vital feature of our system. Put si~PtY' it provides for flexibility. in" an 
otherwise somewhat rigid'system. And b'y' providing for flexibility" the, use of 0 

discretion Liltimately serves to attai[l~ just results;' One can observe. the" 
omnipresence of discretion throughout\j'ouroriminal justice system. " for:, 
example, the decision by policing" authorities, a~' t~ whether to cC1.rii:luct" a 
particular tnvestigatlon" or the decision as to which ,,' r.espurces' shgl,ld be 
extended "to a particular investigation isdj.scretionary in nature. After 
investigat.i9n, the dec1sion'whether to charge, and if so, the decision' as' to 
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wryich charges, should be laid ::are al!?o discretionary. ',' With respect to some 
,ihffences ,one must obtain the leave of ~he Attorney-General before a charge 

,~ " ' '\ " 

can "be laid and a decision to that effect by an Attorney-General is also, 
d~sctetionary. 

Wi til respect to the role 0 f the Crownprosec,utor, there is discretion 
here as well~ The Crown must decide whether to proceed and, if so, in some . , . ' - (' 

instances" whether to proceed by way of summary conviction proc13dureor byway 
of indictment. "Indeed, this very c discretion was challenged.i.n;'~ the Smythe case 
in which tl:Je Supreme Court of Canada held that the exerci..se~<~f this discretion 
does, not offend the provisions of the Canadian' Bill of Rights. There is also t 
in the course of trial, considerable discretion vested in. the Crown as to 
wlJlch ';i~viden'~e 'should be adduced, and, indeed, in advance of trial, which 
evadenceshould be d.tsclosed .. to the counsel for the accused. If there is a 

" , ~.:>~) 

conviction, the Crown has the discretion, for example, in impaired driving 
cases, l~deci'de whether: t-9 f,ldvise the Court of 53 prev ious conviction. Th~s 
is , of ,eoqrse, vel'Yosigni ficant because" for a second conviction of impaired 
drivin~, there is a~mandatorYcJail term. 

-..c. ~ 

The largest source, of discretionary. power is that which rests in the 
hands ,of~' te,esentencing ,triCif judge. The judge admittedly ?oes have certain 
gl,lidelines 1(1 the exerci~e. of this discretion. First, Irwith respect to some 
relativ819 few offences, the Criminal Code prescribes mifiimpm penalties'. The 
judgeothen "ml,lst begin with" that minimum and decide w~et:her to impose a higher 
sentence. With resp'ect to mosf'other arfences., the Criminal Code prescribes a 
maximum "sentence, permitting the judge \;to exercise considerable discretion as 
lto the'sentence that "should be iinposed. The judge is aided in the exercise of " .:~ .. . ~ 

this discret18nqycase authority which dJsually describes the range of 
sentence that should .:;-,be imposed, given a ce~tain set of factual 
circumstances. uThese precedent cases, particularly at the level of the 
provincial court of appeal and in the$upreIJlP' Court of Canada, take into 
account not on+ythe fund.afTJental 'principles, 01' sentencing, but also particular 
circum!;>taoceswhichare .presxnt iil J,nstantease~. By' relyin~, upon precedent 
case,s ,i,n addition t,o the statutory guidelines contained i~the c::rimirial Gode, 
the jt1dge has ,a set of judiciT~l guidelines" which ar~, superimpo!)ed thereupon. 
Before le!iyirig,~the questi0rl of disci'etionat, the judicial lev!:!l, itshoulcl.be 
noted that, in recent years,' the judge has a new form of d~scretiQnwiJ:h 
~espect tpa,,;rell;l'Uvely small numbeF or major offences. I am r~ferring td the 
l'equiref'\1e'nt that, ",'in,,'; first and second deQ,res', murder cases, the judge "must 

, specifxoa miniml/ffl 'period of inc~rceratj,on befOri:} parole :~ligibiJity,. This" is 
o'an areabf dl.s.cretion which' isveSY import1fnt to all of us gathered here and 
o ,,1t,is something'jthat is st~ll, .relativ~ly' !Jew since these provisions were 

,j~nactedQoly.j fiv~,:yearsago~' ... ,)' 
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One also finds discretion in connection with correctional decisions. 
Probably, there is more discretion exercised atlhis point ,than at any other 

~~ , " 

in our criminal justice system. Correctional offictals must decide where an 
individual must serve his tci:rm of imprisonment, how the individual's time is 
to be spent, and generally::} what degree of control and supervision must be 
imposed upon the individual.,;. When t~~\ date for parole eligibility arrives, 
the National ,Parole Boar:,d then has~he_ discretion to decide whether to 
release, what form the release should taR~ C1. eo unescorted temporary absence, 
day paro~e or full parole)"f and what condiH~ns should be attached to the re~ 
lease. Finally, the Darole service also ,has discretion concerning t_'_'he degree 
of supervision to be imposed during release. II 

-;--' \\ 
c I' ~ 

I am sure I ha~e missed a "few things, but the picture that emerges ,is' 
-very clear: namely, that discretion ik an "omnipresent fe8ture of ()urcrimi"nal 
justice syst~m. It is, moreover, a valuable feature in that it allows our 

--,~c~~~c-=:C""--system to seek the ends of justice through I) an exercise of flexibility. A 

iI regime of rigidity in our criminal law would lead 'to''' hard$hipsand injustice, 
and would not allow our system to respond and adapt to changing values "and 
changing social circumstances. All this, however, presupposes that discretton 
is exercised in a fair and just manner and for the right reasons. Through a 
system Pof internal accountability, buttressed by th~ availability of 
judicially-granted- administrative law remedles, w~· presumably hav~ the 
n~cessary protection against abuse. ~_ Moreover, further remedj.eswill become 
available whep the new Charter of Rights and Freedom is enacted. Assumil'lg, 
therefore, that discretion, i\s properly exercised, the _, argument for" a 
discretionary regime in the adm?)nistration of our c,dlflinal justice system is a 
compelling one'. that should be kept in mj:rld at a time ~hen we are re'-thinking 
the fundameiltal objectiv,es underlying our criminal law and the means by which 
those objectives are achieved. 

Implic(it i~f9~ disct'etionary"regi"L~is,the making of decisions. And the 
making Qf dkei,iions can, ,itsel f, be exam~,ned from many perspectives. I have 
chosen, ''however" to place an emphasis on two' parqcular perspeot.i,yes. and their 
interrelationship. The 'first relies upon the r~search and sc;i.enti fie 
knowledge gaine'a from the disCipline of psychology. - The second perspective, 
although the subject of some '~ociological research -al'1d although s~Jsceptible to 
even greater research'in the future, is essentially'that .of :the non-scientific 
or subjective aspects of, decisi,on-ma.king.Altnough I have divided my analysis 

~ , 
into the ,.scienti fic vs. non-scien~ific~aspect,s of decision .... making a,ndaHhough 
I have limited the science pJ d~cision"'making to that of psychology, at the' 
same" time, there are other scientific aspects to the study or"decision
makin9. For example, one Jindsnot.oniy psychological, but also 'anthropol.o
gicnJ, sociological and even psychiatric stUdies in this area. Indeed, ~ in 

" (, 
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~~r,ms of ~ure physiology, O~;f encounters diseases which manifest themselves 
among other things, an ,inabi,lity to make decisions. 

Before embarking further on thisdiscuss;on, 
d ~ ~ I should say that this talk 

raws( signi ficantly from the work o"f Dr El' . 
" , • alne Bonns T t' 

psychiatrist, and her husband, His Honour J d St h' ". ,a oron 0 

County Court of Ontario I ,u ge ep en Bonns, a Judge of the 
Judicial Decision-Making· Proc:s:" pa::;,' en~ittled "The. Psychopathology of the 
Trial Process" . V ,lvere, 0 a nat~onal conference on "The 

In ancouver last year Judge adD B ' 
themselves to the judge as dec" 'k ~ ,n r. orlns primarily, directed 

lSlon-ma ere GIven" the focus on th 'd" 
:~::s:fo:heir. ~or_~ is not applicable to our deliber,ations here. e y;~, ~~~a~~; 
decision-in t;~lr ~aper, several re,marks were made that are highly relevant to 

, ' a Ing In general, and ,In the case of certain findi ' . 
maklng by paroling authorities in t. l' ngs, to decl,slon-

~ " par lCU are 

Decision Theory: 
., 

A'P~ychol091'cal P _ _ erspective 

I R 0 

would now like to examine decision-makl:'ng f 
view. I ~rom a scientific point of 
utilize :h hasthbeen. argue~ that the study of judicial decision-making should 

e eones and methods of all th 1 . 

:~::~~~ines. In Canada, that has not been di:re, a~ l::s:v~:~ t:O:i:~gn:~~::~; \ 
d However, ~syctlOlogists" have explor~ the subj eet and have constructed 

:ak:~gerOnf' gedner~l~zed deci-sion-ma~ing theory. Functionally speaking the 
, a eClSlon can be summed ~ f 11 ' !i 

example, the jud e or arol' up as 0 ows~, The geci~ion-maker,,, for 
mus't th" b' g. P', e board member, must ascertain certain facts which 
. en e applled to the legal context in which the 
In order to ~rrive at a decisi6n. decision 'is being made, 

But, in reality, decision-making is far more complex. ' 

a jUd~:i:11:22:a~tic~e, ~ha.rles C~ Haines commented that "a complex thing like 
ver ','~, eClSlon In~o ves factors, personal and 'legal, which carry to the 

y roots of human nature and human conduct" That b 't .'. . 
true of all dec, is, ion,~".,..ma, king,"", not, ,merely, J·Ud'l"C·l' al d' enl'

O
. serY,ak~on" IS Ilkely 

8 " ' , ,"",' , ... Slon-ma 1ng. In the 
Qrlns paper" referred to above, the authors look at d, eci" k' , "l'n thl"S manner: ' " Slon-ma lng 
" .\ 

(.:.':: 

Ba~~c::;'to the making of a, d~cision is the mak'" , f 
cho~ce b t, th " 1ng 0 , a 

" ~ ,ween e?~xerclse of at, least r,two different 
courses of conduct leading" to'di fferent It ~ Modern d . .' ',,', ' " resu s. 
e, ", eC1~lon, theory generally reco nizes that 
de,?ls~on-makl.':l~ .l,S p~,rceivedto involve th~process 0 ,,' 
weIghIn~ POSItIve ~n~~,egative, attitudes" towards, ofr 
7val~~~lons of, d.ecls.lorr al,ternaUves and th.en 'select- ' 
~~~d de ~o~t satIsfYIng altern~tive. In the "general.,.. 

emSlOn problem the decision-maker will have 

\'" -
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available to him a number of alternative, cours~:s of 
c~ction,~ each of which will eventually r~sult In a 
certain set of outcomep ot,; consequences. SInc.e at th~ 
rime "the choice must be made he is uncer-taln. a~ou __ 
~hich outcome will actually result from. the declslon, 
his problem is to select a course of act~on that., takes 
. t . t both hl' s (uncertainty and hls preferences In, 0 accoun .. k' 
for the various possible outcomes. The d~clslon-m~ er 
ener-all ' must analyze the result of vanous possib~e 

~ecision~. In doing so, it is assum~d t~at the decl
sian-maker's best c~urse of action Wlll depend 011 two 
factors: \ 

(1 ) 

(2) 

the probabilities that thi's action will result in 
each outcome' of· interest; and 

t he attaches to each out-the relative impor ance 
come. 

To make the optimal decision, it is n~ce~sary t~at the 
decision-maker ,be ab,le. t~ .~uanti fy .hIS Judgements t~et 
garding outcome probabilltJ.es an~ lmportance.so a 
he can synthesize this informatlon and arrIve at a 
preferred course of action. 1 

The authors then pro~eed to identify the six major s.te.ps in the"making of 
wI·th modern generalized declslon theoiY• Those a decision, in accordance .' 

steps are as follows: 

1. gathering information; 
2. interpretlng infoi'mation; 
3. outlining alternatives.; 
4. weighing alternatives; 
5. deciding priorities; and, 
6. making a final choice. 

o 
decisiorf theory" has isolated six The authors then point out th~t 

parameters of decisiveness, "as. reflecting. so~e of the most importt;\lnt indices 
1\'. 

of one' s a~ilit y to make decisions" • ZThey areas follows: 

" 1. (} the need for information; 

. 1 Sorins" d 'Bdrins 'HThePsychopathology 0... e· U l .. " f t' h' . 'J 'd'" cial Decision-Making 
" Process,~nih C.l.A.J.; The. Trial Process,. (1980); p. 1.97. 

2'. Ibid, p" 198. ,. 
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2. confidence in the accuracy of one's decision; 

3. perceived ability as eVidenced by the willingness to take 
risks~ 

4. 
5. 

tE5ndencyto defer decisions; 
the decision-maker's own view 
and, 

of his decision-making ability; 

6. "the peer..,;rating of decisiyeness. 

;) 

" The Borins paper ,also points out that· an analysis of the "decision-making 
process must be interrelated with what is referred to as role theory. For the 
purposes of this discussion itls important to note that role theory has some 
signi hc~';ce for an understanding of de~Sio~-making but 'a proper e~amination 
of this. theory is beyond the scope of ih'l:s=;talk. 1 would like now to. turn to 
the non-scientific components of decision-making. These components 'are truly 
the human dimension in decision~making. 

The NOn-Scientific Factors in Decision~Makin§ 

Essentially, \ decision-maker is influenced by the "effect of the totality of 
a person's experience on his 'present view of himself and his world-both con
scious "Eind unconsci~usll .3. In the classic treatise, . Courts . on" Trial, by 
.Je~ome Frank, the' human eleme~'t that enters judicial decision-m,aking)s 
discussed at length. His remarks are pertinent to. all types of decisions and 

" ': ~J~. ar'e worth quoting at length:' 

"A judge is a man, with a susceptibility to 
unconscious prejudiced iden~i fications originating in 
his infant experiences ".... Hi's impressions,coloured" 
by his unconscious, biases with respect to the 
witnesses, as to what they s'aid, and with what 
ttuthffi'lness and accuracy they said .it, will dEjitermine 
what'l he believes to be the 'facts of the·, case' • His 
innumerable hidden.' traits· and pf~dispositions oft~n 
get in their work' in shaping his'd~cis.ii:m "in. the very 
process by wh~ch 'he becomes convln67ed what ;'.those facts 
are. The judge's belief about .thefacj:s. resultt from 
bhe impact of numerous ~t'1muli-includ)ng the~orps J ' 

~ gestures,postures and grimf;Jces of the witnesses:" on 
-~',his distinctive 'personality'; thaJ "personality, in 

·tltf l1, is a, product'ofnumerous fact o"rs, including his 
parents, his schooling,' his teachers and companions, 
the pe:rsons he,) has met, the woman he married {or .did 

~\ 

., 

" <.) 

3 •. SupDa, note 2~ 203. c 
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not marry}, his children, th~ books and articles he 
d ,,4 has rea •••• 

In terms 0 f judicial philosophy, this v iew represents °l:he realist or 
sociological school of jurisprudence, ac.cording to which, what is important, 
reglistically speaking, with respect to the exercise of a decision is what the 
decision-maker ate for breakfast or whether:, the decision-maker had a fight 
with his wife before embarking upon hi~ work. The reali9t schobl of thought 
emphasizes the subjective, rather than the objective, aspects of decision- ' 
making. It places an emphasis on the decision-maker, not as an isol~ited indi-
v idual exercising discretion with respect to a particul~r case, but as an in
dividual exercising his role and functiol)in the context of the total world, 
both personal and professional, in wbich he operates. It also emphasizes that 
the decision-maker will be influenced by the global experience of his' or her 
life. It recognizes that bias might enter into the making of a decision, u 

either consciously or subconsciously. While it is true that some biases are 
rationally based, clearly others are not, and the realist school 'of thought 
takes into account the potential effept that subsconscious biases might have 

on decision-making. 

n 

In describing the psychopathology of decision-making, by judges, Jerome 
Frank, in his work mentioned above, stated that "judges are human and share 

"the virtues 'and weaknesses of mortals generally". In turn, Judge an'd Dr. 
Borins agree with Frank that the humaneness of judges does in fact play a role 
in their decision-making. The authors comment further that: 

" 

Frank was critica! of sociological jurisprud~nce for 
not going far enough. While he agreed the political, 
economic and professional background and activities of 
various judges were forces which tended to mold j4,di-'" 
cial decisions, he argued that the idiosyncratic per~ 

'sonalities also played a role in the deciding of 
cases. S ' 

Along similar lines, the auth9rs refer to the great, American jurist 

Benjamin Cardozo who said some ~O years ago that: 

4 Jerome Frank, Court . on Trial, (1971), 152-153. 

'" , 0 

!) 

5 Supra; note,,2, 203. " . " 
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Deep ~el~w consciousness are, other forces, the likes 
and cllsllkes, t~e p.redilections and the prejudices, 
the ?omplex o~ lnsbncts and emotions and habits and 
con~lcb02s, which make the man whether he be "litigant 
or Judge. 

They also refer to the words of Lord Macniillan who wrote that: 

T~e judici~l min~ is subject to the laws of psychology 
l~ke any other m1nd •••• The judge ••• does not di~est 
hlmsel f of humanity. He has sworn to do justice to 
a~l "~en without fear. or favour, but with ••• impar
tlalit~ ••• does not lmply that judge's mind remains a 
human lnstrum~nt. worki~g as do other minds, though no 
~ou~:.on specl~llzed Ilnes, and often characterized by 
l~dlv1dual tralts of personality, engaging or other
Wlse~ 

I f the above is true w· th t t ' 
n 1 respec 0 judges ,·as decision-makers, it must 

equally be true of parole board "memb~rs, correctional officials or any other 
~qtor exercising discretion in our cri~inal justice system. 

Decision Theory and the Non-Scientific Factors: 
Decision-Making in Parole 

I would now like to apply the . t . SlX S ep:;;. 111 making a dectsion, including 
their interrelationships with the non-scientific o~ subjective factors, to the 
process by which parole' decisi"ons are made. 

" ~s m~ntio~e~ ea~lier, modern decision theory holds that the first step in 
reachl~g . a dec.lsl.on l.S the gathering of information. "Generally spe,aking \) in 
our crl.ml.nal Justice system tho 1 h' . . ' ,,' ,,' '. se peop e w, ornake the deCl.SlOnS are not the 
same people" who ,. ga.ther ~he iflformationup'~n which those decisions are made. 
F.~r , exam~le '. a tn~l, judge will reI yon' ,L :tdence adduced by counsel be fore 
~l.m, be(~ It 1n the nature of viv,? voc~ or documentary evidence. An appeal 
Judge wl.ll rely, on the facts filed before Mm although he is of t 
l·b t t' .' "course, a 

~ ]. er y 0 res~arch ~h\~ law independel'ltly. Aparo}e board member will rely ,on 
docu~entary ev~den~e prepared by police, the correctiona( serviqe, the parole' 
servl.ce, psychl.atrlc and/or psychological consultants and the like. tn some 

(~ 

6. ,Supra, hote 2, 203~ 
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instances, he will have an opport.un.l.ty to interview the applicant and, only 
rec,sntly, may also tJavethe opportunity to' hear submissions maqe by a repre
sentative of the applicant. The parole board member, like the judge or any 
other, decision-maker,' can always' request further infq,rmation • Now, consider 
the subjective aspects of this process. First, all the non-,;..sciehti fic factors 
as~ribed earlier to " the decision-maker also apply to the d!~cision-gatherer. 
In the case of parole, these "biases", for the !:lake of a better term, might be 
reflected ininust of the information gathered, including for example, psychi
atric reports, police reports and community assessments and might very well 

'contribute to a recommendation made by a case management team. Secondly, the 
"biase~" of the decision-maker might ~~lso bear, on whether he is sfttisfied with 
the information and, if so, what information he requires. 

~ \' 

'I " 

The second step identified by generalized decision theory, is the 
interpreting of the information. As indicated in the passages quoted from 
Borins Frank Cardozo and Macmillan, the interpreteL' o'f the \information~will 

, , " <f <..~ 
be influenced by the tptal history ofo his or her" life including, if I may 
repeat such factors, "th~, effect of the totality ofa person's experience on 
his present view of 'himself and his world, both conscious and "unconscious"; 
his "innumerable hidden traits and predispositions"; his "personality"" which; 
"in turn, is a produc~ of" numerous 'f.-actors, includlli'g his parents, his 
schooling, his teachers and companions, the persons he has met, the woman he 
married (or did not marry), his childF~n, the books al,ld articles he has' read". , 
It is somewhat of a tTuism" but "the m~king of a decision implies the 'exercise 
of choice" 8 including the choice by the decision-maker, as the interpr,eter , , 

of information, as to which date or information should be given greater weight 
~rcretHbility" or indeed, a.sMs •. cHart o~ the N~tional Parole Board ,has 
studie/, the choice as to whlch hnds of lnformalJ.on should be considered 
before a decision is made. ' 

The .third, fourth, fi fth, filnd sixt,h steps of dec1sion theory, ~amel y, 
outlining alternatives, weighing alternatives, decidi~g prioriti,es, and making 
a final (choice may all be considered together. These ,C:i processes are all, of 
course, susceptible to the same subjective influences as d1sc!Jssed above. 

,However, once informatioh is gathered and interpreted, to a large extent, the 
subsequent steps in making a decision follow almost -aU,~omatically. However, 

'the influenceoof non~scientific subjective factors is still a reality in re
spect of these components of the decision-making process .. 

D 

ij. Supra, note ?, ?04. 
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Equally important, however" these latter components ~n~e also affected by 
five other, miscellaneous factors identified by Judge and,Or.Borins. ,) First, 
a system of precedent and, starc:.~ecisis, under which decisions in previous 
cases either bind or strongly persuade the decision-maker in an instant case 
wIth a similar fact situation, obviously ,will , affect the making of a final 
choice, and will also have influence' con the exercise of the antecedent 

ocomppnents of the decision~making process. Secondly, the decision-maker might 
want to be1nfluenced by,' and therefore take into acc<lunt, 'public policy'. 
To do" so, the decision:maker must percei v~, what, in ,fact it constitutes 'public 
policy' and that determination is also, to be sure, susceptible to subjective 
factors uniql;le to the "personality' of the" pecision-maker. Thirdly, as the 
Borins article st~ted: 0' 0 

(I ••• " transcending the entire"decision-making process is 
the fact that the resul t of the decision will have an 0 

effect on the liberty (of the subject).... The result 
will have an effect - sometimes an extremely crucial 
effect - upon some other person. Th.i:s" is an eVer
present phenomenon in every cas'e and will have a 
greater or lesser effect upon decision-making) depend-
ing upon how weH the decision-maker dmeets the para-
meters of decisi~eness •••• 9 , 

Fourthly, ~he decision-maker might, by virtue of his position, feel a 
sense, of remoteness and isolation. With respect to judges, it has been said, 
in an E.nglish study cited by Judge and Dr. Borins: 

' Q 

. 

" (The Judge) is to be less than human in that. he d>s re
quired to u rid. himsel f of p~ejudice, he is to be more 
than human in that 'he is (formally) required ,to be al
ways right. Weare oadvised that both tnese," require
ments, being unreal ,can affect behaviour' and even 
judgement, particularly ,0 ,', ~f a psychologically 
vulnerable personality. We doubt whether" either of 
"these, requiremen,t's can be removed; "their oppressive 
effeet could however be mitigated if fewer 
opportunities were given to " the judge to shelter" 
be~ind the judicial trappings,if he were to be ,given 
more ,time in which to exerci~e h~s judgement and more 
opportunities ,to lead a normal social life.10 

o 

Supra, note 2, 206 • 
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10. The judiciary - The Report of a Justice Sub-Cbrtlmittee, (19'72), 37 and ,39. 
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ThiS in turn, can lead to what is medicaLly described as "aliehation". 

Fi fth and finally, the Supreme Court of Canada has held that, in 
connection with parole hearings, th~ hearings" and the determinations made 
pursuant to those hearings do not constitute quasi-judicial proceedings, and, 
subject to the new fairness requirements, need not conform to the rules of 
natural justice. Cpnsistent with that conclusion is the notion ,.and, indeed 
the practice of the Board, not to conduct its hearings in an adversarial 
fashion. Recent changes to the regulatiol1s which now allowinmat~s to be 
represented at parole hearings have, caused concern to some that parole 
hearings might turn into adversatial proceedings. If that is, in part, a 

., 
realistic danger, consider the following rer;narks by Judge and 
concerning the • effect of" the adversarial process on the 
decision-maker: 

It is Judge Frankel's thesis that the very nature of 
the adversary process generat~s forces that work 
against the judge's efforts to t1~ neutral and detach
ed. Whi£e he acknowledges that role strain - the dif
ficul ty in meeting given role demands - is normal in 
all responsible jobs, he seeks to identi fy certain 
disturbing features in" the trial process whichcre~te 
added strain and threaten the neutrality of the trial 
judge. 11 

Dr. Borins 
judge as 

In addition, the English study, referred ,~o above, concluded l;IS follows: 

" C,pnc 1 usion 

Both the adversarial system and the rules of evidence 
and p,rocedure, where they, favour one party ••• inevit
ably tempt the judge to lose some of his imp"artiaMty 
and to 'take sides I, if only to redress an imbalance 
either inherent in the system or present in the par-
ticular case. 12 • 

(t"( 
i)-... ·~~) ~\ 

o 

\\ (-I ',',", .~ 

'\ In conclus'i~~), J have briefly outlined the decision-making process, 
having regard to psychological decision theory toget'tler with the interrelated 
non-scienti fic, subjective" components·of the decision-making I?rocess. Oil, one 

,,,,.------- , \) ~ 

o 

11. Supra, note 2, 211. " " 

12 . Supra, h@te Z",,40. 
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hand~\ I can be ~c~used of stating the obvious:\namely, that' the psychological 
cdynaml'Jfof ~eclslO~-making are largely affected by other non-scientific fact
or~. ,,".!r~at ,) lS to 8,?y, the hi:!man dimension of decision-making combines both 
sClentlhc and non-.scie,nt,ific components.,~ On the other ,hand, Oliver Wend all 
Holmes Jr. once" sald that "the vindl' cat ion f th b' ," .." 0 e 0 V10US 

.1mportant than the elucidation of the obscdre". If in faci, 
is sometimes more 
I have vindicated 

"the obvious, then let it be further v indl' cated th'r' ough empirical social 
science 'research At the nd f th d ~~'." 

:. . "'. e 0 e ay, let us recogl1i ze the inev itable, 
namely, ,that declslOn-~aklng, that is, the eX,ercise of aisci~~Jion, will always 
have a huma~ dime([1sioh'. Whether that is d~sirable is a~fl~er matter per
haps the ~ubJ:ct of another presentation at this Copference ~~, own th~U9hts 
are th~t 1t lS better to have a 'ruman dim~nsi()ri' in decision-making than 
say, a 'computer dimension',' but, that presuppo~es that the h ""ho ' 
th d"" ","\ umans.. make, 

ese eC1S10ns are decent, right-thinking indivfuuals. I, for. one, hope that 
they are", throughout ~~r criminal justice system. 
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\~:rq'~,1 0 "Hidden" discretion that is discretion wjlich is not subjectto,~some 
('P,,'1~:,.~ I' form':of public ~~ru~i.ny, o'pens'~ the door to~ discriminatory" practices 
\ f"~'\\' 
,j I in oul';; cJ'imina} justice system. Women are parMc~larly affected by 
?\~\ hidden discretion, some favourably, many adversely." The solution is 

,"'riot to adopt the type' of guidelines th~t reflect past practice and, 
, therei"ore, discl"inlinatorypractices but ,to develop mecha~nismso that 

prohibit discrimination. y, what we m~st 10'Ok for iss balance between 
the human compassion and judgement involved in discretion'" and the 
'need to 'protect individuals from discriminatory dec,isioris. We can 
"achi~v'e this by takings ::freshapproach' to guidelines, increasing 
z:o . _. .' .j.'..' • '. _. ·t~ 

Q" due process, enforcement of our' Human Rights leg1slatlon, and pubhc 
scrutiny of d.iscretionary decisions and ~by ensuring that those who 
~xercisedisq,retion have ~,a compassionate understanding of J;he people '" 

J.'l ,~ 

before them. 

'\ -r': . .:; . \~. . 

Acc'arding' to the Funk 'and" W,51gnall ,dictionary, discre~ion "i~ "the freedom, 
or pow~r to make one's own "jpQgements' anddesisions, and to act as.' one' sees 
flt."When., discretion is, disCUssep, Da Dare event, in itself, we tend,to fOGUS 
'd'n formaDiscretionary powers such' asthqse" of parole a boards andt the cou~ts. 
The discretio~arY' activities of these. bodies "are, however',relaUvely open to 

;/: 

o 

" 
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L.) 
The followi'hg are but a few, examples of what I call Hhidden" discretion: 

police decisions about which areaS to patrol on a priority basis, who to 
- charge, for .~ minor offence; administrative decisions about which laws' to en:" 

force most emphatically; 1 legal decisions such as a decis10n to attach a 
seVere penalty toa minor "offence; classification decisions; institutional 'de

lJcisions cOricerni'lg living conditions, program choices, remission and recom-
'mendations for parole. 

The problem with discretion is .that it' can be exercised in a discrimina
tory manner, 'elther positively orriegatively. That, I might add, is the 
underly,ing reason forholding a Conference on Discretion and yet it) is a topic 
that we have not properly addressed • Tq,support the contention that dis~re- ,. 
tion can be and is exercised in a discr'iminatory fashion, we need only con." 
sider who, in fact; 'ends up in prison. Hidden crime studies indicate that at 
some point m'iJstindividuals commit crimes for which they might be liable, to 
imprisonment. . But" the vast majority of" people who are incarcerated are the 
powerless in society - the. poor "and .. minority groups. These observ'ations alone 
suggest' the" need to examin~ the role, of discretion in the prQcessof" selecting 
who to charge and prosecute, who to send, to prison and who., to conditiona}ly 
release. 

" 
Unfortunately,. with respect ,to the way in Which "discretion is exercit-sed 

in, the case of females, t~ere is Ii ttle Officiali~for}ation on whi.ch to 
draw. In general, theI:8 is !little infornV3tion available do the female o:ff.end~ :; 
er, largely, 1 suspect" because. there ~~e so' . few women offenders •.. In addi"-

. I, . .". " 'Ij. ~ ,,' '\"" '" . 

tion, the question of disc~.etion is Yf1ol4Qne that pe9ple want to. talk about; 
,. indeed;, it is n~t some,thing ~hatmos~ fpeople, in cr~ml.nal justic~ will admit 

they have, particularly the police forcies. Judging from my ownobserv,ations 
and "what infol,'m~tion isavailab~e, it seems ~!Jitepossible that" discrl,minatioQ 

'affects{ll~ny women'f~v~urably in criminal just'ice.Althoughwe have no actual\ 
figures,' ,it seems that a great number of women-:- particularly, I susHed, fr~m

"the middle clas,s cup - are not charged for c()lTinllttlng minor offences or. for 
pa~ficipationin a gr,OL!P' c~;i.PJ.. But the di~cretion' exercised by criminal jus- ' 

.:", " ''';.( '\' l" 

" 

Here l'am referring Spe9ificaHy to' (;ttle directiyes of"provincialAttorneys C> 

General that specify which offences, should -be given' emp,h;:3sis by th~( 
Poh.·ce~ ... . 
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tice officials does not favour all women. Some groups of women, p~rticularly 
Native women, are subjected to negative discrimination., I will now briefly 

" ,l " " 

address the subject of discrimination against Native wom~n and then go on to 
discuss the question of discretion and female offenders ingenetal. 

" 
The vast majority of women who are in prison, particularly West of 

Ontario~ are Native women. In Kingston's Prison for Women, one-third of the 
population is Nativ~, which is a drastic over-representation given the number 
of Native women in Canadian society. It behooves us to ask, "Why?" Do Indian 
women commit more crim~?s to the extent that their numbers in prison would sug~ 
gest? Are Indian women more dangerous than non-Indian women, therefore re-

\l " 

qui ring incarceration in a secure setting for their protection and ours? Do 
they represent a greater security threat? 

Indian women do not appear to commit different types of crime" on the 
whole, than non-Indian women. Perhap~ there is,a slightly higher representa
tion in violent crime; but, in provincial institutions, most Nat'ive women are 
imprisoned for theft, usually Wilder $200, shop~hfting, Highway Traffic ,Act 
violations or g~ner,al nuisance offences. ,It is like!'y, that some of the, fac
tors that account for the high proportion of Native women, offenders relates to 
their socio-economic position in Canadian society. Many have to .. steal for 
food,oi- clothing. But c,e!'tainly' discretion has some impact and it" is my con
tention that the hidden discretion I described at the outset adversely affects 
NC3tive Women. 

Given the lacl< of hard data, we can do no more than speculate - on the 
basis of observation -,about the way in which discretion is exercised" nega
tiVely in the case of Native women. For example, social welfare administra
tors exerci$e considerable discretioil in determining ,what services to pro'vide 
the community. There is a notable lack of services for-Native people, par-

" . i ':, - ." 

ticularly in cities. Moreover, criminal justice personnel, in general ". lack 
knowledge of the few services to which Nativ,es could be referred. "Gj.venthe 
lac~ of support services and the oppressive sdcio-,~conomicconditions u~der 
which many Native ~omen live, a number of them commit crimes simply to feed 
and clothe themselves. Native women }IS a group are conseqwently considered to 
be a social problem and therefore are dealt with 'more severely for the crimes 

I~ 

they commit than non-Indian offenders • 

Once in prison, Native women are s~bject" to conditions which r,eflect a 
discriminatory bias towards female offenders in general. "The physical cdndi':' 
tions of some provincial institutions ,are so appa'lling that, in several

1 
in

stances, women have be!;!n given feder~f terms" in order to sP?re them from in-

,f , 

" 

.i 

.,.. 4,-

carce,.ration in the, provincial prison. ALb d a ra or woman, for example, was 
given three two"-year sentences for sev~ral minor offences in order to spare 

,her from incarceration' in Her Majesty's" prison in Newfoundland' in which women 
are ldbked up in bucket celis for all but one hal f hour each day. 

"Anoth~r ~actor that we cannot !mderesti'mate is that inen largely staff the 
cnm1na~)Ust.Lce system. It is difficult to estimate the impact of this 
factor but -certainly program opportunities,. and the classification .of women 
which is based on the male classification system, reflect the presence of mal; 
decision~makers. 

, What progr~ms are av.ailable to Women? I f you happen to be in Portage in 
uMamtoba, you m1ght have beads on the table to work with during the "day. If 

yo~ are P?rliculardy lucky, you might end up in an institution that has a 
ha1rdressing 0.1' sewing course, although in all likelihood it will not be a 
cred.j.t course. In some instances, you might have the opportunity to take 
advantage of the correspondence or grade school cour~es that are 
offered in various instHutions. But, inli,many institutions, you 
sit in your, c, ell, or '1' ',." ' 11 d IVlng "'area a ,;~YA~!~th absolutely nothing 
to ,plean tOilets for hal f an hour eacW'day. 

, V 

sporadically 
wr<'Ud simply 

'"'-.- .~ 

to do except 

The f k f t ' . ' . ~ 
~ , ac '0 ra1nlng programs for female 1nmates is particularly serious 
In v1ew of harsh reality of WOrking'COnditionsi(cir!women in general. At pre

sent in Canada,w~m~n do. 7>2,,,,p~~ent of all pJrtlfUme work and constitute 75 
p~r cent of the m1mmum wage earning category., 1~198Q~,' women ~mployed full

tIme ,ear~ed ~ on average" 62 ,per ~ent ,qf the'aver~e f~ll-time male wage" and " 
stu~les 1nd1cate that th1S dlSPa,,F.l ty lS worsening. ~Ove~' 80 per cent of women 
,~re in clerical, sal~s 'or services oCDupations. The,. u~employment rate 
'1n the eighties milght intensify this trend. "For female dffendeps, just a~ for 
ma~e. offenders,swccessful reintegration into societ-.y ofteri depends upon their 
abIllty to :arn an honest" li~ing wage. I

o
wotJ1cJ ~argue that .,the training 

pro~Fams_,_aval.labl~ ~o female ~nmates are" ne.i,ther appropriate, nor adequate to 
aS~l~t hiem~,\ 1n re-lntegrating into society ,as law.:ii:abidingcitizens. In my 
OpJ.nlOn, any woman sent to jail fora few days need nbt be there at all. 
There should be an extens~ve use of alternatives for those who do 'not really 
heed a secure setting. 

() 

What s/;)ould be done, the'n about the effect thCat discretion" in '.:the 
·criminal justice system has or~ female offende'rs? Two basic routes, each 
involving a di,fferent set of mkthods, l;ire available t~ us. One is to leave 
disqretionary 'pow~lrs. in place to adopt meaSures to improve decision-making 

includIng changes!n' our chOice of decision-makers., A~ present, the majorit~, 
of people who exercise disc~etion" in criminal justibe are 'white, middle cla~~' 

" 
o 
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males. This is particularly true in the case of judges ,Crown prosecutors, 
classification officers and social workers, all of whom exerc.ise tremendous 
influence over the fate of the ~\3male offender. An important step and one 
that seems obvio,us would be to hire more women and Natives in our criminal 
justice system. The employme_nt of more women and Natives in these capacities 

(,.J 

would result in decisions informed by a,greater sensitivity"to the particular 
'needs of female offenders. Government agencies have agreed in principle to 
such a step but have not instituted affirmative ac'tion programm~s. In this 
era of restraint in government' spending, positions teod to be staffed from 
within, both at the fed~r~l and provincisl levels. Few women or natives hold 
government positions in 'the criminal jm~tice area; thus, not surprisingl y, 

J: " :..:. "".'\\ 

their numbers are not increasing. Only through an all out, well-coordinat~d0 

affirmative action program can we hope to brinQ more women and Natives into ~_ 
positions that will allow them to influence the exercise of discretion over 
female offenders. 

AlJother approach that could be taken, in addition to hiring mope women, 
would be to set up a program'designed,to sensitize present staff to women's 
issues, to the status of women in Canada, the type cir society to which female 
offenders must return, the ",factors involved in Native criminality and to the 
povert y, lack a f employment opportunit ies, the discrimination, despair and 

I' powerlessness that a Native person must confront. Such a program would 
provide individuals, who exercise discretion wJth the tools, the information 
and the sensitivity, to make decisions that serve the nee<;ls of Native, and 
other female offenders~' 

We could also encourage "the development of community alternatives for 3 

women anq provide ,more infor'mation about the" few that are now availab}e. Too 
often women are forced to spend short· perior.\s in prisons which jeopardizes 
their employment ahd involves an enormous cost te society and to their fami
lies ,wh.en a community alternative would have been far more appropriate. 

The second route that we could ",take is the one the United States is fol- , 
;7'<. 

19wing':~ =f±mpJementing" controls on" discretion. Such' controls include guide-
lines for char'gi[lg and sentencing and' paroling offenders and, the" establishment 
of correctional standards. But while regulatory controls such as guIdelines 
could be an important mechanism for preven6ng discretionary abuse~', I am not 
in favour of ,the guideline mode,1s that have been implemented in the United 
States. American guidelines have been established on the basis of ,past 
practice. Such an approach does nothing 'to' eliminate discriminat~ry prac-
tices; on the,contrary, it imbeds them into regulation." I recommend that we ' 
tak~ afres~ approach to the concept of guidelines and develop a model ,that " 
excludes discriminatory factors tha,tweigh unjustly against partiCUlar g,roups,~ 
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c. \1e could also. require that the exercise of discretion at all points in 
the system be open to some form of public scrutiny. I realize that exactly, 
what forro this publicrfscrutiny should take is a difficult question. Whether 
we should adopt all of the due process mechanisms of our Court sy-stern or only 
some of them is open to" debate. But we must ensure that inmates receive a 
fair hearing whenever decisions whiC?h will affect their weI fare are to, be 
made. Steps such as assistance at hearings recently implemented by the Na
tional Parole Board whereby the inmate is entitled to have someone of his or a . 

her choosing present at the hearing seem to me to be in the right direction. 
Furthermore, we would legally recognize the supremacy of the Human Rights Act 
over any penitentiary or parole act, rules or regulations. It is my conten
tion that the loss of the right of·. liberty~ places a sufficiel)t restriction on 
the right of inmates; their remaining rights should be protected from abuse by 
our Human Rights legislation. 

"' 
In addition, we could require the publication of all policy directives 

and regulations including those of the Attorneys Gener.al departments, police 
departments, prison and paroling authorities. By publication I do not. mean 
that directives and regulations should simply be available fot public perusal 
on request; they should be widely dissemi~ated to the general public. 

One of the ironies ~n this ~hole issue of discretion is that not only the 
existence but also the absence of discretionary powers often negatively 
affects women. For example, 1 would like to ~citethe " case of a young woman 
who is serving a 25-year minimum sentel')ce., for being involved in a crime that 
resulted in the death of, a'policeman. Most peopl~ who are familiar with this 
case, including some of the guards th~t 1 have spoken with at the Kingst9n 
Pr ison for Women, feel., thet this woman does not need td be imprisoned for 25 
years. She did not commit the ,crime herself. She, and other women like her, 

, "find themselves present during the commission of a crime!( not because they 
agree with the act but because they" feel obliged' to follow lhe mqn committing 
the crime, perhaps out of love, perhaps out of fear. While many judges faced 
with such cases would like to take these factors into account, c:they cannot. 
The lim{tationson sentencing discretion that" exist in law prevent j~s from 
adjusting the penalty to fit such circumstances. Women, in ,,Particular, su,ffer 
serious ne.gative effects from this lack of sentencing discretion. 

, .' j 

,~ln cone,luslion, despite!"y serious cor~hs-,about the present use of dis~ 
creelon, I"am not recommending that we attempt to eliminate it entir8'ly. Nor 
would I, recommend following the American approach to limiting discretion. A 
wholesal,~ implementation of guidelines along the A~erican patter~, would, in 

\~ my estimation, work to the disadvantage of Natives and wam'an, sincr they in
.cot'porate racially ''and gender sensUi va factor~. I think we must \ook ,for a 
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compassion and Djudgement involved in'" discretion ,and 
balance between the human , " We, .can achieve 
'the need to protect ind'J.viduals from discriminatory deClSl:Ons. 

i a ures I discussed earlier: a new approach 
the proper balance through the me s t f the Human Rig' htsAct; 

d s measures· enforcemen" 0, " ' 
to guidelines; more ,ue pro:es d ' ," .' , in criminal' justice and a sincere 
'p-'ublic scrutiny of) d.tscret.lonaryc eClSlons ". t' , compas" sionate 

., " h . d.lscre Ion have a effort to ensure that 'those w 0 exerCIse, , 
understanding of the people befo,re them. () 

'. t 
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THE ClIMATE or THE TIMES AN) ITS INFLUENCE 00 
DISCRETION IN CORRECTIONS 

,) V 

Ole Insgtrup, 
President 
Standing Committee on 
Prison Re'g;i.mes' 
CouncHof'E:urope 

In Europe, prison administr'ators are currently faced with a new:;"set 
of problenU3' that' stem from the", soci~-eco'1omic conditions 'of our. 
times.. These problems. include ecOnOml.C0 constraint, '\ an i,,!crease in" 
crime 'coU~led with incr,eased demands for public "protection and, 
growing pressure from staff unions and from inmates' ,rightsgr,otlps." 
Tb resolve these problems we must use: the vast 'and largely untapped 
hUman" resources ,.thate~ist in" our correctional systems." And to 
<piaper1y ~uti1ize thisreso,urce w~ must· allow individuals at all 
,.levels"of the.';$ystemenough discreti,pnary power to,{i' developcreativ~', 
effective answers to',· the di fficultiesFacing us •• ' 6.~' 

"t, 

eJ e' 
"DiscretHon can of cou~se be" seen" as °a legal' phen,Pmenon" but, in this 

session, I thinkthatdiscretion~ should be, seen as one of the manY elements 
thatalltQijether c0uld"be called correctional admi~istratfonor : to, use a 
more ·modern 'term, ,prison management. If the. process ~fmanagemeht IS defined 

'as ,"to" pi~n;Otoorganize,tolJo~,ordinate, t;lfld to .,controlthea1:tainment of 
speclficcgoals . through the,org(lnizati()f,l'~,discretion must be c~ntral1y placed 

"in" the discussion of cotre~tion~l management and' ;i.nthe clescr,~pti()n of its 
o 'developmel")t., .. , :a p , " 

o , 

" 
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~anagement technique beoame a matter of tncern in the ,public sector m~cti 
later than in private "organizations and theu,e has been a tendency to=Sirr$ly 
adopt the findings of the private s~or w~(out adjusting them to' the obvio~s 
differences between private and PUbi~ganizatiOn~, and, their operatio~al 
conditions. What are some of the significant differences between management 
in the public and private sectors that are pertinent to a" discussion of 
correctional management and the exercise ,.of disc;etion in corrections? First 
and 'foremost is the fact that public administration, ~ncluding the 
administration and the management of the correctional system, is subject to 
poli tical leadership. This m~'ans that the ties between the political scene, 
the correctional adminis~ration and "its operation ':are a factor of decisive 
importance that must be taken into account when considering or reconsidering 

" the managerial system - including the question of delegation of power and th~ 
\,.' ., 

exercise of discretion - in a ~orrectionbl setting. ~ 

" The political and the public response 1::0 public agencies' mistakes is" n 

much more direct and outspoken than is the ,"case in the private area. This is 
particularly true in relation to decisions in the correctional field. Many of ~ 

the deQisions taken in this area are of' interest to the public as a whole or 
to particular groups in the population; nu~erous decisions in the correctional 
field caus,e reactions "in the mass media with the risk of political 
implication. This means not only that, t!--;- decision must be 'e,asy 'to explain 
but also that the process by which the dedsion has been taken must be easy to 

\."" 

,explain arid fair to the person in question and to society." It also means that 
the correctional system must operat.,e in an efficient way • 

" 

To that end, it is often necessary to be able to, demonstrate that 'the 

decisio~ <.has been taken ~n° a,cc~rdance ,with legal' p,rovisio~~, admin~s~rative 
:egulat~s or general gUldehn, es. coven.ng th, e, a~ea 1n ,quest~~,on. pOh,bcallY' 
It ,is impos~ible to, defend a controversial, ~ecision thai ",is seen, as ~n. 
arb1 trary one. ThlS leads,' m~ '.' to the oplOlon that pu~ l.lC agencles, 1n
particular the correctional "sy'stem , should .. pay a lot morf! at tention to the 
question of communIcation,' with the public, especially the" ma,ss ffi/3dia, .. to 
engender public understanding,.~ of its pol icies and its '('!lay· 0 f operating, " 
including" the degr'ee to· which power "IlPP been delegated and the, extent to which 
discretionary power is exercised at different levels in the organization. 

The Danish correcbional system is characterized by a high degree of 
power..:delegation and a, very high degree of discretion in. its decis:ion-making 
processes. In my opinion, not only our open administ~ation but alsO our 
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~ctive information policy makes our administration 

') 

'r~~r 

~t was before we'introduced this t e "much Jess vulnerable than 
conrlection it is worth nolin th (Pth of ac tl ve In for~ab,on policy. In this 
subject in a self3ct committeegon a"PUbleicEu;o,pe,an Councl1, 1S dealing with this 
which will probably be publish~d in 1983. plmon and Crlme Policy", a repurt " 

1 
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Another factor which h Id 
, s ou be taken into account wh d l' 

correctIonal management and especially h d ' en ea Ing with 
and discretion is th h ' , w en eal1ng with delegation of power 

" ' e e ange In'staff attitude ' . 
expenenced throughout the 'I last d d " that we In' Europe have 
, eca e. CIVll servants in E h 
Increasingly unionized during th' 'd" urope, ave become 

IS perlo of tlme and ' dd't' 
have taken much more interest' I' , ' In allan, the unions 
, t ' In po lcy-formulabon and in th ' 
se -up In European correctional t ' Ii e managerlal 

" . sys ems. The demand for t" t' , 
decls~on-mjking processes part' II' c par lclpa ~on In the 

, lCU ar y In Scandi ' h 
suclil gemands have been gaining l't '1 " ,nav 1a, as been outspoken and 

" po 1 1ca bacRlng As a 
correctional systems in" Europe, with the ,08sib ' • " consequence, the 
b, ecome more and more decentrall' 'd 'd ,p ,Ie exc~ptIon o~ Fraryce, have 

ze an more dlSC t' h 
the lower levels of correction 1. C" re lon as been delegated to 

a organlzatl0ns Nonethel 
cpnsider'this development to be an obstacle· , ~ss some top leaders 
therefore '. undesirable." for ~fflc1ent management and 

" 

. The other, group of' people that we are dealin . , 
~ns, 0 of, great intere. st in th' t' 9 Wl th - the conv lets - are 

, ~ IS connec 10n. Throughout th 1 t t 
Europe, convicts' demands fo~ h " e as wo decades in 
h c anges In the system and th "t 

ave increased. In addition mor d ~ e way 1 operates 
", .. , e an more groups and ~ .... dA\ 'd 

an interest i!n the treatment of 't ' , In :1. 'f uals have takeR 
" ," ,conVlC s - especlally that of ' 
In the legal framework that d f' d .' Rnsoners - and 
pressure-group~ have 'd" emand' ed e Ines an ,protec:ts thetr rights. Prisone.,1's ana 

o more preclse 1 ' f' t' , .', 
of inmates, faster treatment f th ' "., ~ ar~ lca 10n ~of the +egal rights 

" , ' , o. eu appl1catlons· and co p'l ' t 
reasons for decisions that a\\ff t th' " m aln, s, and the 0 

ec em. In addlti '" t ' 
mO,re influence in their daily I' f ' th ' on, Inma es have asked for 
Iperso~all ' f' d ',Ie In e Institutions. These ~ demands - which' 

(; y ~n, reasonable and acceptable _ ' ,) , 
SOCiety and are not pecul" t t mlrror general developments in 

, , lar 0 he correctional field Th " 
consequence of general pblitioal and ~ 1 d ., ey are a 

SOCl~ evelopm?nts in our society today. 
'b 

., Inc, addition oto the situation described ab 
systems' ate under stral' n C' l~'" , "cove, European correctional 
"" " .' • q.mu IS 1ncreaslng th " , , 
1ncreasing, the pror\orUon of dO, t b' 'd ' ' e number of Inmates IS 

.... 1S ur e "lnmates is i ' 
and the avai~lable financial ' " ncreaslng significantly 

resources In many systems h b 
minimUll with no increase possible in the foreseeab' , ave' een reduced tO"a 

" OU, r operational conditions arp excell tl d . ,Ie f,uture. Other chang, es in 
U • t" Ii', en Y escnbed In "The En' 't 

m ed Klngdom Prison Service", bl' h d " qUIrY In 0 the 
. , pu IS e ,ln 1980. It is "in this context and 
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in the socia-economic climate of the times that correctional systems must, 
operate in a fail' and~ just "way, smoothly and efficiently. Precf~'~ly because 
of this climate I believe that deleg~tion of power and the Lise" of discretio~ 
must be regarded as usef~Jl and unavoidable managerial ~o&ls. Limitations in 
financial and other material' resources should not be regarded simply as a 
problem. Such a situation requires that an effort be made to obtain the same 

I,' 

goals by developing other, already existing, resources, the first and foremost 
being the almost unlimicted, unused ~uman resources at our disposal among our 
staff, and inmates .. , 

That this must be done in, the fut~ in my ?pinion. both obvious and 
urgent. How it ~an be done F however, is a much more complicated q4estion to 
answer. Clearly, this is not something that can be achieved overnight' but is 
a process that will take. ti,rne and that caNs for careful planning" and 
clear,:-cut goals. While I cannot offer a simple prescription for change, it 
might be useful to ouqine ~he basic premises on which we based our efforts to 
decentralize and to redistr'ibute discretionary power if! the Danish 
correctional system. The following summarizes the main principles. that we 

c 

took into account: 
1\' 

1. Correction-al systems consist· of a headquarters and a number of smaller 
l) () 

and larger institutions., . 

2. That the headquarters functions does not necessari'l'Y. mean that the 
organiz~tion functions. 

(? o 
1I (j 

,,3. That all the.locai units function means that the organization functions. 

4. People - stl;lff and inmates - normally behave as they are expected to 
,~ behave. 

. 0 

5. If people are not giv'en resp'onsib1lity, theyo do not. act neufrally but 
. . °bCl nresponsl. ly. 

'(, . 

6. If people are supposed to act in a responsible way, they must have, 

o something to be responsible for. ~ 

, (jj' 
There is a tie between the ability to take responsibility and the""J:'ev.el 
of education and expsrience. o 

8. Learning by doing is an important way ofa learnin,~ .~I 
I'.) 

9. 

,," 1·\ 

10. 

:S' 
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Delegation of power - including discretionary power - does not mean loss 
.?f con~rol and influence but leads tq real leadership. It changes the 
position of management at all levels from that of decision-maker to that 
of leader. 

When 
what 
time 

a manager loses confidence in human bein~s' and no longer understands 
'responsibility mean~ to them. and to the organizatiqn at large, it is 
to leav,e. 
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CONFINING DISCRETION: ARE WE HEADED TOWARD A 
MORE JUST SYSTEM? 

I} 

Don M. Gottfredson 
Dean of the School 
of Criminal Justice 

Rutgers University 
Newark, New-Jersey 

= 

, ~ 0 

The current 0 trend in.the United" States is to curb discretionary 
powers in' corrections by mechanisms such as determinate s~nteneing 
and parole guidelines. This trend 'is the product of criticisms 
about the'retlabilitative concept, criticisms that are based on what, 
in some cases, is questionable research. While, tt1ereis quite 
clearly a need tofin~ measures that" will i,mprove equity and 
fairness, in correctional Ctecision-making; the '" efficacy" of "the 
measures that have been adopted is sU 11 in doubt:~ Since they ma¥ 

be premised ;,on F.h~Z\~~sumI?Uons or may. lead to unwal)ted respi'fs ,~< 
such' as longer sente~Gs and overcrowd1ng? their impact must be 
closely monitored." '" 

o 

In order to determine if, by 160nfining discretion, we are headed toward a 

more just "system~ms ~e~esSa?fir~t \~~ 'det~rmi~e if\1 th~,r~ "are' apy troends" 
that ~ave. to do w1'lh~nf~n1ng d1scretlon} "and "~~cond, ass~rn1ng that we "kn~w 
~hat . Jllstrce mean~, III to ~ec1de '/het,her we ar: h, eaded toward. a', gr;at" e~ ~egree '!of 
Just1ce. tJThat~~J small task., "I w1ll, press on 1n, purpu1t of that 

" \I-=-' ',' J;" _ , , -

objective, bu.t I 'make no claim that I will be able to' frbl1fil it. 
\~ " 

I would like to talk about' what I perceive to be saine' de finite, ea'sil y 
discernible trends in ~ the United States that have to" 'do with reduced, 
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discretion. The trends toward a reduction in discretion, particularly with 
respect to the judiciaFY and paroling authqrities, ,are one aspect of two more 
general trends. 'The first relates to the fundamental purposes of sentencing 
and paroling. The second is a t~end toward 'greater determinacy. 
q(, 

Il 

(11" ~ would like(,lto review the trar;Htional purposes of sentencing in order to 
'~dent1fY the~tre~d toward. a [eduction in discretion which is a quite definite 
trend, at least 1n "the Umted States. In his studies on sentencing, Professor 
Wa!Jler ' has pointed ou't that the first s'anction imposed by a court when a. 
defendant is found guilty of some offence is the conviction Usel f. By this 
actio~ 11 the defendant is told authoritatively, publicly'; decisively and 
endunngly that he or, she i:s" guilty of inflictil)g harm on an innocent victim. 
And for many, people that' can certainly be a: very considerable sanction. 
Professor Waller, further states that most often the conviction is not thought 
to be ()8. sufficient sanctioh so that a variety of others have been invented 
thr~ughout history. 

" 
This morning when Prufessor Normandeau referred to Pl,ato he br9!.1ght to 

mind what Plato wrote about ihe purposes of· sanctioning offenders. He claimed 
that the" only ju.st i fication for punishment is found, not in the" pa§t harm done 
but in the' good tofo1l1)w in so far as punishment serves as a warning to other 

peo~_ .. ~g~nera~ deter,i.1,ce in our' common lang~a'ge) or as a ~eans of correcting 
the, n,tl"~r",=b~~~Vlour (treatment or speclal deter:rence). The utilitarian 
concept of sentencing is, therefore, at least. 2,000 years old'. I,t was looked 
upon ma.inly as, a means o~: rehabilitating or reforming t~e offender,. The oUler 
general ut'ilitarian aim has been, of course,. incapacitation, the argument 
being" that you Illay have to lq'ck 'a person up in order to prevent him or! her 
from committing a crime." 

() '. 

,,' 
In c~ntI'oast to 'theSe three p\rinciple utUitarian aims of se,ntencing is 

the retributive aim'~;, More r7cently, we hear' the principle of" se.ntencing 
talked a,t:mut in terms a f deserved punishment, on j ust d~l?erts. It is fair to 
say" thaf there is a distlnclionii' b.etween rjust deserts " ahd retr(ibutio~ism 
aJ~houg~ .th~~tain~y " c~aiSelY rela'ted.. The major di'stinction between., 
th~ .~b~1t#ia~~nd Jt~tr~bubve cQn?epts. 1stha,~'s~ntencing based on the 
ub~:tt~1an ""prlnC~ft' 1S lntended to ach1eve some purpose for the good of 
Soclety, generally. "In addition it has ~, p~edicti Va' compQnent while, the just 
de,~erts "concept ofo 'punishment, simply looks back to c th~ha'rm.don~.In the 
l~tt~r case punishment may only and must be commensurate with t)jjlh the, degree 
of harm'done .and the~culpability of the offender. Punishrnent is justified on 
mor,al' groundsand~ not, on grounds of effectiven,ess or' utilfEar,iahism., The trenc~ 
}:'~cently ,at least: .in ,\the UnitedStates,o very definitely, is 0 away from those 
utHitarif:in aims

o 

of senten,cing and pa"rOling, and very strong1y toward a just 
deserts orientation. 

o () 
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sente~c:::on:~d "e~:~:d~r:;>~e oneCO~::::d: rg"e:::" :~~:::r::n:::ef:!~:~~c!~ 
Indeterminate sentencing hfs existed in the United Statl=ls since early in the 
centur~, beginning in abouM 1908 with the State of Washington. California had 
an indeterminate sentencing law by 1918. And, since the early part of the 
century, the concepts of probatiori and parole have developed in conjunction 
with the concept of indeterminate sentencing. Under indeterminate sentencing 
the penalty was often not fixed at the time of senhmce, but later, often much 
later,. by a par'~le board. This is changing: the trend is now toward a 
narrowing of the range of permissible punishments, toward fixing the penalty 
early and, thus, toward a greater degree of determinacy in sentencing. 

These trends have come from three general types of criticisms about both 
sentencing and parole., The first" set of criticisms concerns procedural 
issues, issues of due process and fairness. The second criti.cismcentres 
on the uncertainty experienced by an offender who must go to prison without 
knowing when he or she will be released. I It is argued that this is 
counterproducti ve to rehabili~ati ve aims. ,', Mdreover, it is argued, this 
uncertainty is not fair. The third. general type of critigism is that the 

system sim~l: is, not eff~ct"~ve. Jl There is a lar~e volume ~f l~ter~~ure about 
the rehabllltatl.on model "an~~het.her or not It does work. ' Much of the 
research may' easiIy be questioned" and 'indeed has been recently in the United 
States by 9 panel on rehabilita'tion 'research from the National AC'ademy of 
Science whic~:;l came to a conclusion that" di ffers signi ficantly from what we 
have' been reading for several. years. >i 

Their main conclusions were: one, that the ~ffecti~enes& of the 
rehabilitation model has not been properly researched, and,two, that treatment 
programs ,.have been implemented with· little rega~d for th~ integrity of the 
concept and without due attention to the required strength Or "dosage" of 

\\ 

treatment. Gi ven the" methodological flaws" in the, research that has been ~done, 
tMepanel concluded that; we cannot inform policy from what is n~w known ;about 
rehabili tation.' 

We do "not yet know what the trends in sentencing and parole, which are 
the product of criticisms ab,out the rehabilitatinn model, will bring. This is 
all stii'l too recent a phenomenon. There is, however, some ev i.denc;::e, to 
suggest that these trends have increased the time seFved by o,ffenders in some 
places. 

Thr'ee general solutiQ,ns have been proposed for the problems identi fied by, 
criticD of the system. 'The first ,is fixed-sentencJng;, tti°at is, sentences 
f;,latly-fixed' either by the "legislature or by the Judiciary at the tIme. of' 
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sentenc~ng. A related, if somewhat different concept, is that of mandatory 
sentenclng. In a number of States new legislation ,has been passed for 
mandato~~ sentences or mandatory minimum sentences ~hich ,reduce, if not 
altogether eliminate, ~iscretion. In my State, New Jersey, a mandatory 
sentence of two Years ,hns been passed recently for any property offence that 
involves possession of a weapon. This is one proposed solution. 

The second solution is referred toas .. presumptive sentenCing or sometimes 
presumptive p~role. "This means that there is aR assumed sentence for a giv~n 
o~~~Q~e ~ut ,Wlth some leeway • The sentence might be increased (the phrase in 
CCJ:u fornla lS "enhanced") or decreased for a speci f Ic reason. Thus, some 
discretion exists but not as much as befor~. 

The third general solution advocat~d is the dev~lopment and 
implementation of guidelines for both sentencing and parole. For example the 
United"Stat~s Parole Commission"operates according to procedures that se;k to 
structure. alld control discretion without removing it. Guidelines are an 
attempt to provide a middle ground between discretion and control. That is to 
say~ discretion is a necessary element of sEmt~ncing, given the cOlnplexity and 
vanety of offenders and their behaviours, but it must be controlled. 
According to this approach, people may'be qualified to exercise discretion but 
they also have to be able to provide reasons for their decisions. Therefore, 
a more open system, one that makes policy publicly known and open to 'criticism 
and debate,. is part of this solution. . 
\~\ '. ')" 

Th~ three trends I have discussed are bound to 'have maJ"or consequences 
not only for offender!" and c~rrections systems, blut for all of us. While it 
is" too early tokriow exactly what these "consequendes will be I think thClt' it , ,<, 
lS extreml::ly important to monitor"wh'at is happening., If the predictJons are 
correct, the current trends toward fi~ed or mandatory" sentences and 
presumptive sentences will increase overctowding in our prisons. 

There are' very great problems in deciding how to manage the problem of 
overcrowding during a time of fiscal restraint puph as' the one we are 
experiencing. T,here are many empi'l'ical questions related to these issues that 
~~ght to be tesled and there are ways available to test them. I think we 
should be urging that the situahan be monitored closely tei "ascertain whether 
we are mov·ing toward a greater degree of justice and effectiveness. 

David, .Rothman recently suggested that the cljrrent trends in sentenci~g 
" ma~ be,pa~t Qf a more generq,~:isocial trend in the United stat·~s. He suggests 

that, In the heyday of the indeterminate sentence and the rehabilitative 
.ideal,·· e\>1e,ry:one assumed that the treaters and the treated were on the same 
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side. But the current gene~ation of ur~formersquestion whether the 
paternalism of the state should be trusted. Rot1hman argues t~at the tren.d~ I 
have been discllssing have emerged' from a concern about the, Issues of eqUl.ty 
and' fairness and that probably they are taking us in the right direction, 
that is to~ard increased fairness and equity. But he suggests that, ,in 
proPosi:9 rhese reforms, this generation of reformers has inadvertently pitted 
rights against needs. He suggests further, and I agree with him, that ~he 
challenge now is to achieve reforms that might increase fairness and e~Ulty 
while,at'the same time, preserving our ability to provide, needed correct10nal 

services to offer)aers. '-:-J (\ 
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Th~' history of parole in the U.S.S\,R. demonstrates that, without 
,clear' directives from, thecel1tral authol'ities,prison and 
officials will be forced to make deci'sions w'ithout guidance, 
their own priorities and they may well do, so capriciously. 

parole 
to set" 
In the 

Soviet Union,extraordinary laws and dir~ctiveshave frequently 
given,policemen'and judges the" opportunity to enforce thel'aw virbu

,ally as they see fit i • In the case of parole, a long series of ambi
guous and at Umes conflicting directives have shown how easily the 
system Cal1, be subverted When there is no cleaI','statanent of Hs 
purpose. 

" ,. I am g01ng to restrict myself to di~retion and" parole in the Soviet 
Uniqn and not try to go very far beyond that. Needless to say", I am speaking 
as an outsider. J spent a year in the Soviet Onion doing "research on penal 

" po licY'::'making and I have been"" back other "times. I do not have firsthpnd in
formation ,roollt how offici alsin prisons are, actually making decisions, but 1. 
think a fair amount can rea$Onably b,e inferr~ from what I have observed of 
the systE)m. 

" ' 
l"woqldlike,to use the ';:~hecl<ered histol1Y of p~I:101e in the U.S.S.R. to 

illustrate a 'simple, oobvious but nonethe~ssimporta;tpropositiOn. If 
f~ 

politicians "or central authorities wish to guide or 'dired the exercise of' 
, ( . 

\) 

,j 
;.j 
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discr.etiol1 by officials, and usually they do, the politi6'ians must supply 
those officials wit.hclear directives and clear guidelines and must avoid 
'maki~g demands which have. cohtradictory implications. Otherwise, the. offi-
cials will be forced to t ak,e decisions without guidance, to set the~~ own 
prioritie~, and t.hey may well do that capriciously. In the Soviet Union, and 
one e)(pects, in other authlritarian states as well, this has happened all too 
often. In the So~iet Union, for e~ample, sp~cial campaigns and extraordinary 
laws and directives frequently give JXllicemen and judges the .0pJXlrtmi ty to 
enforce the l;:lw virtually as they see fit. These things can probably happen 

in democratic countries as well. 
') 

In the Soviet context, parole has always referred to conditional early 
release without supervision. Twice-in Soviet history, politicians have re
sponded to the desires of penologists and mandated a soph~s.t icated,p~an . for 
conditional early release, plans which required prison off~c~als, comm~ss~ons' 
and judges to release priSOl1ers on an assessment of their progress towards 
rehabilitation. But in eacn instance the officials were forced, in time, to 
respond to other pressures deriving from the same politicians' econ~mic 
policies, pressures which undermined the officials' reliance on penologIcal 

considerations in rendering discret ionary judgements. 

Although the Czarist government hesitatingly allowed the estcblishrrent o~/-' 
a modest parole scheme in 1909, it was only under the Bolshe\dks that Rt?,?sia" 
acquired a system of early release with" broad el igibili ty. Cap~ ivated by the 
progressive penology" of the day, Bplshevikpoliticans tried to introducein 
their prj.sons the progressive stage system of Wli'ch early release" was the 
ultimate rew~rd. In theory;' ,,'the prisoner had to demonstrate good behaJ iour 
before being released and a special commission itl eacl") province \;fas supposed 
to screen the "recommendations for parole that were forwarded by prioon author
lues. In practice, however, neither prison officials nor the commis~ions had 
the chance to make judgements. ' 'Reeling under the pressure of overcrowded" 
prisons, itself a"reflection of the "new commitment to police pett.y crime, 'and 
the absence of funds for new pr isons, . pris9,n officials paroled almost every 
of fender:~s soon as he became legally etligib18;C1 the commissions simply prov i!:l-
ed 'the nec.essary~ubber stamp..Moreov~r'~politicians tr,led to eal3e the pres-
sure with jf;eqdent ,amnestle~", through"whichinany offenders gained release even 

ear lier than they would have i f .. paro~ed~ . 
, '';; 

o ~ 

In the 1930s, when Soviet' prisons and camps assumed an economic role and 
their numbers increa~:ted dramatically," the pressure to parole ever:y" prisoner 
disappeared. Prison of'fieials 'lWer'e still hot fre.e'to basti decisions .about 
early r~leaseon penologicaJ consjde~ations al~ne. No,W that the effectiveness 
of penal institutions was judgedaccopding to their productive outpu,~ (the 
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prison was after· all part.of industry),the officials found ,it expedient to 
u!:le early release as a reward for. hard work, regardless of whether prisoners 

,showed signs of rehabilitation. Parole remained a paft of Soviet law until 
.1939; however, In practice, officials replaced it with a system of labour day 
accounts iR which one day ~of productive work counted for two days of the 
sentence, sometimes even for three". Release according to 'laboUJ;:'\ day accounts 
involved the cexe~rci'se oJ discretion, it is true, but not of the sort which 
penologil3ts had in mind when they designed paroJ,e. It might be argued tha.:t 
Soviet politicians tacitly supported th.e replacement of .. one principle of 
discr'etion by another, but the message which they sent to prison officials was 
ambiguous. 

The second at.tempt to establish a paroh"l system in th~ U.S. S. R. came 
after Stalin's death. As one part of theliberalizat.i,.on of the~;.criminal IBfl, 
in reactioh to Stalin's excesses, Soviet leaders re-estBblished parole in 
1954. They allowed ~urists to develop a sophisticated system of eligibility 
and principles fOJ;:, parol~ decisions, °all Qf which were in operation by the end 
of tl1e decade. At "the pr,ompting of penologists, the alternative scheme of 
release by labour day accounts was officially abolished. By the mid-1969s, 
the new parole system was well established. But it then became a prime target 
of criticism in a new surge of·law and order sentim@nt and this in turn led 

, . , 
to some tightening of the rules for parole eligibility and the development in' 
law ~feven more sophiqticatedCi'iteria for parole decisions. The criteria 
included the particulan, crime committed, the criminal record, and evidence of 
rehabilitation. ~ 

" Yet at the very.,time that the jurists were elaborabing these refinements, 
"penal' practices began to "respond'to new economic pressures. In 1964 a 

, ',' , ' " , 
semi-secret edict tG·j:.he Presidium of" the Supreme Sov,ietestablished another 
variation ,of parole, a system cal1~ "¢onditional release for' work on 
construction sites".' 'The purpose of), this t1ew mef.isurewas clear· enough. It 
\'1as to slJPply convict'labolJr for l.arge construction" proje~ts in remote areas, 
for example, For the constructiotl or the Ba1kal-"Amur Raifroad, and the opening" 
of the "TiumenoH,.fie!ds. Unlike parole, which was f)upposed to be rfltioned 
car:~flJlly according to the of fende'r , scrime, his record and his behaviour in 
'prison, ,the new c~ndit!onal release could be applied tathe overwhelming 
majority .of priosoners early in their terms, as long as prioon off~cials" so 
decided and the priooners agreed." There were very f'ewexclusions. Murderers 
and some people withparticlJlarly bad 'records were exempted'" but almost 
eV:,erybody, including people .who would nO~,mally be paroled only after serving 
thr,ee-quarters of their term,; coLl'ld be' sent ,off after serving less than a 
quarter of the term under this system of conditional release. 
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,One can safely assume that the number of persons awarded conditional 
refease for work on" construction sites was controlled by l~our demands rathe;
than by the success of the 'prisoner's rehabilitation. As a r~sult, both the 
typeL

) of early' release that a particular prisoner, would receive and its 
rationale became unpredictable and remained so for a number of years. The 

I) 

ambiguity was for the most part removed in 1977 ~en conditional release for 
" 

work on construction sites waE), upgraded into what is now called "condi~i6nal 
rel!;lase 0 with conjpulsory labour aSsignment,i. This was publicized as a 
progressive pegal measure, as a form of gradual decarceration which was ,to 

1 
accompa1py a new, sanction known as "suspended sentence with compulsory 
labour" ~ The demand for convict labour had reached the ,point that Soviet' 
authorities decided to despatch most prisoners to construction sites. <) 

According to the testimony ofa particuJarly relicble penologist, almost 
every prisoner became a beneficiary of the new version of conditional release, 
so that, to quofe Mikhlin ,,, "Work on construction was converted into a stage of. 
punishment for persons depr ived of t/:1eir freedom". As Mikhlin depicts it, 
almost everyone sent to a prison or colony would, after a quarter, third or ,~ 

hal f of his" term, be sent 'to a construction' site, where he would be compelled " 
to work and to periodically report to the police. \' 

What effect did this have on the Sov~et prison official committed to 
choosing candidates for parole on the basis of penological considerations? 
The bulk of his clientele now disappeared from his control long before they 
became legally eligible for parole. His exerclse of discretion was restrictecj 'I 

to prisoners with terms too short to involve a transfer to construction sites 
and to the few invalids not senl to the construction sites., Admittedly, the 

~ new law did allow convicts who had compiled good work records on the 
construction sit'es to apply for parole. However, the criteriaJor parole and 
its administrati~,e organization remained obscure. My impresslon is that no 
one w\3s appointed to this task. The convicts eligible for parole" are often in 
places where there are no penal authorities, there is only the local police, 
and I doubt very Jl1uch that they are being r,eleasedearly. 

It is <ii fficult enough to gain the complIance of officials makihg 
discr~tionary decisions when politicians supply clear guidelines ando 
consistent criteria. The Soviet experience with parole demonstrates now ceasy 
it is to "subvert a "system of discretion by introducing conflicting principles 
intp the choices that one expects "officials fo make. 
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